“This is the best book yet written on social evolution. Jonathan Turner synthesizes his life-work, from cladistics of human great ape ancestors, reconstructing the biological steps that made humans much more emotionally responsive, simultaneously allowing greater brain size and more flexible social arrangements with strangers. Blending symbolic interaction and interaction ritual, early humans developed internalized symbols, self-control, and group references. These let humans build larger, more complex, stratified, and impersonal organization—turning against original individualistic, freedom-loving human nature and submitting it to the social cage. Turner traces the conflict of biological human nature and social organization into post-modern societies and peeks at our future.”
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“Jonathan Turner can be counted among the few in American sociology who ask huge questions, master sprawling literatures, and defy the imperialism of radical social constructivism. He takes nature seriously and wants to know what nature means for humanity. This book continues and extends Turner’s decades-long
project of systematically understanding and explaining foundational concerns about humanity—that is, *us, we ourselves*. Not everyone will agree with his story, but I commend it as important and fascinating nonetheless. At a time when the authority of science itself is increasingly publicly questioned, Turner admirably models a long-view scholar taking genuinely interdisciplinary science seriously.”
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**Armin W. Geertz, Professor Emeritus, Aarhus University**

“Jonathan Turner is one of few social theorists who cross disciplinary boundaries in a serious way, engaging biology, anthropology, evolution, genetics, brain science, psychology, and sociology. Rejecting the tautological logic of the ‘just-so stories,’ so often associated with evolutionary work, Turner reveals the labyrinth-like complexity of human nature. Turner is a sure-footed guide through these labyrinths, rendering his insights useful for thinking about a wide variety of social phenomena. Ultimately, Turner’s *On Human Nature* is a cutting-edge work that should matter to all social scientists.”
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Preface

For several decades now, I have been exploring the evolution of humans and human societies. In this book, I address a very old topic—human nature—but in a way that is different from most such analyses. The fact that humans are evolved great apes, sharing a very high percentage of their genes with contemporary great apes (i.e., orangutans, gorillas, chimpanzees) means that humans and great apes shared common ancestors over the past 16 to 18 million years. These were the ancestors of not only contemporary great apes but also of humans’ more immediate lineage of ancestors, termed hominins (for being bipedal). From this hominin line would evolve the various subspecies of early humans, such as Neanderthals, Denisovans Homo sapiens, and perhaps even others such as Homo naledi.

My goal in this book is to isolate, as best as is possible, the biological nature of humans from the sociocultural nature of humans. When examining the view that humans have a fundamental biological nature, we need to understand that our biology allows us to create a sociocultural world that we must adjust to. At the same time, it is important to separate, if we can, biology from the sociocultural world of our own creation. Fortunately, two methodologies in biology—cladistic analysis and comparative neuroanatomy—allow for isolation of evolved human nature from humans’ capacity for culture. Culture and human nature are, of course, constantly interacting as they affect human thought, action, and organization, but any claim about “a human nature,” must consider our evolved biology inherited from our hominin ancestors and the ancestors of present-day great apes.

This is a sociological analysis of the biology of human nature, and this emphasis is important to the story that I have to tell. Humans are, like any life form on earth, the result of biological evolution, driven by the forces of evolution as now conceptualized by biology. From a sociological perspective, however, the most powerful selection pressure on our hominin ancestors was to become better organized, or die and become extinct. It is at
first difficult to imagine that humans, as evolved apes, are not nearly as social and group oriented as we might think—given the ubiquity, scale, and complexity of our patterns of social organization. But, the story of human evolution begins with the simple insight that the evolving great apes that would eventually become humans were having problems getting sufficiently organized to survive in the predator-ridden open-country habitats of Africa. Great apes and, hence, our common ancestors with them, are not highly social, not highly organized, not oriented to kinship and family, and in general not prone to forming stable and permanent groups. Great apes evolved in the forests of Africa, high off the ground in the terminal feeding areas that lacked enough space, food, or structural support to sustain large groupings. As a result, natural selection made great apes more individualistic, more prone to mobility, and less social than their distant cousins, such as all species of monkeys. They were less likely to form stable groupings in a habitat where moving away from concentrations of conspecifics was imperative to survival and reproduction. So, how did hominins become more social and better organized, having inherited the biologically based tendencies toward lower sociality, weaker social ties, and few if any permanent groupings? The answer to this question will reveal how natural selection reworked the great ape neuroanatomy of hominins to make them more social, more likely to form stronger ties, and eventually even likely to create stable groupings. Humans’ evolved nature is, therefore, an outcome of selection on great ape neuroanatomy to make our hominin ancestors increasingly more social and able to form stronger ties and group solidarities. The story is not simple, but it created an animal that only barely survived the African savanna. And yet, this same animal would eventually come to overpopulate earth. In some ways, the story of how humans came to be the dominant species on earth, save perhaps the bacteria and viruses that may kill us off, is more fanciful and fantastic than the movie stories about apes that apparently replaced evil humans. How did such a large animal like a human being, lacking in ability to form strong social ties and groups, ever get so far with seemingly so little for natural selection to work on? The answer to this question is the story of humans’ evolved nature that I seek to tell in this book, which in many ways is more interesting than the story in the movies. Moreover, at our biological core, humans are not as decadent as portrayed in the movies, even as we create sociocultural structures that conflict with our basic nature.

My story is not as graphic and engaging as some portrayals of humans’ nature, which, as will become evident, I see as more a product of human culture and patterns of social organization than human biology. However, my story is a more accurate history of human evolution and the emergence of a
series of what I term complexes of behavioral and organization capacities. These complexes revolve around cognitive, emotional, psychological, interactional, and community behavioral and organizational propensities that are, in essence, elaborations of those evident among chimpanzees and other great apes today, and hence, humans’ distant hominin ancestors. And they exist because of the sociological imperative for hominins to develop stronger social ties and more stable groupings without, as is often argued, biological drives for hierarchy, family and kin selection, territoriality, religion, warfare, control, and for other need-states that can make for interesting reading and movie-watching but are distorted analyses of humans’ real biological nature. Instead, the complexes of humans’ evolved biology outlined in these pages just barely allowed our distant ancestors to somehow survive and, then, over the past 12,000 years, to begin constructing mega societies of thousands, then millions, and eventually billions of individuals that now pose threats to other species on the planet and to the ecology of the planet itself. Moreover, these quiet but powerful forces that drive humans have created problems not only for the ecology of the planet but also for the well-being of humans. For, as these complexes have played out in the building up of modern societies, they have, ironically, made it more difficult to fully realize the biology of our very nature.

Jonathan Turner
Santa Barbara and Murrieta, California
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Humans by Nature?

“Human nature is an extraordinarily complex combination of elements, some that are shared with all other species, some that are shared with some others but not all, and still others that are unique and peculiar to Homo sapiens. To deny or ignore any part of this rich heritage in constructing social science theories is to deny or ignore elements of the rich world that are altogether fundamental to understanding human life.”

Gerhard Lenski, Ecological-Evolutionary Theory (2005, p. 46)

In the social sciences today, many remain hesitant to explore the biology of humans. This reluctance contrasts with early scholarly work in virtually all of the social sciences that explicitly or implicitly addressed the issue of humans’ fundamental nature. Yet, since the mid-twentieth century, the Standard Social Science Model has gained a strong foothold in some of the social sciences, particularly sociology. This model argues that large brains and expanded capacities for thinking have allowed humans to construct their own world, seemingly somewhat independently from their biology. Spoken language and the ability to symbolically represent any aspect of the universe with culture have led many social scientists, especially in sociology and anthropology, to advocate for a more “constructivist” view of humans’ sociocultural world. Over recent decades, sociologists have increasingly viewed humans as unique because of their intelligence, language facility, and capacity to develop and use symbolic culture.

The fact that humans can die, and hence are not “gods,” should dispel any notion that humans have transcended their biology or their origins as a life form on earth. Humans emerged from evolutionary processes working on their ancestors’ bodies and underlying genome to make us what we are—emotional, smart, and language-using animals that can create and store information. Yet these characteristics hardly liberate humans from their biology. Nor do they mean that human behaviors, thoughts, actions, culture, and social structures are not influenced by their evolved biology. Fortunately, some in the social sciences, particularly economics and psychology but sociology as well, have reengaged with
biology. In the case of sociologists, the efforts in economics, psychology, and particularly biology to explain societal-level processes are viewed as inadequate. Today, biologists and social scientists engage in healthy if sometimes contentious debate about the biology of humans and their sociocultural creations, even as many sociologists still proclaim biology to be irrelevant. Some in sociology have gone so far as to argue that exploring biology will rekindle racism, sexism, and a host of other negative “isms,” whereas, in fact, biological analysis of human nature will argue for just the opposite. A serious engagement with biology will reduce the dogmatism in the “constructivist turn” in sociology and, moreover, reduce any notion that humans are somehow fundamentally different from each other. A better understanding of human biology and how it evolved can remove the pernicious aspects of placing people in socially constructed categories that often contribute to discriminatory treatment.

What follows in the pages of this book is one effort to demonstrate the utility of a biologically informed sociology and to give a new face to a very old topic: What is human nature? Such a question requires that we try to discover the biological basis of human emotions, thinking, and actions. As will be evident, it is often difficult to separate what is biologically based from what is determined by the constraints of social structures and their cultures. Still, I offer two approaches borrowed from biology that can help isolate human biology more than many other efforts to describe human nature. Before embarking on this search for the humans by nature in the next chapters, let me review a variety of approaches to illustrate what must be done to isolate, if we can, the biological basis of humans’ fundamental nature.

**Approaches to Understanding Human Nature**

The easiest approach to understanding human nature is one that we have all pursued—whether philosopher, social scientist, or opinionated observer of the “human condition.” It is simple speculation about what is biological and what is not. This approach is often not far off the mark because we are all keen observers of what human traits seem to be fundamental and therefore have a biological basis. Another approach, often related to speculation, is what might be called “reverse engineering.” It occurs when we examine human behaviors and organizational patterns today and then decide which of these behaviors and organizational patterns are basic to human biology in the past, when societies were not so complex. Although these efforts can be useful, they do not disentangle what is biologically based from the
nonbiological structural and cultural constraints on human thought and actions.

Yet another set of approaches comes from biology and psychology. These approaches search for the basic adaptive problems that humans faced during their evolution to distinguish what natural selection wired into the human genome from what is more purely cultural. One technique examines what makes individual humans unique and different, under the presumption that much of this uniqueness is part of our biology. Another technique looks for “universals” or social patterns and supporting behaviors that are evident in all societies, with these universals likely reflecting humans’ fundamental biological nature.

I will begin with this last approach, but before doing so, let me just briefly mention here the approach that will guide my analysis, beginning in the next chapter. To discover the biology of human nature, I look at the animals that are closely related to humans genetically—the great apes—and outline those behaviors and organizational propensities they all have in common as likely candidates for the biological basis of humans’ evolved nature. Then, I compare the neurology of great apes with that of humans, presuming that differences between the two reflect the work of natural selection as it reworked the basic great ape brain during hominin and human evolution. Doing so makes it possible to analyze the biological inheritance of humans from the ancestors of present-day great apes and, at the same time, discover what natural selection changed as humans’ basic biological nature evolved. That said, my goal in this chapter is not to outline in any systematic way the alternatives to my approach, rather it is to provide a sense of how the search for human nature has been conducted in the past and the resulting somewhat chaotic catalogue of humans traits that define what is human nature—at least among those willing to entertain an examination of the biology of human nature. This book could have been titled The Biology of Human Nature, but sociology is my focus here. First of all, humans’ nature, as distinct from great ape nature, was honed by natural selection under the sociological imperative for humans’ hominin (bipedal great apes on or near the human line) ancestors to get better organized or go extinct! And secondly, because the biology of human nature evolved to increase the organizational capacities of hominins, this nature was set up to create societies. In understanding this simple fact, we can begin to see whether various societies since the first hunting and gathering bands are compatible with this nature. At the end of this book, then, we will be in a position to assess the degree to which contemporary societal formations are compatible with humans’ evolved biological nature.
Searching for Human Universals

American anthropology was, at one time, much like early American sociology: both looked for what is generic and universal in human behaviors and patterns of social organization. In the early twentieth century, however, American anthropology began to see cultural traits of peoples as unique, refuting the idea of universal patterns in either human behavior or organization. Ethnographies of traditional peoples were treated as descriptions of unique and distinctive cultures rather than as examples of various ways that certain universal behaviors and organizational propensities operated in various environments. In the eyes of these anthropologists, there are no laws of human behavior or social organization because cultures are highly variable.

This view of anthropology dominated much of the twentieth century and, within cultural anthropology, is still dominant. In the early 1990s, however, Donald E. Brown (1991) wrote a detailed review of classic works by leading anthropologists of their time to demonstrate that their ethnographies were empirically flawed and reached the wrong conclusions in highlighting differences among cultures when, in fact, the actual data demonstrate just the opposite: regularities in patterns of behavior and organization. Brown outlined some of the dissenting views against the long-standing rejection of cultural universals among humans. Starting with his own illustrative listing of obvious universals among humans, Brown noted that humans (1) breathe, (2) prepare and eat food, (3) engage in sex to reproduce, (4) produce and use language through phonemes, morphemes, and syntax, (5) perceive the same primary colors in different cultures, (6) create families, religion, economies, polities, and other universal institutional systems, (7) develop divisions of labor, (8) make and use tools, (9) show the same primary emotions in facial gestures, (10) activate the same psychological defense mechanisms to protect self, (11) recognize status differences, and so on.

Even at the height of this cultural relativism in the mid-twentieth century, there were other dissenting voices. For example, A.V. Kidder (1940) pulled together materials highlighting the similarities in patterns of social organization to document the universal properties of all humans and their sociocultural creations. Indeed, he suggested that there might be “specific biological bases for certain of our social habits” (Kidder 1940: 514). Similarly, David Bidney (1947: 391) argued that “cultural phenomena are not intelligible apart from the structure and functions of human nature” (see also Bidney 1944). Turning to some of the most famous anthropologists, Clyde Kluckhohn in his “Universal Categories of
Culture” (1953) argued that it was a “tautology” to think that only culture determines itself (see also Kluckhohn 1959). Claude Levi-Strauss (1949) sought to explain variations in kinship as a reflection of three universal “mental structures” (recognition of rules, exchange, and bonds between givers and receivers). Functional anthropologists, such as Bronislaw Malinowski (1944), saw variations of human cultures as adaptive responses to limited sets of universal biological, psychological, and organizational needs within their environments. In 1945, George P. Murdock, who, like Malinowski, could be classified as both a sociologist and anthropologist, wrote “The Common Denominator of Cultures,” which, because of his creation of the Human Relations Area Files, gave his comments special empirical significance. He then profited a “partial list” of “cultural universals,” which is reproduced in Box 1.1 (Murdock 1945: 124).

Note: This is only a partial list of what could be counted as universal human traits to be found in cultures around the world. The question is: What portion of these is the outcome of human nature? What is purely cultural? What involves both humans’ biological nature and culture? Whatever the answers to these questions, it is clear that each and every culture is not unique because of human nature and/or because of common responses to organization in diverse habitats.

**BOX 1.1 PETER MURDOCK’S PARTIAL LIST OF UNIVERSAL CULTURAL ELEMENTS**

Age-grading, athletic sports, bodily adornment, calendar, cleanliness training, community organization, cooking, cooperative behavior, cosmology, courtship, dancing, decorative art, divination, division of labor, dream interpretation, education, eschatology, ethics, ethnobotany etiquette, faith healing, family, feasting, fire making, folklore, food taboos, funeral rites, games, gestures, gift giving, government, greetings, hair styles, hospitality, housing, hygiene, incest taboos, inheritance rules, joking, kin-groups, kinship nomenclature, language, law, luck superstitions, magic, marriage, mealtimes, medicine, modesty concerning natural functions, mourning, music, mythology, numerals, obstetrics, penal sanctions, personal names, property rights, religious rights, propitiation of supernatural beings, population policy, postnatal care, pregnancy usages, residence rules, sexual restrictions, soul concepts, status differentiation, tool making, vising, weaning, and weather control.

Peter Murdock, “The Common Denominator of Culture” (1945: 124)
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Despite these few lines of dissention to the cultural relativism dominating American anthropology, scholars such as Glifford Geertz (1965) brought American anthropology back to its relativistic daze, arguing that a universal constant like human biology, psychology, and sociology cannot explain cultural variations (see also his earlier statements [Geertz 1953, 1959], which
are more sympathetic to cultural universals. Thus, by the first decade of the twenty-first century, cultural anthropology in the United States had moved away from searches for human universals, whether in humans’ biological nature or in their patterns of social organization. Indeed, American cultural anthropology had become not only highly relativistic but predominately anti-science. Thus, the search for universals and the fundamentals of human nature were abandoned. Yet, Brown (1991: 146) lists nine propositions made by critics arguing against the search for human universals. All of these are, I believe like Brown, false; and thus, I am confident that it will be possible to discover humans’ biological nature:

1. Human nature and culture are distinct realms.
2. Nature manifests as instincts (seen as fixed action patterns), while culture manifests itself as learning patterns of behavior.
3. Because human nature is the same everywhere, it is culture that explains differences between human populations.
4. Human universals are likely to reflect human nature.
5. Except for its extraordinary capacity to absorb culture, the human mind is largely a blank slate.
6. Therefore, by assertions #3 and #5, culture is the most important determinate of human affairs.
7. Explaining human behavior and organization by human nature rather than culture is a reductionist fallacy; indeed, trying to explain people by anything but culture is reductionist and, hence, not useful.
8. Being an autonomous realm of reality, culture has an arbitrary and highly variable character.
9. Therefore, by #5 and #8, there are few universals that can explain humanity and their creations.

The following argument refutes belief that there are no universal properties of human societies and humans’ biological nature. Thus, in reading the preceding arguments against this search for universal features of humans and their sociocultural formations, this book should be considered the case against all these propositions. To get started, let me just emphasize a few points that guide the arguments in this book.

First, there are clearly universal features of human behavior and social organization; and there are many. And the goal of social science, as a science, should be to develop abstract laws explaining the operation of these generic and universal forces creating social structures and culture. Second, while reality is layered into different domains (e.g., physical, biological, behavioral, and sociocultural) and while each of these levels
of social reality has its own laws explaining its operative dynamics, the forces of any level can affect the dynamics at other levels. This does not mean that laws on forces are reducible to each other, but it does mean that forces in the physical, biological, and psychological realms can have significant effects on each other and on the universals of the sociocultural universe studied by sociology (and in the past, by anthropology as well). Third, to understand the sociocultural universe, it is useful to determine the effects of humans’ evolved biology on human behavior and on human patterns of social organization. Even though these effects will not explain all or perhaps even most universals, they provide a better basis for isolating human nature, or those biology-based behavioral capacities and propensities affect human social organization. Fourth, many universal forms of social organization are not, therefore, easily explained by human nature because they result from human responses to adaptive problems encountered by populations and lead to changes in social structures that are not driven by humans’ biological nature. Finally, the evolution of forms of human social organization can work against humans’ biological nature, creating new kinds of selection pressures on societies to change these forms of organization to be more compatible with humans’ evolved biology. Knowing the points of strain between humans’ evolved nature and the structure and culture of contemporary societal formations is thus useful in tuning societies more compatibly with humans’ biological nature.

*Darwinian Selection and Biological Analyses*

Charles Darwin (1859) along with Alfred Wallace (1858) hit upon the notion that species of life forms are often in competition for resources within niches in various habitats. Members of a given species reveal variations in their physical and behavior traits, although Darwin did not know what caused variations in members of a species (the answer was in Darwin’s library, but apparently Gregor Mendel’s [1866] famous manual went unread and would not be rediscovered for some time). Members of a given species revealing those traits that enable them to compete for resources will be more likely to survive and produce offspring, whereas those members of a species revealing traits that are unsuited for competition and securing resources will be less likely to survive and reproduce. Later, when Mendel’s work was rediscovered, his notion of *merkmals* was converted to the concept of *genes* as the fundamental units of inheritance in all life forms. From this rediscovered knowledge about the units of inheritance governing the structure of phenotypes of life
forms, the Modern Synthesis in biology began to take shape and include the following elements:

1. Natural selection works on phenotypes and, thereby, the underlying genotypes of individual organisms.
2. Selection favors those phenotypical traits that increase fitness, or the ability to survive and reproduce, while selecting out of a population those traits that do not promote fitness.
3. Variations in phenotypes and underlying genotypes are generated by:
   a. distributions of traits, often on bell curves
   b. mutations (breaks in genetic material on chromosomes, creating new alleles or even genes)
   c. genetic drift (selection working on a species in different habitats and niches)
   d. gene flow (as subpopulations of species come into contact via migrations and begin to interbreed)
4. Genes are to be conceptualized at the population level as a gene pool of a population of organisms; and even though selection is on individual phenotypes, it is the population and the distribution of genes in its gene pool that evolves.

In this view of evolution, an organism’s bodily structure and its behavioral propensities are determined by the alleles of genes in the organism’s genotype. The problem in much analysis in the Modern Synthesis is how to separate learning and experience (as these affect behavior) from the influence of genes on behaviors. Human nature revolves around genetically driven phenotypical traits governing particular behaviors that have increased fitness of individuals and the population of individual organisms. However, the more a species depends on learning to shape behaviors, the more difficult it becomes to separate genetically driven from acquired behavioral propensities. This problem is accelerated by species like humans, who not only learn and pass on learning across generations but also use language to create cultural systems that regulate conduct as much as the genes in an individual’s genotype. Thus, for our purposes in this book, isolating behaviors driven to a significant degree by an organism’s biology, and particularly its genotype, becomes problematic and often conflated with those cultural forces also directing human behaviors.

Even with the advances in mapping the genome of humans and other animals (and plants), it can still be difficult to separate what is biologically based and what is socioculturally based and influenced by learning and
socialization among humans. The result has been a considerable amount of speculation, even as emphasis in biology shifted to understanding the human genotype. Indeed, too often behaviors that seem universal among humans were simply assumed to have a strong genetic component and, hence, were part of humans’ fundamental nature. These past speculations by more contemporary thinkers were not much better than those among early philosophers, hundreds of years ago, who did not have the benefit of a full understanding of evolutionary dynamics. For example, Konrad Lorenz studied the “aggression instinct,” which he saw as channeled by rituals, with natural selection equipping humans’ early ancestors with genetically driven mechanisms for using rituals to manage aggression and domination. Other such speculations followed, such as Robert Ardrey’s portrayal of the “killing instinct” in African Genesis (1961) and The Territorial Imperative (1966). Desmond Morris’s (1967) views in The Naked Ape, along with Lionel Tiger’s and Robin Fox’s (1971) “imperial animal” and sociologist Pierre van den Berghe’s (1973) early analysis of age, sex, and “domination,” made rather speculative leaps by assuming that universal features of human societies, per se, made them biologically based and, even worse, that universal features of present-day societies were good indicators (through reverse engineering to their origins) of what is part of human nature.

Thus, “instincts” among humans to exert power, to form families, to be religious, to engage in exchange, to perceive justice, to control territory, to make war, to form groups, and many other seemingly universal human behavioral propensities were assumed to be part of human nature—without much convincing evidence that such behaviors are, in fact, programmed into the human genome. As we will see, when methodologies more adequate to the task of separating biological from sociocultural programmers are used, about half of these assertions are probably not true, especially the ones about humans’ need to hold power, to dominate, to form families, to construct hierarchies, and the like. Granted, once these are taken off the table as part of human nature, what is left can seem rather tame and less interesting. Nonetheless, much of what has been popularized as part of human nature is, in fact, the result of evolving patterns of social organization and their cultures rather than the result of biological evolution of the human genotype. Human nature is still interesting, though less dramatic, and I hope to demonstrate that such is the case.

Sociobiology and Genic Selection

A significant shift in biology occurred when biologists began to try to explain human behaviors and societies. This shift occurred as a
reaction—indeed a rather dramatic overreaction—to early “group selection” arguments (Wynne-Edwards 1962, 1986). C. Wynne-Edwards argued that natural selection often works on individuals to create genetically controlled behavioral propensities to form groups as a “strategy” to increase the fitness of each individual and its ability to pass on its genes. Although obvious to a sociologist, this concept was not so obvious to biologists already locked into a set of biases about the nature of evolution. Even more surprising, the notion of group selection was threatening to biologists committed to the Modern Synthesis. As a result, some began creating a new field, termed sociobiology, devoted to explaining the biological basis of social organization without resorting to notions of group selection, even the rather tame one postulated by Wynne-Edwards.

Calling this response an overreaction by sociobiologists is based on Wynne-Edwards’s (1962, 1986) apparent argument that selection was not working on the group, per se, but rather on individuals’ phenotypes and underlying genotypes and that selecting on prosocial and altruistic behavioral propensities could lead to group formations that enhanced all individuals in the group. Nothing in Wynne-Edwards’s argument goes against the dogma of the Modern Synthesis that selection is on the individual, but it is the population and its gene pool that evolves. Thus, Wynne-Edwards’s approach did not appear to challenge any of the dogma of the Modern Synthesis in biology, but such was not how group selectionist arguments were perceived. Thus, sociobiology was created to describe how group behaviors could be explained by selection on only individual behavioral propensities. In this assertion, the behavioral propensities discovered were seen as lodged in human biology and under genetic control and, hence, could rightly be seen as part of human nature and as an explanation that would transcend sociology—obviously a contention that most sociologists rejected.

What apparently bothered early sociobiologists was any implication that selection was working on the group or, more generally, patterns of social organization of a species rather than on the individual phenotypes and the underlying genotypes of each individual in a population. Selection on the group rather than on individuals would not be Darwinian selection, and it would change the entire model of biology from a view of selection working only on the individual and underlying genotype of each individual leading to the evolution of a population of genotypes or gene pool. Moreover, group selection would suggest that not only is the group directly being selected upon but also that the group and pattern of social organization (not the genes in the gene pool) are evolving—a further break from the assertions of the Modern Synthesis. Such an argument would not
be heresy to most sociologists, but to biologists and to sociologists who adopted the assumptions of sociobiology, it was heresy. It would violate the quasi-religious commitment to the Modern Synthesis as holy scripture handed down from early saints such as Charles Darwin, although Darwin himself was never as dogmatic as his followers (see Darwin 1871 [1875], 1872). For to even imply a divergence from the dictates of the Modern Synthesis was blasphemy; if social structures and their cultures are the units on which selection works, as well as the units that are actually evolving, strictly biological explanations of human nature and patterns of social organization would not be relevant to sociology. Such a conclusion would run counter to the goal of sociobiology in E. O. Wilson’s (1975) original formulation proposing sociology as a subfield of biology, an assertion that was hardly welcomed by most in the sociological community and one that Wilson has fortunately withdrawn.

As sociobiology sought to discredit the notion of group selection, it shifted focus from phenotype to gene, thus leading George C. Williams (1966) to posit the notion of genic selection. Phenotypes were just the “carrying case” or “temporary homes” for genes, which are what actually evolves. Behaviors controlled by genes are what determined the fitness, or the ability to survive and reproduce. Thus, it was genic selection (natural selection working on genes by selecting on the phenotypes housing them) that drove evolution, thus shifting the focus of biological explanations to genes. Richard Dawkins’s book The Selfish Gene (1976) provided an engaging metaphor that viewed genes as seeking out “survivor machines” in their blind search for immortality. Genes do not die like bodies do; they are passed along across generations of bodies under the guidance of natural selection. Those genes that increase fitness of phenotypes and behaviors will be carried along in successive fitness-enhancing survivor machines that keep the genes in a population’s gene pool. Yet, Dawkins did recognize that humans possessed a new kind of replicator and regulator for creating new forms of survival machines—memes—organized into cultures (rather than genome). These memes would allow humans to build new and more flexible survival machines—that is, sociocultural formations as survival machines. With this admission, then, it became once again difficult to separate the power of genes from the power of memes; and as a result, it became problematic to isolate human nature housed in a biological phenotype from the nature of humans’ other survival machine, sociocultural phenotypes.

Nonetheless, sociobiology continued to offer explanations that directly focused on human nature. The first big ideas of how individual behavioral propensities are driven by genes to stay in the gene pool
were arguments for *kin selection*. Humans will naturally form relations with relatives with whom they share genes, and the more genes that they share with others, the more they will seek to protect them. Thus, family and kinship systems are not so much born of altruism but by selfish genes seeking to remain in the gene pool by creating useful survival machines—families and kinship systems from which more complex survivor machines could potentially be built. When the frequency of non-kin helping each other was pointed out, the notion of *reciprocal altruism* developed, arguing that genes push individuals to exchange favors with those who can help maintain their genes in the gene pool (Trivers 1971, 2005). Again, genes seeking to survive in the gene pool are what drive humans to help each other; acts of one individual are reciprocated by another, thus keeping both of their respective genes in the gene pool. Sociologists, such as Van den Berghe (1972, 1973, 1975, 1981), picked up on these ideas and saw them as means for building patterns of cooperation, or societal organization, driven by genes seeking survival machines. He extended sociobiological arguments in a number of ways.

For reciprocal altruism, he argued that reciprocity may not be returned because it is more fitness enhancing to receive benefits from others without reciprocating. Van den Berghe then argued that this reality favored larger brains and cognitive capacities to detect and punish *free-riders* and *cheaters* who fail to reciprocate. He also recognized that exchanges are limited in how well they can organize larger populations, suggesting that *coercion* and *use of power* are alternative mechanisms that enhance fitness. In other words, selection favored genes that pushed for coercion to coordinate larger numbers of individuals and for larger brains to produce cultural ideologies *legitimating power use*. It is not clear why selection must do this at the genic level, however. Could not selection be working on smaller groupings such as bands? As they got larger, social control problems led to sociocultural selection on the band as a whole to invent a system of politics and its legitimation in culture. Is the biological explanation any better? For someone committed to finding so much in human biology, the biological explanation seems better. In fact, however, the biological argument put forth by Van den Berghe is no more convincing than the sociological argument emphasizing selection on sociocultural formations rather than individual phenotypes. Thus, separating genes from memes is not so easy, and thus, separating what is in humans' biological nature and what is built into a culture-using species like humans is not easily achieved, except by fiat and just-so stories, which are the stock and trade of much sociobiology.
Van den Berghe (1981) also sought to explain ethnic dynamics in terms of an extended view of kin selection. Historically, larger kin groups (lineages and clans, for example) constituted a breeding population of close and distant kin who would sustain trust and solidarity with each other while mistrusting more distant populations. He coined the term *ethny* for ethnic groupings, which he viewed as extensions of more primordial kin groups containing individuals who shared certain cultural traits (and perhaps physical traits as well) that increased bonding and solidarities (overlapping with kin relations through intermarriage) as a fitness-enhancing strategy to protect ethny members. Thus, while Van den Berghe’s argument is much more complex than those in sociobiology, its basic thrust is based in sociobiology: genes push to find survivor machines—in this case an ethnic subpopulation—where cooperation and solidarity ensure member genes remain in the gene pool.

Other sociologists who adopted this meaning of sociobiology developed additional explanations. For example, Arlen Carey and Joseph Lopreato (1995) argued that genic selection drives efforts of human populations to cut reproduction rates when resources are scarce, thus increasing the likelihood that genes will not be selected out of the population by keeping its members roughly in equilibrium with available resources. Individuals may feel that this is prudent and rational, but it is actually their genes seeking immortality that drive such thoughts (see also Lopreato 1984, 2001; Lopreato and Crippin 1999).

Thus, sociobiology is a theoretical approach that would seem to be compatible with any effort to discover the biology of human nature. But, as we will see, some of its arguments simply do not hold up, especially the notion of *kin selection*. Others, however, such as *exchange reciprocity*, do seem to have a biological basis. These extreme assertions of sociobiology and the willingness to ignore how culture also influences the very processes viewed by sociobiologists as driven by genic selection prevent us from jumping too rapidly into this mode of explanation. There are, as I will try to demonstrate, better alternatives.

**Evolutionary Psychology**

Evolutionary psychology retains most of the basic tenets of sociobiology but inserts an emphasis on the evolution of the human brain. Early evolutionary psychology (e.g., Cosmides 1989; Cosmides and Tooby 1992; Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby 1992) emphasized that the human brain was composed of *modules* or specialized bundles of neurons that had evolved in response to selection pressures during the late Pleistocene...
when hominins (bipedal ancestors of humans 4 to 1 million years ago) were evolving. This line of emphasis followed Wilson’s mandate of sociobiology as “the systematic study of the biological basis of all social behavior” (1975: 4). More recently, notions of modules have been relaxed and given less emphasis because they do not quite fit the way the brain has actually evolved over the past few million years. More specifically, theorizing and research in evolutionary psychology has focused on behaviors as evolved adaptations in response to adaptive problems faced by those species on the human evolutionary clade (Alcock 2001: 10–16, 23–40). Unlike sociobiologists, evolutionary psychologists were less concerned with the ultimate causes of a behavioral adaptation than with the adaptation of humans and their immediate ancestors. Among the first topics studied by evolutionary psychologists (Symons 1979) were sexual strategies and mate selection (Buss 2016: 287; Kenrick, Maner, and Li 2016: 930–933). This emphasis is within Darwinian tradition because of its implication for how humans have achieved such reproductive success and, hence, fitness to pass on their genes.

Borrowing from Robert Trivers’s (1972, 1974) ideas on parental investment and sexual selection, both mates are seen to derive the same benefit from reproduction, since 50% of each’s genes are passed on to the next generation and remain in the gene pool. These concepts contribute to prolonged, even lifetime, joint parental care of offspring because of their respective investments in their offspring. In the hands of evolutionary psychologists, however, diverse mating strategies ranging from lifelong monogamy to variants of polygamy, including polygyny, polyandry, and promiscuity, can evolve among men and women (Buss and Schmitt 1993). Men gain much more in fitness (passing their genes on) in short-term relationships than do women because women inevitably have a longer-term investment in one offspring than a male. Also a female’s lifetime reproductive success is limited by the time required for the fertilization of her limited number of eggs and the prolonged infant and juvenile care in the societies where mating strategies first evolved. In contrast, males can at little cost (and perhaps great pleasure) impregnate larger numbers of women and, thereby, increase the number of babies that will carry his 50% of the offspring’s genes. Still, males and females in studies conducted by Buss and colleagues (Buss 1989; Buss et al. 1990) identify the same top four qualities of mates among both men and women: (1) mutual attraction and love, (2) dependable character, (3) emotional stability and maturity, and (4) pleasing disposition (see also Hopcroft 2016: 35). It is likely that males and females will still reveal somewhat different evolved
psychologies because females seek out partners with resources to ensure survival of her genes, such as higher social status, possession of economic resources, prospects for financial success, age, maturity, evidence of ambition, and behavioral stability and dependability (Buss 2016: 104, 5–14), coupled with physical cues associated with masculinity. The evolved psychology of females is more complicated than this quick review, but it differs from the males’ because a male can have many more offspring than can females if he is promiscuous. Men will prefer traits marking female health and fertility often idealized by standards of beauty and perhaps sexual fidelity on the part of females. Again, the evolved psychology is more complex, but the basic argument is clear (see Turner and Machalek 2018: 216–234 for a longer summary of evolved psychology of mate selection and retention). This line of argument supposedly explains why men are more jealous than women and why men will be more violent against women when they perceive female infidelity.

Sociologists have also adopted the basic approach of evolutionary psychology and have generally tried to explain rates of particular kinds of behavior in terms of evolved psychologies, such as high male rates of crime and especially violent crime over low female rates, higher rates of male promiscuity compared to females, higher rates of incest between fathers and daughters (especially stepdaughters) compared to females’ rates of incest with sons, and so on. The effort to isolate modules in the brain continues but is less essential now than looking at different behavioral syndromes of individuals generated, ultimately, by the brain. The documentation of differences is typically accurate, but the evolutionary explanation about how these differences reflect the biology of the evolved psychology behind behaviors is less developed and is often argued as a just-so story (e.g., Donald 1991, 2001). In many cases, equally persuasive arguments can be developed on how patterns of behavior are influenced more by culture than biology, thus again conflating the search for what is basic in human nature and, in the case of evolutionary psychology, what is basic to female versus male nature. As will be evident, the alternative approach I take in examining the evolving psychology of humans is to look back much further in time at the biology of the animals from which the human line evolved. Rather than examining rates of behavior today, where conflation of culture and biology is difficult to avoid, it is wise to examine behaviors and organizational patterns before there were humans and their cultures in order to see what might have been passed down the evolutionary clade leading to humans.
Some More Purely Sociological Approaches

Gerhard Lenski’s Evolutionary-Ecological Approach

Gerhard Lenski was one of the first sociologists to reintroduce evolutionary analysis back into sociology in the second half of the twentieth century (Lenski 1964; Lenski and Nolan 2005) and into the twenty-first century (Lenski 2005; Nolan and Lenski 2018). In his last major work, Lenski (2005) began by asking what humans share with all other species, as a form of life. Humans are organisms composed of one or more cells built from the same basic materials: minerals, water, organic compounds, fats, proteins, and nucleotides and their derivatives (Lenski 2005: 34). We evidence a metabolism that revolves around nutrition, respiration, and synthesis on which survival as a life form depends. This metabolism can be converted into energy to act in the environment in order to secure resources necessary for sustaining and reproducing life. All forms of life contain genetic codes in all cells that, with latitude to environmental conditions, are the blueprints for life forms. These points are all pretty obvious, but they bring home a fundamental assertion: Humans are biological creatures that are programmed to some degree because we are built from the same basic ingredients as all forms of life. Relatedly, humans are the product of natural selection as it worked on the phenotypes—bodies and behavioral propensities—and the underlying genotypes for these phenotypes. This simple fact should also emphasize that we cannot ignore biology-based propensities directed by genotypes.

Lenski then narrowed the comparison among species to what humans share with certain classes of species rather than all life forms. One of the most important is that humans are organized into societies. Another is that learning is an important source of information, supplementing genetic codes. Still another is that we depend on active communication among conspecifics. And yet another is that humans evidence an individual identity vis-à-vis other conspecifics and pursue both self-interest and collective interests. Although some might think that these traits begin to liberate humans from their biology and the work of natural selection on the human genome, they should, instead, emphasize that these traits are the outcome of natural selection on human biology. Yet, there is a sociology in these as well, and it is this combination of biology and sociology that often makes trying to isolate just the biological part difficult.

Finally, Lenski turned to what makes humans unique or, at least, distinctive. His list included bipedalism or standing upright (other animals can do so, but not habitually), tool making (again, other animals do make and use tools but not to the degree of humans), communicating (beyond
biology-based calls with cultural symbols), using language and communication to create vast stores of culture (beyond what we know other animals can do). Lenski argued that human nature is distinctive because humans have fundamental needs for (1) sex, experiences, affirmations of self, (2) securing resources to satisfy needs beyond what is necessary for survival, (3) maximizing pleasures and minimizing pain, (4) derivative needs from experiences and cultural programming, (5) individual differences that cannot be ignored in social relations, (6) verifying a sense of self by others, and (7) pursuit of self-interests combined with altruism for the collective. Each of these supposedly unique capacities and behaviors may not be wholly unique to humans, and so, Lenski moved into speculation in his views about human uniqueness. More likely, humans are somewhat unique because we can do all these to a greater degree than other animals. Still, I will try to specify more clearly whether they are unique to humans and, more specifically, if they are part of humans’ evolved nature. Obviously, some, like the need for sex, is not unique to humans, but as we will see, sex among humans has been a critical force behind the evolution of culturally regulated patterns of human social organization.

Speculations in Sociological and Related Social Science “Theories”

Within sociology, each of the major theoretical traditions posits something fundamental about humans. For example, exchange theories and all their variants argue that humans are motivated and driven to pursue rewards or utilities and to pursue those lines of conduct where they can make, if possible, a “profit” (that is, rewards exceed the costs and investments to get these rewards [e.g., Blau 1964; Coleman 1990; Hechter 1987]). Behaviorism makes many of the same assumptions (Homans 1962, 1974; Emerson 1962), without the calculation of costs and rewards but emphasizing that individuals are motivated to gain rewards and that behaviors that have been rewarding in the past will elicit the behaviors that allow an organism, including humans, to get this reward now and in the future. Utilitarian arguments in both economic neoclassical theory and in rational choice theories in sociology sometimes make a more extreme assertion: it is in human nature to try to maximize utilities (rewards) by calculating costs and accumulated costs (investments) in order to gain utility.

Symbolic interactionist theories of all varietals emphasize that the driving force of humans is the effort to verify or affirm, in the eyes of others, self-conceptions and identities of a person as a certain type of individual, deserving of certain responses from others (Burke and Stets 2009;
Stets and Serpe 2016; Turner 2002, although many only see efforts as a behavioral propensity rather than a need-state). Thus, human nature revolves around the behavioral propensity to present to others in all situations various types of identities and, conversely, to read the gestures of others in order to understand the identities that these others are presenting.

Ritual theories in sociology argue that individuals are oriented to arousing positive emotions allowing for feelings of solidarity with others (e.g., Durkheim 1912; Goffman 1959, 1967; Collins 1975, 2004). Sometimes, a notion of self is introduced into these theories, but it is a somewhat different view compared to how symbolic interactionists conceptualize self. In ritual theorizing, if self is added to the theory, individuals strive to present self in a certain manner and to get others to accept this presentation of self. In contrast to symbolic interaction, which is more likely to emphasize self as a series of more enduring identities, the self presented to others as conceptualized by ritual theory is situational and often transitory. That is, what motivates individuals is to present a self, whether genuine or not, and have others accept this self for the duration of interaction. Thus, for ritual theorists, the notion of codified identities is overdrawn, whereas symbolic interactionists would view ritual theorizing as capturing only a small part of human nature.

More phenomenological theories and philosophies emphasize the need to achieve a sense of meaning. Individuals are motivated to “make sense” of what is transpiring, to see events as forming understandable patterns and coherent meanings and thereby allowing a person to gain a sense of what some have termed ontological security (Giddens 1984; Schutz 1932). Without this sense that the broader context and situational interaction in this context “are as they seem,” individuals experience anxiety and, thus, become even more motivated to achieve a sense of “facticity” (Garfinkel 1967; Turner 1987, 1988, 2002) as well as other psychological states in which persons feel they understand a situation.

Conflict theories, especially those derived from Karl Marx, all emphasize that humans have certain fundamental needs. Marx, for example, emphasized that humans need to have control of their labor to the extent that they determine what productive activity they will participate in, how they will engage in this activity, and to whom they will distribute the products of their labor. This assumption about humans’ fundamental nature reinforced Marx’s view that capitalism took the ability to realize these needs away from humans, thereby alienating them and, eventually, leading them to mobilize for revolt against their oppression and exploiters. More contemporary critical and conflict theories will generally argue more broadly, assuming that humans have fundamental needs to
control their own destiny and to experience a sense of efficacy in making decisions about how they will act. All cultural and social structure constraints that deny this sense of efficacy are exploitive and repressive, violating human nature.

In various versions of gestalt theorizing, the primary need of persons is to experience balance and consistency in social relations and in their cognitions about social relations. Social relations, for example, are out of “balance” when relations with others are not transitive, as is the case of not liking the friend of a friend. In such situations, individuals like their friend and do not like the friend of their friend, creating a lack of transitivity that then motivates the person to seek balance by either rejecting the friend or embracing the previously disliked friend of a friend. At a more cognitive level, gestalt theories emphasized individuals’ attempts to keep their cognitions consistent; when there is cognitive dissonance, one of the cognitions will have to change. Thus, in a situation such as unbalanced relations among friends, the individual holds two dissonant cognitions (I like my friend; I do not like the friend of my friend). This dissonance in cognitions can only be resolved by deciding to defriend the friend or to befriend the friend (of my friend), thus restoring cognitive consistency. Many other theories and philosophies posit this notion that humans are motivated to maintain balance and harmony at various levels of thought and behavior. Individuals thus seek harmony with their social and physical environment, consistency in their cognitions of any importance, and balance in their social relations.

Many philosophical traditions have either created more scientific theories or the reverse. For example, pragmatist philosophy was a distinctive philosophical orientation born in the United States in the nineteenth century. The central idea was that humans are always trying to adapt to their environments. Therefore, because the principal environment for humans is other humans organized into patterns of sociocultural organization, humans are driven to exhibit those behaviors and actions that increase their adaptation to ongoing social relations and patterns of social organization. Symbolic interactionism is one theoretical tradition in sociology that emerged out of pragmatist philosophy, arguing that the unique behavioral capacities of humans are to possess and present a sense of self to others, to role-take and read the gestures of others in order to determine their disposition to act and their evaluations of a person’s self-presentation, and to make minded decisions over potential options for behavior in a situation. These “learned behaviors” facilitate adaptation. At the same time, later pragmatists emphasized that these behavioral capacities were only made possible by the neurology of
humans as it evolved through natural selection in creating humans as a distinctive species.

Another theoretical approach to understanding human nature arose out of the early philosophizing of contract theories (e.g., Hobbes 1651; Locke 1689; Rousseau 1762) and then early economics to produce utilitarianism (Smith 1776) and the neoclassical school of economic thought (e.g., Olson 1967 [1971]). Humans are motivated to reduce what today are sometimes called “negative externalities” or harmful things, such as conflict, tensions, uncertainty, and so on, through the willingness to write a social contract with a source of power that will regulate these negative things in return for granting legitimacy to that source of power. This contract tradition evolved into neoclassical economics, as espoused by Adam Smith (1776) and later into a variety of rational choice and exchange theories within all the social sciences (Olson 1967 [1971]; Hechter 1987; Coleman 1990). The basic need of humans is to gain utilities and, at times, to give away certain freedoms in order to regulate and control negative outcomes, thereby maximizing or gaining utilities under less than ideal conditions. Thus, humans are, by their nature, willing to cede control to centers of power and to cultural beliefs/norms/ideologies to reduce negative externalities in order to gain more utilities, with the ceding of some control as simply a cost of seeking particular types of utilities.

Christian Smith’s Analysis of “Personhood”

Christian Smith’s (2010) book What Makes a Person? represents yet another type of sociological approach to human nature. Smith’s book is, in essence, an ontology on the nature of human beings for, as he notes, “human beings have an identifiable nature that is rooted in the natural world” (Smith 2010: 10); and the goal is to determine “what is actually real about a human being.” With humans, the person represents layers of higher reality built up from adaptations to interactions with the environment. Personhood develops as a kind of layering of capacities, with those at the top being built upon the foundations of those lower in the hierarchy. Moreover, a constant flow of influence occurs up and down the hierarchy. Table 1.1 lists the 30 capacities that Smith sees as essential to being a person. For the present, reading from the bottom up represents a kind of evolutionary development of humans (Smith would probably be hesitant to phrase it this way, but it suits the arguments that I develop in later chapters). This set of capacities, beginning with “existence capacities” and moving through “primary experience capacities” up to “secondary
“highest-order capacities,” highlights elaborations in which one set of capacities can expand as a result of the growth of the hominin brain, the evolution of spoken language, and the capacity to accumulate and transmit culture. Smith is less concerned with the biological basis of these elaborated capacities; rather, his concern is with the fact that humans possess these capacities. Indeed, they are what makes for a person.
This long and provocative book is, therefore, not concerned directly with human nature as I am framing the issue: What is the biological basis of human capacities and behaviors that are used to build up social structures and their cultures? Rather, his concern is with understanding the nature of being human in its broadest sense and what this means for how sociological inquiry should be conducted. What I find most interesting about Smith’s list in Table 1.1 is how it overlaps with many of the capacities I discuss in later chapters, although my concern is how these capacities are tied to human biology and, in particular, human neurology. Capacity #9 is the key, because without the capacity to be emotional, the brain cannot grow; and if the brain cannot grow, language (#19) and later speech cannot emerge; and if language and especially speech cannot emerge, culture in the human measure cannot exist, thus reducing all other capacities listed from #20 to #30 in the hierarchy.

I would essentially agree with Smith’s assertion that “the thirty causal capacities are the stuff out of which human personhood exists emergently,” but my goal is more evolutionary: How and why did these capacities emerge, and what is the biological basis of each, if any? In contrast, Smith is more interested in mapping the paths of emergence and then, once a capacity emerges, its reverse causal effects on the very capacities that led to its emergence. In the end, he constructs a complicated map of causal arrows linking the capacities. While I will not discuss each of the 30 capacities listed by Smith, nor will I try to construct a complicated mapping of their causal connections, I will focus on those capacities that evolved by means of Darwinian natural selection and were then elaborated upon as the biology of species on the human evolutionary clade evolved. Many of these capacities are evident in other primates, especially other great apes, that are closely related to humans genetically. Yet, my evolutionary analysis will present a picture—indeed, a kind of causal map—of human nature that is not too far from the analytical scheme that Smith has developed, although much simpler. That is, as capacities emerge, they feed back and affect the capacities from which they emerged—a process of elaborations. My goal is to add a better sense of which ones are more central to humans’ biology-based nature built upon the capacities of humans’ distant primate ancestors. Thus, I think it useful to go back in evolutionary time—millions of years ago—to see how these capacities that constitute the essence of humans have evolved. Only in this way can we see which are fundamental and how later capacities were built up from those inherited from hominins on the human clade of evolution.
Nicholas A. Christakis’s “Social Suite” of Universals Necessary for Societies

Just as I finished a first draft of this book, another rather intriguing book titled *Blueprint: The Evolution Origins of a Good Society* (2019) was published. Its author, Nicholas Christakis, was trained as both a medical doctor (MD) and as a sociologist (PhD), and he runs a large research operation that is both broad and fascinating. One of his basic goals has been to highlight, on the basis of a wide variety of data, that there is a “social suite” of universal behaviors and organizational propensities among humans that are universal to the species and, when executed in a particular way, present a “blueprint” for societies that meet fundamental human needs. Naturally, given what I try to do in this book, this approach was fascinating, although his goal is somewhat different from mine: I am trying to isolate the biological basis of human social organization as inherited from humans’ last common ancestors with present-day great apes. For, as will become evident, humans’ biological nature is an elaborated version of great apes’ biological nature, which should not be surprising because humans share an ancestor with the ancestors of each of the extant great apes that still survive today. Indeed, humans and great apes are closely related, in a genetic sense. My goal is to separate what is biology based from what is a product of sociocultural activity by humans, whereas Christakis seeks to discover the right mix of behavioral and organizational attributes for creating and sustaining “a good society.” His findings are quite compatible with mine, but he leaves a bit unclear the distinction between what is driven by our genes and what is constructed by humans’ capacities for thinking, speaking, and using culture to organize social life.

The social suite consists of:

- the capacity to have and recognize individual identity
- love for partners and offspring
- friendship
- cooperation
- preference for one’s own group (“in-group bias”)
- mild hierarchy (relative egalitarianism)
- social learning

Although rather general, these attributes are nonetheless fundamental. Yet, Christakis illustrates with many quite fascinating examples how getting one or two of these wrong makes for a society that does not meet human needs, and indeed, makes for a society that will disintegrate.
Instead of providing a “social suite,” my analysis eventually leads to the formulation of a series of “complexes” of behavioral and organizational traits that can be considered biology based. These are termed the evolved cognitive complex, the evolved psychology complex, the evolved emotions complex, the evolved interaction complex, and the evolved community complex. In some ways, my analysis can provide detail about the origins of these biology-based traits that are clearly part of humans’ biological nature. They came from humans’ distant hominin ancestors over the past 5–6 million years with the split of hominins from the ancestors of contemporary chimpanzees. Previously, 8–9 million years ago and even earlier (13–16 million years ago) the common ancestors of present-day gorillas and orangutans split off from the line that would eventually lead to hominins and then humans. Each of these elements in Christakis’s social suite is a product of what natural selection was, first, doing to the great ape line over 30 million years of evolution in the arboreal habitats of Africa and, then, to the human hominin line as the ancestors of humans had to increasingly adapt to more terrestrial, open-country habitats.

Having to leave the forests of Africa as they receded over 10 million years (due to episodic cooling of the forests in Africa) placed enormous selection pressures on humans’ hominin ancestors to get better organized or go extinct. Christakis’s “social suite” is one outcome of these selection pressures. As will become evident, however, my portrayal of the evolution of the five complexes of human nature undergirds all the elements in Christakis’s social suite and, I think, provides some clarification about how this suite evolved. Bioprogrammers for nuclear family, pair-bonding among adults, tight-knit groups among cooperating individuals, and even adult friendships were not prominent in the great ape genome, despite Christakis’s argument. Indeed, it was the lack of some of these elements in the social suite of early hominins carrying the great ape genetic legacy that represented the biggest roadblock to the emergence of humans.

My story is, in many ways, a description of the routes that evolution took to bring about this social suite. The fact that humans still have difficulty in getting the elements of this suite together in the right proportions—as is highlighted by Christakis in his many illuminating examples—signals that being “social” may not be as “natural” to humans as is often assumed. So, Christakis’s and others’ efforts to discover human universals as a window to human nature is not as straightforward as it seems. Much of what is universal in humans is similar behavioral and organizational responses to similar adaptive problems of social organization. Such universals are, of course, outcomes of humans’ inherited biology as it is mobilized to create new sociocultural formations in response to environmental selection.
pressures. But are these universal responses directly governed by the human genome? Or are processes more complex? I think the second question, emphasizing the complexity of this process, is closer to what I am seeking: the biological basis of human behavior and social organization. This book seeks to discover humans’ behavioral and organizational capacities that were inherited from the common ancestors of great apes and hominins and, then, elaborated upon by natural selection as it worked on the neuroanatomy of hominins. The social suite and many other hypothesized universals are not direct expressions or manifestations of biology-based drives or bioprogrammers but, rather, outcomes of humans’ evolved neurology as it has been mobilized to create new sociocultural formations in the face of common adaptive challenges. For much of what makes humans “social” is built upon what made great apes less social. Human sociality is based, as contradictory as this may seem, on a genetic foundation of low-sociality species that did not form families, permanent groups, pair-bonds, and even friendships to the degree necessary to complete the social suite. This remarkable achievement of how natural selection worked to make hominins and then humans more social and more group oriented was not the result of mutations to the brain, nor installations of new bioprogrammers, but of other changes to the brain caused by directional selection on existing neurostructures of hominins that would allow humans to create new forms of culture and social structure to solve similar adaptive problems. Social structure and culture are not driven by human biology; rather, humans’ neurological capacities allow humans to construct and create what is not always natural, in a biological sense, to an evolved ape. And one of these creations is the social suite, which has some biological basis but not to the degree that some would argue. The reason that the social suite is so difficult to get right resides in the fact that it has to be created and re-created in constant adjustment to the copresence of others in changing environments. Humans have to work at creating and sustaining a viable social suite because it is not a set of traits directly governed by bioprogrammers; rather, the social suite is achieved by a neurology that enables humans to be highly emotional and intelligent and to speak and, thereby, use their hardwired capacity for language to create symbolic culture.

What Is Human Nature vs. What Are the Outcomes of This Nature?

Human evolution has both biological and sociological elements, as implied by the subtitle to this book. On the one hand, humans are an evolved great ape and, hence, an animal constrained by its genome. On the other hand,
humans are a special animal because *Homo sapiens* possess the ability to build up social structures and cultures that are *not* genetically regulated but instead are regulated by *nonbiological* forces. It is in the nature of humans to create sociocultural formations, but these formations are not human nature itself; they are the *outcome* of the biological nature of humans as its suite of capacities expanded over many million years of evolution.

This duality of humans—what is part of humans’ biological evolution, and what is part of human action and thinking generated by sociocultural evolution—is often difficult to separate and sort out. Nonetheless, we attempt it because sociocultural formations can often violate humans’ biological nature, thereby placing humans in conflict with their biological nature. There is, moreover, always a feedforward and feedback relation between humans’ biological nature and their sociocultural constructions. Humans can build social structures and their cultures because of their biological capacities as they make for human agency. Once constructed, however, these formations can constrain, violate, or enhance humans’ biological nature. I will argue that the first societies constructed by humans—bands of nuclear families engaged in hunting and gathering—were the outcome of selection forces working on individuals’ phenotypes and underlying genotypes to make hominins (bipedal ancestors of humans) and then humans more social and better organized. This simple structure and its culture were the “survivor machines” of humans *for most of their evolutionary history*, which only began to change over the past 12,000 years as populations settled down, grew, and, as a consequence, were forced to create new and more complex organizational forms in order to survive. Most of these new forms of social organization *violated basic features of human nature*, but they persisted, nonetheless, because they were essential to human survival (Maryanski and Turner 1992).

Yet, as I noted earlier, when social structures significantly thwart humans’ biological nature, there emerges a persistent tension that operates as a kind of “selection pressure” to reorganize societies to better fit human nature. Later evolution of industrial and postindustrial forms of social organization are at best 300 years old, and hence, quite nascent in an evolutionary time scale. These new forms are not as compatible with nature as the first societies of hunting and gathering, which reflected humans’ evolving biology under pressures to get better organized. They are, however, more compatible with this nature than all other societal types since hunting and gathering. Thus, once we have a clearer picture of what the biology of human nature involves, we can assess sociocultural formations by the degree to which they inhibit nature, or conversely, allow for expression of this nature.
Conclusion

As will become evident, the pages to follow seek to separate humans’ biological nature as it was inherited from the common ancestors of humans’ closest living relatives, the great apes. Humans are, in essence, evolved great apes; and not surprisingly, much of what we are at the biological level is a great ape with a larger brain, with the capacity to speak and to build sociocultural formations. The biology behind all these capacities is revealed in human neurology. And so, another way of isolating out humans’ biological nature is to engage in comparative neuroanatomy in which specific structures of great ape brains are compared to human brains, with the differences representing what natural selection did to the basic great ape brain to make us human.

In this first chapter, I have touched on various ways that scholars in different disciplines have tried to determine what is fundamental to being human. And in so doing, the human capacities touched upon in the text, lists, and tables of this chapter only offer a rough sense for the range of ideas about human nature. Taken all together, I doubt if human nature is this complex, but elements of a good many of those features of being human that have been mentioned for illustrative purposes here will emerge as central to humans’ biological nature. At the same time, it is important to recognize that much of the sociocultural universe is constructed to meet selection pressures for adaptation of populations of individuals and has not always reflected human nature. There is, as we shall see, less of a one-to-one relationship between a biological capacity and the evolution of specific behaviors, social relations, cultural systems, and social structures. Despite some relationship, other forces are almost always in play in the human sociocultural universe. Nonetheless, I still think that we will be able to focus in on the most fundamental aspect of human nature. That nature has allowed humans to create mega or macro societies and their cultures that reveal their own internal dynamics. A primary goal here, then, is to be able to make a reasonable judgment about the extent to which particular patterns of behavior and social organization among humans have a biological basis, and equally important, which do not. And not only these alternatives but also which behaviors and patterns of sociocultural organization work against expression of our nature as humans. For we are indeed “humans by nature,” but our ability to express this nature is often thwarted by a sociocultural universe of our own making.
Humans are evolved great apes, and much of our basic nature can be discovered by comparing ourselves to great apes. This comparison is often done by merely studying behaviors of great apes and comparing these to humans’ behaviors. Such comparisons, while interesting and useful, are limited because it is also apparent that great apes act and organize differently from humans. Despite what movies have proclaimed, there can be no “planet of the apes” because apes cannot organize like humans can. And so, direct comparisons of present-day great apes with humans are less useful for my purposes: to uncover the biological basis of human nature inherited from the ancestors of present-day great apes and humans. Fortunately, data on the behavior and organization of great apes, and primates more generally, can be used for my purposes with a methodological procedure biologists call cladistic analysis.

Cladistics shifts our orientation to looking back in time to the common ancestors that humans’ ancestors once shared with the ancestors of extant great apes. How is this done when biology lacks the equivalent of the Hubbell telescope that can look back to almost the beginning of the physical universe? Cladistics allows us to see what is not directly observable: our last common ancestor with great apes as well as the evolution of our more direct and immediate ancestors—termed hominins—who split off from the ancestors of contemporary chimpanzees some 5–6 million years ago (mya).

The Power of Cladistic Analysis

Cladistic analysis makes the assumption that species that are closely related are descendants of a common ancestor—what can be called the last common ancestor (LCA). Once the genetic relatedness of a set of species is established, it is possible to tabulate the traits they all share and also some traits that only some share. The more traits are common among all the species under study, the more reasonable it is to assume that the LCA possessed these traits (Andrews and Martin 1987; Kitching et al. 1992[1998]; Maryanski and Turner 1992; McGrew 2010). The logic
of cladistics is similar to what is done in historical linguistics, in which a set of languages thought to have evolved from a root or “mother tongue” are examined for what they have in common. It is then assumed that what is common was part of the original root language (Maas 1958; Jeffers and Lehiste 1979).

In cladistic analysis, two essential hypotheses constitute basic assumptions: One is the relatedness hypothesis, which holds that similarities in traits of what are assumed to be related species are not due to chance but, in fact, are the outcome of descent from a common ancestor. Thus, if traits in the three great apes—orangutans, gorillas, and chimpanzees—are similar, it is assumed that they are the outcome of having come from the common ancestors of these great apes. The second assumption in cladistic analysis, the regularity hypothesis, holds that modifications from the ancestral form to the descendant forms are not randomly acquired but reveal a clear systematic bias that links these descendants to each other and to their LCA (see Maryanski and Turner 1992: 7–32; Turner and Maryanski 2008: 28–57). For example, if the features of great apes differ from other primates, such as monkeys, it is assumed that this difference of great apes and monkeys is systematically generated and sustained by different selection pressures on species of apes and monkeys (Andrews 2019).

To assess both hypotheses, cladistic analysis typically invokes a quasi “control group” consisting of a sister lineage to the one being examined—in our case, monkeys as a control group for assessing the traits of great apes. Old-world monkeys of Africa are a different line of evolution from the great apes and, thus, can serve as this control group for the analysis of the common traits of great apes and their LCAs. Great apes and old-world monkeys both adapted to the arboreal habitat, but species of monkeys diverged from apes about 25 to 20 mya. Because of the different niches in the arboreal habitat that they occupied, the species’ divergence initiated a systematic bias in the selection pressures working on apes and monkeys. Thus, we can be confident if the traits of apes and monkeys differ that this difference is due to the evolution of great apes in a different set of niches from monkeys and, moreover, that this divergence is the result of extant great apes having a common ancestor from which each evolved. Otherwise, one would have to assume that the common traits of great apes evolved independently of each other—an unlikely event. However, traits that great apes do not share can be seen as the result of selection as it worked on the neuroanatomy as each of the sister species (chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans) evolved in somewhat different habitats and niches since breaking off from their LCAs. For example, if chimpanzees reveal differences in certain key traits from
orangutans and gorillas, these differences are the result of selection on chimpanzees in ecological niches that differ somewhat from those of gorillas and orangutans.

With these assumptions and a control group provided by old-world monkeys, we are now in a position to see the results of cladistic analysis on the three species of present-day great apes: orangutans, gorillas, and chimpanzees. In so doing, we also catch a view into the distant past of humans’ ancestors because *Homo sapiens* and all other closely related species that emerge on the threshold of being human—such as *Homo neanderthalis*, *Denisovans*, and *Homo naledi*—were all descendants of the ancestors of contemporary great apes via the hominin line that separates humans from the ancestors of chimpanzees some 5–6 mya. One way to visualize common ancestors is with a cladogram as presented in Figure 2.1.

Perhaps it is difficult to see hairy great apes, and even those with red hair (orangutans), as related to humans, or worse, humans as just another great ape but with less hair all over their bodies. Yet, with the sequencing of the genomes of all the great apes, including humans as the fourth extant great ape, it is clear that great apes and humans are closely related. As might be expected from the cladogram in Figure 2.1, orangutans are the least related to humans because they split off from the common lineage that humans have with other great apes some 12–18 mya, which is reflected in the fact that orangutans share “only” 96–97% of their genes with humans, albeit with their similar genes spread out on an extra chromosome pair as is also the case with gorillas and chimpanzees as well. Next are gorillas, who share about 98% of their genes with humans, again spread across 48 instead of the 46 chromosomes for humans. And finally, humans’ closest living relative, chimpanzees, share 99% of their genes with humans. There can be no doubt that humans and the great apes are closely related, which, of course, makes the great apes a good subject for cladistic analysis and a surprisingly clear vision of the distant past, as much as 16–18 mya. We can see what the last common ancestor was like, one that was much like the present-day orangutans that remain in the forests of Asia. You can see on the cover of this book a plate of the three great apes standing next to a human, with their hair cut off. All great apes can easily stand up, although the cover plates adjusts their feet and hands in a somewhat unnatural position. The natural locomotion pattern of great apes is a kind of hopping action with hand knuckles pushing off the ground, but the ability of great apes to easily stand, suggests that the conversion of hominins to bipeds was not as dramatic was it might seem. What is even more fascinating is that when great apes are raised with humans, they often take on a human identity;
and, in some cases, walk around in an upright mode that is not normal when living in the forest. Indeed, data from great apes raised with humans reveals that, when such is the case, they see themselves as human when asked. For example, a great ape that is asked to sort pictures of apes and humans has little trouble doing so, putting pictures of apes in one
pile and pictures of humans in another pile. When this ape who has been raised with humans comes to his or her own picture, this picture will generally be placed into the pile with humans. For example, Vickie was a chimpanzee raised in a home; she clearly recognized herself in a mirror and, what is more, declared herself to be human. She learned in her human home to sort snapshots into human versus other animal piles, and she consistently placed her own picture on the human pile (Gallup 1970, 1979, 1982; Gallup et al. 2014). Koko, the famous gorilla raised by her trainer, Penny Patterson, similarly sorted her snapshot into the human pile. A female great ape raised with humans and viewed herself as human showed no interest in ape males when she reached puberty; instead, she only had eyes for young human males. Thus, great apes have a capacity once thought to be unique to humans: the capacity to see themselves as an object, to develop an identity of an alien species (humans), and to align this sense of self to the expectations of others and social situations. (It is now clear that elephants, dolphins, and probably whales also have this capacity, as may also be true for highly intelligent birds.)

If normal biological criteria were employed, chimpanzees would be in the genus *Homo* with humans, but it is difficult for humans to accept that they are so closely related to animals covered in hair and “walking” with feet and knuckles. True, humans are much more intelligent and, as we will see, more emotional than great apes and all other animals on earth; still, humans descended from ancestors that we shared with the present-day apes. And, what is most important, these other great apes *will be able to tell us a great deal about human nature* because, at the level of our biology and neurology, humans are still very much a great ape. Even though enhanced emotions and a brain three times the size of other great apes alters human nature somewhat, we remain at our core great apes. Cladistic analysis thus gives us the tools to see not only our origins but also our essence as biological life forms.

Years ago, Alexandra Maryanski (1986, 1987, 1992, 1993, 1995) conducted the first thorough cladistic analysis of great apes, using species of monkeys as a control group. Her goal was to assess the social ties evident in great ape communities. When coupled with other field data collected on primates over the last 70 years, Maryanski’s findings reveal a somewhat surprising pattern. Her approach was to review all the extant, at the time, field studies on great apes and a representative sample of species of monkeys as a control group. Most research in the field is conducted by those interested in behavior, whereas Maryanski was interest in *relationships among individuals* and the social structures created and sustained by
relations among age and sex classes in great ape communities. She thus used accounts of behaviors to determine the strength and nature of social ties among conspecifics and then to see whether relationships led to network ties that could be used as a proxy for determining the nature of the structures organizing great apes and the control group of monkeys. The rather surprising results revealed that great apes do not evidence many strong social ties. Instead, most social ties are weak and episodic, suggesting a weak-tie structure among rather individualistic primates moving about in large communities or home ranges that can span many square miles. It immediately became evident when doing an assessment of the strength of social ties that great apes do not form permanent groups and, most interestingly, not even groups based on kinship ties beyond the universal tie of mammalian mothers to their offspring. Thus, none of the great apes reveal anything close to the nuclear family of mother, father, and offspring because great apes are highly promiscuous, making fatherhood impossible to determine. Moreover, all great apes reveal a pattern of female transfer to a new community at puberty, leaving their mother (and unknown father) forever. As a result, it is impossible to have lineal, across-generational kinship relationships, even partial ones such as a mother and her offspring, when all females depart their community and are replaced by females immigrating from other communities. Moreover, it also became clear that immigrating females evidenced weak ties built around mutual tolerance given to strangers from different communities and sitting in proximity to let their young offspring play. Among orangutans and gorillas, young males at puberty also leave their natal community or at least their mother’s location in this community, thus forever breaking up intergenerational family ties. However, chimpanzee males do not leave their community and remain in their natal community for their lifetime, forming cordial relations with their mothers (mostly periodic visits for an afternoon or day), but they do not form a stable kinship group with their mothers. Chimpanzee brothers also evidence social relations, but males typically have closer relationships with non-kin male friends. Yet, males and females in all great ape communities are free to move about, alone or in short-term parties, and in general reveal a great deal of individualism and mobility around the territory occupied by their community.

Thus, humans are descendants of animals that did not form (a) many strong social ties, (b) stable kinship units beyond the temporary ties of mother and her young offspring, or (c) stable groupings. In fact, the only stable social unit appears to be a broader sense of the boundaries of a common community, or home range, and a cognitive mapping of who belongs and does not belong to this community or home range. Among
chimpanzees at least, they will form temporary patrols to make sure that males from other communities do not enter their home range (by hurting or, at times, killing males who make incursions into their community). It appears that the other two great apes—gorillas and orangutans—also have this sense of the more inclusive community, but it is not clear how far they go in defending its boundaries. Nor is it clear that communities have the well-understood boundaries of chimpanzee communities.

In Tables 2.1 and 2.2, Maryanski constructs a hypothetical portrayal of the social ties and organization of the last common ancestor (LCA) to all the great apes and humans. Table 2.1 outlines the strength of social ties among the species of great apes, with the far-right column representing the cladistic reconstruction of the LCA, or last common ancestor to all present-day great apes and, by the logic of cladistics, humans and their line of hominin ancestors as well. In Table 2.1, adult-to-adult ties, adult-to-offspring ties, and adult-to-preadolescent offspring ties are summarized for gorillas (column 1), chimpanzees (column 2), orangutans (column 3), and their last common ancestor (column 4, far right). A “0” denotes nonexistent or weak social ties, a “0/+” denotes ties of moderate strength, and a “+” points to a strong social tie.

Based on the data, adult-to-adult ties are generally weak. Among orangutans and chimpanzees, males and females do not form permanent bonds and evidence only a few moderate ties. These ties include male and female chimpanzees who seem to be friends and, as a result, hang together more than is normal in most chimpanzee communities. Among orangutans, a male may “court” a female for a week or so and at times remain with her for a longer period of time (perhaps several weeks) if danger is perceived. Among gorillas, females with offspring (typically from promiscuous sex with males) will stay around the lead silverback male while her offspring are young, often using him as a babysitter for her independent activities (which include sexual relations with younger males who hang around the fluid group associated with a lead silverback), but she will often leave the grouping when her offspring, at puberty, initiates transfer away from its mother to other communities or to distant locales of another existing community. Among chimpanzees, there are generally moderate ties between brothers, although, as noted earlier, males generally prefer chosen friends among chimpanzees. There is also the moderate-to-close ties of chimpanzee males to their mothers, whom they periodically visit, as is emphasized in the next row in Table 2.1 outlining adult-to-adult offspring procreation ties. Otherwise, there are no strong ties among adults in great ape communities. The potentially moderate or even stronger ties of male chimpanzees with males friends
## TABLE 2.1 Strength of Social Ties among Extant Species of Great Ape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species of Ape</th>
<th>Gorillas (Gorilla)</th>
<th>Chimpanzees (Pan)</th>
<th>Orangutans (Pongo)</th>
<th>Last Common Ancestor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Adult Ties:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-male</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female-female</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-female</td>
<td>0/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Adult Offspring Procreation Ties:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-daughter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-daughter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-son</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-son</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Preadolescent Offspring Ties:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-daughter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-daughter</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-son</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-son</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
0 = no or very weak ties
0/+ = weak to moderate ties
+ = strong ties
* is used to denote a reconstructed social structure, in this case the likely structure of the last common ancestor to humans and extant great apes.
As is evident, this structure is most like that of contemporary orangutans.
and/or their brothers, as well as the moderate ties of females with children to the lead silverbacks, can be assumed to be traits that evolved after gorillas and chimpanzees split off the line of their LCAs, probably under selection pressures imposed on communities of gorillas and chimpanzees in their more terrestrial niches in the arboreal habitat that differed from orangutans, who spend most of their time up in the trees.

The next block of ties, *adult-to-adult offspring procreation ties*, reveals that fathers are not strongly tied to their adult offspring, which would be expected given that paternity is never known because of sexual promiscuity among males and females. Only chimpanzee males evidence a stronger tie to their mothers, which, as noted already, is maintained by cordial visits but not by actually living in a group with the mother. For orangutans and gorillas, strong ties between adult males and their mothers are not possible because they will have transferred away from their mother at puberty. The same is true for all great ape females, who, at puberty, leave their natal community or, at the very least, move to locations within their community that cut off ties with their mothers, thus breaking the strong tie of preadolescent offspring with their mothers.

### TABLE 2.2 Strength of Ties among Sample of Well-Studied Monkeys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gelada</th>
<th>Patas (Most Species)</th>
<th>Macaque (Most Species)</th>
<th>Baboons (Most Species)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Adult Ties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-male</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female-female</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-female</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o/+</td>
<td>o/+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Child Ties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-daughter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-son</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-daughter</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-son</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult-to-Adult Ties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-daughter</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother-son</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-daughter</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father-son</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:*

o = weak or null ties  
+ = strong ties  
o/+ = weak or moderate ties.
(again, fathers are never known because of promiscuity). Thus, with the tie of male chimpanzees and their mothers being the only exception, all females (and males as well) among orangutans and gorillas leave their parents’ sphere at puberty, thus breaking the possibility of lineal kinship ties into adulthood. This breaking of ties thus eliminates for gorillas and orangutans any cross-generational ties among adults.

The last block of ties, adult-to-preadolescent offspring ties, reveals the strongest ties in great ape communities. These mother-son and mother-daughter ties, which are nearly universal among mammals, are broken at puberty for orangutans and gorillas when male and female transfer away from their mothers to another community or to new locales away from their mothers within their existing community. Among chimpanzees, only the daughters leave the community (the sons remain in their natal community for their lifetime).

I am perhaps belaboring these points about social ties and networks, but they are the key to understanding human nature. By just looking at the large number of “0” signs in Table 2.1, then, one gets an immediate sense of the weak-tie world of great apes, with the only moderate-to-strong ties occurring with chimpanzee males with mothers, brothers, and male friends and with universal mother-preadolescent nurturance until puberty, when all females and all males, except for chimpanzees, leave their natal community. Moreover, among orangutans and gorillas, this departure from mothers may not always involve movement to a new community but simply transferring to new locations where boundaries are not as clear as they are among chimpanzees.

Using these data on age and sex classes leads to the cladistic reconstruction of the LCA to all great apes, hominins, and humans in the far-right column of Table 2.1 where the only consistently strong tie is between mothers and their preadolescent offspring. It should not be surprising that orangutans come close to matching the LCA, since they were the first to break off (see Figure 2.1) about 12–18 mya and have always lived in the forests of Asia (now mostly limited to Borneo and Sumatra). The result is a pattern of weak ties, no group structures, and no family structures beyond the temporary adult female–young offspring tie. Only with later splits from the LCA by the ancestors of gorillas and chimpanzees, where more time was spent on the ground under the forest canopy, did natural selection begin to wire in a few more strong ties, but even then, this selection did not produce permanent groups or kin groups of any stability.

The somewhat stronger ties among lead silverback males and females with offspring as well as the formation of the rather loose and fluctuating group surrounding the lead silverback are the results of selection on these
large animals in their semiterrestrial habitat within the highland and lowland forest habitats of Africa. Yet, as noted, the female usually breaks this tie as her offspring transfer away; and while the group congregating around the lead silverback remains, its members are constantly shifting as individuals move about a community or home range. Chimpanzees, who are closest to humans genetically, evidence a much more pronounced evolution of structure, with males staying in their natal community and forming friendships with other males. Yet, none of these stronger social ties leads to the formation of stable group structures within the community; again, groups form and disband, parties on community patrol and parties of mobile members of the community form and disband, and many individuals wander around the community alone, making episodic contact with others before moving on.

What is evident, then, is that humans’ hominin ancestors descended from animals revealing few strong ties and no stable group formations within what appears to be a larger and, also, a more stable community structure. Thus, community is the only stable structure among the ancestors of hominins on the human line. Humans are thus descendants of highly promiscuous animals that did not form families or any permanent groupings beyond the mother–young offspring dyad and that evidenced individualism, autonomy, and mobility in their social relations within a larger home range or community. Humans’ biological nature is, to a great degree, formed by this weak-tie, low-sociality profile of our distant ancestors. But humans are an endpoint on a clade that evolved for 5–6 million years after the split from the LCA that hominins shared with the ancestors of present-day chimpanzees; and so, selection could alter the behavioral propensities, the weak ties, and the low-density network structures created by weak-tie relations. Still, at our genetic core, it is not likely that the ape in us disappeared; rather, it is more likely that new behavioral propensities were layered over the more ancient ways of behaving and organizing outlined in the far-right column (with a*) of Table 2.1.

Monkeys and Great Apes

We are now in a position to determine whether the reconstruction of the LCA in Table 2.1 meets the conditions of the relatedness and regularity hypotheses discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Genetic analysis suggests that humans and all the great apes are closely related genetically, and this genetic closeness signals that the ancestors of humans and the great apes constitute a regular and continuous pattern for millions
of years. To make this conclusion even more “conclusive,” it is useful, as noted earlier, to invoke a control group of species that are distantly related but that, at the same time, constitute a different set of species evolving in a different set of niches. Monkeys and great apes split off from each other around 28–25 mya, although no firm date is known. Apes initially dominated the arboreal habitat as primates evolved but, then, by 20 mya, monkeys had come to dominate the arboreal habitat in Africa. Indeed, today, there are more than 130 species of old-world and new-world monkeys and only four species of great apes, counting humans as the fourth great ape. So, in terms of evolutionary success, great apes have been in decline, except for humans (on whom the verdict is still out); and all other great apes may be extinct in their natural habitats within a century, if not sooner. Thus, great apes are an evolutionary failure, except for humans (who may or may not be on the way to killing themselves off directly or indirectly through destruction of their environment). Even prosimians or pre-monkeys have 62 species, and they are marginal in arboreal habitats dominated by monkeys (Maryanski and Turner 1992: 26–27; Turner and Maryanski 2008: 48).

The absolute number of ties shown here is not as important as whether strong ties can serve as a building block for extended networks and social structures that organize a species. As is evident, the mother-daughter bond is the focal point in monkey societies for building up large, tight-knit networks of female kin in matrifocal cliques, which provide the only basis for intergenerational relationships in monkey societies. Weak-tie relations among males ensure that there is little structure, beyond the competitive, contested, and changing male hierarchy, in monkey societies.

Table 2.2 compares four representative and well-known species of old-world terrestrial monkeys. This table may initially look similar to Table 2.1 (because of the many “0” signs or weak-tie relations), but a large difference is evident in the specific relations. Among monkeys, the strong ties produce a different pattern of social organization compared to great apes. Monkeys, organized at the group rather than the community level, reveal two bases for group organization: one is dense networks of related females who never leave their natal community (just the opposite of great apes, where all females leave their natal origins), and the other base of social structure is dominance hierarchies among male monkeys who have migrated into a group from another group (thus, in monkey societies, males leave their natal groups, as is the case for orangutans and gorillas but not chimpanzees). The female matrilines consist of collateral and lineal relations among females
across several generations, whereas the dominance hierarchy emerges and then is reshuffled by competition among immigrating males. Despite seeking to horde females as a harem, dominant males are rarely fully successful, which means that fatherhood cannot be assured. Thus, it is the mother–daughter adult tie that forms the core of monkey groupings; and this pattern is just the opposite of great apes. The organization of monkeys into groups of related females and dominance hierarchies among males is also different from the organization of great apes, again consisting of larger communities with no stable groupings with this community among adults.

These fundamental differences from great ape societies indicate that monkeys and great apes constitute two different clades and that each meets the relatedness and regularity hypotheses. Such organizational differences have allowed monkeys to live in open-country habitats and, in contrast, prevented great apes, except those on the hominin line, from moving out to open-country niches away from the forests. It is this lack of organization at the group level that posed the problem for great apes, and it is, no doubt, the reason for their decline.

**Why Are Monkeys and Apes So Organizationally Different?**

When monkeys began to take control of the arboreal habitat some 20 mya, they were able to control the core areas of the trees, where food is more plentiful, where the space can support larger groupings, and where greater structural support is found in the thicker branches of the tree. One hypothesis for why monkeys were able to take control from generally larger and smarter great apes is that selection gave them the advantage of being able to eat unripe fruit, which allowed them to get at the fruit earlier than great apes and thus take over those niches where it is most abundant. They congregated in larger groups that revealed considerable structure. In contrast, the ancestors of great apes today were forced to the terminal feeding areas high up in the forest canopy, where there is less food, less room, and less structural support by thin branches far from the heavy and thick portions of the tree trunks. As a result, selection worked to ensure that densities at any place the forest canopy would remain low, with both male and female adolescents moving away from their mothers and, because of male-female sexual promiscuity, from their unknown fathers. Whether these distant ancestors had a community organization is less relevant than what they did not have: the female matrilines and male dominance hierarchies that would make for dense organization at the group level. This lack of cohesive and stable groups among great apes today
is old, probably at least 20–25 million years old. Without genetically endowed bioprogrammers for groups and close kin relations in the genome of the ancestors of great apes, selection would face a large hurdle if more permanent groups and kin relations became necessary for adapting to a more terrestrial habitat where slow great apes would encounter fast, four-legged predators or packs of predators.

How could natural selection put back what had been taken away, or that which was never present along the ape line? Humans represent the answer to this question, and so, if we begin with the features of extant great apes, we can get a relatively clear picture of what humans inherited from the great ape clade; and these inherited traits will be part of “human nature.” But, clearly, selection had to do something more to this inherited nature from great apes because none of the great apes can do what late hominins and early humans did: live in kin groups and bands in open-country bushlands and savanna conditions. We can see from Table 2.1 that some additional structure emerged as gorillas and chimpanzees adapted to more terrestrial niches in the forest habitat. However, because none of the great apes, except one isolated population, can live out on the savanna, much more structure was necessary for hominins to be fit for the open country. So, what “new” traits did natural selection add? And, are these new traits also part of “human nature”?

The Liabilities of Being a Great Ape

Hominins had many disadvantages as formerly tree-dwelling animals that were forced to the ground as the forests in Africa receded and, in their place, came more open-country habitats of secondary forests, bushlands, and savanna. First, as hominins came to the ground, they were labelled *hominins* because they became increasingly bipedal, walking around on two rather than four legs. Yet, even when bipedal, hominins would be slow compared to four-legged predators that might feast upon them. Second, hominins were visually dominant, with smell subordinated to vision. Being visually dominant in the forest canopy is highly adaptive, but on the forest floor and then out into more open-country bushlands, grasslands, and savanna, olfaction is more adaptive because it is easier to smell predators (hiding, perhaps, behind bushes or still far away) than to see them. Olfaction does not require the same directional focus as vision, because chemical smells simply diffuse into an area and automatically alert individuals and groups to potential danger. Third, great apes and presumably hominins have a tendency to
become emotional and noisy when confronting danger—screeching and otherwise making noise, which, of course, would only attract more predators. Fourth, ape individualism, and being a loud individualist at that, would make hominins even more vulnerable and, being slow as well, easily picked off by predators. Thus, as physical specimens, hominins were not particularly imposing when on the ground in open country. As a result, many open-country great apes probably became easy prey and went extinct. In fact, one somewhat successful strategy of a terrestrial ape was to become enormous and physically imposing, as was the case with Gigantopithecus, who grew to 8 feet tall and weighed many hundreds of pounds. They lasted for a long time in more open-country habitats, because of their size; but they also had disadvantages of being slow bipeds, although they may have been quadrupedal but still not very fast or quick. Moreover, they could not live in larger groups because of their need to eat so much food each day. And, they apparently had a hard time expiring heat from their large bodies in warmer climates. So, size alone was not a winning strategy; and because they are not nearly as imposing as was Gigantopithecus is probably one reason gorillas have not ventured out of the protection of the woodlands.

Even more problematic for descendants of great apes was their lack of organizational structures. The only stable structure inherited from the LCA was a sense of community, which, as we will see, had some advantages when human societies began to grow. That said, communities too large and too spread out are not able to coordinate defense and food gathering in the open country. Early hominins, such as Australopithecines, were upright but still rather small (4 feet at best) and thus fairly unimposing to predators; and so, they may have initially gone out and then returned to the forests with the first signs of danger. The later more robust forms of Australopithecines may have stayed out for longer periods in open country, not only because of their somewhat more robust size but also because they may have become more organized for defense and food collection.

Thus, somehow, selection began to find a way to increase the organization of hominins into more stable and cohesive groups. Most descendants of great apes that went out onto the savanna did not survive, but perhaps late Australopithecines and, then, the first true forms of Homo—Homo habilis and later Homo erectus or ergaster—were increasingly better organized and could safely spend more time in open country. We know that this was the key to their survival for 2-plus million years and to their eventual evolution into the various subspecies.
of humanlike forms that populated Africa, Europe, and perhaps Asia by 450,000 to 300,000 years ago.

As *Homo erectus* radiated out of Africa to Europe and Asia, it is likely that selection somehow pushed them to become more organized. Otherwise, they could not have easily adjusted to the diverse habitats in the many areas where they could survive. How, then, did these evolving great apes along the hominin line begin to form more stable bands of nomads, and perhaps even a kinship system, built around the nuclear family of mother, father, and offspring? This was the challenge facing natural selection; and for most species of great apes, it appears—though the fossil evidence is scant—that natural selection failed and did not find an answer to the organizational weaknesses of great ape social structures. For hominins, however, natural selection did blindly hit upon some answers, generating some new traits and enhancing some existing ones that became part of humans’ evolved nature.

**Preadaptations and Behavioral Capacities**

The typical answer to the question, What makes humans unique?, is big brains, spoken language, and culture. However, these impressive attributes among humans as a species evolved fairly late along the hominin line. For example, the brain of a chimpanzee, our best proxy for the LCA at 5–6 mya is about 375–400 cubic centimeters (cc); the brain of *Australopithecines* was not much bigger, beginning at 4.5–5.0 mya right up to 1.4 mya when *Australopithecines* died out. *Homo habilis* (1.6–2.5 mya) had, by measurements of fossilized cranial caps, a brain size of around 500 cc, just 20% larger than chimpanzees today. Measurements of *Homo erectus* (1.8 mya) to the first humans vary enormously, from 500 cc to the lower end of the human measure at 1,050 cc (the human brain is, on average, around 1,350 cc). Some of this variation may come from deme effects when *Homo erectus* radiated broadly out of Africa. As a result, subpopulations were probably isolated as a *deme* from others living in somewhat different habitats that pushed for larger brains. The same is true of recent finds in southern Africa, such as *Homo naledi* and others (.05 to 2.1 mya), which are remarkably humanlike in their skeletal forms but with brain sizes not much bigger than those of early *Homo erectus* at 500–600 cc. Thus, there were many species and subspecies of *Homo* stretched across several continents where the brains evolved or remained static without apparent selection pressures for dramatically more intelligence.

Thus, to the extent that spoken language and culture are related to intelligence, which, in turn, is a consequence of brain size, it is clear that none
of these were as important as might be thought in resolving the organizational problems of hominins. Clearly, something was happening with Australopithecines, but it was not just overall brain growth, which remained at 400–500 cc for several million years. The brain only grew dramatically, I would hypothesize, from 700,000 years ago to the emergence of Neanderthals and the first Homo sapiens around 450,000 to 300,000 years ago (see Holloway, 2015, for summaries of measurements of fossils). Something caused this growth, and it was probably not the imperative to get better organized because group solidarities are not so much related to intelligence or even spoken language and culture as to something else that is often not adequately addressed: emotions. This increase in emotional capacities of hominins and then humans compared to other primates that increased social ties and patterns of group-level organization. But, as we will see in the next chapter, the early growth that occurred in the hominin brain was not in the neocortex as much as it was in the more ancient subcortical areas below and inside the neocortex. Indeed, the modest increase in the size of the brain during the evolution of Australopithecines to the first Homo may reflect subcortical rather than neocortical growth. It is this growth that provided the key to hominin survival and, as we will see, also to later growth in the neocortex and the capacity for speech and eventually culture.

Before we can tackle these evolutionary events of dramatically increased emotional capacities, we need to address a prior question: What was available in the phenotypes and underlying genotypes for natural selection to select upon? One way to answer this question is to examine what are termed (1) preadaptations and (2) behavioral capacities.

Preadaptations

Biologists increasingly use another label, exaptation, for the older term preadaptation, but I prefer to call them preadaptations because it better communicates what is involved. A preadaptation or, if you will, exaptation, is a trait that evolves as a by-product of selection, producing another trait that enhanced fitness, or the capacity of members of a species to survive and reproduce. Later, after perhaps thousands if not millions of years, this by-product trait, which had simply been sitting there, becomes subject to natural selection because it too enhances fitness of a species under changing ecological conditions. Some of the most important traits of great apes were preadaptations that evolved along with other traits; and then as ecology changed, selection resumed on existing traits or, in some cases, started on a trait that had been simply neutral in terms of fitness consequences. Box 2.1 lists some of the key traits of great apes that also existed in the LCA of great
apes and humans and, thus, that could be subject to selection if they enhanced fitness of hominins. I will briefly summarize the most important of these (see also Turner and Maryanski 2008: 28–59; Turner et al. 2018: 75–105, 128–129).

One preadaptation was a capacity to experience and communicate to others at least four of the primary emotions: fear, anger, sadness, and happiness. These primary emotions were to be mixed and elaborated upon to produce more complex and nuanced emotions—much like how the mixing of primary colors (red, yellow, and blue) can produce many diverse colors. This process started, I believe, very early in hominin evolution. As I will outline in the next chapter, this capacity was the key preadaptation for the survival of humans’ hominin ancestors, inherited from our common ape LCA with chimpanzees and other great apes. Social ties are formed through emotions, as are group solidarities; and thus, for hominins to get better organized, they had to become more emotional.

Another preadaptation was for language, which was critical to the evolution of the symbolic capacities to produce culture. All great apes

---

**BOX 2.1 PREADAPTATIONS AMONG HUMANS’ HOMININ ANCESTORS**

1. **Comparatively large subcortex and neocortex**, allowing for the enhanced emotions necessary to enhance cognitive capacities and neocortical growth.
2. **Hard-wired capacity for language** comprehension and capacity to communicate at the level of a three-year old human child via the visual sense modality.
3. **Protracted life history characteristics** that involve for long periods of nurturance of infants revealing larger, immature brains at birth.
4. **Mother-infant bonding**, creating potential for formation of nuclear family.
6. **High levels of play among young**, thereby increasing capacity to role take and adjust interpersonal responses to conspecifics.
7. **Community orientation** revolving around community a sonly stable unit of social organization, with capacity to mapping of community boundaries and its members, thus allowing for flexibility in meeting selection pressures for new forms of social structure.
8. **Low levels of physical grooming**, thus increasing reliance on interpersonal means of communication through role taking.
today can learn human languages—much as young children learn them—by being immersed in an environment where a language is spoken. Great apes can also learn the sign language used by the deaf, and alternatively, they can learn the meaning of pictograms and then use computer keyboards to assemble these pictograms into messages to their trainers. They can thus “speak” at about the level of a 3-year-old child. Great apes cannot actually speak, of course, because they do not have the physical equipment in key structures—lips, tongue, larynx, and the muscles that regulate them—that allow humans to use phonemes, morphemes, and words strung together by grammars. Moreover, great apes do not have a fully developed Broca’s area, which is the brain structure that allows humans to download the brain’s way of thinking into sequential speech. But the basic neurological capacity for language nonetheless existed among the LCAs to great apes and hominins. It was generated as a by-product of natural selection as it began to convert the small, olfactory-dominant mammals (as are most mammals) attempting to adapt to the arboreal habitat to visual dominance, which would be much more fitness enhancing in a three-dimensional environment where a miscalculation can lead to death by gravity. In so doing, selection created a preadaptation in the neurology of evolving primates for language facility (Geschwind 1965a, 1965b, 1965c; Damasio and Geschwind 1984).

Still another preadaptation is what are termed life history characteristics, which are genetically regulated patterns of conception, reproduction, and care during the life cycle. More than any of the other primates, great apes have a longer period of gestation in the womb, prolonged infant nursing by mothers, protracted infancy dependence, and long juvenile phases (Wolpoff 1999; Falk 2000; Dirks and Bowman 2007; Kelley 2004). These life history characteristics were simply part of the nature of great apes, compared to similar-sized monkeys, but they would eventually allow for larger-brained infants to be born early in order to pass through the female cervix. As highly vulnerable and neurologically immature offspring were born, great ape life history characteristics would allow for extended care of neurologically immature infants and children by their mothers and, eventually, by their fathers as the nuclear family evolved. In order for selection to eventually grow the brain, as we know it did, this preadaptation was necessary. Without it, natural selection would have to create behavior propensities for extended infant and juvenile phases of development, which probably would not have occurred if left to natural selection. With the necessary capacities already present in the genome, enlarging the brain could occur; and, with a larger brain, spoken language and culture production would begin to evolve.
Another preadaptation is *mother-infant bonding*, which is virtually universal among mammals and was thus available for further selection if the nuclear family and other forms of kinship would be fitness enhancing. Many mammals, and birds as well, evidence a kind of nuclear family of parents and young offspring; and so, it would not be a big stretch for selection to somehow enhance relations among males and females to play parental roles—even if it is not something that great apes normally or habitually do. But, the force behind propensities to create nuclear families was not language or large brains but emotional attachments that evolved with the expansion of the emotional palette of *Australopithecines* and certainly early species of *Homo* (i.e., *Homo habilis* and *Homo erectus* or *ergaster*).

A related preadaptation is the *non-harem pattern of mating* in which dominant males disproportionately mate with a larger number of females than nondominant males. Monkeys, for example, have a quasi-harem pattern, and in some human cultures harems exist. But, among great apes, males and females engage in promiscuous sex, a pattern of sex that presented problems of how to get males and females committed to each other and to the nuclear family. And, like so much in the evolution of hominins, this potential adaptive problem would be resolved, at least partially, by enhanced emotions rather than by genetically controlled specialized bio-programmers for nuclear families. Had great apes had a harem pattern of mating, however, the nuclear family would have been much more difficult for natural selection to install. With the nuclear family as the *structural backbone* of the hunting and gathering band and all other forms of human kinship that would evolve in later societies, the lack of genetically regulated harem mating and reproductive patterns among adults opened the opportunity for the evolution of the nuclear family—a structure that is not “natural” for great apes and, hence, for humans as well.

Still another preadaptation is for *play*, which is common to mammals but especially important for humans because so much learning about how to interact and to plug into culture depends on infant and juvenile play activities (Burghardt 2005). To have a hardwired propensity to play would allow for learning through practice of key cultural expectations during the prolonged infant and juvenile life cycle phases that are genetically programmed into great apes and, hence, the LCAs to great apes and humans.

Compared to other primates, great apes do not groom as much, with the result that they rely on interpersonal reading of gestures, especially those communicating emotions. As a result, another preadaptation for human interaction and social organization was already wired in the great ape genome: reliance on mutual reading of gestures to form solidarities in group in groups as well as larger social structures.
Another preadaptation is tied to *community organization* (rather than group organization). Animals like monkeys orient only to groups, but great apes orient to a larger social and ecological world of the home range and keep track of who belongs and who does not belong. This orientation, when accompanied by bigger brains, language, and culture, would allow the scale of human societies to grow beyond the here and now of the group. Moreover, because community was the only biologically programmed structural form, beyond mother–young offspring attachments, in the LCAs to great apes and humans, it allowed for groups to form as needed through emotional attachments rather than by genetically installed group bioprogrammers. As a result, hominins and then humans could create diverse patterns of group organization in order to meet changing selection pressures without having to overcome hard-wired bioprogrammers for particular types of groups, which is much more typical in the mammalian universe.

The last preadaptation in Box 2.1 is for low levels of grooming and reliance on cognitive mapping of community members. Because of their low levels of sociality, great apes do not groom very much—especially when compared to other primates. Rather, great apes cognitively map the boundaries of their community and remember who belongs to this community. Thus, social relations depend on cognitive skills and use interpersonal skills to form flexible but generally weak-tie relations with community members. Great apes are not genetically locked into particular patterns of grooming, which, in turn, allows them much greater flexibility in forming social relations that would be adaptive to changing habitats.

**Behavioral Capacities and Propensities**

Great apes and especially chimpanzees, and hence humans’ common ancestor with chimpanzees, evidence a large suite of behavioral capacities to act and interact in certain ways as well as a propensity to continuously invoke these capacities in daily life within a community. These capacities rival those among humans. In many ways, they are equal to the interpersonal abilities of humans, even though chimpanzee brains are much smaller than human brains.

At first it might seem counterintuitive to note that animals that reveal predominately weak social ties, that do not form stable groups, and that often walk around alone in their communities would be so facile in such interpersonal behaviors listed in Box 2.2, including picking up interactions with others in a community after not seeing them for some time, engaging in emotion-arousal greeting rituals, engaging in emotional
1 Propensity to cognitively map the boundaries, membership, and social relations among members within larger, more inclusive communities rather than to form permanent local groupings

2 Propensity to focus on face and eyes of conspecifics for assessing emotions during episodes of interaction

3 Capacity to mimic emotional gestures in face and body of conspecifics (through activation of mirror neurons)

4 Capacity to role-take (invoke theory of mind) to assess the dispositions of conspecifics to act in particular ways

5 Capacity to achieve emotional empathy with others during role-taking

6 Propensity to mimic responses of others while, at the same time, engage in role switching, in play activities among the young

7 Propensity to fall into rhythmic synchronization of bodies and vocal gestures during interactions, especially when larger numbers of conspecifics are in propinquity

8 Propensity for collective emotional arousal during periodic gatherings of larger numbers of community members and to emit emotionally charged, ritual-like behaviors

9 Propensity to assess reciprocities in exchanges of resources with others

10 Propensity to calculate fairness and justice of exchanges with others and to sanction (positively or negatively) with emotional intensity those exchanges deemed to be fair or unfair

11 Capacity to see self as an object in interactions with others and to emit gestures expressing conceptions of self and to evaluate self by role-taking with others

12 Capacity to reckon the respective status of self and others and, thereby, to respond to status differences, particularly those differences marking hierarchy but also those marking distinctive social categories such as age, gender, and community membership

13 Capacity of males (only among chimpanzees) to form friendships with other males and, occasionally, with favored females as well

Note: By the logic of cladistic analysis, those behavioral propensities and tendencies among great apes provide a good indicator of the behaviors of the hominins, which humans share with great apes. We thus get a glimpse at “human nature” by viewing the behaviors of great apes. This nature is not what is often hypothesized because great apes do not form strong ties, kinship systems, or even permanent groupings; rather they are weak-ties animals oriented to larger communities than local groups. At humans’ ape core, then, we are far less social than is normally hypothesized, and this fact gives us purchase in understanding how selection pressures worked to increase sociality and groupness and, in so doing, to create a proto-language of emotions that eventually was blended to a gesture language and that would evolve into an
rituals of solidarity and celebration when larger numbers of fellow community members come together, reading each other’s eyes (as well as face and body countenance) for emotional cues, achieving empathy with others, seeing themselves as objects of evaluation by others in a situation, reckoning status of others vis-à-vis self, and assessing whether exchanges of resources with others are fair and just and, in general, being capable of engaging in highly nuanced and complex interpersonal behaviors.

Yet, with a moment of reflection, it is clear why great apes can execute these nuanced interpersonal behaviors: the very lack of bioprogrammers for forming bonds, kinship, and stable groups. Great apes, unlike monkeys, do not naturally form strong ties, groups, and kin units; and thus, they must actively construct and reconstruct through interpersonal skills their social world. Being weak-tied, nongroup, and non-kin oriented does not mean that chimpanzees are not social or organized at all. It simply means that they have loose and flexible patterns of relationships that must be actively worked on rather than pushed on them by genetically driven biological programmers.

Indeed, unlike mammals with genetically controlled bioprogrammers guiding the formation of social relations, great ape sociality is far more difficult to bring off: every interaction is negotiated and revolves around the mutual exchange of information and emotions where self, others, and situation are salient; where memories of past interactions are invoked; where the status and number of others co-present are assessed; where the demographic of who is co-present is taken into account; and where so many other contingencies are potentially introduced. If interaction among chimpanzees or other great apes sound like human interaction, it is; and in fact, what humans do in interactions is much the same as chimpanzees can do.

Most mammals and birds are driven by “instincts,” which are “in their nature,” whereas humans must construct the flow of interaction. They must also construct the social units—from groups and organizations to macrostructures—that organize their daily lives. This type of complex and ever-contingent production and reproduction of our social relations is in our human (really great ape) nature—dramatically intensified by spoken language and culture made possible by big brains. But undergirding all these amazing capacities is an even more fundamental capacity: the ability to monitor, control, read, understand, emphasize, and otherwise engage in auditory language as enhanced emotionality allowed the neocortex of late hominins to evolve to the human measure.

(Adapted from J. H. Turner et al. 2018: 128–29)
emotional behaviors because in the end, it is emotions that make human sociocultural formations either hold together or break apart.

The list of interpersonal practices outlined will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10 within the interaction complex, while the first two preadaptations—emotional and language capacities—will be examined in Chapter 8 within the emotions complex. Thus, these two lists of preadaptations and behavioral capacities should be kept in mind—indeed, bookmarked in some way—because they will guide our analysis of ape nature as it affected the evolution of human nature.

Conclusion

Thus, we can now begin to appreciate the extent to which human nature is ancient, because it is the inheritance of well over 20 million years of ape evolution. Yet, at the same time, what typifies great ape nature is how loose and flexible it is compared to most other animals. A relatively few powerful bioprogrammers drive ape social relations and social structures. These patterns of weak social ties and loose group formations within a larger community would eventually allow humans to create flexible social structures and patterns of social relations that could be adjusted and adapted to new habitats constantly generating ever-changing selection pressures. It is the human capacity to use a large repertoire of interpersonal skills (inherited from the LCAs of great apes and hominins) to form social bonds, to sustain relations, and to produce and reproduce group formations that makes human societies possible. In other words, human nature is not just a bunch of drives and bioprogrammers, as it is for many animals, including most mammals. Instead, human nature is greatly affected by emotions, language, and large brains able to form culture. This nature is sustained by a set of generalized interpersonal skills and emotional capacities that are actively used to achieve what bioprogrammers or “instincts” do for many other animals.

What makes human nature so complex and difficult to ascertain is the “supercharging” effect of much more complex and intense emotions, bigger brains, spoken language, and culture on aspects of humans’ biological nature inherited from the LCAs of the ancestors of great apes and humans. Moreover, the preadaptations and interpersonal propensities of humans that are programmed, to some degree, by our genome can be countervailed, if not subverted, by acts of human agency. Indeed, humans have often created societies that go against what is programmed into the genome inherited from the LCAs of the ancestors to humans and great apes. So, our goal is to unravel as best we can the biology of human nature, even as it is filtered by
the biology of emotions, language, and culture. At times it will be difficult to disentangle what is biological and what is socially and culturally constructed, but as long as we remain attuned to what we inherited from the LCAs of great apes and humans, we can overcome the distorting effects of what humans can construct through acts of agency (culture and social structure) on what humans inherited from their LCAs and still carry in their genomes.

Notes

1 Bonobo chimpanzees exhibit a somewhat different community system because of their small habitat, where crowding forces much more contact among conspecifics. The result is tension-reduction rituals, such as the famous genital-to-genital rubbing (GG-rubbing) and considerable sexual contact to create what, on the surface, seem like stronger ties but may only be way for orangutans and humans. This genetic closeness indicates that humans shared ancestors with the ancestor of these presents to manage the stress of being forced together by their restricted habitat. The pattern of common chimpanzees described in the text is, I feel, a better representation of the original chimpanzee social structure, before the subspecies of bonobos broke off from the common line between 2 and 3 mya.

2 A small number of chimpanzees live in a more exposed open-country habitat in west Senegal today, although they must retreat to the trees dotting the savanna-like open-country habitat. These chimpanzees have begun to form more permanent groups for hunting/foraging for food and defense, mostly built around males but occasionally females. Thus, without actual changes in their genomes, it is possible to see natural selection pushing for more group structure in these chimpanzees.
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Why Humans Became the Most Emotional Animals on Earth

The ultimate ancestors of all humans were rodent-like insectivores that began to ascend into the arboreal habitat after the demise of large dinosaurs about 63–64 million years ago (mya). Adaptation to the arboreal habitat led to the transformation of the sense modalities in these small mammals from olfactory to visual dominance, which in turn rewired the primate brain significantly. And, in the case of the ancestors of present-day great apes, selection had made great apes more intelligent than other primates and had, as a preadaptation, rewired their neurology for the capacity, if ever needed, to use language. Thus, natural selection did not have to create the fundamental capacity for language among hominins; it was already a wired preadaptation as a consequence of the conversion of the brain from olfactory to visual dominance. This conversion involved natural selection moving the dominant sense modality of most mammals, which is in the subcortical areas of the brain (the olfactory bulb), and bestowing dominance to the occipital lobe in the neocortex. In this way, vision became the dominant sense modality of monkeys and apes. Only among great apes, however, did this shift to visual dominance also create the basic neurological capacity for language. The ancestors of great apes today were more intelligent than monkeys, and it appears that this extra intelligence coupled with the rewiring of the areas in and around the inferior parietal lobe where the temporal, parietal, and occipital in the neocortex meet, transformed great apes into, potentially, language-using animals.

If we are to understand human nature, then, we first must understand great ape nature, which, as emphasized at the close of the previous chapter, involves analysis of the (1) preadaptations in great ape neuroanatomy and (2) behavioral capacities as action propensities following from these capacities. By the logic of cladistic analysis, contemporary great apes can provide a look back in time to the characteristics of the last common ancestors (LCAs) of great apes and humans to see what preadaptations and behavioral capacities were available for selection to work on in order to make hominins more fit as they increasingly had to adapt to the terrestrial habitat in Africa and, eventually, a wide variety of habitats in Europe and Asia.
As the cladistic analysis in the last chapter revealed, great apes are fundamentally weak-tie, nongroup, and nonfamilial animals, especially compared to most other mammals and, among primates, compared to monkeys, who are highly organized by female matrilines and male dominance hierarchies in tight-knit group and kin structures. Great apes, then, were just the opposite: organized by only one permanent structure, the larger community of many square miles, with fluid, weak-tie relations within this larger community. This mode of adaptation worked well in the marginal niches in the extreme terminal feeding areas high in trees of African forests, where food resources, space, and structural support by branches were scarce compared to the niches occupied by monkeys in core areas of trees in the arboreal habitat. As the forests receded and the secondary forests, bushlands, and grasslands expanded, some arboreal primates had to move into more open-country conditions, where tight-knit social organization would be fitness enhancing.

Monkeys could rather easily make this adjustment because of bio-programmers for female matrilines linking collateral and lineal female kin and dominance hierarchies honed from competition from immigrating males. In contrast, ancestors of great apes were not well suited to this new habitat and, no doubt, most species went extinct. The ancestors of humans, however, were able to beat the odds because natural selection worked on preadaptations and extant behavioral traits to make humans’ ancestor initially more social and, then, increasingly group- and kin-oriented. But how did natural selection get around the liability of weak-tie animals forced onto predator-ridden open-country habitats? It is in answering this question that we get our best look at the underlying biological nature of humans.

**Natural Selection and the Forces of Evolution**

Natural selection can only work on variations that are present in a species, although the other forces of evolution as conceived by what is called the Modern Synthesis in biology help account for how variations on which selection can go to work are generated. One source of variation is *mutations*, or reshuffling of genes to produce new traits. At one time, early evolutionary biologists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries thought that this force was more important than natural selection, but soon it was recognized (e.g., Fisher 1930) and later confirmed by others (e.g., Stebbins 1969) that most mutations are harmful and, thus, do not enhance but decrease fitness, or the capacity to survive and reproduce. Such is the case in complex structures where high levels of
interdependence—especially in the mammalian brain—make change generated by mutations in one area harmful to other areas of complex biological systems.

Emphasis of this point highlights a much more important force in the evolution of complex systems: directional selection on existing traits that reveal distributions on a bell curve. For example, almost every trait of an animal varies by the fundamental property of size, which will distribute itself in a bell-shaped curve from smaller to larger. If smaller or larger variants on the tails of the bell curves describing their distribution increase fitness, then the favored variant will be passed to the next generation and the less favored variant will begin to disappear. With each successive generation, the favored variant will become more common and, itself, make up yet another, perhaps more tightly structured curve (with smaller standard deviations from the mean); and, over not too much time, the population will reflect the favored trait across the whole population. Since many of the critical traits—whether preadaptations or behavioral capacities/propensities—in the ancestors of humans were neurological structures and their interconnections as they affected behavior, much of the evolution of humans’ ancestors was driven by selection on tails of bell curves describing such traits as size and interconnectivity of neurological structures (Ardesch et al. 2019; Holoway 2015).

Mutations for new traits were thus far less important in understanding the evolution of humans’ ancestors. Even fundamental traits that are not so much neurological as anatomical evolved by directional selection more than mutations. For example, as depicted on the cover of this book, great apes can all stand up and, moreover, walk, at least for a time. The anatomical structures involved in this ability—shape of upper legs, ball joints, hips, and other anatomical traits—vary like any other set of traits, with some individuals having an easier time getting and staying upright than others. If being bipedal is fitness enhancing, then selection will favor the ends of bell curves describing the favored tail; and over time, these traits would typify the population, with the less-fitness-enhancing traits disappearing from the genome. Thus, it is directional selection on the tail ends of distributions of existing variants that can drive evolution, and such was the case as selection began to work on the neurology of great apes to make them more social and group oriented.

Other forces of evolution, such as gene flow and genetic drift, can also increase variations on which natural selection can go to work. Genetic drift occurs because the frequency of alleles (variants on genes) can vary randomly. When random variations of alleles (as alleles are separated) take on a “probability value” of being present in the next generation,
those that randomly appear and enhance fitness will often be selected, increasing their probability of being passed on and thus increasing their frequency in the gene pool. Over time, the probability of the fitness-enhancing variants being in the gene pool and being selected will increase to the point of significantly altering the gene pool of a population arising out of what began as a random process affecting the frequency of alleles.

*Gene flow* among animals occurs when individuals of one subpopulation of a species move into another subpopulation, with interbreeding allowing the alleles of one population to flow into the other. Often subpopulations of a species get isolated for a time (as *demes*), and the result is that directional selection and genetic drift change the genome of a population in some way. When members of that population subsequently come into contact with another adapting to a slightly different niche, their genes will mix and change the genome of the two populations (perhaps now joined together as one population).

Thus, the Modern Synthesis sees several sources of variation in a species: (1) current distributions on bell curves of variants, (2) mutations on new alleles or genes, (3) genetic drift, and (4) gene flow. Natural selection “selects” those variants that enhance fitness in a given resource niche. Therefore, when the ecology of a population changes—that is, the environment to which they must adapt to survive and reproduce is altered—then selection may begin to favor certain variants that increase survival and reproduction in the new environment. As the ancestors of today’s great apes were forced to adapt to the expanding terrestrial habitats and niches, natural selection began to select on those trait variants of the great ape genome that increased survival and reproduction in this new environment. The preadaptations alluded to in the previous chapter were one source of variation of traits that had long enhanced fitness among primates, and selection began to select variants that would increase fitness in the new, more terrestrial environments. The same would be true for those long-standing behavioral capacities and propensities wired into the great ape genome. Because so many of these capacities and preadaptations involved neurology, much selection was *directional selection*, although some were undoubtedly the result of genetic drift and gene flow and perhaps a few minor mutations.

**Natural Selection and Emotions**

*Expanding the Range of Variations of “Primary Emotions”*

Box 2.1 on page 45 provides a list of the basic preadaptations that were subject to selection as the environments of those great apes that would become hominins changed from predominately arboreal to more
terrestrial animals. The first and second of these preadaptations are examined in this chapter, with the remaining preadaptations and behavioral capacities/propensities of great apes analyzed in the next.

Virtually all mammals and, hence, great apes have the capacity to experience and express a limited range of primary emotions, such as satisfaction-happiness, aversion-fear, assertion-anger, and disappointment-sadness. All researchers agree that these four are primary or biology based, but some include additional emotions in the palette of primary emotions, such as surprise, expectancy, anticipation, and disgust. By primary, it is meant that these emotions are \textit{hardwired into the neuroanatomy} of mammals and great apes. These emotions can be experienced and expressed with varying levels of intensity and nuance. Therefore, the actual number of primary emotions, when variants and intensity are considered, is much larger than just four. For example, \textit{satisfaction} is the low end of intensity of one primary emotion, while \textit{happiness} is the other end of the range of variation. These two emotions express not only different levels of emotional intensity but also somewhat different affect states, as do other valences in between these two extremes. Great apes can feel and project many points in between these poles of a given primary emotion.

We know from many sociological studies that humans create affective bonds, stronger social ties of solidarity in groups, and other types of social structures by the emission of positive emotions such as satisfaction-happiness and additional combinations or elaborations of this range (more on combinations shortly). We also know that humans do so through face-to-face interactions, which have the power to charge up the emotional intensity of an interaction (Spencer 1874–96; Durkheim 1912; Goffman 1967; Collins 1975, 2004; Turner 2002, 2007). Thus, it is clear what natural selection did during hominin evolution; selection led to the expansion of the intensity and range of primary emotions into many nuanced variants, thus giving early hominins such as \textit{Australopithecines} (5.0 to 1.4 mya) an increasingly larger palette of emotions to work with, as they sought to form stronger bonds and group solidarities.

This process probably began as soon as \textit{Australopithecines} were fully upright and venturing out onto the savanna for periods of time, beginning as early as 4.8–3.8 mya. At first, time on the savanna was brief, and species of \textit{Australopithecines} moved back to the protection of the forest. But it is clear that \textit{Australopithecines} were the first \textit{hominins}, a term coined to denote any apelike animal near the human line that is bipedal. As emotions began to expand and as attachments and solidarities began to increase among these early hominins, they began to move out for brief times into the open country, away from the protection of the forests.
Being bipedal rather than knuckle-walking was a much more efficient way to get around. Bipedal capabilities were equally or even more important for seeing potential prey and predators since the olfactory sense modality had been reduced when natural selection converted the brain of great apes to be visual rather than olfactory dominant. Moreover, being bipedal frees up the hands and arms for hunting and defense, which would increasingly be the mode of adaptation of hominins as the beginning of hunting and gathering societies emerged later in hominin evolution. This freeing up of the hands and arms from the burden of walking can be seen as another anatomical preadaptation for hunting and defense. Traits honed by natural selection for the arboreal habitat (i.e., brachiation, powerful arms, strong shoulder and wrist joints, and dexterous fingers) could now be used for hunting (throwing spears and eventually shooting arrows) and defense (throwing rocks at predators).

The key to unlocking this potential in ape anatomy, its upper body (i.e., arms, shoulder and wrist joints, and hands with sensitive and dexterous fingers) was tied to the ability to form somewhat stronger social ties and somewhat more stable group assemblages for moving out from the protection of the forests. Alone, a slow great ape is vulnerable to predators and is less able to catch prey—even with a stack of rocks to throw or a lance. In a group, however, coordinated actions by great apes could lead to collective food gathering, hunting, and defense by animals capable of throwing spears and rocks, shooting arrows, raising and swinging clubs, and other behaviors that four-legged animals cannot adopt. Thus, bipedalism that allowed for the hands, arms, fingers, and wrists to be free for throwing, grabbing, gathering, and catching actions necessary for securing food and, if needed, for fending off or actually killing predators was accelerated by initial patterns of group organization, where such actions could be now be coordinated and, hence, be fitness enhancing.

It was the initial expansion of primary emotions that made these more stable forms of group-level organization possible and, hence, allowed the ancestors of humans to survive (see Table 3.2). This process of forging stronger ties at the group level began long ago, before the hominin brain grew much larger than that of a chimpanzee at about 375–425 cc. Even as brain size moved up to the 500 cc range with early species of Homo at around 2.1–2.2 mya (Homo habilis and Homo erectus), brain growth to the human measure may not have moved much for another million years (see Holoway, 2015, for more details of on brain size of various hominins).

One reason for the modest increase to 500 cc may have been the pushing of the neocortex outward as subcortical areas of the brain expanded first. The data in Table 3.1 compare the size of both neocortical and subcortical
structures in the human and great ape brains, controlling for body size. As is
evident, the size of the human neocortex eventually would be three times the
size evident in chimpanzees and early hominins. But earlier, millions of years
before the neocortex started to grow rapidly, subcortical areas of the brain
were growing in order to enhance primary emotions. The measurements of
subcortical
areas of the brain in Table 3.1 indicate that these are twice as large
as those among great apes. This difference suggests that natural selection was
growing these areas to enhance emotional capacities so that stronger bonds
and group solidarities could begin to form among animals without strong
bioprogrammers for such relationships. Figure 3.1 highlights the areas of the
brain listed under subcortical structures in Table 3.1.

The data in Table 3.1 are old and not collected for my purposes, but they
are nonetheless accurate and require some explanation. The numbers in the
table represent how many times larger than a simple insectivore, Tenrecinae,
are various brain structures in great apes (Pongids) and humans. This
technique is part of the control for body size, but it is also interesting be-
cause Tenrecinae is probably much like the original mammals that moved
into the arboreal habitat after the demise of the large dinosaurs and, thereby,
initiated primate evolution. The diencephalon, housing the thalamus, which
routes incoming sensory inputs to both the neocortex and subcortical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Component</th>
<th>Apes (Pongids)</th>
<th>Humans (Homo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neocortex</td>
<td>61.88</td>
<td>196.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diencephalon</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>14.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thalamus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypothalamus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amygdala</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>centromedial</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basolateral</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Septum</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>5.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>4.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition cortices</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Data from Stephan 1983; Stephan and Andy 1969, 1977; Stephan, Baron, and
Frahm 1986; and Eccles 1989.
Note: Numbers represent how many times larger than Tenrecinae each area of the brain
is, with Tenrecinae representing a base of 1.
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The Most Emotional Animals on Earth
emotion centers, and the hypothalamus, which is involved in production of hormones and neuroactive peptides that arouse emotions, are almost twice as large in human than in great ape brains. More revealing is the amygdala, which generates fear and anger in different nuclei; this ancient structure is more than twice as large in humans than in great apes, but most of this difference is in the basolateral portion of the amygdala. More recent studies, however, show that it is the lateral nuclei more than the basal nuclei in the amygdala that are critical because, rather than being related to either fear or anger, the lateral nuclei are devoted to increasing mutual responsiveness as well as awareness of others and situational cues in face-to-face interactions (Barger et al. 2007, 2012, 2014). Two pathologies to damaged lateral nuclei in the amygdala provide further evidence of what natural selection was doing to hominins. One pathology of damage to the lateral nuclei is autism, where the ability of a person to read the gestures of others for meanings, particularly the emotional meanings and affective states, is limited. The other pathology is Williams syndrome, where the opposite is the case: individuals overempathize with others experiencing negative emotions, so much so that young children with this syndrome will walk up to strangers whom they feel are distressed and hug them.

Clearly, natural selection was adding new nuclei with different functions to the amygdala, perhaps to mitigate the power of raw anger and fear, which disrupts social relations and collective solidarity. The new lateral nuclei, which account for most of the size difference between great ape and human amygdala, work to enhance the capacity of hominins to engage in solidarity-generating interactions by better reading the emotions and intentions of others and the demands of the situational context in which the interaction is occurring.

The more than doubly large septum in humans compared to great apes is another case where enhancement of positive emotions revolving around sex has been programmed into humans. The septum and other associated areas around it are the source of the pleasure associated with sex. Since great apes are highly promiscuous and enjoy frequent sex, it can be asked, Why would natural selection double the size of the septum? It is likely, I think, that the additional nuclei of the enlarged septum in humans represent a way to enhance the emotional experience of sexual partners, perhaps eventually leading to what we know occurs among humans (but not great apes): emotional attachments to sexual partners revolving around emotional variants of happiness, such as love, caring, compassion, and loyalty. There would be little need to increase the physical pleasure of sex in great apes because they clearly enjoy sex with a much smaller septum and associated neurons. Thus, natural selection
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Emotions</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction-happiness</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Cheerful</td>
<td></td>
<td>Love</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sanguine</td>
<td>Buoyant</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serenity</td>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bliss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gratified</td>
<td>Amiable</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rapture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enjoyment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jubilant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Delight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thrilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exhilarated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aversion-fear</td>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>Misgivings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Terror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hesitant</td>
<td>Trepidation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reluctance</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td>High anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shyness</td>
<td>Scared</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alarmed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unnerved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Panic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion-anger</td>
<td>Annoyed</td>
<td>Displeased</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dislike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agitated</td>
<td>Frustrated</td>
<td></td>
<td>Loathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irritated</td>
<td>Belligerent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Disgust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vexed</td>
<td>Contentious</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perturbed</td>
<td>Hostility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Despise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nettled</td>
<td>Ire</td>
<td></td>
<td>Detest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rankled</td>
<td>Animosity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hatred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piqued</td>
<td>Offended</td>
<td></td>
<td>Seething</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consternation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wrath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Furious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inflamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incensed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outrage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappointment-sadness</td>
<td>Discouraged</td>
<td>Dismayed</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downcast</td>
<td>Disheartened</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heartsick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dispirited</td>
<td>Glum</td>
<td></td>
<td>despondent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resigned</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anguished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gloomy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Crestfallen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Woeful</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was enhancing the psychological and emotional pleasure of sex, perhaps
beginning the process of male-female bonding and, later, commitment
between a conjugal couple not only to each other but to the care of their
offspring in groupings that began to look like the nuclear family of
hunter-gatherers.

The *hippocampus* and attached *transition cortices* are also just under
twice as large in humans compared to great apes. These areas of the
subcortical portion of the brain are primarily responsible for initial
memory formation. The transition cortices hold cognitions about an
interaction for the short term during an interaction, and then, if emo-
tions are experienced again, the emotional valancing of cognitions is then
stored in the hippocampus (Damasio 1994; LeDoux 1996). If the emo-
tions associated with this cognition are activated in memories, then the
cognition is more likely to be remembered for a longer time. The more
the same emotions tagging the cognition are aroused and experienced by
a person, the more likely is the memory to be shipped to the *frontal
cortex* or *lobe* for longer-term storage as a memory (see Figure 3.1). What
the functioning of the hippocampus underscores is that memories
cannot form unless emotions are attached to them. Research has de-
monstrated (see Damasio 1994 for illustrations) that when there is
damage in the neuro-nets connecting the *prefrontal cortex*, which is the
decision-making portion of the neocortex, and *hippocampus*, which
is responsible for the initial assembling of memories by attaching emo-
tions to cognitions, a person cannot make “rational decisions”; indeed,
this person has trouble making *any* decision. Moreover, damage in the
connections between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex affects the
ability to remember more generally. Thus, memories cannot form,
memories cannot be retrieved, and decisions cannot be made without
being tagged with emotions. So, in enhancing the storage capacity of the
hippocampus, selection was increasing the cognitive functioning of ho-
minins without initially expanding the neocortex to a significant degree.

Thus, enhancing emotions by initially increasing the range of primary
emotions increased intelligence by, in essence, putting a turbocharger
(emotions) on the still relatively small neocortex of early hominins. What is
also evident is that emotions will have the same effects on all other pre-
adaptations listed in Box 2.1 on page 45 as well as on all the interpersonal
skills of LCAs of great apes listed in Box 2.2 on page 49. What will become
increasingly clear is that the brain cannot grow to the human measure and,
hence, language and culture cannot emerge in the human measure *without
a prior rewiring of the hominin brain to be more emotional*. For, without
increasing social attachments and commitment to groups, which can *only*
occur via emotions, the first hominins would not have survived, and thus, it is unlikely that the first *Homo* would have ever appeared.

The emergence and survival of *Homo* required a dramatic expansion of emotional capacities, and the needed emotional turbocharger had to be built into and integrated with the still small neocortex before the larger brain and what it could bring (i.e., full language and robust systems of culture) could be dropped into the cranium of species of *Homo* that would emerge on the hominin line leading to humans. For what is now clear is that intelligence—storage of memories, complex cognitions, and rapid decision making—cannot exist without the evolution of a much larger palette of nuanced emotions. No organic intelligence among any species is possible without a larger palette of diverse emotions; for this reason, intelligent life forms are also highly emotional.

A large neocortex alone would be a protein-draining and calorie-consuming empty warehouse without a larger palette of emotions to tag cognitions so that they can be remembered (stored) and brought to bear (retrieved) in making decisions. Therefore, the neocortex, as reflected in measurements on fossilized crania of hominins, did not emerge until late in hominin evolution. Natural selection was first making hominins more emotional, and in so doing, it was setting the table (as yet another preadaptation) for later growth in the neocortex, for spoken language, and for culture. Humans became, perhaps arguably, the most intelligent animals on earth because our immediate ancestors became the most emotional animals on earth. For all life forms on earth, then, intelligence is a function of emotional capacities, not only in humans but in other intelligent animals such as dolphins, whales, elephants, and some species of birds. Thus, big brains, spoken language, and culture would have to wait for natural selection to rewire subcortical areas of the brain in ways enhancing the emotional capacities of hominins.

How, then, did natural selection enhance emotions? As I have suggested, the first step was expanding the variants of primary emotions, which was done by initial selection on the subcortex where emotions are generated by the release of hormones, peptides, and neurotransmitters. They, in turn, activate the autonomic nervous system, the neurons of the brain, the more general endocrine system, and the musculoskeletal system (see Turner 2000: 84–118, 2007: 43–65 for neurological details). Table 3.2 outlines in a rough form what I think initially occurred, using the minimal set of primary emotions—*satisfaction-happiness, aversion-fear, assertion-anger, and disappointment-sadness*—as a starting point. Initial selection of key subcortical areas worked to simply expand the range of variants of these four primary emotions; and in so doing, it is
clear that a much larger palette of emotions can be generated. Moreover, by expanding the one positive among the primary emotions (e.g., satisfaction-happiness) natural selection could increase the likelihood that evolving hominins living on the forest floor would form stronger social ties and more stable groupings for eventual brief forays out onto the predator-ridden bushlands and perhaps even the African savanna.

**First-Order Elaborations of Primary Emotions**

The expansion of primary emotions generates about 75 variants of the primary emotions; and I would hypothesize that initial selection on the emotion centers of the hominin subcortex went this far with *Australopithecines*. This new complex of emotions could allow the neocortex to grow somewhat because of a larger palette of emotions to tag cognitions, and thus, more complex cognitions could be stored as memories and used in decision making. It may be for this reason that during the transition from *Australopithecines* to the first Homo (*Homo habilis* and early *Homo erectus*), the brain grew by another 100 cc from 400–425 to 500–525 cc (Haloway 2015). For additional neocortex growth and even stronger social ties and group formations among ever more terrestrial hominins, a next step in the evolution of emotions would require first-order elaborations of primary emotions.

First-order elaborations involve a “mixture” of a greater amount of one primary emotion with a lesser amount of another to produce an entirely new set of more nuanced emotions, as is delineated in Table 3.3. Others have made a similar argument (e.g., Kemper 1987; Plutchik 1962, 1980, 2002), but Table 3.3 outlines a set of emotions that has two outcomes: (1) to increase the total number of emotions in the palette, and less successfully, (2) to mute some of the power of negative emotions that dominate mammalian primary emotions (*fear, anger, sadness* generally reduce solidarities, whereas only variants of *satisfaction-happiness* increase solidarity). For mammals with bioprogrammers for group formation, this ratio of negative to positive can be overcome, but for hominins, who are descendants of weak-tie, low-sociality, and non-group-forming great apes, this ratio provides a roadblock to using positive emotions to forge stronger ties in group structures. Such is particularly the case with *fear* and *anger*, which are easily activated because they have a dedicated structure—*the amygdala*—to generate them, whereas sadness is less disruptive because it takes longer to emerge through some combination of neurotransmitter uptake processes and hormones running through the endocrine and neuroactive peptide systems. By my count, around 20–23 of the 50-plus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Emotions</th>
<th>First-Order Elaborations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SATISFACTION-HAPPINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction-happiness +</td>
<td>Generate Wonder, hopeful, relief,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aversion-fear</td>
<td>gratitude, pride, reverence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction-happiness +</td>
<td>Generate Vengeance, appeased,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertion-anger</td>
<td>calmed, soothed, relish, triumphant, bemused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction-happiness +</td>
<td>Generate Nostalgia, yearning, hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disappointment-sadness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERSION-FEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aversion-fear +</td>
<td>Generate Awe, reverence, veneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction-happiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aversion-fear +</td>
<td>Generate Revulsion, repulsion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertion-anger</td>
<td>antagonism, dislike, envy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aversion-fear +</td>
<td>Generate Dread, wariness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disappointment-sadness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSERTION-ANGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion-anger +</td>
<td>Generate Condescension, mollified,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction-happiness</td>
<td>rudeness, placated, righteousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion-anger +</td>
<td>Generate Abhorrence, jealousy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aversion-fear</td>
<td>suspiciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertion-anger +</td>
<td>Generate Bitterness, depression,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disappointment-sadness</td>
<td>betrayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISAPPOINTMENT-SADNESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappointment-sadness +</td>
<td>Generate Acceptance, moroseness,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satisfaction-happiness</td>
<td>solace, melancholy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappointment-sadness +</td>
<td>Generate Regret, forlornness,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aversion-fear</td>
<td>remorseful, misery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappointment-sadness +</td>
<td>Generate Aggrieved, discontent,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertion-anger</td>
<td>dissatisfied, unfulfilled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappointment-sadness +</td>
<td>Generate boredom, grief, envy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assertion-anger</td>
<td>sullenness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
emotions in Table 3.3 can be seen as associative, as potentially increasing solidarity and bonds. Others are destructive to social bonds, but many are much like sadness in decreasing desires for strong bonds but not necessarily breaking them (emotions like dread, weariness, sullenness). The results, however, are still harmful to social ties, and some are truly negative, as is the case for vengeance, which is a mix of happiness and anger. Still, the ratio of disassociative and associative emotions has been reduced, while the nuance of the emotional palette has increased significantly.

The Language of Emotions

The top portion of Figure 3.1 outlines the left hemisphere of the neocortex, with an emphasis on highlighting the principal lobes (frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal), the areas around the inferior parietal lobe (which give great apes their neurological capacity for language), and the three specific areas responsible for spoken language among humans—Wernicke’s area, Broca’s area, and the Sylvian fissure. The main lobes and association cortices around the inferior parietal lobe are evident in great apes, as is the Sylvian fissure, but the specific nuclei regulating motor movements along the Sylvian fissure for speech and facial movements are not evident among great apes. As emphasized, natural selection prewired great apes for language when it created visual or olfactory dominance. The key to this preadaptation was increasing the number of association cortices in and around the inferior parietal lobe, which sits in the posterior part of the brain where the parietal lobe, temporal lobe, and occipital lobe meet. The olfactory bulb is subcortical and not under neocortical control and, moreover, the reason that we often immediately experience emotional responses to certain smells. The parietal lobe is devoted to haptic (touch, feel, body rhythms) sensory inputs, the temporal is devoted to auditory (hearing) sensory inputs, and the occipital is devoted to visual (seeing) inputs; and when we touch, hear, or smell something, humans will turn their eyes to the source of the sensory input, seeking a visual image that will dominate over the activation of auditory or haptic inputs. Olfactory inputs are a bit out of the reach of the control powers of the neocortex, but humans still will look in the direction where olfactory inputs are perceived to originate. When olfaction is the dominant sensory input, animals will seek to smell the areas from which the olfactory sensations emanate because that is how their brains are wired.

Sensory input are routed to different nuclei in the thalamus and, then, to (1) the relevant lobes in the neocortex for sound (temporal lobe), seeing
(occipital lobe), and feel/touch (parietal lobe); and (2) emotion centers in the subcortex, as well as to the olfactory bulb also sitting in the subcortex. Because olfactory-dominant animals have their sensory inputs come immediately to the olfactory bulb and the thalamus, the close proximity of the amygdala (fear and anger) allows for a rapid reaction to danger. Moreover, visually dominant humans often react emotionally to visual inputs before they can consciously see them because the thalamus is closer to the emotion centers than the occipital lobe in the back of the brain. For example, a person walking in the forest sensing a gnarly object that signals danger (say, a snake) may find his or her heart already pounding, experience sweating, and be in the process of jumping before this person recognizes the object to only be a fallen branch rather than a snake. Thus, the body systems that generate emotions have already been set into motion before a person is actually “cognitively aware” of what the object is. Such is the speed with which the emotional system in mammals operates, with the full meaning of the object being sensed lagging until the visual input is routed by the thalamus to the occipital lobe for full recognition. Because emotions such as fear are essential to survival (and defensive anger if cornered by danger), they can dominate individuals’ responses to their environment because they are activated so rapidly and at high levels of intensity. More important to hominin survival than just rapid-fire “fight or flight” responses from danger, however, was the development of stronger social ties as well as commitments to, and solidarity within, groups that, in the words of sociobiologists, could serve as “survival machines” in more open-country habitats (Dawkins 1976).

Thus, emotions will almost always dominate responses that have meaning and significance to individuals, but for low-sociality and non-group-organizing animals, positive emotions were needed to compensate for this lack of strong bioprogrammers for social ties and stable groupings. For some time, I have argued that the prewiring of the great ape brain for language became entangled with “the language of emotions” (Turner 1996a, 1996b, 1997b, 1999, 2000, 2007, 2010, 2020; Turner and Maryanski 2021). As emotions were being enhanced through the creation of more variants of primary emotions and, then, through combinations of emotions during interactions, these emotions were not discrete states as might be implied by assigning them a linguistic label or term listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. In reality, emotions flow from eyes, face, and body as sequences of gestures that communicate unfolding affecting states. The ordering of sequences of emotional gestures is yet another way of mixing and putting more complex and nuanced emotional states forward to others, thereby creating additional meanings as
individuals read each other’s gestures during the course of interaction. Moreover, even if the emotions communicated are negative, they can signal internal states of one individual and often encourage sympathetic responses from others. So, negative emotions signaling distress can promote some solidarity with others when the latter are sympathetic, and out of such understanding of another’s distress, a more positive emotional bond could be formed. This exchange of more nuanced and complex sequences of affective states, both positive and negative, enables individuals to experience intersubjective states as empathy—a capacity that great apes already possess (de Waal 1996, 2009, 2019) and thus could be selected (see Chapter 5). Being able to read sequences of affective gestures operates much like “emotional vocabulary” that increases intersubjectivity and solidarity. And, I would argue that this “vocabulary” began to evolve among hominins as they exchanged sequences of nuanced and layered affect during the course of interaction.

I would even argue for a field of “emotional linguistics” in sociology and linguistics whereby the implicit rules of “body language” are discovered. Body language is, of course, not language as contemporary linguists would define language because, first of all, it is more visually based than auditory, although it can contain auditory gestures (such as voice inflections) and, even more significantly, it includes meaningful gestures revolving around touch. Moreover, while it does not have anything that is the exact equivalent of phonemes, morphemes, and syntax ordered by a grammar, it does contain a pattern of ordering of gestures over time in ways that signal conventional meanings about affective states of individuals. Indeed, by reading eyes, face, hands, and body countenance over time, emotional meanings unfold and thereby carry common meanings—thus making sequences of these gestures “language-like.”

This method of human communication is “body language” today, and many books have been written about how it “speaks” to others and says something about each of us (e.g., Coleman 2005). But more fundamentally for our purposes in understanding human nature, it is still the primary way in which humans read emotions in, and communicate emotions to, others, even as talk may appear to be the primary mode of communication. To illustrate the capacity of this language of emotions to communicate common meanings, I often suggest a simple exercise: turn off the sound on a movie and then watch only the cues (facial expressions, body countenance, position of bodies, modes of touch, etc.). Most people follow the general story line of the movie because this was hominins’ and humans’ most ancient “language,” or, let us say, “quasi” or “proto language.” And it
is a language that humans still rely on when trying to pick up the emotional disposition of others. We constantly check verbal utterances about expressed emotional feeling with actual body cues in eyes, face, and body to see if the “utterances” of emotion are, in fact, authentic and genuine. Thus, the primal quasi-language represented by face and body gestures is still critical to forging bonds of solidarity and sustaining the viability of humans assembled in groups. Because overcoming weak social ties and unstable group formations were the driving selection pressures on hominins, and enhancing emotions was clearly the route taken to do so, it seems likely that emotions could be made even more powerful when ordered by an implicit “grammar.” Moreover, by being able to read emotions as sequences of body gestures, more varieties of potential emotional states could be built from the primary emotions and their second-order elaborations. Chimpanzees already can read subtle gestures in eyes and face (Menzel 1971), and thus, it is likely that the LCA to the ancestors of chimps and hominins could also do so. The result would be a language-like stringing of emotional signals together in different patterns of presentation to communicate different meanings.

Selecting on emotions would also be relatively straightforward because the subcortical structures of the brain generating them are so ancient and fundamental to survival. If survival depended on a more elaborate system, indeed a quasi-language of emotions, selection on emotions and the in-place neurology for language in the areas around the inferior parietal lobe could rapidly increase the intensity, variety, and nuance of emotions needed to build social bonds and create group solidarities.

One of the areas of the human brain important in spoken language is Wernicke’s area (see Figure 3.1). It lies on the left side of the normal brain near the inferior parietal lobe and the surrounding association cortices, making language possible. This area is devoted to uploading sensory inputs into the brain for processing; and while great apes do not have an exact replica of this area, there is a homologous area in great apes (Spocter et al. 2010). It is likely that the presence of this homology is what allows great apes to upload languages spoken by humans into great ape brain for processing. In humans, Broca’s area is the converse of Wernicke’s, and lies in the left frontal lobe (for most people) near the Sylvian fissure. It is devoted to downloading the brain’s way of processing information into sequences of speech production. Great apes do not possess this area in their brains, and it is one of the reasons that they cannot “speak.” They do have what is sometimes termed Broca’s hump or Broca’s cap, which is an asymmetry on the left side of the brain in approximately the same area as a full Broca area in humans (Falk 2007).
Thus, the basic wiring may have already existed in a rudimentary form as yet another preadaptation related to language and, hence, available for selection if spoken language increased fitness.

The biggest obstacle to the evolution of spoken language was not, however, the basic neurology for language, per se, because great apes (and hence hominins) can (could) understand language through the auditory or visual modalities while using their visual and haptic senses to communicate back with hand signals or typed sequences of pictograms to their human handlers. More recent research indicates some preadaptations, beyond the Wernicke homology and Broca’s hump or cap may have allowed for spoken language to evolve among late hominins. Moreover, the motor control areas along the Sylvian fissure are particularly important in the ability of humans to engage in fine-tuned, articulate speech; and these are not evident in great apes but, as recent data suggest, they may have evolved by the time of *Homo erectus* (1.8 mya).

*Additional Preadaptations for Spoken Language*

A set of proteins (labeled FOX) constitute a large family of helix transcription factors that target other genes. Of particular significance to the evolution of language are the FOXP1 and FOXP2 genes and their target genes as they affect humans’ capacity for finely articulated speech (Crespi, Read, and Hurd 2017; Schulze, Vargha-Kadem, and Mishkin 2018; Wohlgemuth, Adam, and Scharff 2014). It is clear that these genes have undergone evolution during hominin and human evolution. In particular, FOXP2 proteins are involved in developing and coordinating the vocal tract and the muscles affecting the mouth and lips for speech; damage to these genes causes speech impairments. At one time, it was thought that selection had been working on these areas for only 200,000 years (Enard et al. 2002a, 2002b), but it now appears that FOXP2 existed among *Homo erectus* as early as 1.8 mya. Thus, it is reasonable to view FOXP2 as a preadaptation for spoken language (Enard 2007, 2016). It is not known whether humans’ most immediate ancestor possessed the capacity for finely articulated speech in the human measure, but even if early *Homo erectus* did not, the existence of FOXP2 (and FOXP1) could be subject to selection, if spoken language had fitness-enhancing consequences. Great apes and hence humans’ hominin ancestors possess(ed) the capacity for calls and vocal sounds, some of which can be unique to particular populations of apes. Yet, apes are limited by the lack of an open vocal track and the muscles in and around the mouth, larynx, and lips that allow for rapid, fine-grained speech articulations.
As noted, great apes possess a “hump” or “cap” in the approximate location of Broca’s area in the human brain, and so, like FOXP2, this hump could be subject to directional selection if downloading thoughts into speech was fitness enhancing. The existence of Broca’s hump and FOXP2 means that radical and potentially harmful mutations (Fisher 1930; Stebbins 1969) would not be necessary if selection was pushing for speech. Rather, directional selection on the fitness-enhancing tails of the distribution of FOXP1 and FOXP2 alleles as well as the distribution of those hominins with a larger Broca’s hump could, over generations, lead to greater capacity for speech in the human measure. Because the basic neurological wiring for language in general (as is evident among the great apes today) was already present in the neurology of great apes millions of years ago, something as complex as speech could evolve without the need for harmful mutations simply by directional selection on the favored tail of bell shape curves. Clearly, such has been the case: humans can talk, and they can talk to great apes and receive a reply via great apes’ visual and haptic sense modalities (e.g., sign language or typed pictograms).

How, then, did the syntactical and grammatical aspects of speech in the human measure evolve? The first language among hominins was gestural since present-day great apes clearly employ not only calls (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. 2014) but a relatively complex system of hand and body gestures that carry common meanings (MacSweeney et al. 2008a, 2008b; Corballis 2009, 2017a, 2017b; Smith and Delgado 2015; Call and Tomasello 2008). The fact that great apes have little trouble learning American Sign Language reinforces the conclusion that great apes already have the neurological wiring for language. They can upload signs as well as other sensory inputs via the homologue to humans’ Wernicke’s area into the brain for processing, and they can download their thoughts via hand signals to conspecifics, and at times, simple vocal calls. Without an enlarged Broca’s area and FOXP1 and FOXP2 of humans, they cannot engage in the rapid-fire, fine-tuned speech production evident among humans. Because Broca’s hump in chimpanzees (and, no doubt, in humans’ shared hominin ancestor) is (was) already activated during communication (Taglialatela et al. 2008), directional selection could work rapidly to grow the hump into Broca’s area, if speech production had fitness-enhancing value.

This initial pro-gestural language was critical to ancestors of contemporary great apes and, hence, was essential to early hominin communication. But by itself it could not, I believe, lead to high levels of solidarity and the more permanent group formations that were critical to hominin survival in predator-ridden, open-country habitats. As already emphasized,
selection increased the size and connectivity among subcortical areas of the hominin brain by enlarging subcortical centers where emotions are generated, beginning about 5 mya, if not before. At some point in this evolution of increased emotional capacities, the power of the existing gestural signals (perhaps even a proto-gestural language) was dramatically enhanced by their association with emotional gestures, signaled by the face and eyes, in conjunction with body movements and positioning. Nonverbal gestures could now carry more complex meanings and, most importantly, meanings that encouraged more intense emotional bonds that would lead to better organized and more permanent group formations and eventually evolve into nuclear families in hunting and gathering bands. Calls and other vocalizations would also be enhanced by their association with emotional gestures, thereby increasing collective solidarities even more.

Selection, as it pushed for enhanced emotionality attached to gestural signals and auditory calls, increased fitness as hominins began to adapt to bushland and other more open-country, nonarboreal habitations. Eventually, hominins could venture out of Africa to a range of new habitats in Europe and Asia. As connecting emotions to hand and body gestures as well as to vocalizations proved fitness enhancing, selection would continue to expand the emotional repertoire and thereby give almost all signs emotional valences along with whatever other meanings these gestures and calls were intended to communicate. Thus, while we often think of “body language” as an adjunct to spoken language, an evolutionary perspective can reverse this thinking. The underlying neurology for the “language of emotions” was already in place among the ancestors of great apes and hominins, allowing for the ordering gestures carrying emotions to be signaled to others. Without this prior emergence of an emotional linguistics to forge stronger bonds and solidarities, spoken language would never have evolved because hominins would probably not have survived in the more open-country habitats to which they were forced to adapt. Thus, once fitness was increased by the solidarity-generating effects of emotions, fitness could be increased even further by a spoken language and the use of speech to build up culture. Moreover, the brain could now begin to grow because emotional tags could be attached to all types of cognitions and speech acts. This codification of speech into cultural codes carried affective meanings.

The brain had already grown to at least 500 cc with early Homo some 2.5 to 2.2 mya, and perhaps it continued to grow up into the lower ranges of the human neocortex as selection favored a larger brain and emotion-laden gestures and calls. My view, however, is that it was perhaps only over the past 500,000–700,000 years that emotionally charged gestures
and calls had reached the point where the brain could begin to grow from the 500 cc to 1,050 cc range, but whether such is the case is less important than the coupling of gestures, calls, and emotions and, thereby, their expansion into a larger repertoire of signals with linguistic features of true languages (such as American Sign Language). Indeed, American Sign Language is a fully developed language emitted by signs in proximity to face and eyes communicating emotions, and thus, operates much like the spoken language of humans where inflections of voice, along with gesturing from facial, eye, and body movements and positioning in interpersonal encounters communicate complex, emotionally charged meanings.

The defining characteristic of hominins is their bipedalism, which can be seen as yet another preadaptation for an enhanced gestural language, because bipedalism freed up the hands for communication and allowed individuals to stand or sit face to face and to communicate more complex and nuanced emotions read though the visual sense modality. As gestures became organized into a true language capable of carrying complex meanings and emotions, selection began to push for not only a larger brain that would enhance the language of emotions and gestures, but moreover, selection began to work on Broca’s area and FOXP2, in particular (if necessary), to enhance the ability to download thinking into finely articulated speech capable of communicating both instrumentality and sentimentality via voice inflections, coupled with the face, eyes, and body gestures in order to reveal emotions in their most robust form. In turn, this enhanced capacity to communicate emotions would push selection on emotion centers further; and in turn, this enhanced emotionality would make growth of the neocortex ever more fitness enhancing.

Just when and where a more sophisticated gestural-visual language facility first emerged is unknown. It could have been relatively early in the evolution of hominins (6.0 to 4.5 mya), or it could have been relatively later in hominin evolution (4.0 to 2.0 mya) with the emergence of Homo erectus. In any case, it is likely that late Homo erectus (0.6 mya) revealed a human like language, using the expanded neurology of a brain at the lower range in size (1,050 cc) and intelligence of the human brain (1,350 cc). Thus, humans and their often-heralded capacities for abstract thought, speech, and culture are not uniquely human but, rather, extensions of an evolutionary trend that began with early Homo erectus and then accelerated in the second half of Homo erectus’s time on the planet right up to the emergence of early Homo sapiens 450,000–350,000 years ago. But even this late arrival of language in the human measure was built on the platform of the language of emotions, which probably began at least 5.0–4.5 mya.
Brain Growth, Second-Order Elaborations of Emotions, Spoken Language, and Culture

Even though early hominins possessed the neurological wiring for language in general (as do all great apes today), an incipient Broca’s “hump” a homology to Wernicke’s area, and a system of calls and gestural communication, the evolution of human language would not have occurred without selection finding a way to increase sociality among weak-tie primates that did not form high-solidarity and permanent groupings. All hominins could have gone extinct without selection hitting upon a solution—the enhancement of emotions—among the rather low-sociality hominins’ capacity to form more cohesive and stable group formations. Once selection began to grow the subcortical areas of the brain, the language capacities of hominins could be unleashed as selection could successively or simultaneously link emotions to an expanded gestural system of communication, grow Broca’s hump, enlarge the neocortex, push FOXP2 to allow for articulated speech, and thereby make late hominins capable of spoken language. Thus, growth of the subcortical emotion centers of hominins’ brain was the driving force in a chain of events that allowed hominins to get better organized and, then, increase their capacities for language to the point where growth in the brain, spoken language, and culture could emerge.

While it may seem, at first, that expanding the emotional capacities of hominins could not possibly be the key to the evolution of linguistic great apes using culture, it is important to remember that language and culture have to be built upon a neurological platform that would make growth of the neocortex fitness enhancing. Once this simple criterion is invoked, emotions become the key breakthrough, but only if the neurological capacity for language already existed in the 400 cc brains of early hominins. Part of human nature, then, revolves around what the larger brain does and how it affects other preadaptations and behavioral propensities—as we will see in later chapters. The evolution of the brain from 400 cc to an average of 1,350 cc was only possible if a larger range of nuanced and complex emotions had already evolved and allowed for a larger and more complex range of cognitions to be remembered and to be used in decision making. Moreover, because the expansion of emotions was, I believe, piggy-backed onto the existing neurology for language still evident among great apes and, hence, the LCAs of great apes and hominins, the language of emotions became the platform for building up gestural languages and spoken languages. Without this prior neurological wiring for language as it affected the way in which emotions evolved as sequences of affective states communicating common
meanings, spoken language could not have evolved. Big brains do not necessarily guarantee language, although most intelligent animals on earth clearly have some system for complex communications. A spoken language, however, has special characteristics. Once the uttered symbols become arbitrary signs of common meaning, communication is dramatically enhanced and sets the stage for the production of culture (as symbolically articulated common meanings can become quite complex). Human language allows for communication at many different levels, from the immediacy of a present situation to highly abstract conceptualizations, whether these be science, religion, or some other accumulated body of information guiding human conduct. Culture in the human measure could not emerge without a language revealing these qualities; and without culture, symbolic forms of social control could not evolve. Norms, values, beliefs, ideologies, and the many other symbol systems used by humans to regulate their social relations would not evolve; and moreover, they would not have any “teeth” or capacity for social control without the emotions attached to cultural codes. Emotions are what give cultural instructions their power, with positive emotions and sanctions arising from a person and others because of conformity to cultural dictates and with negative emotions and negative sanctions becoming evident when dictates are ignored or violated.

The key emotions giving culture this power to control and regulate appear to be unique to humans, at least compared to great apes. There is, I argue, a second-level elaboration revolving primarily around the emotions of guilt and shame delineated in Table 3.4 (Turner 2002, 2007; see also Boehm 2013). Guilt is the emotion experienced when a person has violated a cultural and moral instruction, whereas shame is the emotion felt when a person senses that they have behaved incompetently in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3.4 The Structure of Shame and Guilt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
eyes of others (in relation to expectations of others and expectations contained in cultural codes). These emotions of social control are what allow societies to be built up in the human measure.2

In Table 3.4 the properties of guilt and shame are described. Each of these critical emotions is built, I hypothesize, from the three negative primary emotions: anger, fear, and sadness. It is the ordering of these three emotions that, I believe, distinguishes the experience of shame from guilt. In both emotions, sadness is the dominant emotion; and so, it is the order of magnitude of anger and fear that makes the critical difference. In shame, anger at self for being incompetent is the second-most powerful emotion mixed with sadness, whereas in guilt, fear about the consequences to self of violating moral codes is the second-most powerful emotion after sadness. And so, for shame the third emotion is fear of the consequences to self for behaving incompetently in the eyes of others, whereas for guilt it is anger at self for violating moral codes. These second-order elaborations of emotions are only possible with culture because, in both, cultural expectations are articulated with spoken language—whether as manifested in the expectations of others or as enshrined in moral codes (norms, values, beliefs, ideologies, etc.); they are the referent for these emotions of social control. Shame and guilt could not, I believe, have evolved without the elaboration of primary emotions and, then, the creation of second-order elaborations as a neurological base. As a consequence, the brain was allowed to grow with these earlier emotional elaborations and natural selection hit upon (by chance) yet a further solution to social control: combining the three negative emotions to produce great psychological pain for individuals in the name of increasing conformity to group and cultural expectations that were evolving as language was moving from the language of emotions to gestural languages and, then, to spoken language.

Once guilt and shame are in place, they encourage the further elaboration of cultural codes because they can now be “enforced” by powerful negative emotions and subsequent pain that individuals wish to avoid. External social control involving negative sanctions by others, which can often arouse counter-anger and thereby disrupt social relations, is increasingly complemented by self-sanctioning by individuals as they experience shame and guilt. It becomes possible to have social control without so much counter-anger arising from external negative sanctioning by others, thereby enabling groups to sustain their solidarity even as individuals engage in internal self-control.

Yet, somewhat ironically, as shame and guilt become powerful emotions of social control as part of human nature, the growth of the brain
and rewiring of subcortical areas and their relation with the prefrontal cortex as well as the frontal lobe, where longer-term memories are stored, allow for the activation of what are viewed as defense mechanisms by psychoanalytically oriented scholars. Defense mechanisms allow individuals to push below the level of unconsciousness painful emotions of any kind but particularly guilt and shame. Emotions that attack self are painful. The result of the brain’s effort to avoid this emotional pain is to disrupt the links between (1) the prefrontal cortex, on the one side, and (2) the hippocampus as well as (3) the frontal lobe, on the other side. Just as the body will go into shock with extreme physical pain, so the brain will often block the full impact of guilt, shame, and other negative feelings about self by disrupting connections between decision-making consciousness (by the prefrontal cortex) and memory formation (by the hippocampus and frontal lobe). Table 3.5 outlines some of the most prominent defense mechanisms.

I view repression as the master defense mechanism because it removes full awareness of the negative emotions and feelings about self, at least to a degree. The other defense mechanisms generally generate one of the negative emotions or, as is the case with sublimation, produce positive emotions that are experienced by a repressed person. Anger is the most likely emotion to be experienced, but fear/anxiety and sadness/depression can also emerge. The key is that the full impacts of shame and, in particular, guilt are mitigated. Thus, a large brain can also evolve to reduce the power of key emotions essential for social control that “protect” the person but may still disrupt social relations if anger, fear, and sadness become chronic as the only emotions experienced by a person and released during interaction with others. In the simple hunting and gathering societies of early humans, repression was less needed because of the simplicity of social relations, but as societies have grown in complexity and, as a result, have elaborated cultural codes codified into moralities, expectations on individuals have increased and, when violated, will be negatively sanctioned by others or explicit agents of social control and, as a result, lead to the activation of one or more of the defense mechanisms delineated in Table 3.5. Thus, activation of defense mechanisms becomes a part of humans’ evolved nature as a consequence of emotional enhancements and elaborations, brain growth, and the emergence of spoken languages that can specify and delineate systems of moral coding in culture. Thus, extreme emotionality, articulation of moral codes, and activation of defense mechanisms become a part of human nature, built upon the base of emotions and wiring for language evident in the LCAs of present-day great
TABLE 3.5 Repression, Defense, Transmutation, and Targeting of Emotions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repressed Emotions</th>
<th>Defense Mechanism</th>
<th>Transmutation to</th>
<th>Target of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger, sadness, fear, shame, guilt, alienation</td>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Others, corporate units*, and categoric units**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger, sadness, fear, shame, guilt, alienation</td>
<td>Projection</td>
<td>Little, but some anger</td>
<td>Imputation of anger, sadness, fear, shame or guilt to dispositional states of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger, sadness, fear, shame, guilt, alienation</td>
<td>Reaction formation</td>
<td>Positive emotions</td>
<td>Others, corporate units, categoric units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger, sadness, fear, shame, guilt, alienation</td>
<td>Sublimation</td>
<td>Positive emotions</td>
<td>Tasks in corporate units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger, sadness, fear, shame, guilt, alienation</td>
<td>Attribution</td>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>Others, corporate units, or categoric units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes:
* Corporate units are structures revealing a division of labor geared toward achieving goals.
** Categoric units are social categories that are differentially evaluated and to which differential responses are given. Members of categoric units often hold a social identity.

apes, hominins, and humans. They are part of human nature because they are biologically wired into the neurology of humans.

Conclusion

The two preadaptations examined in this chapter—neurological wiring for (1) emotions and (2) language—allowed new elements of humans’ biological nature to evolve. Indeed, once emotions increased fitness (by increasing social bonds and group solidarities) among hominins in more terrestrial and open-country habitats, a critical chain of events was set into motion. The direction of natural selection would lead to not only the elaboration of emotions but to brain growth and language, which, in turn, would make social control increasingly cultural and emotional.
among evolving hominins and, thereby, set the stage for further elaborations of human nature.

In the next chapter, I examine what was perhaps the most startling invention of late hominins or, perhaps, only early humans: the nuclear family. As emotions became the basis for communication, social control, and increased solidarity and bonding among low-sociality hominins, fitness was enhanced among hominins living and seeking to adapt to more open-country habitats. Grouping began to emerge, but the most important grouping, which is natural for a great ape, is the creation of a stable reproductive unit consisting of mother, father, and offspring. If selection had not pushed hominins to form these reproductive units, it is doubtful that they would have survived, much less migrated out of Africa to Asia and Europe. Thus, to understand human nature, we need to understand how something not in the nature of LCAs to great apes and hominins could evolve and become the structural base of the first societies among late hominins and early humans.

Notes
2 De Waal (2019: 121–171) suggests that chimpanzees may experience not only what I have termed many first-order elaborations and combinations (Table 3.3), but, moreover, even these second-order emotions in rudimentary form. Thus, it is possible that natural selection did not have to work especially hard to install these in humans.
Why and How Did the Human Family Evolve?

Among most mammals, the organization of each species revolves around solving the problem of reproduction. As Table 2.1 on page 35 outlines in brief, great apes and, hence, the last common ancestor (LCA) of great apes and humans had little structural basis for reproduction. Adult males and females were promiscuous; and except for a few cases, adult males and adult females did not form permanent social relations. Thus, paternity was never known in humans’ distant ancestors, and biological fathers were not involved with the care and raising of their offspring. Only mothers and their preadolescent offspring would form a strong bond, which was broken at puberty as both sons and daughters transferred away from their mothers for the rest of their lives—at least before the ancestors of gorillas and chimpanzees began to settle in a more terrestrial habitat. Yet, the nuclear family, which early sociologists like Auguste Comte (1830–1842) saw as the basic building block of society—indeed the functional equivalent of the “cell” in the societal “organism”—stands in stark contrast to the reality of humans’ inherited biology.

How, then, did the nuclear family ever evolve when paternity was not known and offspring left their mothers at puberty? The result of these biology-driven activities was to cut off lineal ties across generations and even ties of offspring to their parents and to their siblings. The nuclear family is, therefore, not natural to humans as many would think, but rather had to be constructed for hominins to survive and take up hunting and gathering without powerful bioprogrammers pushing for this pattern of social organization.

The only relatively stable social structure organizing the LCAs of humans and great apes was the larger community or home range that could be many square miles. This structure appears, if chimpanzee behaviors are any guide, to have been defended against incursion by other males. Community members knew the boundaries of their community and the demography of who should be present. Within the community, however, there were no permanent groups among the LCAs. Although periodic parties could hook up, only to disperse, many individuals wandered around their community alone or occasionally with another for a brief time.
Mothers and offspring were, therefore, left to fend for themselves within the community, with fathers never being known and other adult females as relative strangers to each other because of their immigrant status as refugees from other communities who, of course, were welcomed by males to replace the females who had been born in a community and left at puberty. New immigrant females were simply tolerated by other females, and females would sit together to let their children play. Yet, the community’s females did not generally form close relations because they had not grown up together and were, in essence, strangers to each other.

What is even more remarkable is that as the brain began to grow with later species of hominins, infants had to be born earlier and were, therefore, less neurologically developed, making them highly vulnerable. If one were living during the time of the first hominins, it would be easy to predict that they would not survive open-country terrestrial habitats, and yet they did. Humans’ nature is thus tied to how hominins were able to create the nuclear family and more stable group structures within the larger community or home range.

This pattern of weak social ties and lack of permanent group-level structures, especially kinship structures, is rare among mammals; and as we will see in the next chapters, it helps explain the behavioral capacities and propensities of the LCAs and humans today. In this chapter, our goal is to lay out in more detail the preadaptations for the kind of kinship systems that did eventually emerge among late hominins, and, more generally, the nature of group formations. Because emotions were the bonding force driving these formations, it should not be surprising that human families and group structures in general are often unstable and blown apart by negative emotions. Rather than see these as pathologies, we should recognize that such instability is part of human nature, inherited from low-sociality and non-group-forming LCAs that were forced to become group oriented or die.

Community as the Structural Basis of Social Organization

Community as the Natural Social Form

Humans have a natural tendency to have a sense of community. We often think fondly of our “hometown.” We take “pride in our community.” And, there are occasional fads where we inform others of “our community” (like the oval stickers that were once very popular with abbreviated letters symbolizing “our city” of residence, much like those for countries on European cars). In fact, this propensity to reckon community seems natural because it is in our nature, being inherited
from LCAs that go back at least 16 million years. Identifying with community is often more automatic than with groups and organizations because stable groups and organizations are, in evolutionary terms, recent constructions that are not driven by bioprogrammers the way orientation to community is.

While this orientation to community worked against stable kin units and groups among the ancestors of great apes and hominins, it would become a preadaptation for what human societies would become: huge, populated by millions of individuals. No other mammal can come close to this kind of scale in societal organization, primarily because they have powerful bioprogrammers for kin and group organization that limit their horizons. For a large mammal like humans to be able to construct societies on the scale of tiny insects is a rather remarkable achievement, even if it poses danger to the world’s ecosystem. With 10 billion humans on earth soon to be a reality, our extinction and the extinction of many other species may be inevitable. Still, we should ask, How have humans been able to build such large societies? It begins with a community rather than with kin or group organization. And, as we will see in later chapters, the mega societies that humans now live in may be more “natural” to an evolved ape than those societal formations—horticultural, pastoral, and agrarian societies—that evolved after hunting and gathering was displaced by more settled forms of social organization.

Low Levels of Grooming and Reliance on Cognitive Mapping

Among many species of primates, grooming is a mechanism for increasing and sustaining the strength of social ties and group solidarities. Among great apes, however, grooming is rather minimal because of the weak-tie, nongroup nature of great ape communities. Robert Dunbar (1996 [1984]) has argued that language replaced grooming when groups became larger, but this line of argument ignores two facts. First, great apes and hence hominins do (did) not groom much compared to monkeys, who are more group oriented. Second, great apes are not organized into groups, as are most mammals, but communities spread out over several and, often, many square miles. Moreover, Dunbar assumed that 100–150 individuals is about as many as one can have in a grooming population, and while this may or may not be true, great apes have little trouble remembering this many individuals in their community. When great apes meet up, they engage in interaction rituals signifying mutual recognition and, it appears, interact rather easily, seeming to remember the last time that they interacted. Thus, even with their
relatively small brains (375–400 cc) great apes can cognitively map their community, both its geographical boundaries and its demography. This propensity to not only reckon community but to conceptualize this community in more abstract terms is, I think, yet another preadaptation for humans’ eventual capacities to hold conceptions of larger symbolic communities in their minds and to respond to expectations of these larger, more remote communities. Humans can identify with not only ethnic communities but also nations as a whole. This capacity to conceptualize more remote spaces and populations as part of “one’s community” would be an important capacity when societies began to grow. Even among simple hunting and gathering bands of several nuclear families, the larger system of bands speaking a common language could be conceptualized even if actual interactions with these remote “others” were rare.

It is the ability, then, to look beyond the local group that is critical, not only for being a member of a larger society but for being a member of a larger category of others, such as fellow ethnics or fellow religious worshipers. Indeed, conceptualizing a supernatural realm inhabited by sacred forces and beings is but an extension of the basic tendency among small-brained great apes to see beyond the present and the immediate (Turner et al. 2018). With a larger brain, the horizons of late hominins and early humans would be dramatically expanded.

Yet, the immediate problem facing hominins was not to organize mega societies but to form kin units able to protect young and vulnerable offspring, to form groups to coordinate food gathering and hunting, and to protect group members from predators. An orientation and cognitive mapping of community would prove necessary when larger-scale societies began to evolve; these were not the cognitive capacities that hominins needed as they sought to adapt to more terrestrial environments millions of years ago. This orientation to community, however, did not restrict the nature of the kinship system nor the forms of group structures that would evolve. In a sense, the lack of bioprogrammers for particular types of kin relations and groups allowed natural selection room to pursue a variety of strategies before hitting upon the one that would enhance the fitness of early hominins. In the last chapter, we saw the route that natural selection began to pursue: increasing the range, varieties, and nuance of emotions to forge stronger bonds that, in turn, would eventually allow the brain to grow and thereby make spoken language and culture fitness enhancing. Thus, emotions were the key to filling in needed kin and group structures among community-oriented hominins, if hominins were to survive. We look at the other preadaptations
in this context, where natural selection hit upon the solution to the problem of making a weak-tie, non-group-forming animal more social and group oriented.

Life History Characteristics of Great Apes

If emotions, bigger brains, spoken language, and culture were the route that natural selection would take to make hominins more social and group oriented, then dramatic changes were necessary in either the anatomy of female hominins, if infants with large brains were to pass through the cervix at birth, or in some other organizational pattern that could protect infants born with undeveloped brains capable of fitting through the cervix before reaching their full size. Fortunately, selection did not need to work much on the anatomical limitations of the female cervix because great apes already had life history characteristics that would lead mothers to care for their offspring with neurologically immature infant brains. *Life history characteristics* are those related to developmental patterns of a species, particularly length of gestation in the mother’s womb, age at weaning, speed of maturation, age of sexual maturity, rate of reproduction, interval between offspring, and length of life cycle (Kelley and Smith 2003). This approach can be used to study living species, but it is also useful when examining fossil remains of species that are now extinct (Nargolwalla et al. 2005; Kelley 2004).

All primates mature slowly and live longer than most other mammals, and great apes do so more than all other primates. Table 4.1 compares adult male baboons (large monkeys) and adult male chimpanzees in terms of key life history characteristics (Wolpoff 1999; Falk 2000). Chimpanzees are much bigger than baboons, which is the case with all great apes compared to the largest species of monkeys, but it is the life history characteristics that are quite revealing.

Gestation for chimpanzees and all great apes is 53 days longer. Nursing for great apes is 1,040 days, which is 1.5 years longer than the baboon. The juvenile phase is 2.6 years longer. The adulthood phase is a decade longer for chimpanzees compared to baboons (34 vs. 23 years), and the spacing of births is almost four years longer. One might think that the greater size of chimpanzees may account for these differences, but these life history characteristics *are clearly built into the ape genome*, as is evident if we use small gibbons (apes, but not great apes in either size or intelligence). The Asian apes, various species of gibbons, are about 15 pounds as adults, and yet they too reveal prolonged life history characteristics: 205 days in gestation, 730 days of nursing, two years in infancy, 6.5 years in the juvenile
phase, spacing of births is 2.7 years, and adulthood of 23 years. Thus, size alone cannot account for the differences between chimpanzees and baboons when the comparatively small gibbon also evidences longer life history characteristics. A genetic-based set of prolonged life history traits is evidenced in the hominoid (ape and human) line.

Fossil records confirm this conclusion. For example, examining the teeth of fossils at various ages at death, a great deal can be learned about life history characteristics. Teeth are often well preserved, and their growth is under genetic control and hence can serve as reliable markers of life history characteristics (Dirks and Bowman 2007). For example, by examining the teeth of *Victoriapithecus* (who lived 19 million years ago [mya]) with those of living old-world monkeys today (Dean and Leakey 2004), dental development remained the same, which suggests that life history characteristics of monkeys are under genetic control. In contrast, if we examine several Miocene hominoids, including *Afropethicus turkanensis* (17.5 mya) with *Sivapithecus parvada* (10 mya), the eruption of their molars falls far outside of the range for old-world monkeys. Indeed, the Miocene hominoids have about the same pattern of molar growth as contemporary hominoids such as chimpanzees. Thus, for well over 20 million years, apes, hominins, and then humans have had these extended life history characteristics, which probably evolved in the arboreal habitat when apes dominated. Having plenty of food and protection from predators presumably eliminated selection pressures to speed up reproduction. This would change, of course, as monkeys began to take over the verdant core of the arboreal habitat, thereby selecting out apes and pushing those that survived to the terminal feeding areas of the arboreal habitat.

Once natural selection began to expand emotions of hominins to forge stronger social ties, kin groups, and stable groups in general, selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male Baboon (Monkey)</th>
<th>Male Chimpanzee (Great Ape)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average weight</td>
<td>50 lbs</td>
<td>115 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestation</td>
<td>175 days</td>
<td>226 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>420 days</td>
<td>1,460 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infancy</td>
<td>1.6 years</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile phase</td>
<td>4.4 years</td>
<td>7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult phase</td>
<td>23 years</td>
<td>34 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of births</td>
<td>1.7 years</td>
<td>5.6 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Wolpoff 1999; Falk 2000.
along these lines would eventually allow for the growth of neocortical portions of the brain. Enhanced emotionality allowed for cognitions to be tagged with a larger palette of emotions, thereby making hominins much more intelligent. The brain did not grow significantly, however, for at least 2.5 million years of hominin evolution, but when it did, a major obstacle to such growth was mitigated by the life history characteristics of great apes who were morphing into hominins. Infants could be born with incomplete growth in their brain that allowed them to pass through the cervix. The long nursing phase, even longer infancy phase, and prolonged juvenile phase, coupled with a spacing of births at five to six years, helped ensure that mothers could adequately care for their offspring. Natural selection could not have installed these life history characteristics in the short time frame needed—2.5 million years, which is not long in evolutionary terms—to alter something as fundamental as life history characteristics.

A related preadaptation that probably evolved along with prolonged life history characteristics is what appears to be a genetically regulated mother-son incest avoidance programmer (Turner and Maryanski 2005). When chimpanzee females make themselves available to males for sex in what is sometimes termed by field researchers as the lineup (where males patiently wait in line for their turn with a receptive female), the already-born sons of these females are conspicuously absent, reducing the chance of inbreeding depression. Just when this incest avoidance pattern evolved cannot be known, but it would give selection something to work on when the ancestors of present-day chimpanzees began to allow sons to remain in the natal community (with only females transferring away from their mothers). Indeed, as we will see, it is this biology-based incest avoidance that would be critical in the transition to the nuclear family among late Homo erectus or, perhaps, only early humans.

**Mother-Infant Bonds**

Virtually all mammals evidence strong social ties between mothers and infants and often strong ties with fathers as well. In the case of great apes, however, paternity could not be known, and presumably male and female transfer patterns away from their mothers at puberty ensured sons would not interbreed with their mothers and that daughters, by chance, would not interbreed with their unknown fathers. The emergence of a biology-based sexual avoidance pattern among chimpanzees appears to be an adaptation of mothers and sons living in the same community. In the mammalian brain, a discrete area—the anterior cingulate gyrus—is
responsible for many of the unique characteristics of mammals, such as mother–infant/young offspring bonding, separation cries when mother and offspring become separated, and play among young mammals.

Because most mammals organize themselves into some form of kin grouping, infants and mothers enjoy the protection of the group. Such groups did not exist among the last common ancestors to great apes and hominins, and so selection worked on emotions as one strategy to form stronger bonds. Several barriers to forming a kin unit like a nuclear family. First, how were males to be made to commit to females in conjugal pairing up, and further, how were they to be made to bond with the infants born by the female? Second, how were sexual relations between adults in the conjugal pair and their opposite-sexed offspring to be avoided with the arrival of puberty of their offspring? Clearly natural selection was able to install an inbreeding avoidance between mothers and sons, but could the same occur with fathers and daughters? All the data on incest among humans report that father-daughter incest is more common than mother-son and that, when incest occurs, it is always more harmful to the son psychologically than the daughter. I have speculated, along with Alexandra Maryanski (Turner and Maryanski 2005), that crossing both biological avoidance programmers and cultural taboos against incest may be why sexual relations between mothers and sons are less frequent but more harmful when they do occur. It may be, I suspect, that father-daughter incest is only regulated by a cultural taboo and, thus, is not as strong as the combined power of biological programmers and cultural taboos against mother-son incest.

Moreover, incest between brothers and sisters is also quite common, compared to mother-son incest, but this is often initiated by males in a more coercive pattern of sexual abuse. Yet, the basic problem in highly promiscuous animals like chimpanzees and their common ancestor with hominins remains: How are individuals sharing so many genes to avoid sexual relations and reproduction with offspring when the transfer patterns evident among apes must be suspended or at least delayed past puberty? With transfer at puberty for males and females among the LCAs of all great apes in the distant past, both offspring move away from their parents—thus ensuring that interbreeding among individuals sharing 50% of their genes is avoided.

Without some means for prohibiting sexual relations among family members, forming the nuclear family of father, mother, and their offspring would potentially reduce fitness among early hominins trying to form more stable kin and group units. If the LCA of contemporary chimpanzees and hominins evidenced the pattern that we see among
chimpanzees—mother-son sexual avoidance—then some of the potential problem is resolved by this bioprogrammer. If females transferred at puberty, even with a father in a nuclear family, maintaining this pattern, which is genetically driven, might be sufficient to resolve the problem of incest. Moreover, Edward Westermarck (1891, 1891 [1922], 1926), an early Finnish sociologist, recognized that young humans (and this may extend to other mammals) raised in contact through play activities reveal a pattern of sexual avoidance when sexually mature; and so, what is termed the Westermarck effect may also mitigate the problem of potential incest between siblings.

Still, with only the mother–young offspring bonds to build upon, creating a stable nuclear family posed a potentially serious problem of incest, and unless the potential problem could be resolved, hominins could not have survived, and humans would not have come into existence. So, at best, we can speculate that the current sexual avoidance pattern between mother and son chimpanzees was in place among early hominins as well as some form of Westermarck effect. Would these be sufficient to prevent widespread father-daughter and sibling incest and, hence, the genetic deformities of close inbreeding?

A further complication here involves how selection was enhancing emotions, including those surrounding sex, in order to pull males and females into a more permanent bond, as is evidenced by the enlarged septum (one of the key centers for sexual pleasure). Selection along these lines could have made males and females sexually aroused for the three dyads of the nuclear family: fathers toward daughters, sons toward mothers, and brothers toward sisters, and vice versa. Emotions can forge strong social bonds, but they were being used to forge strong sexual bonds to create the conjugal pair. Modern-day human families are often rocked by negative emotions revolving around incestual sexual attraction; and such must have been the case before the brains of hominins were sufficiently large to form cultural codes, such as an incest taboo. How, then, did selection get around these problems? An answer to this question is important in understanding the nature of humans. Let me come back to this question a bit later in this chapter, after examining the remaining preadaptations.

**Lack of a Harem Pattern in Mating**

A harem pattern of mating is quite common. Among monkeys, it is the dominant form. As we saw in the use of monkey societies as a control on the features of great ape societies in Chapter 2, monkeys are group
oriented, with females remaining in their natal groups and becoming part of lineal and collateral matrilines of related females. Males in monkey societies are generally driven to migrate away from their natal group to another group and, then, begin competition for dominance in their adopted group, leading to the formation of dominance hierarchies. The dominant males generally seek to maintain an exclusive mating relationship with females, but in fact, because the females are so well organized (and, at times, have their own dominance hierarchies), these efforts at exclusivity often do not work out in actual practice. Yet, it is the effort that counts because, first, it is genetically driven and, second, it precludes other mating patterns, whether the promiscuous pattern of great apes or the more familial pattern (of conjugal parents and offspring) of many mammals. As noted in the previous chapter, the lack of a harem pattern did not get in the way of selection moving great apes to a more nucleated family composed of a mating pair and their dependent offspring. The great advantage of the monkey harem pattern is that it creates stable structures at the group level, but the existence of a bio-programmer for reckoning and for being oriented to the larger community, with easy movement around the community, was probably incompatible with the high degree of group structure evident in monkey societies.

To add structure to gorilla and great ape societies, for example, natural selection took a different route, strengthening for a time the bond between females with offspring to lead silverbacks until the time female and male offspring transfer away from the mother, thereby often breaking the lead silverback-mother relationship. Yet, this system did provide structure at a critical time during the period of mother-offspring vulnerability. The only other alternative is exhibited with chimpanzees, where sons remained in their mother’s community, with all females transferring away from mothers at puberty to new communities, thereby eliminating the likelihood that daughters would have relations with fathers and, at the same time, mixing genes as females moved about communities. Mother-son incest was, as noted earlier, regulated by what appears to be a biology-driven sexual avoidance in chimpanzee communities, facilitated by the visiting patterns in which males visit their mothers but do not form stable groupings with them.

Yet, if more structure was needed among the hominin ancestors of the LCA with the ancestors of extant chimpanzees, then this increased structure had to be built around the moderate-to-strong ties in chimpanzee-like societies: strong bonds between mothers and sons; moderate-to-strong ties among male siblings, and moderate-to-strong ties with
non-kin friends. Selection could initially work on these ties to generate more “groupness” that would protect all the members of a community as they moved into more open-country conditions and, in particular, allow mothers to have matings and offspring with other males, except their sons. Then, in order to generate a nuclear family, it was necessary to (1) pull mating partners into conjugal relationships and (2) increase commitments of the mating pair to offspring resulting from their sexual activities, (3) at the same time prevent incest between fathers and daughters (since there were no bioprogrammers to prevent sexual relation, as is the case with mothers and sons), and (4) avoid incest between siblings until the daughter leaves the community at puberty. All this pulling together of family members would be based on charging up positive emotions, including those about sexual relations, the potential for incest and conflict might well increase, thus placing an even greater burden on what was initially a rather fragile nuclear family—just as is the case today among humans in nuclear families. Before speculating further on how this probably occurred and affected human nature, let me briefly outline the last of the preadaptations listed in Box 2.1 on page 45.

**Play among Young Mammals**

Young mammals play almost universally, with such play involving some rather serious and complex activities, such as to assume a role (e.g., aggressor vs. pursued), to initiate play activities, to coordinate switches in roles (say, becoming an aggressor after being pursued), to be aggressive without hurting play partners, to understand “the rules” of the game, and other interpersonal techniques for coordinating (play) activities. For chimpanzees and other animals that employ rather sophisticated interpersonal practices (see Box 2.2 and the next chapter), it is necessary to learn and practice interpersonal techniques in order to release the bioprogrammers that guide interpersonal behavior; and play when young is critical to the neurological capacity to coordinate interactions without powerful bioprogrammers. In the case of great apes, these play activities allow the young to develop their interpersonal skills for life in a community without permanent grouping and comparatively few strong ties.

For some time, diverse scholars have recognized the importance of play as a necessary stage of development of humans’ capacity to engage in more complex interactions that achieve interpersonal attunement (e.g., Mead 1934; Huizinga 1938 [1955]; Beckoff and Pierce 2009; Bellah 2011). Others have stressed that play is necessary to release the
neurological potential of the brain and, at the same time, to create and learn cultural codes necessary in interactions with others. As the brain grew among late hominins like *Homo erectus*, play would serve as practice for developing language skills and the ability to assume the perspective of cultural codes.

Play could also work to increase social bonds among siblings, as is evident with male chimpanzee brothers who develop moderate-to-strong ties, and even more so among unrelated males who have played when young and developed stronger friendships with age. Play could have also increased the Westermarck effect between male and female siblings, since this effect appears to be activated by physical contact between opposite-sexed siblings. Thus, a bioprogrammer appears to be present, lessening sexual attraction among opposite-sexed siblings in nuclear families. This bioprogrammer can be activated by physical contact in play before puberty (see Turner and Maryanski 2005: 53–80 for summaries of relevant data). Moreover, play with parents can also work to forge stronger bonds with potentially promiscuous males and with mothers, bringing all members of the emerging nuclear family together through the positive emotions generally aroused by play activities (Bellah 2011: 74–91; Burghardt 2005; Deacon 2009).

The Evolution of the Nuclear Family

We are now ready to put together a scenario about why and, more importantly, how promiscuous descendants of the LCA of great apes and hominins could create the nuclear family, which is the key structure from which hunting and gathering bands were constructed. Thus, much of human nature is connected to how hominins organized reproduction of the species in something not natural to evolving great apes: the nuclear family. Without this critical transformation to hominin societies, humans could not have evolved. How, then, did blind natural selection bring about this most improbable creation—the nuclear family? This basic social structure was not, I believe, part of humans’ biological nature. Yet it was nonetheless essential to the survival of all hominins trying to adapt to more open-country terrestrial habitats, at first in Africa and then later in Europe and Asia.

The Primal, Pre-Kinship “Horde”

It may seem a bit odd to evoke an old concept from scholars first speculating in the nineteenth century on how the first groups, and kin
groups in particular, evolved (e.g., Bachhofen 1861 [1931], 1967; McLennan 1896; Morgan 1871 [1997], 1877 [1985]). This is the concept of *the horde*, and for many early-twentieth-century scholars, such as Durkheim (1912), there had to be some kind of social formation that preceded highly organized groups like the nuclear family. None of these scholars had the advantage of being able to do cladistic analysis on great apes to make their inferences, but they were, I believe, essentially correct. High levels of group organization were not endemic to the ancestors of humans, and thus, there must have been a “transitional form” in the movement from less to more organized groupings. The term *horde* was often used as a kind of conceptual gloss or filler. It may seem to be an archaic term, but it is rather close to the actual pathway by which hominins carrying the great ape genetic legacy for weak social ties became increasingly organized into group structures.

Today in west Senegal, small populations of chimpanzees spend considerable time on the Africa savanna and retreat to trees scattered across the open-country habitat in order to sleep at night, comparatively safe from most predators. What has emerged among these chimpanzees is somewhat more permanent groupings that perhaps draw upon the genetically controlled propensity of chimpanzee males to engage in patrols of their home range. A result is that mostly males but, at times, females are involved in-hunting and also scavenging activities. Moreover, these more savanna-dwelling chimpanzees develop new technologies for doing so and even begin to form divisions of labor around male hunting and female gathering.

*From Horde to Nuclear Family*

Thus, it appears that the initial horde that evolved out of chimpanzee-like community formations of unrelated female immigrants, sons and their mothers, male friends, and brothers could be adapted to quasi hunting and gathering lifeways (with retreat to the forests at night). These tendencies can occur with relatively small-brained chimpanzees who are probably like the first hominins (5.0 to 4.5 mya). If we move forward in evolution to *Homo habilis* (2.2 mya) or early *Homo erectus* (2.0 to 1.8 mya), where selection had already increased the range of emotions for forming social bonds, we can see that the horde that formed likely consisted of stronger ties among (1) brothers born into the community, (2) their male friends, (3) their mothers (protected by the sexual avoidance bioprogrammers from incest), and (4) probably some females who had immigrated into a community that was increasingly trying to
organize into more stable groupings. Shortly, or during this initial formation of the horde, sisters of brothers would stay in the group, at least until sisters reached puberty. Figure 4.1 outlines in more graphic form what I see as the sequence of events leading to the emergence of the horde, or precursor to the nuclear family.

As the horde evolved, selection on structures such as the *septum*, the source of pleasure for sex, increased capacities for emotions of love, commitment, loyalty, and so on, that led to increasingly closer relations among sexual partners, mostly incoming females from other communities. There may also have been patterns of relations among males, brothers, and their friends’ mothers, but the key was to begin pulling the conjugal couple together. Incest avoidance was probably not complete, but these evolving hominins would soon learn of the consequences of inbreeding (gene-based deformities). At the same time, mother-son incest avoidance and perhaps the Westermarck effect among brothers and sisters who had played in their youth could lower rates of sex between males and their young sisters who had yet to transfer away from their mothers. Moreover, this same Westermarck effect could also have applied to any of a male’s brothers and friends if they had engaged in roughhousing play activities with this male’s sister as data on humans indicates that play involving physical contact among young males and females who are *not* siblings also activates the Westermarck effect in early adolescence (see Turner and Maryanski 2005 for citations to data;
see also Maryanski, Sanderson, and Russell 2012). As brains grew, perhaps as the very beginnings of speech became evident, culture as a force behind social organization would begin to be used to specify sexual taboos and, moreover, appropriate relations among conjugal partners and their offspring.

We know the end result of this movement through a horde phase of social organization: hunting and gathering bands built from nuclear families (consisting of parents and their offspring), revealing a clear division of labor where men hunt and females gather (often assisted by offspring and, at times, adult males). Once culture begins to evolve, selection can work much more rapidly because intelligent hominins like *Homo erectus* can make rules, the violation of which can lead to activation of powerful emotions like *guilt* and *shame* that can bring direct negative sanctions from others (*anger*, for example), which can then activate *fear* as well. The key was to get sufficiently organized in order to survive and let what natural selection had started—growing subcortical emotion centers to a point where enhanced emotions would make enlarging the neocortex fitness enhancing. Once this process began, language and culture could be used to order social relations, thereby increasing fitness further. And even before *Homo sapiens* evolved, it is clear that this basic societal form was highly adaptive because *Homo erectus*—the last hominin before humans—was able to migrate to Europe, Asia, and down to southeast Asia. Other forms of humans, such as Neanderthals, could also live in diverse and often somewhat harsh environments.

During these monumental transformations from loose-knit communities to more organized hordes and, then, to nuclear families and nomadic bands of hunter-gatherers, selection was working on the pre-adaptations examined in this and the previous chapter. Rather sophisticated behavioral and interpersonal capacities of hominins carried much of the burden that sustained social relations clearly present in the great apes today (see list in Box 2.2 and the discussion in next chapter). As the range, intensities, and nuance of emotions increased with selection on the subcortex of the hominin brain, the brain began to grow and open the door to language and culture. As a result of interpersonal skills that all great apes and, hence, all members of the horde possessed grew more powerful, allowing late hominins to overcome the barriers to the nuclear family. As a consequence, the great ape and then horde structure could be transformed into the nomadic bands composed of a half dozen or more nuclear families wandering a territory in a nomadic and seasonal route around a home range. Other bands would do the same.
Bands sharing language and culture might also share territories, but it is more likely that they had somewhat different nomadic routes within a larger home range. All this was possible, of course, because humans sustained their orientation to a larger community and to larger horizons beyond the group. The bioprogrammer to reckon community was thus not wiped away but was instead supplemented by a larger palette of affective states that increased the abilities of animals with high levels of interpersonal acuity to form stronger social bonds. Even as descendants of the LCA separating hominins from the ancestors of chimpanzees began to form nuclear families and bands, it was not direct bioprogrammers doing to heavy lifting. Rather it was interpersonal skills charged up by new emotions and growing cognitive capacities that allowed later hominins to form new kinds of flexible social structures that were only indirectly related to their biology as natural selection enhanced emotions and, in so doing, opened the door to a larger brain, spoken language, and culture. The result was a basic structure—the hunting and gathering band—that lasted for hundreds of thousands of years, but this basic structure did not lock humans into small-scale, group-level organization as is the case with other primates. About 12,000 to 10,000 years ago, the evolution of mega societies of many millions of persons would begin. Thus, even as humans became more group oriented, they never lost their great ape capacity to visualize a universe beyond simple groupings—for great apes, community—but, for humans, complex layers of ever-larger societies and intersocietal systems. Groups allowed for survival, particularly the nuclear family, but they did not put on blinders to more extended forms of social organization.

Conclusions

For natural selection to drive evolution it must have something to select on. If survival rests on the formation of groups, and especially kin-based groups, it needs variations within the genome, expressed in the distribution of phenotypes, that would move populations of what were, in essence, great apes in brain and body size. As emphasized in the previous chapter, the two most important were (1) a palette of basic primary emotions and (2) a neurological system in the neocortex substantially prewired for language, if sign-based or speech-based languages would facilitate group formation. The preadaptations examined in this chapter do not, in any immediately obvious way, facilitate tighter-knit groups among weak-tie evolving great apes. Community as the basic unit of organization and concern with the larger boundaries and demography of
membership are part of great ape nature, especially for the LCA of the ancestors of contemporary chimpanzees and humans’ hominin ancestors. Selection on these would not move a population dramatically to a more monkeylike pattern of group formation, although the patrol activities of community males around their community’s boundaries was one possible opening for selection to expand this one persistently formed group in chimpanzee communities. Indeed, since it appears to be how present-day chimpanzees in west Senegal create foraging groups in open-country habitats, this kind of grouping was probably an initial point of selection on hominins millions of years ago. But the chimpanzees in west Senegal exist in the most marginal of ways, and we should remember that no other subpopulation of chimpanzees has adopted this pattern of organization in more open-country habitats.

The cognitive mapping of the community, and low levels of interpersonal grooming among great apes, does appear to be a node on which natural selection could go to work. However, as we will see in the next chapter, the tendency of chimpanzees to engage in carnival—emotional ceremonies apparently marking a community—could be a target of selection, and perhaps the cognitive mapping propensities of the LCA to chimps and hominins could be selected on and extended to smaller group formations, giving them a ritual basis for affirmation and solidarity at the group level of organization.

Mother-infant bonding clearly provides a point on which selection could go to work to prolong bonds across generations, perhaps subverting not only male transfer, as is the case for chimpanzees and perhaps hominins’ last common ancestor with the ancestors of chimpanzees, but also female transfer, at least for a time, in order to form a more permanent group. The propensity of chimpanzee males to form moderate-to-strong relations with brothers and with non-kin male friends was surely selected on, if this trait was evident in the LCA to chimps and humans. The moderate-to-strong relation of sons to their mothers in chimpanzee communities would thus be the point on which selection could work if the LCA of present-day chimpanzees and hominins was programmed with this behavioral trait. Indeed, I have argued that the original horde probably consisted of sons, their male relatives and friends, and at least one or two of their mothers with dependent offspring (Turner et al. 2018: 137–143).

The promiscuity of male-female sex and the lack of strong ties between most adult males and females in the community was the major obstacle to using mother-infant bonds as one-half of a nuclear family, which needed a stable father. The lack of a harem system of mating left
open the one and only avenue for blind natural selection to randomly hit upon: *enhancing longer-term bonds between sexual partners to create the nuclear family*. Thus, the lack of a harem pattern of organization among the ancestors of present-day great apes and past hominins can be seen as a preadaptation for the nuclear family. Emotions as they forged stronger bonds, especially by enhancing emotions associated with sex, could start to pull male and female sexual partners into more stable relationships. Then, as emotions allowed for brain growth later in hominin evolution and eventually to spoken language and culture, relations could be enshrined in cultural beliefs and norms and celebrated with ritual activities already in the hominin repertoire of behavioral propensities (see next chapter). Life history characteristics would make bigger brains (and the capacities for speech and the culture that they would bring) possible.

A stable family would allow a longer period of infancy for offspring who had a larger but incompletely developed neocortex to move through the female cervix. The longer juvenile period would sustain female care of the still immature offspring up to puberty. As a result, selection only had to work on the neocortex, rather than the complex anatomy surrounding the female cervix (which, in any case, the pelvis and hip joints can accommodate only so much change if they are not to impede bipedal walking that evolved first and was, therefore, critical to early hominin survival). Indeed, without life history characteristics that are simply part of the ape genetic legacy, the brain of hominins probably could not have grown to human proportions and, as a result, neither could language and culture.

Play was essential to hone the needed interpersonal skills of adult hominins, especially skills in managing emotions. Play was also important, I would hypothesize, in activating the Westermarck effect that could supplement the mother-son sexual avoidance pattern evident in chimpanzees and, hence, probably in the LCA of chimpanzees and hominins. Enhancing play by increasing the emotional payoffs of relationships and, also, by generating at least stop-gap measures to reduce incest and its consequences were probably critical in making the horde more fitness enhancing than it would otherwise have been.

It is probably important to emphasize that the emergence of humans depended on a fortunate confluence of events, where selection was able to use preadaptations to begin the process of making hominins more group oriented, not so much by installing strong bioprogrammers for groups (which would be difficult) but by indirect means via the enhancement of emotions and, then, language as it generated cultural norms and other systems of moral codes. During this process, the
emotions of guilt and shame evolved because they put teeth in sanctions and self-appraisals about conformity to expectations inhering in cultural codes.

One consequence of the absence of hardwired traits for group formations was that natural selection had to work around this deficiency and discover a different route (i.e., enhanced emotions to brain growth to language to culture). This route ensured that the structures that did emerge would be highly flexible. They could be adapted to diverse habitats, as is evident in the migrations of late Homo erectus and early humanlike forms. They would make the construction of mega societies not only possible but, as we will explore, more in tune with humans’ evolved nature than were early patterns of horticulture and agrarianism. This flexibility relies on the sophisticated behavioral and interpersonal capacities of humans—capacities were inherited from the LCAs of the ancestors of great apes and humans. Even though these capacities were subject to selection, it may be that by simply energizing these capacities with more intense, diverse, and nuanced emotions, selection may not have had to alter them in significant ways. Indeed, by enhancing emotions, selection set into motion a direction of evolution that led to bigger brains, more cognitive capacities to deal with others, language, and culture—all of which made the interpersonal capacities of hominins more powerful without having to subject them to direct selection. Thus, much of what I can confidently proclaim to be “human nature” is, in reality, great ape nature, supercharged by emotions, bigger brains, language, and culture.

Note
Interpersonal Skills for Species Survival

Without bioprogrammers directing individuals to specify particular forms of social organization, except for the larger community home range, how were selection pressures for increased organization at the level of the group to be realized? As already emphasized, enhancing emotions was the breakthrough; and with more emotions, the hominin descendants of the LCAs of great apes developed stronger ties and, eventually, the necessary structures—nuclear families and bands engaged in hunting and gathering economic activity—that would allow hominins on the human clade to survive for hundreds of thousands of years in increasingly diverse habitats.

Emotions alone would not be enough to create more stable group structures because the majority of primary emotions and variants and elaboration of these emotions are negative in the sense that they do not promote social solidarity. Most mammals have bioprogrammers directing organization that can override negative emotions and periodic episodes of conflict among group members, preventing conflict from breaking up the groupings necessary for survival. But for a weak-tie animal like the hominin, descendants of the ancestors of the great apes, increasing the number of positive emotions and charging these up also meant charging up the negative emotions that could disrupt solidarities and thus destroy necessary kin and group structures of evolving hominins.

Even as brains got larger, leading to spoken language and cultural codes, these attributes would have little power to regulate individuals unless backed up by emotions. As outlined briefly in Chapter 2 and in Table 3.4 on page 76, one solution was for natural selection to combine (in an unknown way) the three negative primary emotions—fear, anger, and sadness—into the emotions of social control: guilt and shame (Scheff 1988; Turner 2000, 2007). While the pain of these two emotions is sufficiently powerful to prompt individuals to engage in behaviors that lead to the avoidance of guilt and shame, they alone cannot have held groups together. They too are negative and often activate defense mechanisms that create new tensions within an individual and between individuals. If only guilt and shame operated, then, a world of neurotics and perhaps psychotics would prevail, making stable groups almost impossible to form and sustain over time. To some extent, elaborations of positive
emotions outlined in Chapter 3 could compensate for the effects of negative emotions on solidarity, but something more was needed.

This “something” was the behavioral and interpersonal capacities that, it seems, were hardwired into great apes and their descendants: hominins on the clade to humans. In the end, using expanded capacities to experience and express great varieties of more nuanced emotions (see Tables 3.2–3.3 on pages 62 and 66), coupled with the inherited behavioral and interpersonal capacities listed in Box 2.2 on page 49, was enough to bring the conjugal pair together into more permanent social bonds and to maintain commitments to care for offspring in small bands of nomadic hunter-gatherers (Chapais 2008). If great apes had not been so interpersonally skilled, then humans would probably have never evolved, and instead, their bones would be buried as fossils in open-country habitats in Africa with no one to dig them up. This chapter provides a review of the inherited interpersonal capacities that constitute a most important part of humans’ basic nature.

Inherited Capacities for Interaction and Solidarity

Early Imitation of Facial Gestures Revealing Emotions

Sequences of development in the life cycle often reflect evolutionary sequences, and such is the case with emotions. Human infants can imitate within weeks of birth their caretaker’s facial expressions of primary emotions (Emde 1962; Ekman 1984; Sherwood 2007; Sherwood et al. 2005, 2008; Tomonaga 1999; Subiaul 2007; Horowitz 2003; Gergely and Csibra 2006). A smile can be returned by an infant, as can a frown and other gestures signaling negative emotions. Thus, human infants are programmed to read emotions many months before they can understand and emit vocal gestures, indicating that this developmental sequence of emotional signaling before talk probably reflects evolutionary sequences in which a nonverbal language of emotions evolved long before speech. In fact, it is likely that the late capacities of hominins for a more auditory language probably piggybacked onto the neurological wiring for the nonverbal language, or the language of emotions mentioned in Chapter 2 (see also Turner 1999, 1997a, 1997b, 2000, 2007, 2013; see also Clark 2012). Moreover, the discovery of mirror neurons (Rizzolatti et al. 2002; Rizzolatti and Sinigalia 2008; Ferrari and Rizzolatti 2015) in primates demonstrates that the imitation of facial gestures is a hardwired propensity, thus giving natural selection a genetically driven behavioral capacity on which to select that which would enhance learning of emotional gestures and the implicit “language” they contain.
It was probably not necessary for natural selection to even enhance this initial orientation of infants to reading and communicating emotions. The propensity to imitate emotions is clearly built into the hominoid genome; and once present, it begins the process of bonding infants to caretakers, intensifying the mother-infant bond and, perhaps later in hominin evolution, a father-infant bond. As more nuanced types of positive emotions were mutually read and used by the young and their parents to form attachments, the emotional basis of the nuclear family began to fall into place. Thus, the nuclear family is not a direct result of a genetically driven bioprogrammer that is part of human nature but, rather, a derived consequence of wiring for emotional communications, beginning with the exit from the womb and ending near death. Being emotionally attuned and responsive is the critical part of humans’ biological nature and, in the end, is the force creating and sustaining solidarities and group bonds.

**Reading of Face and Eyes**

Great apes are able to read gestures in the face and eyes of conspecifics (Osgood 1966; Menzel 1971; Turner and Maryanski 2008). In fact, they will follow the gaze and eye movements of others, revealing a clear propensity to role-take with others and determine what they are thinking, feeling, and preparing to do (Hare, Call, and Tomassello 2001; Call 2006; Povinelli 2000; Povinelli and Eddy 1997; Itakura 1996; Baizer et al. 2007; Tomasello, Hare, and Fogelman 2001; Okomot et al. 2002).

Visual dominance in mammals, which is comparatively rare compared to the number of species that are olfactory dominant, allows male mammals to visually read gestures of others in face and eyes as the main means for communicating. True, vocal calls can communicate specific states, such as danger, but without a more complex vocal apparatus, great apes cannot communicate more complex meanings in sequences of vocalization, as is the case with a full-blown spoken language. They can, as we now know from research on the language capacities of great apes (Rumbaugh 2013, 2015; Rumbaugh and Savage-Rumbaugh 1990), signal complex meanings via their dominant sense modality—vision. These capacities and propensities for visual communication are hardwired, and because emotions are best read via vision (as opposed to touch, smell, or even hearing), natural selection took this direction: enhance those areas of the body best able to communicate emotions (eyes and face). The result is an animal that can use and understand a large palette of emotions by simply reading eyes, face, and body countenance long before the descendants of this
animal—humans—would begin to rely on speech as a form of communication. Yet, speech does not eliminate humans’ need to understand emotional undertones revealed through eyes, face, and body gesturing.

Thus, humans still rely on reading the gestures of eyes and face for emotional cues even with a well-developed auditory system of speech. Speech can be emotional, but people almost always cross-check talk with what is being communicated by eyes and face (and bodily countenance). If the two diverge, people will generally trust the eyes and face, if they are trying to interpret emotional meanings. Speech is thus a wonderful means of communicating instrumental intentions and so much else, including emotional dispositions, but it is still the primal language of emotions that humans use when they really want to understand what another is feeling. Of course, this propensity can be used for manipulative purposes, as is the case when someone is conning another for personal gain by seeming to express “authentic emotions” in eyes and face, thus giving “the line” for nefarious purposes credibility (Goffman 1959). It is also, I suspect, why serious poker players hide their faces with baseball caps pulled down, dark glasses, and facial hair. It is not easy to be “poker faced” because controlling facial expressions is difficult when emotions are aroused; it is easier to cover them up, to the degree that would be allowed (poker players wearing masks would probably be prohibited, for example). Expressive control is thus difficult, which it is probably a good thing to keep interactions from turning into “con games.”

**Capabilities for Role-Taking and Empathizing**

Great apes can read nonverbal gestures of conspecifics and humans to determine their mental states and intentions and, then, respond by engaging in appropriate behaviors. De Waal (1996, 2009, 2016) has argued persuasively that great apes can empathize with others, read their emotions, experience the emotion in relation to self, and then respond in an appropriate way. A famous recording shows Kanzi, a bonobo chimpanzee, learning English by simple immersion among English-speaking trainers (Rumbaugh 2013, 2015; Savage-Rumbaugh et al. 1978, 1988, 1993, 1994). Kanzi was trying to help his sister, who had not learned English, as the trainer asked her to do something with her arms. Naturally, having not learned English like Kanzi, she could not understand, and her gestures reflected her concern and frustration. Kanzi’s gestures did the same, and then he started to manipulate his sister’s arms and hands to meet the request of the trainer. This is, in reality, a complex activity: to read the spoken gestures of the trainer and understand what is
being requested, to read his sister’s nonverbal gestures and emotions in face and eyes to experience empathy with her emotional state, to recognize that he needed to help his sister, and then go to her rescue by grabbing and attempting to move her arms in the correct way so as to meet the trainer’s request.

Premack and Woodriff (1978) thus asked whether chimpanzees have theory of mind (TOM), or the ability to know what others are thinking and likely to do and then engage in appropriate behaviors. Many others (Hare, Call, and Tomasello 2001; Povinelli and Vonk 2003; Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen 1990: Mitchell 2011a, 2011b; Meltzoff 2002, Parr et al. 2005) have likewise argued for this theory of mind—which has become the way that biologists talk about a behavioral capacity initially termed role-taking by the pragmatist philosopher George Herbert Mead (1934). Mead used the term in his social psychology class in the first decade of the twentieth century. Because biologists do not read much, if any, sociology and perhaps philosophy as well, they apparently have been unaware of the entire pragmatist tradition that outlies what Mead termed role-taking, by which he meant the capacity to read the gestures of others, verbal and nonverbal, in order to “place oneself in the minds” of these others and assess the role or roles that others are trying to enact and then coordinate actions to facilitate cooperation with these others. Whatever the label, chimpanzees and the other two great apes have this capacity, as do a few other highly intelligent animals such as dolphins and elephants as well as some birds. Mead did not believe such is the case, but it is now clear that higher mammals and a few species of birds can role-take, or exercise their theory of mind.

This ability to role-take is the essence of interactions among humans. This capacity is greatly enhanced by the ability to read the gestures of others for emotions because it is the best guide to determining the likely actions of others in group contexts. The ability to read emotions, anticipate how they will affect another’s behaviors, and then to make adjustments to these likely behaviors is what allows humans to cooperate. It is the key ability of great apes in communities because encounters are not so much driven by genetically programmed behaviors but, instead, by a much more generalized capacity to read, interpret, and respond to the perceived internal states of others, thereby giving interaction a considerable amount of depth and flexibility. As the variety and nuance of emotions that could be read in the gestures of others expanded during hominin evolution, the subtlety and complexity of interactions could increase considerably. Most importantly, the ability for hominins to “plug into” each other’s emotional states not only facilitated the flow of
interaction with others, but it also would lead to bonding when positive emotions were mutually communicated. Thus, by simply adding more emotional content to role-taking, the mechanism by which hominins interact also became a bonding mechanism, which would be critical in establishing group solidarities and many elements of what Nicholas Christakis has denoted as the “social suite” of cooperation in societies (see Chapter 1).

It might be tempting to say that forming strong bonds is part of humans’ basic nature, and such might be the case, but the low-sociality primates from which we descended did not create such bonds, beyond perhaps those evident among chimpanzees (male friendships with each other, brothers, and mothers). It might be, I think, more accurate to say that humans have in their nature the inherited ability (if activated by play) to role-take and to assess the expanded emotional states of others. It is the ability to (1) role-take and (2) experience more emotions than other animals that is a key element of humans’ biological nature. Bonding is an outcome of these behavioral capacities, although many social relationships and groups fall apart because negative emotions can easily and rapidly be aroused in human encounters. Thus, the basic biological traits—role-taking and emotionality—can be, as they often are in complex societies, double-edged swords that promote bonds of solidarity or, alternatively, break them apart. Which side of the sword is operating is largely determined by additional interpersonal propensities to fall into rhythmic synchronization, experience collective effervescence, and engage in ritualized behaviors.

**Rhythmic Synchronization of Interaction**

The discovery, initially with monkeys, of mirror neurons led to a search for such neurons in great apes and humans. A neurological basis for role-taking, empathy, and mimicry is clearly evident in the type of neuron that mirrors the neurons in others and generates particular patterns of gesturing (Rizzolatti and Sinigalia 2008; Rizzolatti et al. 2002). Great apes do not, however, have the same levels of rhythmic synchronization of talk, body movements, and nonverbal gesturing as humans, most likely because they have fewer bundles of mirror neurons. Yet, mirror neurons and the capacities that they allowed among the LCAs of great apes and hominins meant that natural selection had something to select on—tails of bell curves of those hominins with larger numbers of mirror neurons—and, in so doing, directional selection could enhance role-taking and empathizing in ways that would promote emotional solidarity.
Many sociologists (e.g., Goffman 1967; Collins 2004; Turner 2002, 2007) have documented that human interactions fall into patterns of synchronization of talk and body movements, generating a kind of back-and-forth rhythm. In fact, when interactions lack this synchronization, interactions fall “out of rhythm” and, as a result, are difficult to sustain. Indeed, rhythm is critical to sustaining the flow of positive emotions, and when rhythm is disrupted, negative emotions are aroused in an interaction.

Great apes do not reveal quite this level of, nor even this human dependence on, rhythmic synchronization, although young great apes in their play activities reveal considerable rhythm and synchronization of responses back and forth. Among adults there is not as much synchronization, although arousal of emotions will lead to mimicry of the emotions, which creates a kind of mutual rhythm back and forth. Part of the explanation for this difference among apes compared to humans probably resides in a fewer number of mirror neurons and, perhaps more importantly, in their inability to engage in finely tuned articulated speech, which, among humans, drives much synchronization in what ethnomethodologists in sociology describe as “turn-taking” in conversations (Sachs et al. 1974), as will be explored further in later chapters. Moreover, when turn-taking is converted to chants or to poetic and musical hymns, talk generates even more rhythmic synchronization of bodies and emotional states (Collins 2004). Thus, spoken language may be necessary for the enhanced levels of rhythmic synchronization that humans display over chimpanzees. Still, the basic capacity and propensity were there to select on during hominin evolution, although the long evolution from a language of emotions to one based on speech may have been as important as any direct selection on distributions of mirror neurons.

Collective Emotional Effervescence

Since the nineteenth century, studies of free-ranging chimpanzees have documented that when larger numbers periodically assemble in propinquity, they begin to display behaviors much like those displayed in human “carnivals.” In 1844, for example, Thomas Savage (Reynolds 1965: 157) described an assembly of “not less than 50 engaged in hooting, screaming and drumming with sticks on old logs.” In 1896, R. L. Garner, a self-trained zoologist, observed chimpanzees in Gabor and described a sequence of events where chimpanzees made a drum-like object out of clay obtained from the bank of a stream and then put it on a bed of peat in order to increase the resonance. When the drum was ready, Garner (1896: 59–60) described a kind of “riotous gambol” or carnival:
The chimpanzees assemble by night in great numbers and the carnival beings. One or two will beat violently on the dry clay (of the drum), while others jump up and down in a wild and grotesque manner. Some of them utter long, rolling sounds, as if trying to sing. When one tires of beating the drum, another relieves him, and the festivities continue in this fashion for hours.

Vernon Reynolds studying wild chimpanzees in Uganda witnessed something rather similar whereby chimpanzees would use tree planks to create a “big drum” sound by beating their hands and feet on specific planks, along with calling, hooting, and screaming. Assemblages from different parts of the forest appeared to move toward each other and, when they met up, went into a “wildly excited state” (Reynolds 1965: 156–159).

These acts of carnival among humans recorded by Spencer and Gillen (1899) in their famous work Native Tribes of Central Australia were immortalized in Emile Durkheim’s (1912) portrayal as “collective effervescence,” the fundamental basis of ritual solidarity among humans (as well as in Freud’s analysis in his Totem and Taboo). The effervescence, when experienced collectively, was for Durkheim the origin of the sacred and supernatural that typify religions. Thus, humans clearly inherited a behavioral propensity to engage in collective carnivals where emotions are charged up and, as a result, generate an intense sense of solidarity (Maryanski 2019).

Chimpanzees also can display less animated movement of bodies in co-presence. Jane Goodall, who has spent more than five decades studying chimpanzees (Goodall 2005), describes what she terms an emotional rainfall dance where chimpanzees stand near a roaring waterfall, seeming transfixed by its power and beauty, swaying in rhythmic movements and displaying a very humanlike wonder. Thus, in this kind of quiet rhythmic synchronization where lower-key emotions are aroused, it is apparent that chimpanzees can engage arousals of emotions that seem almost like “religious worship.”

More contemporary theorists have documented that every day, normal interactions among humans can have this sense of effervescence, but at lower levels of intensity, that build social bonds and solidarity. Interactions that fall into a rhythmic flow and synchronization can thus generate less intense emotions; and as these lower-key episodes of emotional animation are repeated over time in subsequent encounters, they cause a growing sense of collective solidarity (Goffman 1959, 1967; Collins 1975, 2004; Turner 1988, 2002, 2007). Thus, the mechanism for charging up emotions, in both high-key and low-key modes, was part of our inheritance from the ancestors of great apes, certainly the LCA of chimpanzees and humans. Once the
range of humans’ emotions expanded, this mechanism could be used not just in big collective gatherings but in almost all kinds of interaction where ritualized greetings, synchronization of talk, and emotional arousal at many different levels of intensity occur. Thus, in expanding the emotional repertoire of hominins, a bioprogrammer for what Durkheim terms collective effervescence during episodes of co-presence and interaction could be used to charge up emotions and, later, when culture began to evolve, to charge up the emotions attached to turn-taking, synchronizing of speech, and the cultural symbols and codes generated by the ability to speak.

Seeing Self as an Object

As the pragmatist philosophers of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries emphasized, humans have what scholars like George Herbert Mead (1934) thought were a unique capacity: to see themselves as an object in their environment. This capacity to see self, as it turns out, is not unique to humans but still rare among animals. The mirror test is one way to assess whether an animal can see itself (Gallup 1970, 1979, 1982; Gallup et al. 2014). This test simply places a mirror in front of an animal, and then observations are made as to whether this animal can recognize its own reflection. A dog, when shown an image of itself, is likely to bark at its own reflection as another dog or go around to the back of the mirror to sniff for olfactory cues to learn more about this reflection. In contrast, a human child will recognize itself, moving and preening to see its movements reflected in the mirror. Similarly, members of the dolphin family will immediately recognize themselves and start to “clown around,” apparently having a good time. (Videos are readily available online of dolphins/mirror tests.) Elephants also can recognize themselves; and I suspect if one could find a big enough mirror to lower into the water, so would whales. Moreover, I suspect that some species of birds, such as intelligent parrots and macaws, have a sense of self and thus can see themselves in the mirror.

Charles Horton Cooley (1902) recognized that when individuals interact and role-take with each other, the gestures of others represent a “looking glass” or mirror in which a person sees him- or herself reflected. These gestures often involve judgments and evaluations by others of an individual. If the self-images reflected back from gestures of others are supportive, the individual will experience a quiet pride, and when they are not supportive, the person will feel a sense of low-level shame. Thus, the capacity of humans to see themselves as objects in their environment and as objects of evaluation by others gives focus to what individuals learn from others in
role-taking. Humans seek not just clues about how others are to behave but also information about the self that they are trying to project in the interaction. Thus, interaction is a mutual assessment of dispositions of others and self-conceptions or identities that are driving their respective behaviors. For humans, the processes are vastly more complex than in great apes and, hence, humans’ early hominin ancestors, but the basic process of mutual presentations of self and reading these self-presentations is a capacity inherited from hominins and used as humans tried to get better organized.

Part of humans’ basic nature, then, is to see and evaluate self vis-à-vis others’ evaluations of self and in reference to collective moral codes in the culture of a society. As emotional capacities of hominins expanded, and later as culture began to evolve, self could be seen and evaluated with many diverse emotions, both positive and negative, and from different cultural standards. With the expansion of the scope of emotions and growth in the scale of societies and their cultures, humans could see themselves from many different angles: as a whole person, as a member of salient categories, as a member of particular types of corporate units, or as an incumbent in status positions requiring particular role performances within corporate units. The fundamental mechanism remains the same as it probably was with the LCAs, however: individuals see themselves in the “looking glass” of others’ responses and, most particularly, the emotional reactions of others. As the brain grew and allowed for more memories to form and to be retrieved, these emotional reactions to the responses of others accumulated over a person’s biography and affected the ways that this person acted and responded to others. In this way, the emotions exchanged in interaction become part of individuals and their fundamental psychology. Humans inherited these mechanisms that revolve around emotional imprinting part of great ape and then hominin neurology. But the unique aspects of human neurology (e.g., a large set of nuclei in the subcortex, a very large neocortex, a capacity for speech and culture) dramatically expanded the degree to which emotions could penetrate and regulate each human. Still, even as self—as a mechanism distributing emotional inputs—became more complex and robust, the basic processes remained much the same as they were among the first hominins and a core part of human nature.

Reciprocity and Calculations of Justice

Exchange and Reciprocity

Higher primates, including monkeys, appear to be hardwired for reciprocity—that is, individuals needing to give back to those who have
bestowed benefits on them (Cosmides 1989; de Waal 1989, 1991, 1996; de Waal and Brosnan 2006). Indeed, many mammals in general also appear to have a sense of reciprocity, as was the case when my cat would kill a rat (good) or bird (sad), leaving it at my front door in an apparent exchange, I presume, for my feeding him regularly. As emotions were enhanced and as a sense of self became a constant object of evaluation, this deeply embedded bioprogrammer for exchange reciprocity took on even more significance. Exchange, per se, increases the arousal of positive emotions, as documented by a number of experiments using human subjects (e.g., Lawler, Thye, and Yoon 2009 for a review and theory). Once positive emotions are aroused, they become an additional and often more valuable resource on top of whatever else is being exchanged. A present is reciprocated not just because of the rewards inherent in the present but also because reciprocity by others is highly rewarding, in and of itself, as it arouses positive emotions about self and positive emotions about the gift giver. Again, a sense of self focuses and intensifies the emotions involved because a present is given to a person, and the emotions thereby aroused signal to a person the gift giver’s positive evaluation of sense of self. When gift giving is reciprocated, the positive evaluations become mutual and generate stronger social bonds and, in the end, are one of the core mechanisms by which solidarity among humans is achieved. Of course, the opposite is also possible: failure to reciprocate a gift invites negative emotions and, thereby, reduces social bonds and solidarity.

Exchange and reciprocity thus work to strengthen bonds, even among monkeys who are already hardwired to form strong kinship and group bonds. For a weak-tie, lower-sociality, less-prone-to-group-formation animal like a great ape, the lack of strong bonding and grouping bioprogrammers places a greater burden on reciprocation of exchanges of resources while adding additional levels of positive emotions to reciprocated exchanges. A sense of self increases this sense that reciprocation must occur because conceptions of self and identities can be on the line. As culture enshrines in codes the morality of reciprocation, exchanges become a central mechanism for forming and sustaining bonds and solidarities. Thus, there is not, I believe, powerful bioprogrammers for strong social ties, outside of mother-infant bonding among humans but rather neurology-based biological traits such as emotions, self, and reciprocity—all inherited from our hominin and great ape ancestors and all intensified because selection on human neuroanatomy operates almost like direct bioprogrammers on exchange relationships. The only direct programmer is the apparent higher mammalian need to reciprocate, which, among humans, is intensified by emotions, self, and
cultural rules that demand reciprocation, thus ratcheting up positive emotions and achieving what was necessary during the evolution of hominins: increasing strength of social ties and group solidarities.

Calculations of Justice

Both monkeys and apes, as well as many other mammals, calculate justice and the perceived fairness of exchange relations. For instance, a new-world capuchin monkey will stop exchanging with a caregiver if another capuchin monkey is receiving more rewards for emitting the same behaviors asked by caregivers (Brosnan et al. 2005; Brosnan and de Waal 2003; Brosnan 2006). Rather complicated calculations are involved in this behavior, including an assessment of the level of rewards to one monkey in relation to other monkeys in the same exchange relationship, perhaps a negative emotional reaction to differences in the rate of exchange from caregivers, and then a refusal to exchange any further until rates of exchange of behaviors for treats are equal. This too seems to be hardwired, and if there was ever a hardwiring for morality in general, this apparent emotional sense of “injustice” is certainly one source.

Chimpanzees do much the same thing. For example, a recent study of chimpanzees documents a rather altruistic sense of morality, above and beyond the capuchin who is concerned only with itself. A chimpanzee would cease exchanging with a caregiver because a relative (e.g., mother, sister, or brother) was not receiving the same level of reward from the caregiver. This behavior involves some extra steps, one of which is the chimpanzee who ceased exchanging probably role-took with his relatives, imagined their emotions, and was upset (experiencing negative emotions), thus leading to a termination of the exchange until equity was restored. Here, there is not just a concern for the deprivations to self but also a sense of fairness for others and perhaps for the larger community in which the chimp has lived (Lents 2016). Again, we are seeing something here like a hardwired sense of morality, which, as the brain grew among hominins, could in fact be enshrined in highly moralized cultural codes. Coupled with the evolution of the capacity of humans to experience shame and guilt, the anger associated when exchanges are unfair provides a hardwired basis for the formation of the capacity to be moral, in the sense that self and others are evaluated by reference to moral codes that specify good and bad, right and proper.

In a more naturalistic setting, male chimpanzees have been seen to hunt for meat (Fahy et al. 2013), with the kill being divided up with a kind of implicit moral formula: the male most responsible for the kill
would get the most meat with the rest of the meat being distributed in proportion to the perceived contribution of each individual to the kill. This calculation is thus a more complicated calculation of justice; and it is likely that the first hunter-gatherers used this same neurology-based formula because it was so pervasive among those hunter-gatherers originally studied by anthropologists. Moreover, this calculation of justice involves seeing each individual as a distinctive entity, with evaluations of their perceived contribution to a collective task determining their worth to the collective task and, hence, their deserved share of the kill.

As the brains of early hominins, which were about the same size as contemporary chimpanzees (400 cc), began to grow, these calculations of justice would increasingly pull in more complex and nuanced emotions, more explicit layered senses of self, more active role-taking, and eventually, more specific moral codes sustaining the biology-based impulse for proportional distributions of resources in relation to the respective contributions of members engaged in a collective activity. The underlying emotions and the focus that self and identity give to emotions would thus increase the power of the bioprogrammers that pervade higher mammals and particularly primates.

Yet, moral codes could also subvert the bioprogrammers. Studies of exchange where it is not entirely clear who has made the most contribution to a collective task have found that a norm of equity is invoked: distributing the rewards equally among all members. Even at times when there is clarity about respective contributions, these considerations are ignored so that equality in distributions can promote solidarity without differentiating who is more deserving. The apparent reason for this kind of norm is that equity reduces negative emotions, at least among a larger number of members, and thus sustains the solidarity of the group. Haggling over who did what and who deserves what is, among humans, almost always a process laden with negative emotions; and thus, a general cultural norm can be established to distribute equally to avoid disagreement about distributions. For weak-tie animals like humans, who at their genetic core are still a great ape, this norm of equity has probably proven useful in avoiding conflict that would easily destroy solidarity.

A dramatic event, reported some time ago in national newspapers, can perhaps throw some light on this issue. Older chimpanzees are too strong and contentious to remain with their trainers or, if raised in a home, with their caretakers. A couple who had raised a male chimp in their home brought a cake to the compound where he was being cared for and went over to a table and sat down with their “child” to enjoy the cake. One or more of the other males in the area became quite upset over
their fellow “inmate” getting such a treat while they got nothing. One male was so enraged that he went over and attacked the “father” to such an extent that his life was threatened, and even if he survived, he would be permanently disabled. This anger was over a real sense of “injustice” when one of his “roommates” received something that, in his mind apparently, should be equally shared but was not. Such is the power of feelings of injustice, not only among older, contentious (but still incredibly powerful) chimps who could tear a NFL linebacker apart if enraged. With all the enhancement of emotions among humans, the capacity for rage can be compounded by additional dangerous emotions like vengeance and hatred. The arousal of negative emotions over perceived “injustices” is thus the other side of “justice” and reciprocity; yet, for hominins to become more strongly bonded and group oriented, it was probably necessary for justice calculations to be normatively regulated so that ambiguities over respective contributions and distributions of rewards would invoke a default norm: distribute equally when unsure about how to avoid the negative emotions aroused over perceived injustices. Such would be particularly likely in animals with few bioprogrammers for forming social bonds but with supercharged emotional capacities.

The Capacity to Make Attributions

Related to self and calculations of justice is another behavioral capacity evident among chimpanzees and, hence, humans’ hominin ancestor: the ability to make causal attributions about the “causes” or sources of experiences. When animals can have a sense of self, they tend to make causal attributions for why events occur and have consequences for self. Attribution theory in psychology (see Weiner 1986) examines these dynamics somewhat differently from my portrayal here. Attributions by humans can be either related to the actions of self (that is, the person caused a particular outcome to self) or externalized to other objects in the environment: others, the local situation, or more remote structures (corporate units, categoric units, or whole society). For example, when a student gets a poor grade in a college exam, the options are to blame self (lack of studying), others (the professor, TA), a corporate unit (school), a categoric unit (ethnicity, religion of protagonists), an institutional system (higher education), or society (and its inequalities and injustices). Defense mechanisms to protect self often make full self-attributions (“it was my fault”) less likely than external attributions (“it was the fault of others, situation, social category, or social structure”). Chimpanzees also possess this human capacity (Kaneko and Tomonaga 2011).
Attributions involve some extra cognitive steps to, first of all, identify classes of objects and others in the environment, which chimpanzees can do. They can make rudimentary assessments of who is responsible for a particular experience. As the brain began to grow among later hominins, this capacity to classify would expand to more others and objects in the environment. Subsequently, the emotional reactions, including defensive reactions, toward self or external others and objects would also increase. In a series of experiments, Lawler and colleagues (2009) developed a theory on the types of exchange that lead to either external attributions to others and the group or to self as responsible for particular outcomes. A self-serving cognitive and emotional bias prompts self-attributions when a person has positive emotional experiences that appear to be hardwired as part of the basic attribution dynamic, so, many attributions among individuals are self-attributions. Because this imperative for greater social solidarity among members of a group or even members of a society would require external attributions to the group, society or some intervening structure had to evolve if hunting and gathering bands and then groups in more complex sociocultural formations were to remain relatively stable and cohesive. Society could not possibly survive if humans were only a bunch of selfish egoists, as some theories (mostly economic) have incorrectly posited.

Thus, Lawler (2001) asked the following: Among the various types of exchanges, which are the most likely to lead to external attributions where the group as a whole would be considered “the cause” of positive experiences? Such external attributions would increase solidarity among group members and commitments to the group—the key imperative on which selection was working to install in hominins. His conclusion was that productive exchanges, where individuals are coordinating their efforts to realize a goal but, at the same time, cannot fully assess their respective contributions, are the most likely to lead to external attributions to the group regardless of whether they are fully successful in realizing their goals. Participants in these kinds of exchanges where they coordinated their labors perceived that “they were in this together” and, moreover, they would experience “a sense of efficacy,” both of which are highly rewarding, involving positive emotional valences above and beyond actual success in meeting goals.

The result was that they increased their commitments to the group, even when goals were not realized. These findings suggest what probably occurred in early hunting and gathering societies where coordinated divisions of labor between men and women, and some coordination among men in hunting and women in gathering, was a productive exchange in the band. It also suggests a productive exchange in the nuclear family unit as females brought home what they gathered and males brought home their
share (as often determined by their contribution) of a collective kill. At both structural levels—nuclear family and band—failure to secure enough food did not lead to blaming others but, instead, to sharing during times of shortages and, moreover, to reaffirming commitments to coordinate activities to secure more favorable outcomes in the future. So the process of beginning to organize into groupings—say the early horde, as portrayed in Chapter 4—did not lead to mutual finger-pointing as others were blamed for failures but, instead, commitments to do better next time. As a consequence, even failure may have strengthened commitments among those engaged in productive exchanges. Thus, under the conditions of organization that were evolving as hominins ventured into open-country habitats, initial groupings increased external attributions to the group rather than to self or specific others and, in so doing, increased commitments to the group. This hardwired propensity to make attributions thus work favorably to push for group formation and productive exchange within family and band in ways that enhanced fitness.

This process of productive exchanges revolving around a division of labor between females and males also has some basis in great ape biology. Chimpanzee males often coordinate hunting for meat in the forests, signaling with subtle nonvocal gestures that are difficult for humans to detect (Menzel 1971). For example, coordinating the hunt of a baby baboon might involve subtly communicated instructions among three chimps about who is to roust the baby baboon to flee, who is to cut off its exits, and who should be in a position to catch it, and where to move off to share the meat among only themselves. Chimpanzees in west Senegal also hunt out on the African savanna and, unlike most other chimpanzee populations, spend considerable time on the savanna in more cohesive groupings than forest-dwelling chimpanzees. Somewhat like hunter-gathering human populations, these males primarily hunt (although at times females are involved as well), while females gather plant life and, as a result, eat much less meat than males (Fahy et al. 2013). Because males hunt so frequently and eat so much more meat than females, evidence from measure of isotopes can distinguish males from females. This division of labor may not be wholly genetically driven but, instead, arises from convenience because males cannot nurse the young and thus are more likely to be free to engage in coordinated open-country hunting, especially since hunting and gathering mothers prolong breastfeeding (as a form of birth control) and infancy of their young. Such was probably also the case for the first hordes as they evolved into the hunting and gathering band, but still, it is likely that there is probably some biological push for this form of division of labor. As such, it can be seen as either a
preadaptation or behavioral propensity when collecting food in dangerous habitats. Furthermore, this ability to hunt and thereby gain more protein can also be seen as a preadaptation or behavioral propensity for brain growth. Natural selection would not need to create this division of labor that appears to be a default pattern of organization when chimpanzees hunt. The only change required of human hunters would be for men to increase the share of meat with females, which may have come from expanded positive emotions emanating from their centers for sexual pleasure, like the septum. Once the conjugal partners were pair-bonded, more by emotions than genetic bioprogrammers, and once both parents were emotionally attached to offspring in a nuclear family (by bioprogrammers for females and emotions for males), sharing of meat would have increased in the emerging nuclear family among late hominins.

Once hominins spent more time in open-country food collection, the coordination of productive activities involved a male-female division of labor and a pooling of gathered plants and shares of hunts (in accordance with justice propensities) in the nuclear family. Emotions were probably the principal force here, but the division of labor that appears to emerge in chimpanzees certainly facilitated coordinated production and distribution of resources, which is the condition that leads to external attributions to the group, whether successful or unsuccessful, that work to increase emotional commitments to the group (Lawler, Thye, and Yoon 2009). Thus, an escalating or self-reinforcing cycle of initial hunting and gathering in the open country leads to some coordination, external attributions to the group, and commitments to the group, all of which lead to more coordination in the division of labor, external attributions, and commitment to more cohesive groups, and so on. There is clearly some biology here, arising from the related bioprogrammers for exchange, calculations of justice in resource distributions, and attributions for group success or failure leading to group commitments. Enhanced emotionality, growth of the brain, emergence of language, use of cultural codes to coordinate productive activity and to distribute resources, and commitments to groups are thus intertwined. Once put into motion, these mingled forces allowed late hominin groups to survive in highly diverse and often difficult habitats.

**Fluid and Episodic Hierarchies**

Species of monkeys form linear hierarchies of dominance among males and, at times, among females in matrilineal of related kin (Cords 2012). Hierarchies and matrilines are thus the building blocks of group
structures organizing populations of monkeys (Boehm 1999). In contrast, the LCAs of present-day great apes probably did not reveal hierarchies of power. Yet, contemporary gorillas and, to a lesser extent, chimpanzees reveal some degree of hierarchy. Other apes such as various species of Asian gibbons (who are not great apes) reveal equality between the sexes in what looks like nuclear family units of mother, father, and offspring; it was this ability to create the nuclear family that led to the success of gibbons and other non-great apes like siamangs. Again, organization was the key to survival, but the ancestors of great apes did not possess bioprogrammers for much of this needed property.

So, why did gorillas and chimpanzees develop elements of hierarchy? Both species of great apes are semiterrestrial, with the gorilla being mostly terrestrial because of their large size and the chimpanzee being somewhat more arboreal because they always sleep in the forest canopy at night. Being exposed on the ground in forests, however, is still dangerous, given the potential for predation among animals with weakened olfactory capabilities (after the rewiring of the primate brain for visual dominance) for detecting danger. Among gorillas, the lead silverback is the center of rather fluid groupings composed of males and females typically with offspring. Females stay if the lead silverback is providing services, such as protection and babysitting, but will leave to another group if she is, apparently, dissatisfied with the services provided by the lead silverback. The lead silverback has power in the group, but it is a power that cannot be pushed too far because any member of the group can leave at any time, and indeed, males and females often wander in and then leave the group. So, a hierarchy provides a center around which fluid comings and goings occur, and thus some degree of group organization continuity. It is not a hierarchy, however, that involves high degrees of control beyond the requirement to follow the lead silverback around, if they decide to remain in the lead silverback’s group.

Among chimpanzees, males sometimes compete for dominance. For example, brothers may support each other for some degree of dominance, but again, the problem is, Whom do they dominate? Highly mobile chimpanzees can leave situations where there is too much dominance. Therefore, dominance does not lead to stable groups, although the patrols of community boundaries may be an occasion when dominance has some utility in defending the boundaries of the community from outside males. So, again, some degree of structure is created by dominance, but it is a weak and often only episodic dominance. Most importantly, it does not ensure continuity of the groups that might temporarily form in some chimpanzee societies.
Since hunting and gathering populations typically revealed a powerful norm against anyone claiming power or prestige, it is likely that this norm was created because bands where individuals tried to appear “above others” dissolved due to conflict that would break simple hunting and gathering societies apart. So, this weak propensity to hierarchy probably evolved from the LCAs of the ancestors of gorillas (8–9 mya) and chimpanzees (5–6 mya), but the stability of the band among hominin hunter-gatherers apparently required that it be repressed. One consequence of these tendencies, rarely expressed, was to increase hominin sensitivity to status differences—whether honor and prestige given to accomplished individuals or power given to individuals to control the actions of others for short periods of time. Just as all great apes can role-take (theory of mind) and read each other’s minds and dispositions to act, they can also status-take and determine status differences. This ability would be important as human societies became more complex and when, as a result, power and prestige were bestowed on some individuals as part of a system of social control, beginning with Big Men among settled hunter-gatherers (often of fishers near oceans, lakes, and waterways), where populations grew significantly and required some form of authority to coordinate the larger population. In these early manifestations of consolidated power, the Big Man often “owned” everything but, in fact, was required to redistribute it to members of the settled community—thereby gaining prestige to go along with his power (in some ways, the Big Man had to redistribute because many of the resources involved were food resources that would spoil if hoarded). Much like the lead silverback among gorillas, power incurred obligations to others and the group that would later in societal evolution be transmuted into a means to exploit members of a society and increase inequalities and stratification. Still, human societies would eventually create complex status systems within and between corporate units in larger and more complex societies, and this ability to reckon status and live with status differences indicates a preadaptation and a behavioral capacity for developing diverse types and fluid hierarchies in societies. When the hierarchies became too rigid, they would, over the long run, generate internal conflict—as can be seen just about everywhere in the world today.

Finally, some people assert that hierarchy and dominance are programmed into humans, whether the argument is extreme like Ardry’s (1966) and Wilson’s (2019) view of warfare among hunter-gatherers as the driving force of societal evolution or more constrained like Christopher Boehm’s arguments about hierarchy in the forests. In
Boehm’s (1999) argument about the chimpanzee of Gombe, and also in early work by de Waal (1982) in the colony of chimpanzees in the Arnhem zoo, more hierarchy is “observed” than actually occurs in chimpanzee communities in their natural habitat. In Boehm’s case, competition for dominance ensued when the caretakers at Gombe (Jane Goodall’s famous site) began feeding members of the community, with the consequence that they began to concentrate at feeding locations and, then, to fight over the distribution of food offered by staff. In de Waal’s work, he studied chimpanzees in zoos, which would be much like studying the nature of humans in prisons, where hierarchy and conflict rule to a greater degree than outside prison walls. One response to scarce resources among humans is to fight over them and become dominant so as to control access to resources, but this does not necessarily mean that humans are driven by some diffuse and overbearing need to dominate. It may be the case, but my view is that humans did not survive by dominance; just the opposite, they survived by imposing equality among individuals and by norms against dominance. It is only later when power was needed to control larger populations that we see hierarchies form in human societies, which are more the result of sociocultural selection pressures for consolidating power for control and for coordinating actions among members of much larger and settled populations than of some primal drive for individual power. The case for or against a biology-based “need for power or dominance” is still ambiguous, but the drive for domination appears to be a weak one.

**Friendship and Fellowship Behaviors**

When the social ties of great apes are examined by gender, one pattern is clear: except for mother-offspring bonds, which are broken for both male and female offspring in orangutans and gorillas and for only females among chimpanzees, *strong social ties of any sort are rare* (Maryanski and Turner 1992; Turner and Maryanski 2005, 2008). The ones that do appear stronger are mostly males’ social ties with their brothers or specially chosen male friends (Mitani et al. 2000; Lukas et al. 2005). Occasionally, there are apparent friendships between adult males and females, as is the case when a male orangutan stays for a time with the female that has been impregnated, when lead sliverbacks and females with children form a bond of convenience, or when male and female chimpanzees “hang out” together more than is typically the case. Among females, *all* social ties are weak (except for mother-daughter ties that are terminated at puberty), primarily because the females in a community have all transferred in from
other communities to replace those adolescent females who have transferred out (thereby providing a fitness-enhancing “mixing” of genes). The result is that fully adult females are likely to be relative strangers to each other. So when the primal “horde” began to form in the evolution of the nuclear family, selection worked on the male bonds of fellowship with each other and their mothers whose ties may have been hardwired before the split of the LCAs of present-day chimpanzees and those hominins on the human line (Turner et al. 2018; Maryanski 2019).

It is difficult to know if there are differences in human males’ and females’ propensities for affiliation and fellowship with like-sexed individuals, but such could be the case—although saying so in any kind of definitive way is fraught with conflation with current ideological movements and cultural traditions. Among hunter-gatherers, which are our best look at human societies without the conflation of complex modern cultural beliefs and social structures, males do form more fellowships, but it is also evident that females do as well, especially with kindred. Thus, again is not easy to isolate a clear biology-based bioprogrammer for friends and fellowships. It may be that, like conjugal couples, these fellowships are built more indirectly from the arousal of positive emotions emerging from interactions. Yet, we should not assume that that humans are “naturally social” because, at our great ape core, we are still an evolved great ape. Old bioprogrammers are not necessarily selected out of the genome but rather are supplemented by new ones. In the case of big-brained humans, cultural norms and beliefs were rapidly supplementing and perhaps even overwhelming bioprogrammers.

**Conclusion**

This chapter completes the review of what can be derived from a cladistic analysis of humans’ closest relatives: the great apes. With the assembled data from cladistics, we have now reviewed (1) preadaptations and (2) behavioral capacities and propensities that were available for natural selection to work on. We know the direction natural selection took: to increase the strength of social ties and group solidarities by, eventually, increasing the strength of emotional social ties between mating adult males and females and between this conjugal pair and their offspring to form the nuclear family. Then, with some stability in the nuclear family, the hunting and gathering band composed of a number of nuclear families could evolve.

The hunting and gathering band composed of several nuclear families proved to be a viable adaptation for hundreds of thousands of years. It weathered the periodic near extinction of humans in the distant past in
various locations. As a result, the nearly 10 billion people on earth are all descendants of tiny breeding populations that make human primates the least genetically diverse of all primates today.

The fact that humans, at their genetic core, are less diverse than other primates would suggest that the biological traits that I am seeking to isolate are the same, or closely so, for all humans on earth. Humans today are descendants of a relatively small breeding population, although superficial differences such as skin pigmentation, eye folds, and shapes of skulls have evolved because humans have adapted to so many diverse habitats. Even noticeable phenotypical differences like skull and facial features or size and height are not controlled by a large number of genes and alleles. In contrast, the genetic basis for behavioral capacities and propensities or brain functions are controlled by many more genes and involve a much larger proportion of the human genome. They are what drive human nature, as I have conceptualized it, and do not vary so easily by point mutations such as skin pigmentation because they regulate complex organic systems where mutations are almost universally harmful. Most of human nature is controlled by complex neurological systems that have not dramatically changed since the emergence of humans. And even variants on Homo sapiens, like Neanderthals, were not a separate species because they interbred with Homo sapiens. Where differences existed, they were dramatically reduced by inbreeding in places Homo sapiens were more numerous, thus leaving only a small proportion of genes—less than 4%—evident in the most Neanderthal-like human today.

This lower level of genetic diversity, then, is explained by bottlenecks in the evolution of Homo sapiens and interbreeding among subspecies of early humans. The most dramatic bottleneck appears to have occurred in central/southern Africa where, by mitochondrial DNA, the genetic diversity in the human population may have dropped dramatically as the number of Homo sapiens declined to small numbers, although these data only allow inferences about females. Other studies have found a significant decrease in Africa at one point in humans’ evolutionary history. Loss of diversity in DNA in later humans increases with distance from Africa, but there does not appear to have been a large species-wide decrease in genetic diversity like the one that occurred in Africa before humans migrated to other parts of the world. By reasonable methodological procedures, then, it is clear that human genetic diversity did decline at a key point in Africa and then through perhaps smaller bottlenecks outside of Africa (see Amos and Hoffman 2010 and Manica et al. 2007 for summaries of data and references cited). The key point to emphasize here in closing this chapter is that all contemporary humans are descendants from a comparatively small breeding population in
Africa—perhaps only a few thousand individuals and, as some argue, maybe even fewer. For our purposes, this “origin story” suggests that at the genetic level, particularly in our neurology, humans are highly similar, despite surface differences of skin color, body size, skull configurations, eye folds, and other minor traits regulated by relatively few genes and alleles. Thus, we should all have much the same nature as biological beings—a nature inherited from the LCAs of hominins and the ancestors of great apes who themselves, I suspect, were small breeding populations, as they are today, based on the lack of fossils on their ancestors.

In the next chapter, I will argue that human emotions and cognition as generated by neurological and body systems are much the same, and they distribute themselves in similar bell curves across all populations in the world. As a consequence, it is reasonable to assume that elaborations on the inherited legacy from the LCAs of hominins and ancestors of great apes would have similar effects on all humans as the emotion centers of the brain grew, then as the neocortex grew, and as spoken language and culture became central features of all humans on earth. For what we seek in a book on human nature is to get behind the potentially distorting effects of local cultures and varieties in social structures of diverse populations in order to discover what all humans have in common.

It is still difficult to establish what is biological from what is cultural, but we are at least starting with a clear picture of humans’ biological heritage. Inevitably though, the fact that natural selection pushed for enlargement of the hominin brain, first subcortically and later neocortically, which in turn led to spoken language and the capacity to form symbolic culture, still makes it difficult to disentangle biological from sociocultural. Moreover, enlarging the brain also changed the biology of those preadaptations and behavioral capacities/propensities that we now know to have a biology basis. The next chapter begins the protracted process of examining what, for a better name, I will call elaborated properties of human nature, generated by the particular path that natural selection took in enlarging the human brain. Selection, in doing so, generated some new traits that might be considered additions to human nature.

Note

1 There is, of course, some biological basis for half of the nuclear family because female humans like virtually all mammals have a bioprogrammer, probably lodged in the anterior cingulate gyrus (see Figure 3.1 on page 60), for attachment to offspring. The rest of the nuclear family (fathers) is, I believe, generated by emotions surrounding sex, which evolved as a way to create an indirect biological basis for the nuclear family.
The Elaboration of Humans’ Inherited Nature

The Vulnerability of Hominins and Early Humans

One of the most fascinating mysteries of great apes today is the lack of fossils on their ancestors. The genetic data can be used to establish rough dates for when each of the great apes shared an ancestor with the ancestors of humans (see Figure 2.1 on page 31), but actual fossils on these ancestors of present-day apes are scarce. At 24 million years ago (mya), apes dominated the arboreal habitats of Africa. Later, in various periods from 18 to 10 mya, the forests receded in Africa with climate change, causing some species of monkeys and apes to migrate to Eurasia, where it was warmer. As Eurasia cooled and Africa grew warmer, some of these species migrated back to Africa, but by 10 mya, apes were clearly in decline in both Africa and Eurasia, with species of monkeys proliferating.

Thus, from 24 to 10 mya, monkeys increasingly became dominant, and apes were pushed to the more marginal habitats of the forest or onto more terrestrial habitats such as woodlands, secondary forests, bushlands, and savanna. The fossils, dating back 8–9 mya, may be early hominins (because they were somewhat bipedal) and preceded *Australopithecines* at 5.0 mya but, again, the mystery—where are the ancestors of present-day great apes to be found?—remains. This lack of fossils perhaps indicate there were *never many species* of apes at 10 mya, especially compared to monkeys, which means there simply are not many fossils to find. Indeed, the long-term trend has been such that, today, only 13 species of apes, including humans, have been identified. The majority of these are species and subspecies of gibbons and siamangs, who are smaller Asian apes that are well adapted to the forest (although their numbers are declining because of the human invasion of their habitats). In contrast, we know of some 131 species of old-world and new-world monkeys and even 62 species of Prosimians (or pre-monkeys). Thus, over the past few millions of years, apes in general have been in decline; and it appears that the only successful one has been humans and their late hominin ancestors. Figure 6.1 reports on the relative numbers of species of prosimians (pre-monkeys), monkeys, and great apes (including humans) now in existence.
The episodes of climate change and, then, the ascendancy of monkeys caused a decline in the number of species of apes, and it is likely that great apes in Asia and Africa will continue to decline because of human incursions. Thus, the suite of adaptive traits were initially successful in the arboreal habitats of Africa, but later these traits became less adaptive because of competition with species of monkeys. These same traits, however, were what was available for natural selection to “select on” as the forests in Africa began to shrink, thereby forcing some species of apes

Figure 6.1 Relative Numbers of Extant Primates
to adapt to more terrestrial habitats. Perhaps surprisingly, many of these traits constituting “ape nature” would become highly adaptive for late hominins and humans and, hence, are still part of human nature.

As mentioned in the conclusion to the previous chapter, humans have come up against near extinction in the relatively short history (in evolutionary time) of *Homo sapiens* (Amos and Hoffman 2010; Manica et al. 2007). The genetic evidence indicates that humans went almost extinct in Africa and only avoided extinction by finding routes out of Africa to Eurasia; now the descendants of this small seed population, which may have numbered only a few thousand, is currently overpopulating the earth. Thus, even as humans became able to form nuclear families and bands in simple hunting and gathering, they were always vulnerable—despite their large brains, language, and culture. Indeed, using those larger brains to create cultures and social systems that are disruptive to the global ecosystem has, once again, made humans and just about all animals vulnerable to extinction. Thus, large brains, language, culture, and even large societies are no guarantee of fitness in the long run.

In the past, bigger brains, language, and culture did not insulate human populations against potential extinction because the store of cultural knowledge and the levels of technology were low and because a nomadic hunting and gathering form of social organization left humans exposed to the vagaries of ecological change. Even though the nature of humans as inherited from the last common ancestors (LCAs) of great apes and hominins enabled *Homo sapiens* to survive by getting sufficiently organized, the human population did not begin to grow dramatically until 15,000 years ago. At present, patterns of human organization threaten virtually all life on earth.

The issue to be addressed in this chapter is, What were the features of human nature that allowed early humans to get organized and, later, to expand so dramatically the scale of social organization to the point where humans are once again vulnerable to a degraded environment, this time of their own making? The answer to this question, I think, resides in what I will term *elaborations* on the traits inherited from the LCAs of contemporary great apes and hominins. These elaborations came with evolution of the biology of hominins and humans for enhanced emotions, expanded cognitive capacities, articulated speech, and symbol-based culture. Once these aspects evolved, they would intensify and expand the features of human nature inherited from the LCAs of humans’ great ape and hominin ancestors.

Human nature can thus be viewed as a series of preadaptations and behavioral capacities/propensities inherited by the LCAs of great apes
and hominins (see Boxes 2.1 and 2.2 on pages 45 and 49) that have a clear biological basis and, as a consequence, were available targets for natural selection to enhance. Natural selection is a blind process that works mostly on existing distributions of traits of phenotypes and the underlying genotypes generating these phenotypes and secondarily on mutations, gene flow, and genetic drift that affect the distributions of traits on which natural selection works. When animals’ environments change, selection is often set into motion if existing phenotypes and biologically driven behaviors are no longer adaptive to the new ecology in which a species seeks to survive and reproduce. The emotional capacities of hominins and humans initially evolved in response to selection pressures for stronger social ties and group organization, but once these emotional enhancements allowed the neocortical portions of the hominin brain to grow, preadaptations in hominin neurology for language could be subject to selection for articulated speech, if speech would increase fitness. Once an animal can engage in speech, it can begin to accumulate and pass down cultural knowledge, ideas, moral codes, technologies, and other symbolic systems of information that then begin to supplement genetically driven tendencies to behave and organize in particular ways. Human emotion, thought, action, and organization thus began to be driven as much by cultural as genetic codes. And, once articulated speech, expanded subcortical and neocortical portions of the brain, and culture existed among late hominins and early humans, they would operate to intensify all other preadaptations and behavioral propensities discussed in the preceding chapters.

Separating the Biological from Cultural

Thus far, through the magic of cladistic analysis, I have outlined the organizational patterns as well as the preadaptations and behavioral capacities of the LCAs for the evolutionary lines leading to present-day great apes and humans. Because of their genetic closeness to humans, great apes provide a good proxy for what the hominins leading to *Homo sapiens* were like. By comparing great ape and human brains, we can get even more data on what natural selection was doing to the hominin brain over the last 2 million years, and hence, a better sense for how the traits inherited from the LCAs of humans and great apes were altered by human neuroanatomy. Moreover, because great-ape habitats under the forest canopy have remained more stable than those of the hominins that created the human line (which would begin to move out from the forest), we can be confident that most of the differences between great apes and
humans today are the result of selection pressures on hominins being forced to live in more open-country habitats. True, gorillas and chimpanzees are perhaps more terrestrial than their common ancestors, but they have remained in the forests, whereas eventually *Homo habilis* and, certainly, *Homo erectus* spent increasing amounts of time in open-country habitats where increased organization at the group level would be fitness enhancing. Indeed, the major selection pressures driving hominin evolution were, first, to become bipedal and, then, to become increasingly organized at the level of the group. Bipedalism was relatively easy for natural selection to effect because all great apes can stand and walk on their hind legs (as, no doubt, could their LCAs). The real challenge for natural selection was to convert weak-tie, non-group-organizing primates into stronger-tie animals capable of forming more permanent groups with higher levels of solidarity than is evident among great apes today (and yesterday in the distant evolutionary past).

What we have accomplished thus far, then, is some degree of precision in determining the biological traits of the LCAs of great apes and humans at a biological level. As Boxes 2.1 and 2.2 on pages 45 and 49 delineate, the LCAs of humans and great apes had a series of preadaptations waiting to be selected on and an inventory of behavioral capacities and propensities that also could be selected on to make hominins more social and, even more importantly, group oriented. These preadaptations and behavioral propensities represent, I believe, our best look at hominin nature. By isolating capacities and propensities that are clearly based on the biology inherited from LCAs of hominins and extant great apes, we have a picture of human nature before the compounding effects of the larger brains, speech production and use, and symbolic culture that would evolve over the past 1.5 million years of hominin evolution. To understand humans’ biological nature, it is necessary to understand the nature of the human line before subcortical emotion centers, neocortical cognitive centers, speech, and culture evolved to their present-day proportions. Then, by comparing humans today with hominins, we begin to gain an understanding of how larger brains, speech, and culture altered the biological nature of humans. Human nature, then, is the outcome of what was inherited by hominins from the LCAs of *Hominids* (i.e., apes and humans) when this inheritance was modified by natural selection as it generated more emotions (subcortically), more intelligence (neocortically and subcortically by the increased emotionality of hominins), more communicative capacities through speech and, with articulated speech, more powerful modes of cultural production. The alterations in the brains of hominins over the
past 5–6 million years of their evolution that led to the emergence of *Homo sapiens* and related subspecies (e.g., *Neanderthals*, *Denisovans*) some 450,000 years ago are also part of human nature, even though isolating the biology behind speech and cultural production from the cultural and organization products of speech and culture remains difficult. Because we have a picture of what hominin nature was like before speech and culture, and indeed, before subcortical and neocortical areas of the brain began to grow and allow for speech and culture, we are in a better position to make reasonable inferences about the ultimate biology of human nature, separated from the cultural and organizational assemblages produced by this biology. There will, of course, always be some uncertainty and ambiguity in fully separating what is cultural/organizational from what is in humans’ biological nature, but the following analysis provides less uncertainty and ambiguity than is normally the case—as is evident in the illustrative examples of past efforts to understand human nature outlined in Chapter 1.

**Brain Growth, Speech, and Culture as an “Elaboration Machine”**

Brain growth in subcortical areas of the hominin brain began early in hominin evolution under increasing selection pressures for hominins to become better organized at the group level as they were forced to adapt to terrestrial and open-country habitats—first the ground under the forest canopy, then secondary wooded forests, bushlands, more open-country habitats in Africa (e.g., the savanna), and then migrations by *Homo erectus* or *Homo ergaster* to Eurasia. The brain initially grew at the subcortical level (Turner 2000) because it provided the easiest route to creating stronger social ties and group solidarities among low-sociality and non-permanent-group-forming hominins. Community was the “natural” (hardwired) organizational unit of hominins, but they were increasingly thrust into an environment that required more permanent groups that even contemporary chimpanzees rarely evidence. Initial movement to a more terrestrial habitat led selection to install more groupness among gorillas and chimpanzees than orangutans, who are most like the LCA of all great apes because they still live most of the time high up in the forest canopy like all great apes once did. Moreover, in the only case where contemporary chimpanzees have ventured out onto the African savanna (in West Senegal), they reveal even more stable groups than chimpanzees residing on the forest floor, although even these venturesome chimpanzees move to the sparse trees in this open-country habitat at night.
We know that neocortical growth in the brain did not exceed beyond 425–500 cc for several million years of hominin evolution. Indeed, it is unlikely that until about 1.2 to 1.0 mya, the neocortex went beyond this level, which is not all that much bigger than present-day great ape brains. Subcortical growth must have been well under way, increasing the range, nuance, varieties, and other properties of emotions. We can make this inference because it is now clear that intelligence and emotions are related (Damasio 1994). Intelligence is manifest in enhanced capacities for memory storage, thinking, and decision making, and these capacities depend on emotional tags to cognitions, thoughts, and decisions. Such is the case for all intelligent life forms on earth (and I would suspect for all organic life in the universe). Thus, the neocortex could not grow dramatically until the emotional palette of hominins had expanded, and dramatically so, perhaps close to the level of present-day humans.

Thus, selection pressures for more permanent and more cohesive groups started the evolution leading to humans. Once the emotional palette increased to a sufficient threshold, selection on growth of the neocortex would be fitness enhancing because a more intelligent animal in predator-riddled open-country habitats is more likely to survive, especially one that could organize for food collection and defense in more tight-knit and stable groups. Human nature, then, is related to selection as it worked to make weak-tie and non-group-forming hominins more emotional so that they could use emotions to increase the strength of social ties and group solidarities. The sociological imperative to get organized or die led selection to blindly discover this route to increased strength of social ties and the stability and cohesiveness of groups among rather individualistic apelike animals oriented more to larger communities than to local groupings.

As natural selection grew key nuclei in subcortical areas of the brain, it also set into motion additional selection for growth in the neocortex. Eventually this growth made the rather complex conversion to speech production fitness enhancing. Selection to create the neurology for language, was unnecessary because this basic capacity already existed among the LCAs, as is evident by the ability of all great apes to understand spoken language from humans and to communicate back to humans via American Sign Language or via typing on computer keyboards “sentences” linking pictographs carrying common meanings. Even though this complicated process may have taken as much as a million years to install, selection reworked Broca’s “hump” or “cap” for downloading speech into Broca’s area, along with altering the genes affecting the larynx, tongue, lips, and related muscles necessary for fine-tuned speech production.
Speech changes the world for an animal because it allows for all dimensions of self, thinking, emoting, behaving, and organizing in diverse environments to be represented symbolically. It thus becomes possible to create common culture among members of a species, revolving around both idiosyncratic and shared memories, private and public beliefs, shared normative expectations, shared worldviews, codified knowledge that can be passed down across generations, and other cultural products that shape forms of social organization. With the ability to experience emotions such as shame and guilt, cultural prohibitions could evolve, making social control by negative sanctions from others into self-control by each individual (Boehm 2013; Turner 2000).

Figure 6.2a diagrams the key relations among growth in subcortical and neocortical areas of the brain as they make speech and cultural production possible. The sequence of this evolution begins, first, with the expansion of emotional capacities within the subcortex that, secondly, leads to not only the growth of the neocortex and but also denser bundles of neurons connecting nuclei and structures within and between subcortex and neocortex. In turn, these alterations in the brain make speech production fitness enhancing, and as speech emerges, so does culture. The more complex speech becomes, the more complex culture can become, especially among animals with brains already loaded with emotional inputs from larger nuclei of the subcortex that increase capacities to remember, to think and reflect, and to make decisions. As the reverse causal arrows in Figure 6.2a, flowing from right to left in the figure illustrate, feedback effects occur in these evolution processes. As neocortical growth increases, its reverse causal effect expands emotional

Figure 6.2a Elaboration of Inherited Traits from LCAs of Great Apes and Hominins
capacities. Neocortical growth spawns capacities for speech and then culture, creating reverse effects on neocortical growth and organization, which, in turn, affects subcortical areas of the brain producing emotions. Thus, once selection has started down this path outlined in the direct causal arrows in Figure 6.2a, selection accelerates since each of these new human capacities for emotions, thought, speech, and culture feedback and affect each other. The result is that the biological structures generating emotions, thought, speech, and culture can continue to evolve to the point where the brain cannot be any larger than its ability to pass through the female cervix at birth.

The bold reverse causal lines and arrows to the preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities inherited from the LCAs emphasize the powerful effects of enhanced emotions, cognitions, speech, and culture (the elaboration machine) on the evolution of hominin nature. The elaboration machine did not, however, strip away the inherited great ape traits of the LCAs. In general, natural selection is a conservative process and only modifies inherited traits or supplements them with new traits in order to increase fitness or the ability to survive and reproduce. It does not try to “maximize” fitness as some models borrowed from neoecomics by biologists assert; it simply tries to get just above the threshold allowing for fitness. In the case of human nature, the inherited traits from LCAs, as outlined in Boxes 2.1 and 2.2 on pages 45 and 49, remain in the human genome but in elaborated form. To make for somewhat overdramatic imagery, these traits of the LCAs are “fed” into an elaboration machine with its outputs, as is emphasized on the right side of the Figure 6.2a, being a now further evolved human nature.

Figure 6.2b highlights the elements of the elaboration machine from the middle portions of Figure 6.2a. Growth in the subcortex arising from selection to increase social ties and group solidarities allows for the growth of the neocortex because more emotions mean that more complex cognitions can be tagged by more diverse emotions. There may also be some direct selection pressure here when enhancement of emotions puts pressure on the neocortex to grow in order to utilize the power of emotions to expand cognitive capacities. As the neocortex grows, a positive reverse causal effect, and perhaps even a selection effect, is caused by cognitive development to push for new variants and combinations of emotions to tag the increasing development and storage of cognitions. Similarly, an expanding neocortex not only allows for speech but also pushes selection toward speech because it is only through speech that cognitions, particularly cognitions revolving around collectively held
meanings among members of a population, can grow in ways that can increase fitness. Once this cycle of selection is initiated, it continues to ratchet up neocortical growth, up to the point where the brain of infants can still pass through the female cervix at birth.

Spoken language, coupled with a larger neocortex, allows for cultural meanings to be developed and stored as memories that can enhance fitness. Such an elaboration of culture allows for increased memories, eventually written down, among individuals and collectivities without having to increase the size of the human brain. Speech probably pushes for culture because, by its very nature, speech links symbols denoting facets of the external environment, interpersonal relations, and intrapersonal cognitions and emotions. Speech also allows for the designation of new emotional states by individuals, both separately and collectively. The development of cultural meanings puts selection pressure on the neocortex (and prefrontal cortex) to expand to store and retrieve shared cultural meanings that can be passed down to subsequent generations. This expansion of the neocortex under pressure to store ever more culture also intensifies the reverse causal effect of a growing neocortex on the growth of the subcortex to produce a greater variety of emotions to tag the increasing volume and diversity of cultural meaning that needs to be stored. Speech, as it makes the formation of symbolic culture possible, increases fitness without enlarging the brain any further at around an average range of

Figure 6.2b Selection Effects among Subcortical and Neocortical Growth, Speech, and Culture
1,250 to 1,350 cc because, eventually, humans acquired the capacity to store culture as myths, poems, and speech enhancers for expanding memories that can be passed down across generations. The invention of writing and eventually printing dramatically expands, outside of the neurology of the human brain, large amounts of information, history, and knowledge in texts and, eventually, computer-assisted systems of memory and memory retrieval. In this sense, a textbook, novel, cloud storage facility, and computer algorithm are all extensions of the human brain.

There is, then, a limit to how far these self-escalating causal and selection effects can continue because there is an upper limit of how big the brain can become, given the structure of female anatomy. Great functional intelligence can be created without growing the actual brain but, instead, giving it the key—speech—to allow for the accumulation of symbolic culture that, in turn, would lead to external extensions of the brain by technologies for storing, retrieving, disseminating, and using information to make decisions or confront adaptive problems. What has always intrigued researchers is why the brains of subspecies of early humans, such as Neanderthals and Denisovans, were so much larger than the human brain, on average, at 1,500–1,600 cc, compared to a modal size of about 1,350 cc for adult *Homo sapiens*. Is this the maximum that will pass through the female cervix? Or was something about the Neanderthal and Denisovan brain different or perhaps less efficient? Answers to questions like this are unclear, but the key point of Figure 6.2b is to emphasize that once selection moves in a particular direction, positive reverse causal effects push selection to continue movement in this direction as long as such selection enhances fitness.

Once natural selection began to build the elaboration machine as the solution to the organizational problems of weak-tie, non-group-forming hominins, it moved toward growing the brain to the point where speech and culture would increase fitness to the point where a bigger-brained newborn could still pass through the female cervix. Once this barrier was reached, humans found new ways to extend the capacities of the human brain with new external information infrastructures. Other restricting dynamics, such as the dangers of making an animal with a larger neocortex too emotional and too smart for its own emotional “peace of mind,” may have been in play. Human emotional stability is always problematic, especially as defense mechanisms and powerful emotions like shame and guilt distort and amplify cognitions and emotions. A majority of human emotions reveal a negative bias, and a population of only neurotics and a sprinkling of
psychotics is not likely to be fit. Rather than increase the size of a neurological system already overloaded with emotions, then, natural selection took the route of installing speech production that would allow for cultural production that could eventually be given a boost from writing, text production, computers, and new systems of external memory storage (e.g., the “cloud”), all of which could increase fitness but do not require further growth of subcortical and neocortical areas of the brains (although some might question the fitness-enhancing effects of game technologies, social media, and other such extensions of cognitive and emotional dynamics).

Once selection began the routes outlined in Figures 6.2a and 6.2b, it also elaborated the traits inherited from LCAs of present-day great apes and hominins. When growth in the emotional capacities of hominins reached a threshold level after perhaps as much as 4 million years of evolution, emotional capacities allowed for—indeed, probably pushed natural selection for—a larger neocortex. Then, this change began to accelerate during the last million years of hominin evolution and set into motion the escalating cycles outlined in Figure 6.2b, up to the point where further growth would not be fitness enhancing. Evidence in the fossil record for *Homo erectus* and *Homo naledi* indicate that larger-brained hominin subspecies of *Homo* had brains of widely varying sizes in different habitats and niches in Africa and Eurasia. Some stalled at about 500 cc, whereas others were close to the human measure. Some subspecies of early humans had even larger brains, but the smaller brains of *Homo sapiens* prevailed perhaps by acts of conquest but more likely by simple interbreeding of a larger population (*Homo sapiens*) with smaller populations of Neanderthals (a form of demographic conquest), and so there must be something to the modal size of the human brain, when supercharged by speech and culture, that was fitness enhancing over all the rest.

Human nature today is, then, an outcome of the process whereby the elaboration machine outlined in Figure 6.2b converted the inherited traits of early hominins and the LCAs of extant great apes into more robust complexes of biology-based proclivities to think, act, and interact in particular ways. In trying to summarize this “evolved human nature,” I have reverted to portraying this biological nature of humans as a set of complexes: (1) the emotions complex, (2) the cognitive complex, (3) the psychological complex, (4) the interaction complex, and (5) the community complex. Natural selection created these complexes by first selecting on the subcortical portions of the brain to begin the construction of the elaboration machine in order to allow hominins to form strong ties and
more stable, cohesive group structures; and once this elaboration machine was fully constructed, human nature at the biological level had significantly evolved beyond the inherited legacy of hominins.

Conclusion: Visualizing the Evolved Nature of Humans

Dramatic presentations of human nature have been offered; for example, many have posited that humans are basically power-seeking and warlike, striving to control others and their territories (e.g., Ardrey 1961, 1966; Morris 1967; Tiger and Fox 1971; van den Berghe 1973, 1975). Even though conflict does occur among great apes, especially among chimpanzees, who can be quite violent under certain circumstances, violence is not a persistent behavioral pattern. Violence does not appear to be persistent among hominins and human hunter-gatherer populations. Humans, under certain conditions, can be violent, as is obvious, but most of the conditions fostering this violence are sociocultural in nature. Negative emotions of humans are always present for activation under extreme sociocultural conditions, yet it is doubtful that this violence, even high degrees of aggressiveness, is a central part of humans’ biologically driven nature. True, tendencies for some degree of hierarchy among gorillas and chimpanzees may occasion episodes of aggression and even violence, but they do not lead to social control and domination that some posit as the essence of humans. Although hunter-gatherers had powerful norms against inequality—probably because of the dangers of social hierarchies in generating conflict—this normative constraint does not mean that hunter-gatherers were trying to “tame their violent nature.” The fact that human societies became more hierarchical once leaving hunting and gathering as a societal form does not mean an aggressive trait in human nature was waiting to suddenly “break through.” Rather, consolidation of power and authority simply became necessary for organizing larger, settled populations, with selection for hierarchy being more sociocultural than biological. As human societies evolved rather dramatically over the last 10,000 years, following several hundred thousand years of remaining relatively static, the structure and culture of these more recent sociocultural formations do not mean that they are manifestations of humans’ violent nature that can finally express itself. Indeed, I would argue somewhat the opposite—societies reveal how flexible humans are in their ability to adapt to larger, more complex social structures that are not compatible with their nature.

One particularly important point in the understanding of human societies is that “kin selection” as conceptualized by biologists does not
represent a powerful argument about human nature. Humans’ ancestors were not kin oriented beyond females’ bonding with their young offspring (a virtual universal among all mammals). Kinship is a cultural invention for humans and, as I think the cladistic analysis underscores, the LCAs to humans and great apes were not kin oriented. Indeed, if hominins had not been able to invent kinship by building the first nuclear family units, humans would never have come into existence. Overcoming the lack of a drive to form kinship groups was the big obstacle that natural selection had to overcome, which it did indirectly by enhancing emotions that strengthened social bonds and group solidarities and allowed for the invention of the nuclear family. Once humans brains could generate a larger variety of emotions, the neocortex also began to grow, eventually allowing for speech and cultural production that, over the last thousand years, led to the mega societies of the present. Without the invention of the nuclear family, however, humans would not exist, and the only mega societies on earth would have been those of insects—which, in the long run, might still come to pass.

The five complexes to be examined in the next set of chapters—cognitive, psychological, emotion, interaction, and community—are, as this label suggests, more robust and nuanced than most portrayals of human nature, where one or only a few driving forces are highlighted. Moreover, human nature is much more than “driving forces”; it is comprised of capacities that push and constrain humans to act in certain ways, to be sure, but do not always work in concert with each other. Human nature is often rather contradictory, despite the fact that persons actively seek to sustain a certain congruence among their thoughts, actions, and emotions. Being human with (1) a palette of emotions that can be charged up to destructive extremes, (2) a large neocortex capable of high cognitive powers, (3) a mix of subtle and dramatic psychological need-states, (4) an extensive set of interpersonal capacities, and (5) a capacity to orient to multiple types and layers of social structure and their cultures can all lead humans to experience contradictions, incongruences, imbalances, and other conflicting cognitive and emotional states. Most of the time, however, these intersecting components of our nature work in sufficient harmony to allow humans to adjust to the complex social systems of the modern world. Adapting to simple hunting and gathering societies was relatively easy for humans with this complex nature, but even as societies themselves, driven by their own sociocultural dynamics, became more complex, the five complexes of human nature can be seen as preadaptation to such mega societies. Humans are remarkably adaptable to rather grim social conditions—even poverty, crowding, exploitation, inequalities, discrimination,
and many other maladies of societies—and yet we continue to reproduce, which, in a biological sense, means that we are “fit”—indeed, the fittest of all the great apes. Being so fit may be humans’ undoing as the sociocultural and ecological environment of our own making changes and brings yet more difficult circumstances to which humans must adapt. We need to see, however, just what these complexes involve and, then, to assess whether they can continue to carry the species forward or trigger a decline in the human population.
The Evolved Cognitive Complex and Human Nature

Human nature is greatly affected by the mechanism of memory formation and ordering of cognitions. The processes of how memories are laid down in neuro-nets are fairly well understood, but just how bundles of related memories are ordered for retrieval is not as clear. Thus, a considerable amount of speculation is needed to assess those aspects of cognitive functioning that are a part of human nature. Examination of the cognitive complex of human nature comes first because it exerts large effects on all other complexes, even though the emotion and even interaction complexes were well in place before the neocortex began to significantly grow 1.0 million years ago (mya). Of course, the cognitive complex is affected by the other complexes; indeed, the neocortex and prefrontal cortex of hominins would not have grown very much, if at all, without the original expansion of the nuclei in the subcortex generating emotions. Because the emotion complex, as well as the other complexes, was further enhanced after the growth of the neocortex, it is best to start here with the cognitive complex, even though its full dimensions lagged somewhat behind the emotions and interaction complexes that allowed hominins to become better organized in order to survive.

The Nature of Brain Functioning during Action and Interaction

The neocortex of humans is quite large, relative to body size; moreover, the folding of the cortex allows for the packing of additional neuron bundles into the neocortex. We must also remember that the subcortex where emotions are generated is also quite large for humans compared to other primates, controlling for body size that is roughly correlated with brain size. Because the human brain is so large and able to use a wide variety of emotions with which to tag cognitions for memory formation, selection on the brain clearly led to increased density of neuro-nets and integration within and between subcortical and neocortical areas of the brain. Selection initially worked to enhance the brain as speech began to evolve but was constrained by the limitations of speech to organize and
remember large quantities of emotionally tagged cognitions. Not until the invention of writing, long after the brain had evolved to its current proportions, was it possible to record information in cultural texts and, thereby, reduce the memory burden on the brain. In fact, as noted in the previous chapter, writing dramatically increased the storage capacity of a population’s accumulated information and knowledge beyond that of the average human brain. Still, the brain evolved in ways to increase the capacity of hominins and then humans to remember and to reason in ways that increased fitness.

To do so, natural selection must have created neurological mechanisms that would maximize the storage of information in a world where little could be written down as cultural texts. And because humans today all evolved from a relatively small deme of early *Homo sapiens* from the middle to upper southern portions of Africa, all human brains are probably “programmed” in some way to store, manage, and retrieve information in a symbolic world of speech and emotions without the ability to create elaborated written cultural texts. These “programs” or architectural features of how the brain is constructed or reconstructed, using the template inherited from last common ancestors (LCAs) of hominins and ancestors of current great apes, represent an important part of human nature.

This chapter is thus devoted to the elaborations of the inherited nature of hominins as the brain grew and was rewired to increase capacities for memory storage and retrieval as well as for decision making among animals relying on speech and its capacity to create culture in a universe without writing and elaborate texts. These processes represented an elaboration of the basic properties of the great ape brain and, in so doing, created one of several avenues for further elaboration of the biology inherited from LCAs of hominins and ancestors of extant great apes.

**Still Foundational Insights into Cognitive Functioning from Early Theorists**

*Mind and Thinking*

Alfred Schutz (1932) altered the phenomenology project of philosophy to address sociological problems, and the key to this effort was the concept of *stocks of knowledge at hand* that could be rapidly retrieved (by the prefrontal cortex) for use in interpersonal situations. George Herbert Mead (1934) borrowed John Dewey’s (1922) conception of thinking in his conception of “mind,” which was the behavioral capacity “to imaginatively rehearse alternative” lines of conduct, imagine the outcomes of each alternative, and then select that alternative that would facilitate
cooperation with others, thereby increasing the adaptation of a person to a situation. This conceptualization of minded behavior is another way to address the question of rationality, whereby individuals pick alternative lines of conduct that facilitate cooperation in order to bring the most “utility” or “reward” to a person. What Schutz, Mead, and Dewey did not know is that this capacity to weigh covertly in “mind” depends on the emotions aroused (positive or negative) when each alternative is considered in minded deliberations. It would not have even been possible for humans to remember alternatives without the cognitions for each of these alternatives being tagged with emotional valences. Such is the way that organic brains on planet Earth operate, thus making old distinctions between rationality versus emotionality neurologically incorrect (Damasio 1994). As emphasized earlier, remembering, thinking, and making decisions are only possible with the ability to tag cognitions with emotions; which may, in fact, be the most fundamental dimension of human nature, making humans probably the most cognitive animal on earth and, most assuredly, the most emotional animal.

**Significant Symbols, Mind, and Role-Taking**

What Mead added was the notion of role-taking, which is the basic mechanism that allows individuals to read each other’s gestures and, thereby, to “take” the standpoint of others into their minds and then adjust alternative behaviors to facilitate cooperation. Great apes can rather easily role-take, which means natural selection had this basic capacity to work on. As selection first began to expand the subcortex, the new sets of emotions generated by this subcortical growth allowed for the size of the neocortex to increase and be fitness enhancing, in the sense of increased capacities for minded behaviors in Mead’s and Dewey’s sense of the term or in the sense of economic theories on decision making. As the capacities for mind increased, the evolution of speech created a new means for communicating with conspecifics, although speech was always supplemented by the language of emotions. The emergence of speech valanced with emotions allowed for the articulation and storage of cultural codes in the brains of late hominins or, perhaps, only early humans. The result of these processes creating the “elaboration machine” was to dramatically expand the ability of late hominins to role-take in Mead’s sense of the term: to read the verbal and nonverbal gestures of others to determine the dispositions of others to act in certain ways and then, on the basis of this reading of others’ minds, to adjust lines of conduct to cooperate with these others in organized, concerted activities. Cooperation in emerging and more stable groups was
greatly enhanced by these expanded cognitive capacities for role-taking, which in a more general sense is what primatologists and biologists often term *theory of mind*. When individuals mutually role-take, they “get inside each other’s minds” and can thereby more effectively coordinate their activities. This process is influenced by the cognitive capacity to layer self into a series of identities, as will be examined later, where the person is able to understand the identities of others being presented while at the same time presenting his or her own identity or identities salient in the situation to others. This process is part of what Mead meant by role-taking. If we seek to unpack role-taking, it is useful to conceive of individuals as mutually *identity-taking* and *identity-making*, as we will examine in Chapter 10. Therefore, the better an animal becomes at role-taking, the more cooperative actions can be flexibly adjusted, which in turn would increase fitness. Chapter 10 extends this notion of role-taking to not only include identity-taking (of others’ identities being presented) but also additional facets of interaction such as the ability to understand others’ emotional states (*emotion-taking*), recognize their status (*status-taking*), understand the requirements of situations (*situation-taking*), recognize the social structure to which individuals should be oriented (*structure-taking*), and to be aware of the relevant culture codes (*culture-taking*) for understanding all aspects of this expanded view of these additional dimensions that can be added to Mead’s conception of role-taking. The notion of “taking on” the role (appropriate emotions, status considerations, reference structures, situational requirements) that others are perceiving and responding to can be examined next to the notion of “making” in the sense that individuals also “role-make” (and by extension, *identity-make*, *emotion-make*, *status-make*, *situation-make*, *structure-make*, and *culture-make*) by communicating in their speech acts and body language the roles, emotions, status, structures, situations, and culture codes they think or want to guide the interaction. As individuals role-take, they also implicitly or deliberately assert for the duration of an interaction the role that they will or want to play (that is, they role-make as they role-take). They do the same for the status they seek to occupy or claim, the emotions they seek to communicate, the aspects of the situation they see as important and the relevant structures, as well as the cultural codes that should be invoked. Thus, humans have the cognitive capacities to role-take and role-make, to status-take and status-make, situation-take and situation-make, structure-take and structure-make, and culture-take and culture-make. All these are part of the interaction complex, but they are all simultaneously invoked in interactions by virtue of humans’ expanded emotional and cognitive capacities. Again, these aspects of humans’ fundamental nature will be examined in Chapter 10.
Emotions, Cognitions, and Self

Early theorists, mostly in the philosophical tradition in America known as pragmatism, emphasized that the capacities for mind and role-taking (as I have extended them) are the necessary base for the expansion of a sense of self. Great apes have a sense of self, as do a few other animals on earth, but the human self is much more complex. This complexity arises out of the expanded emotional and cognitive capacities as well as the increased interactions among animals that can speak and use culture during interactions. As part of the process of adapting to the social universe, as emphasized by pragmatists, only human interactions involve mutual assessments of others’ actions with respect to many dimensions of the sociocultural universe—that is, roles, status, emotions, situations, structures, and cultural codes. Words, voice inflections, and expressive gestures in eyes, face, and body countenance (e.g., the language of emotions) are all in play each and every time humans interact. This process may have been relatively easy to execute in the simple societies of hunter-gatherers, but a considerable amount of fine-tuning was required because humans’ emotional, cognitive, psychological, and interpersonal capacities were just as great as they are today. Thus, humans’ emotional and cognitive capacities were used, even in relatively easily scripted interactions within just a few basic social structures—nuclear family, hunting groups, gathering groups, and band as a whole. The emotions, psychological needs, preferences, and other dispositions of persons at the moment of interaction still had to be read or taken on, while those of each individual had to be communicated to others. Thus, the interaction was still rather complex, just as all interactions are today in face-to-face contexts. In virtually all situations, individuals are driven by their nature to work through mutual “taking” and “making” of others’ dispositions, thoughts, feelings, requests, and other dimensions along which all human interactions flow.

Just as interactions can become more complex, so do the ways that individuals perceive of themselves, compared to the interpersonal activities of great apes (or humans’ hominin ancestors). In many ways, the elaboration of self into a series of identities, to be examined in the next chapter on the psychology complex, provides a way to focus interpersonal behaviors. Humans all implicitly recognize that individuals are presenting themselves to others by their orchestration of gestures, both verbal and nonverbal. Humans recognize that efforts to understand how another is likely to act depend on understanding the nature of the other’s self that is in play. Thus, interaction is influenced by the cognitive capacity of humans to layer self into a series of identities, which will be outlined in the next chapter. These identities drive humans to present identities to others for
verification. Indeed, humans’ cognitive capacity to hold and layer multiple selves during interaction and to orchestrate both subconsciously and consciously gestures to communicate which selves, or what are often termed identities, are on the line both simplifies and, at the same time, makes for a more complex interaction. Because multiple levels of identity may be on the line, individuals in their identity-taking must work to figure out which identities of others are most salient. At the same time, knowing the selves or identities on the line greatly facilitates discovering the roles, status, emotions, situational cues, structural references, and culture that need to be taken into account. Conversely, when a person implicitly knows what identity or identities are important to another or others in a situation, the person’s orchestration of gestures to another is simplified, increasing the likelihood that all other “taking” and “making” activities with respect to other dimensions of the interaction will proceed smoothly. A powerful, if not the most powerful, need-state of humans (in the psychology complex) is to have their identities verified. Attention to this need generally allows for all other dimensions guiding the interaction (emotions, status, roles, structure, situational cues, and cultural codes) to fall into place because the primary direction of all interactants is to assess the identities and how they can be verified. Thus, the dynamic of identity formation focuses efforts on role-taking and -making and, as a result, makes it more likely that individuals will have a successful interaction.

This process of focusing happens swiftly because of the large neocortex and rapid-fire prefrontal cortex of humans, which means a great deal of information is being assembled and processed, sometimes without complete cognitive awareness and reflection but simply a “gut feeling” usually based on cues of each other’s identity or identities being projected. Much of this argument from early pragmatist philosophy is captured in the label theory of mind, developed and expanded by Mead and others in explaining the dynamics of human interaction.

**Cognitive Capacities, Self, Emotions, and Defense Mechanisms**

For Mead (1938), individuals constantly engage in “acts” revolving around the processes outlined in Figure 7.1. Individuals are driven to achieve a state of equilibrium with their environment, and the processes by which this occurs are, for Mead, “the act.” Moreover, humans are typically engaged with different “acts” simultaneously that can be at different stages of unfolding. As a result, humans experience many impulses or states of disequilibrium with the environment simultaneously, and different acts can be at different phases, as outlined in Figure 7.1a.
An impulse is a sense of disequilibrium with some aspect of the environment (hunger, sleep deprivation, tension with others, failure to live up to cultural codes, inability to adequately role-take, or failure to verify self). Every person always has multiple impulses in play, with some moving to consummation and others remaining unconsummated. Impulses lead to a perception phase, whereby objects in the environment that might potentially be relevant to eliminating or consummating the impulse are perceived. As relevant objects are perceived, individuals move into the manipulation phase that can be (a) covert, involving minded behaviors where alternative lines of action are assessed for their capacity to consummate an impulse, and/or (b) overt, revolving around observable trial-and-error behaviors to consummate an impulse. If these efforts at

Figure 7.1 (a) George Herbert Mead’s Model of the “Act”  
(b) Sigmund Freud’s Alternative Model to Mead’s Overly Cognitive Model
manipulation fail to consummate the impulse, Mead argued that the impulse will increase in intensity, and especially so if they are self-related impulses, and as a result, the impulse will occupy more and more of a person’s perceptual field as they seek ways to eliminate impulses.

In this argument, Mead comes close to Sigmund Freud (1899) because the impulses that are often the most difficult to consummate revolve around the inability to verify self/identities and be at equilibrium between how a person thinks they should be seen and how they are perceived to be seen by others. For example, when a young person seeking parental approval or love does not receive these sentiments from a parent or parents, and if this failure to receive positive sentiments is chronic, the failure to consummate the impulses generated can lead to a lifetime of failed perceptual and manipulative effort to achieve approval of, or love toward, self.

Mead did not address defense mechanisms, and this key idea was, of course, one of Freud’s (1899) great contributions to understanding the brain and human interaction. Part of the reason that Mead did not emphasize defense mechanisms is that he did not outline in any detail his ideas on emotions. In contrast, Mead’s fellow pragmatist, Charles Horton Cooley (1902), began to incorporate emotions into Mead’s basic model. As noted in earlier chapters, Cooley emphasized that individuals experience shame or guilt, depending on their ability to have their conceptions of self (or identities) verified and accepted by others. Yet, he probably did not go far enough because negative emotions like shame are painful and are often repressed, to varying degrees; and once repressed, other defense mechanisms delineated in Table 3.5 on page 79 are brought into play. Defense mechanisms may allow a person to limit the emotional pain somewhat, but repression almost guarantees that the underlying impulse will force a person to remain at the perception or manipulation phases of a particular act. In this state, a person must exert a considerable amount of emotional energy even as conscious awareness of the impulses driving these often compulsive behaviors is long lost to repression. Indeed, if a defense mechanism like reaction formation takes hold, the young child not receiving approval from his parents will still repress the shame, guilt, and perhaps anger and sadness while the same time, expressing great love for his “wonderful parents.” Thus, the human brain is wired to convolute human cognitions when intense negative emotions are aroused, thus making thoughts and actions often difficult to understand.

Thus, it is part of human nature to (a) seek to cooperate with others because almost all human activity occurs in socially organized that require the deployment of interpersonal skills needed for role-taking, (b) perceive objects in the environment that can consummate impulses, (c) rehearse covertly alternative lines of potential conduct and/or engage
in impulsive “trial-and-error” behaviors to consummate an impulse, (d) experience positive and negative emotions with each line of conduct, and (e) select the line of conduct that is most likely to lead to verification of self and meeting others’ need-states, thereby gaining the reward of positive emotions about self, others, and situation. Yet, these patterns of action, or “the act” in Mead’s terms, are complicated by the following:

- Many such acts are generally in play at any given time.
- Perception and manipulation phases of the act can be unsuccessful and, thereby, increase the intensity of the impulse and activate a new round of perception and manipulation phases of the act.
- Most important acts involve putting self and identities on the line.
- Failure to verify self becomes yet another unconsummated impulse that is emotionally charged.
- Unconsummated acts revolving around self will often activate defense mechanisms that ensure that the perception and manipulation phases of the act will not be successful.
- Acts devoted to verifying self will continue to generate dysfunctional behaviors, arising more negative emotions that are then repressed in a potential cycle leading to severe behavioral pathologies.

In the larger brain, emotions are the essential mechanism whereby cognitions are remembered and decisions are made about how to act and interact. Self and identities become the dominant fulcrum around which thinking and action pivot, and the emotions revolving around self, whether conscious or repressed, will distort thinking, perception, and actions in ways that can be dysfunctional for the individual as well as for cooperation with others. While severe pathologies are often seen as an aberration, they are, in fact, part of human nature.

Humans are always on the edge of emotional overload because the central dynamic of brain functioning is emotional arousal for forming memories, retrieving memories, decision making, assessing the reward value of alternative lines of conduct, verifying self and realizing other powerful need-states, dealing with situations where self and responses of others are discordant, and for many other central dynamics to be outlined in this chapter. Animals like humans who, as evolved great apes, do not have powerful bioprogrammers for group-oriented behavior must instead actively construct social solidarities. The emotional stakes are almost always high and, when things go wrong, difficult to control.

Most of the time when negative emotions arise in interaction, the shame and perhaps guilt aroused by not meeting the expectations of culture or of others in a situation will lead to a redoubling of efforts to
receive positive reactions from others. At times, especially when shame and guilt are generated, defense mechanisms will be activated, beginning with repression and then one of the defense mechanisms outlined in Table 3.5. An interesting cognitive capacity, made possible by a big brain trying to sort through cognitions and the emotions attached to them, is to partition these negatively charged emotion-laden cognitions in an effort to maintain a viable self. Of course, repression and defense mechanisms typically create new levels of problems in interactions, but it is a testament to the powers of the prefrontal cortex as it interacts with memory centers (e.g., hippocampus and frontal lobe) to hide from conscious negative experiences and feelings about self. An even more extreme kind of partitioning occurs when individuals reveal “multiple personalities” in which a person brings entirely different selves to an interaction, often not known by one of the other selves, indicating the human cognitive capacity to store and isolate entirely different, often contradictory selves. Typically, one of the selves (or it can even be several selves) are deviant when compared to the more conventional self that the individual also possesses. By separating personalities, cognitively and emotionally, behind partitions in the brain (just how this works in the brain is not known), conscious congruence of conventional identities might be sustained but obviously at the high cost of severe behavioral and emotional pathology. This strange phenomenon of split personalities—an outcome of universal operation of cognitive mechanism and defense mechanisms—is also part of human nature, taken to extremes.

Thus, the theory of mind, as often posited by biologists, evolutionary psychologists, and primatologists is perhaps a useful gloss, but it glosses over too much. Instead of capturing the complexity of cognitive functioning in humans’ biological nature, it is only a simple view of the cognitive capacity of primates and humans to read each other’s dispositions to act. For humans, however, this process is dramatically extended by the elements of the elaboration machine—enhanced emotionality, enhanced cognitive capacities, speech and true language, and symbolic culture.

Ordering Stocks of Knowledge Used in Interaction

*The Emotional Basis of Memory and Experience in Ordering Cognitions*

As already emphasized, memory formation revolves around a process of tagging cognitions with emotions generated in subcortical areas of the brain. Cognitions are held in what are termed the *transition cortices* during any interaction (see Figure 3.1 on page 60), thereby allowing
individuals to remember what they just said and what others said for the duration of a conversation; the same would be true of any experience as it takes place. The more an interaction or an experience arouses emotions, and the stronger are the emotions aroused, the more likely the emotions will be sustained for the duration of an interaction or for the length of the engagement with the environment generating an experience. If the threshold of emotions is sufficient, the cognition will be tagged with emotions and stored in the hippocampus for a time, and if the cognitions marking an experience are called up as a memory, and the emotions tagging the cognitions will be experienced once again (typically in somewhat diluted fashion compare to the original experience), the memory will continue to be held (Damasio 1994, 2000). The more the emotionally tagged cognition is recalled and the emotions attached to this cognition are re-experienced during a two-year period, the more likely the memory will be shipped from the hippocampus to the frontal lobe for longer-term memory. Emotions, then, are the key to memories in both the shorter and longer term.

Emotions thus determine whether memories will form. If an event, interaction, or experience is not exceptional and, hence, does not arouse emotions, it is unlikely to be remembered for long. But if it is highly emotional, it will be remembered, often for a lifetime. As also emphasized earlier and in Chapter 2, a complicating force is repression and activation of defense mechanisms to protect a person from negative feelings about self. Self is often the fulcrum around which emotional experiences are felt. Negative emotions may be repressed, probably by the hippocampus where cognitions and emotions associated with them are not allowed to reach full consciousness. Defense mechanisms outlined in Table 3.5 determine just what emotions will be remembered and the way a memory is experienced (through activation of body systems generating emotions) when recalled. However, repression of emotions often acts like a pressure cooker, with the repressed emotions increasing in intensity and exerting pressure to break out into consciousness. Yet, the emotions that emerge are often transmuted in a way to protect an identity or identities, which represents another cognitive mechanism for protecting self from the full effect of negative emotions. For example, a common pattern is the repression of shame experiences about self that, as they build pressure, come out as diffuse anger at objects that had little to do with the initial shame (through repression, plus displacement, as defense mechanisms). The same can be true of intense guilt, with anxiety and fear often being the emotions experienced but not in the original context where the guilt was first experienced. Typically, the anger is directed at objects that are safe in that
they were not part of the original experience that led to repression and, equally important, at objects that cannot fight back. For example, spousal abuse is often the result of repressed shame and humiliation transmuted into its anger component, with anger targeting a safer object, such as a spouse who may not be in a position to fight back (with the original source of the humiliation, such as a boy’s abusive father, getting a free ride while others must endure constant fear of arousing anger).

Thus, memories of past experiences with others and situations can become highly distorted by repression and then activation of a defense mechanism. The result is that the original experience will be highly distorted or not even be remembered. The emotions associated with the experience will not be the ones consciously felt by a person; original emotions may be activated but not allowed to escape the censors of the hippocampus as they interact with the prefrontal cortex. Thus, the hippocampus operates as a kind of sorting mechanism by accepting for longer-term storage only those memories that have emotional significance and that have been periodically recalled, thus activating the emotions tagging the cognitions holding the memory. This is normal and useful because it eliminates the need to remember unimportant or insignificant. We never remember, for example, all the times that we have filled our cars with gas, but if we shot gas all over ourselves on the way to an important occasion, the emotions aroused during such a routine activity will likely be remembered, at least in the medium term.

Repression of emotionally disturbing memories in reference to self-feelings is also a sorting mechanism, but it is less benign, and in fact, often burdens an individual with not only expending constant energy to keep the negative feelings from reaching consciousness but also managing the transmuted negative emotions that emerge as “emotional steam” from the hippocampus pressure cooker. Emotions such as diffuse anxiety and fear, anger, and sadness are indeed stressful and can cause health problems in the long run. This defensive regime orchestrated by the brain is, however, natural to humans with large brains, both neocortically and subcortically, that can hold long-term memories over a lifetime. Protecting self, which is the center of persons’ relations with others and groupings, appears to have evolved with a brain that has the capacity to force individuals to live with unpleasant emotions for long periods of time. Thus, memories are ordered initially by the hippocampus but can also be repressed by the hippocampus if necessary for short-term equilibrium, thereby setting into motion complicated emotional dynamics.
Ordering Memories and Creating Stocks of Knowledge at Hand

One of the interesting things about the human brain is that what Alfred Schutz (1932) termed stocks of knowledge at hand are often difficult to recall consciously and recite or outline in any detail during talk, and yet, when situations require the memory, we appear to almost automatically invoke this knowledge. Even without direct experiences we somehow have acquired a necessary knowledgeability for a situation. I still recall my young son, who had never met his great-grandmother, attending her funeral; I was worried how he would act. I am not sure he had ever even observed or vicariously experienced a funeral in any way. And yet, when he arrived, he behaved in the properly solemn manner, shook hands (which I had never seen him do) with relatives whom he had never met, consoled them in an almost adult manner, began to cry when he came face to face with my grandmother laid out in the casket, and otherwise acted like a five-year-old adult. Where did he get this knowledgeability? I even asked him, and he looked at me strangely, implying that “anyone knows how to behave at a funeral.”

In complex societies, being able to absorb and invoke such implicit knowledgeability is useful because of the many diverse situations where such knowledge may be needed. Still, this capacity was also essential in simple societies where the young were not so much taught anything but simply absorbed knowledge by being around adults and peers. Thus, it may be in our nature to seek information, almost automatically and even unconsciously, that our large neocortex somehow orders by potential salience for future use. Indeed, it may be the emotions attached to others as they reveal information to the young that activates the brain to absorb the emotions so that the cognition will take on greater salience.

Future/Potential Salience as an Ordering Mechanism

It is possible that humans, so reliant on their interpersonal abilities to construct lines of proper conduct with others, have a capacity to recognize interpersonal practices, such as proper demeanor at a funeral, as implicitly relevant to self in the future, with even tangential exposure leading them to remember what is interpersonally involved. It would be the emotions surrounding self that would tag the memory, or perhaps a sympathetic emotional experience could be invoked through role-taking and empathy if an event had been experienced in some way. By five years old, children see themselves as a certain kind of object, experience a wide
range of emotions, and remember syndromes or strips of interpersonal demeanor that look to be highly salient, now and in the future. Thus, a lifetime of such experiences, even if only vicarious, orders stocks of knowledge for potential use if an interpersonal situation demands recalling that knowledge. The person may not be able to articulate this knowledge, except in a general and vague way, but when the situation calls for a need to protect and verify oneself as worthy, the emotions surrounding this need are perhaps enough to pull the appropriate demeanors out of the hippocampus and/or frontal lobe.

**Abstraction and Response Generalization as Ordering Mechanisms**

The large brains of humans allow for abstraction and response generalization. Both represent mechanisms by which the brain absorbs experiences and then is able to make them potentially relevant to a wider range of occasions. For example, solemn behavior at a funeral is, in essence, a syndrome of expressive behaviors that communicate the feeling of variants of sadness as the fundamental emotional state, requiring of a person expressive control of face and body demeanor in interpersonal behavior and in talk with others and often ritualized statements and body language communicating the serious and sad nature of the occasion. Parts of this kind of “funeral behavior” where bereavement is to be the dominant expressive display can be adapted to any situation where seriousness and tempered emotions are supposed to dominate interpersonal discourse and behavior. Thus, if syndromes of interpersonal behavior useful in generic classes of encounters with others can be abstracted and generalized, it is easier to store them in memories, along with the cues for which variants of this more general syndrome are appropriate in a given situation.

Similar forms of abstraction apply to interpersonal actions where happiness and its variants are to be displayed and can be generalized and abstracted in mental storage, with additional triggers for what kind of happiness is to be displayed (e.g., the kind of happiness to be displayed at a collective carnival, wedding, high-octane party, concert). Thus, many “stocks of knowledge at hand,” to use Schutz’s words, may remain implicit because they are stored as a general syndrome of emotionally charged behaviors, with specific markers and triggers for the variants to be invoked in a given situation. Again, it is the emotions that are to be felt and expressed that do much of the cataloguing of the general behavioral syndrome to be invoked and then adjusted to the situation. Thus, it is in the nature of humans to store stocks of highly generalized
and emotionally ordered behaviors and, then, to apply them to types of interpersonal occasions while making fine-tuned adjustments to the particulars of the occasion.

Framing as an Ordering Mechanism

At about the time that Erving Goffman (1974) was developing a conception of frames and framing during interaction as a key phenomenological process, computer science was also developing a related idea whereby information would be stored and retrieved in terms of frames that delimit the range of information searched for. Goffman’s vision of frames and framing was, I think, more complicated than it had to be and was probably too complicated to achieve what frames can do: denote what is to be part of the interaction and what is outside the “frame,” allowing for a delimited focus on a narrow range of phenomena. Individuals initially, to use Goffman’s term, “key” a frame to start the interaction. If frames are to be changed, then there are interpersonal practices for “rekeying” the frame that is to guide an interaction.

Keying and rekeying often appear highly ritualized in talk and body language, because rituals call attention to shifts in the interpersonal flow and activate emotions if these shifts are not honored by others (Turner 2002), which will be examined in Chapter 10. Moreover, Figure 10.1 on page 227 offers one way to conceptualize basic frames that can be keyed during interaction.

“Chunking” Information as an Ordering Mechanism

Framing and other interpersonal dynamics may be greatly influenced by the propensity of humans to order information in “chucks” and subcategories. In a world where information can only be remembered (i.e., a world without writing and storage systems from the cloud to libraries), humans remember more complex ideas by creating general categories that then contain subcategories, such that when the general categories are remembered, the information in subcategories can also be recalled. Humans will generally have trouble remembering long lists of almost anything (unless they have trained their mind to do so and, even then, they begin to “chunk” related ideas together so as to remember a whole list). There are also limitations on how many basic categories can be kept in play at any given time, apparently about seven. Thus, individuals typically will be able to store considerable information in seven basic “chunks” with each major category or “chunk” of
information holding about the same number of subcategories that can be invoked once the major category is mentally brought into play.

In simple societies, even those developing an elaborate folklore, this level of “chunking” was probably quite sufficient, and individuals who could train their minds to remember large amounts of information could acquire extra prestige because of their special powers of storytelling, recalling folklore, or repeating creation myths, and other activities involving holding larger amounts of cultural information. With writing, formal education, and other learned procedures for storing information, coupled with the capacity to store most information outside of the neocortex, humans can retain a great deal of knowledge and then rely on external sources for storing that knowledge. With the advent of cyberspace and search programs such as Google, it is possible to rapidly retrieve an enormous amount of needed information from an incredibly large number of “chunked” categories. Still, most of what people need to conduct themselves in interpersonal situations, even in complex and fluid situations, is stored as “stocks of knowledgability” in the human brain. Indeed, in the midst of a fluid interaction, a Google search is not likely to help much because the information would not be ordered in the way needed for the rapid-fire adjustments that people must make in interpersonal situations.

Related to chunking of information is simple categorization as a process for ordering and storing of information. Cognitive categories distinguish key elements of information by placing related bits of information in one category while placing other bits of information in other categories. For example, as will be outlined in Chapter 10, humans categorize all interactions by the basic type, with three types being universal: (1) work-practical, (2) social, and (3) ceremonial interactions. Humans also categorize the nature of others into four basic types: (1) intimate, (2) personages whereby limited personal knowledge is known, (3) categories of persons, where all that is known is that the individual is a member of a categoric unit, and (4) strangers, where little or nothing is known about an individual. Each type of individual requires different greeting rituals, modes of talk, body language, positional juxtaposing of bodies in space, and other normative expectations. Just across these three categories of situations and four categories of type of person, a great deal of information can be stored and retrieved (note: the total is the magic number seven). For example, if the situation is work-practical and the interaction is with a personage who is also in a category of high authority, most individuals would have no trouble invoking the relevant stocks of knowledge and interacting with the person. Even when, say, at a social situation like an office party, where norms of informality and
sociality apply, most people could draw down the relevant stocks of knowledge of how to interact with a figure in high authority in an informal, social occasion within a workplace. A lot of information can, therefore, be downloaded almost instantaneously, once again a testimony to what a large neocortex and prefrontal cortex powered by emotions from the subcortex can do.

**Gestalt Dynamics as Ordering Mechanisms**

Gestalt psychology is, of course, an old approach, as is its companion field theory. These perspectives outlined a number of mechanisms by which the brain orders cognitions (e.g., Lewin 1947, 1951; Heider 1946, 1958; Festinger 1957; Newcombe 1953). There are now vast empirical literatures on the dynamics outlined in these schools of thought, indicating that the gestalt intellectual movement was onto something important. Here we examine four that are particularly important in understanding human nature.

**Cognitive Congruence and Consistency**

Humans are motivated to seek consistency and congruence among cognitions because the lack of consistency and congruence (e.g., cognitive dissonance) appears to arouse negative emotions. Motivated to avoid negative emotions, humans are willing to adjust cognitions to achieve consistency and congruence. When cognitions are consistent, they are probably easier and more efficiently stored in memory. In fact, the level of consistency and congruence, or the lack thereof, may be one basis of ordering all cognitions. Those that are inconsistent may be stored in different locations because they are tagged with more negative emotions. If the cognitions are too inconsistent (e.g., “I am supposed to love my husband, but I actually hate him”) and this inconsistency generates guilt and other negative emotions toward self, then these incongruent emotional states may lead to repression where the negative emotions are not felt but come out in a transmuted form as episodes of anger and high anxiety and perhaps extreme sadness. Experiencing negative emotions that arise from the repressed incongruence between love and hate can generate a new round of inconsistent cognitions that arouse a new round of negative emotions. These transmuted emotions that stem from repressed emotional inconsistencies often dominate minded deliberations on how to consummate impulses and make making them difficult if not impossible to consummate. The impulses then increase in intensity and
dominate the perception and manipulation phases of Mead’s “act,” sending persons into a Freudian search for ways to repress the inconsistencies and protect self and particular social relations.

Contrast-Conceptions

Humans always notice differences. Numerous empirical studies document individuals’ ability to notice and remember differences, suggesting its importance in the way the brain stores memories in terms of contrasts. The brain will thus remember (a) categoric units, such as black-white or male-female, (b) physical differences like tall-short, (c) status differences such as prestigious-stigmatized, powerful-weak, super-subordinates, (d) different situations as in work versus play, and (e) moral positions such good-bad or religious-atheist, politics like liberal-conservative, and many other contrasting properties of the social, biological, and physical world. When humans interact, the existence of contrasts and differences will almost always be highly salient, prompting individuals to adjust their demeanor in order to get through the interaction. For the most part, interactions are more dominated by contrasts that signal differences in categoric units (male-female, ethnicity, high vs. low social class) and differences in status within a corporate unit (high power–low power) because these contrasts are the most salient for sustaining the interaction (Turner 2002, 2007, 2010). Indeed, much knowledgeability is probably stored in this fashion as a series of varying expectations for how people should behave with individuals on one or the other side of a contrast. Humans are motivated to get along if they can, unless they have been mobilized emotionally to engage in conflict (Collins 2008). They will thus download the relevant stocks of knowledge that enable them to interact with differences, if they must and cannot avoid the interaction.

Expectation States

Humans tend to record outcomes of interactions. If outcomes are similar over time, humans develop expectations for outcomes into the future (Berger 1958, 1988; Berger et al. 1977; Ridgeway 1986, 2001). Indeed, the interaction complex holds that continuity in interactions over time relies on the formation of expectation states for how different people will behave, especially if status among them is different. Moreover, members of categoric units, such as males and females, will be subject to expectations often codified in cultural beliefs about how males and females should behave (Ridgeway 1986, 2001; Ridgeway and Erickson 2000).
Violation of these expectation states leads to negative emotional arousal, and because people generally seek to avoid negative emotions, expectation states have great power, even when they support unfair inequalities. To violate expectation states generally takes considerable emotional mobilization, often around anger over injustice and inequality, and once done, the encounter will be dominated by negative emotions.

Thus, a great deal of cultural knowledge affecting norms and beliefs is codified as expectation states, and these are often highly moralized. Individuals tend to be particularly angry when norms are violated or when individuals are subject to unfair stereotypes and expectations that demean them. Individuals may seek to challenge what is seen as immoral. The power of norms and beliefs resides in their moralization, which, if operating effectively, makes individuals feel shame and/or guilt when they violate them; therefore, it takes considerable anger for a person to embark on a personal crusade (often part of a more general social movement) to violate expectation states enshrined in cultural norms and beliefs. Still, without some expectation states, interactions will be stressful because individuals will not be able to relax in their role-taking. Humans store cultural codes as a series of expectations of self and others that, if accepted by all, dramatically reduce what has to be remembered and what interpersonal practices need to be invoked. Because expectation states are particularly likely to pertain to status differences in categoric and corporate units, they are critical to sustaining social structures and their cultures—thus making individuals even more likely to remember and invoke these expectation states during an interaction if they can do so without violating their personal morality.

**Attributions**

Humans almost always make attributions for their experiences, particularly those that have aroused emotions (Heider 1946, 1958; Piaget 1948, 1952; Weiner 1986). As noted in Table 3.5 on page 79, they will generally make self-attributions for positive emotional outcomes, whereas defense mechanisms may push them to make external attributions to others, situations, culture, social structure, or even unobservable objects like gods and supernatural forces to “explain” why they have experienced negative emotions (Lawler et al. 2009; Turner 2002). Attributions thus have proximal and distal biases. The more positive the emotions experienced, the more proximal will the attributions be, targeting self and perhaps others in local situations. Conversely, the more negative the emotions, the more likely the attributions will be distal and target “safe” external objects that
cannot fight back against negative feelings. Thus, categories of others, corporate units, and more remote social structures will be blamed (Turner 2000, 2002, 2007; Lawler 2001). If, however, individuals make self-attributions for negative emotional experiences, then they will experience shame and guilt, as well as other negative emotions, thereby potentially setting off activation of defense mechanisms such as displacement and projection that protect the self.

Attributions are probably manifestations of a more fundamental cognitive propensity to reckon causality that may be a by-product of a large brain able to store memories and experiences. Indeed, attributions may be yet another sorting mechanism by which cognitions are remembered because they almost always are tagged with emotions, and especially emotions revolving around self. External attributions are, as noted in Chapter 3, more than simply a cognitive propensity; they are also a defense mechanism whereby individuals protect self by blaming more distal objects. Thus, once a cognitive process is so entangled with evaluations of self, it becomes fundamental to humans’ emotional life and, thus, is an important part of human nature.

Conclusion

The literatures in sociology, anthropology, and psychology on these and other cognitive dynamics are extensive. My portrayal is delimited by my concern with human nature, especially as it affects interpersonal processes as these build up, sustain, or change social structures and culture. Moreover, because the larger human brain is, in its origins, tied to prior increases in emotional capacities of humans for meeting selection pressures for forming strong social bonds and group solidarities, my concern is also with those cognitive processes implicated in emotional arousal of individuals during interaction.

To function properly, a large brain needs to order larger amounts of information. This process begins by tagging emotions to remember experiences and then, by virtue of emotional tags, retrieving and using the experiential information in decision making—all of which promote fitness. There are limits to how much information can be stored, especially information not directly related to interpersonal behaviors. The ordering mechanisms discussed in this chapter are, I believe, part of humans’ biological nature because they evolved as emotions were allowing for growth in the neocortex, development of speech, and the use of speech to create culture. In preliterate populations, this knowledge and culture had to be stored in the frontal lobe and retrieved by the prefrontal cortex. At
the same time, in simple preliterate societies, the full suite of interpersonal capacities of humans was operative. Members of such societies were not burdened with interaction in complex and differentiated social structures with more robust cultures. The neurological capacities of humans to create and sustain rather large and sophisticated “stocks of knowledge at hand” for interaction in large, complex societies was only possible because early humans possessed the neurological wiring to order information along the ways that outlined in this chapter. Even more cognitive dynamics may be involved, but certainly those reviewed here are part of human nature because modern, complex, and ever-changing societies like those in the present era could never have evolved without these cognitive capacities fully in place.

The biology-based properties of human nature evolved under one paramount selection pressure: get better organized by forming strong social bonds and group solidarities. What emerged was bigger subcortical emotion centers allowing for a larger neocortex that, in turn, led to full utilization of humans’ capacities for language inherited from LCAs of hominins and ancestors of present-day great apes, and then the accumulation of culture. By going back in time to look at the preadaptations and behavioral capacities/propensities of LCAs (Chapter 2) as well as by comparing key brain structures of great apes and humans (Chapter 3), we can get a real sense for what humans inherited from their primate ancestors. Then, by examining the supercharging effects of enhanced emotions, larger brains, spoken language, and culture on these inherited traits, we have been able to isolate as best as is possible the biological basis of human nature and, to a degree, separate it from the effects of sociocultural formations on human behaviors and cognitions. Emphasizing emotions and interaction as the basic force allowing humans to organize focuses on human nature sociologically rather than psychologically or in the narrow sense of biology. It may have seemed strange to title a book On Human Nature with the subtitle: The Biology and Sociology of What Made Us Human, when so much has been about the biological basis of human nature. Here, biology and neurology are examined from a sociological perspective that views the fundamental nature of humans as shaped by pressures for the ancestors of humans to get better organized, or die. This line of emphasis is typical of neither psychological nor biological analyses of human nature and its evolution.

Figure 7.2 fills in the box at the right of Figure 6.2a on page 130 for the “evolved cognitive complex” with a more abstract listing of the cognitive complex described in this chapter. Human nature is significantly affected
by the dramatically expanded cognitive capacities of humans, compared to great apes and certainly most, if not all, animals on earth. Our world is mediated by emotionally tagged cognitions stored in complex ways, retrieved, and then assembled rather rapidly. Moreover, a large neocortex and speech allow for a world mediated by culture, with virtually all aspects of our experiences ordered and often regulated by cultural proscriptions and prescriptions and by shared meanings built up over time and transmitted across generations.

The mechanisms for ordering information cognitively should be seen as part of human nature because they help us understand not only how cognitions are stored and perhaps retrieved but also how cognitive mechanisms have large effects on all the other complexes that make up human nature: emotion, interaction, psychology, and community complexes. True, none of this cognitive complexity would have been possible without prior changes in the subcortex to make hominins and then humans more emotional, but once these cognitive dynamics are in place, they have large effects on emotional arousal, on interaction, on fundamental psychological need-states, and on how the orientation to community as the basis of social organization has been extended during societal evolution.

The reverse causal arrow in Figure 7.2 from the evolved cognitive complex back to the elements of the elaboration machine represents an important reverse causal effect. As the neocortex evolved, it not only allowed for speech and culture to become cognitive capacities; it also fed back and increased the dynamism of the emerging elaboration machine by enhancing emotions that allowed for further growth in the neocortex for speech to evolve, which, in turn, led to evolution of culture. And so, each of the elements inside the elaboration machine not only fed forward during hominin and early human biological evolution, they also revealed reverse causal effects, with culture increasing emotionality, cognitive growth, and capacities to use language to enhance culture. Similarly, speech per se increased capacities for thinking, deciding, and remembering, while also increasing the ability to denote new emotions. Thus, the list of elements in the cognitive complex are not static; they are a part of a dynamic set of complexes affecting each other and the operation of the elaboration machine. This is the reason that the brain, especially the neocortex, suddenly began to grow so rapidly 1.0 mya and perhaps as late as 0.7 mya, leading to the emergence of humans about 450,000 years ago. Once elements of the elaboration machine were falling into place, their effects on each other accelerated biological evolution, which, in the end, made possible the evolution of human societies while at the same time altering and enhancing the inherited biology from the LCAs of hominins.
1. Comparatively large neo-cortex
2. Comparatively large subcortex to generate palette of primary emotions
3. Neurological wiring for language
4. Capacity for cognitive mapping of community boundaries and its inhabitants
5. Capacity to role-take and empathize
6. Capacity to categorize by age, gender and status
7. Capacity to see self vis-a-vis others
8. Capacity to assess exchange reciprocities

Selection producing growth of subcortex and neocortex leading to evolution of speech and culture

Inherited preadaptations/capacities/behavior propensities

Figure 7.2 The Evolved Cognitive Complex and Human Nature
1. Large neocortex, fueled by subcortex, creates the capacity to store and order information and experiences tagged with emotions into large stocks of knowledge at hand, thereby making information available for retrieval by the prefrontal lobe.

2. Language and symbolization of all experiences, accelerate and expand capacities and allow for further creation, accumulation, use, and transmission of shared cultural meanings as memories and stocks of knowledge that increase fitness and adaptation to both the bioecological and sociocultural environments.

3. Formation and ordering of stocks of knowledge through cognitive capacities for abstraction, attributions (as to sources, causes, and origins) of events, salience of identities, consistency and congruence among cognitions and emotions, contrast-conceptions, cultural coding of prescriptions and proscriptions, cognitive partitioning of inconsistent information and emotions, expectation states, and activation of defense mechanism.

4. Formation of moral cultural codes through speech, while the capacity for identity formation leads to moral evaluations of self and self-sanctioning by activating shame and guilt as emotions of social control.

5. Prefrontal cortex in interaction with hippocampus and memories stored in the frontal lobe allows for repression of cognitions tagged with emotions directed toward self and for activation of defense mechanisms—displacement, projection, reaction formation, sublimation, and attribution—that protect self and transmute (a) the nature of the emotions experienced and (b) the targets of these emotions.

6. Capacities to read the gestures of others to determine their dispositions and likely courses of action during an interaction while at the same time using speech and non-verbal gestures to communicate internal states and likely courses of action, in a process of “taking” account of
others’ internal states and likely paths of action and, simultaneously, presenting self in ways “making” others aware of internal states and likely courses of action in a process of mutual (a) role-taking and making, (b) status-taking and making, (c) identity-taking and making, (d) emotion-taking and making, (e) culture-taking and making, (f) structure-taking and making, and (g) situation-taking and making.

7. Retrieval of emotionally tagged cognitions in order to mutually (a) categorize others, self, situation, cultural expectations, structural constraints, and situational expectations, (b) use appropriate speech forms and expressive gestures in opening, forming, and closing the flow of interaction, (c) invoke appropriate keys and rekey the frames during interaction, (d) assess which need-states of self and other can and/or should be met or not met in the situation, and (e) assess resources to be exchanged and invoke norms of fair exchange.

Note
1 Anthony Demasio has proposed, not without some criticism, the *somatic marker hypothesis* that when experiences are remembered, the emotions associated with these cognitions are also remembered, and moreover, are activated in ways that mobilize the body systems—neurotransmitter systems, neuro-active peptide and more general hormonal systems, muscle-skeletal system, and autonomic nervous system—that were activated during the episode of interaction when the memory was originally laid down, thereby re-creating in a somewhat diluted form the emotions associated with a memory or experience. It is this remobilization of the body systems that make memories more likely to be remembered again, and if remembered, eventually passed from the hippocampus to the frontal lobe for longer-term memory storage.
The Evolved Emotions Complex and Human Nature

The capacity and propensity for humans to be so emotional are as distinctive and unique as our cognitive capacities and, indeed, are the reason that the neocortex grew and made humans not only the most emotional animal on earth but also the most intelligent. Using the inherited preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities of the last common ancestors (LCAs) of hominins and present-day great apes, natural selection began to increase key nuclei in subcortical structures of the brain to enhance hominin emotionality and, thereby, increase social bonds and group solidarities. In so doing, selection installed the engine of the “elaboration machine,” which allowed for a larger neocortex and greater intelligence to be fitness enhancing, thus initiating construction of the second element of the elaboration machine. With the slow building out of the emotional and cognitive components of the elaboration machine, speech and then symbolic culture could operate much like turbocharges that accelerated hominin evolution leading to the first humans—Neanderthals, Denisovans, and Homo sapiens—that would provide the genome for humans today. Thus, the elaboration of emotions, as outlined in Chapter 3, began the construction of the elaboration machine, leading to a larger subcortex and then neocortex, an auditory or speech-based language system, and a system of cultural representations of ever more dimensions of the universe. Once the first build-out of the elaboration machine existed by late hominins, such as Homo erectus or ergaster (2.2 to 0.3 million years ago [mya]), the machine became a perpetual motion machine, pushing for further neurological development of emerging humans. Later, it pushed for further development and elaboration of the sociocultural formations made possible by the dynamic elaboration of cognitive, linguistic, and cultural forces that could have feedback or reverse causal effects on the original emotional elaborations that had started the construction of the elaboration machine. Humans’ emotional capacities could thus become further elaborated and, in so being, have additional effects on cognitions, speech, and culture.
Brain Growth, Language and Speech, Culture, and the Elaboration of Emotions

The expansion of humans’ emotional capacities—that is, the number, variety, valancing, nuance, and intensity of emotions—made growth of the neocortex fitness enhancing because more cognitions could be held in memory, retrieved from memory, and used in decision making, thereby promoting fitness. Having a larger brain that can tag more complex cognitions with more diverse and varied emotions made humans smarter. This relation between expanded emotions and larger brain functioning probably took several million years to evolve along the hominin line—from *Australopithecines* some 4.0 mya to late *Homo erectus/ergaster*. Most of the brain growth leading up to the level of the human measure occurred over the last million years of hominin evolution, moving rapidly (in evolutionary time) to increase overall brain size of late hominins and early humans from around 500 cc to 1,350 cc on average for *Homo sapiens* and even larger for *Neanderthals* and *Denisovans*, even as the brains of some more isolated demes of various species of hominins’ brains had not grown significantly beyond 500 cc—as was the case with *Homo naledi* and some subpopulations of *Homo erectus*.

The brain does not think in language as we know it. If it did, we would think very slowly since speech is sequential, with phonemes and morphemes ordered by grammars over time. Human thinking is dramatically more rapid, simultaneous, and gestalt based than speech. For this reason, humans have *Wernicke’s area* to upload sensory inputs (including auditory speech sounds) into the brain for rapid processes in “the brain’s way of thinking,” and reciprocally, why *Broca’s area* for downloading brain thinking into sequential speech evolved (see Figure 3.1 on page 60). Speech is what allows for human culture to evolve because any aspect of the environment, any thought or emotion, can be labelled and integrated with other thoughts and then shared with others through speech acts. Speech is also both denotative and connotative, which allows humans to label and point to dimensions of their external environments as well as to their inner environment of thought and, then, to draw out further implications of what is denoted. For example, to tag an emotion with the label *love* emphasizes a particular variant and property of happiness, while at the same time, speech acts can elaborate on the emotion of love to produce new variants—for example, what love means, what kinds of objects can receive love, what is not true love, what is problematic love, what is dependance-based love, when is love appropriate or inappropriate, what is passionate love, and how is love conflated with other emotional states like the
pleasures of sex, friendship, parenthood, and so on. Moreover, speech can lead to the development of emotion ideologies, such as what “true love” is supposed to be in a given culture. It can even stimulate cultural social movements as occurred in the West with the development of theater and novels devoted to expanding on the range of emotions associated with love.

When talk can be written down and systematized into moral codes and folklore in the culture of a population, talk and speech elaborate the variants of emotions available to humans. In other words, talk and speech extend emotions and connect them in ways that may not have a specific neurological basis but rather a cultural basis, tied to cultural beliefs, values, ideologies, and norms inhering in culture rather than human neurology.

For a long time, a debate centered around whether emotions were cultural constructions or neurology-based states. Sometimes, authors argue that the primary emotions have a neurological basis, but their elaborations (see Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 on pages 62, 66, and 76) are cultural, whereas others argue that most emotional states are physiological and tied to activation of neurological structures in the brain. Most sociologists probably come down on the constructivist side of this argument, although I tend to come down on the more physiological side of this long-running debate. (For neurologists who are moved to the constructivist side, see Brothers 1997.) Either way, a larger brain using language and culture can expand and elaborate emotions beyond what body systems—that is, neurotransmitters, neuroactive peptides, hormones, autonomic nervous systems, and musculoskeletal system—would normally do alone without speech and culture. In fact, culturally designated emotions or even emotions aroused by individuals in speech acts will activate these same body systems generating emotions. Thus, in this limited sense, social constructions of emotions have a biological basis, but the activations of these emotions come from elements of the elaboration machine. As emotions become reflexive, or subject to reflection and discussion, new variants of emotions are created, and these can feed back and activate neurological systems that activate the body systems generating emotions. Thus, even emotions that have been culturally constructed through talk, discourse, and reflection must activate the neurology of humans for these new emotions to have any real power over individuals or groups of individuals. Moreover, speech also allows for the construction of emotions unique to individuals, as is the case when a person “talks” to herself or himself about feeling hurt, mad, sad, and perhaps also relieved about a love affair gone wrong. Here the person is, to a degree, activating the body
systems producing these emotional states and, in essence, creating perhaps a unique or idiosyncratic emotional state that may become part of a person’s unique palette of emotions as well as structure a person’s memories stored in the hippocampus and frontal lobe. If this new second-order emotion is passed on to others in further talk or writing, then it may become a part of subculture in a population.

These emotions are elaborations on the base laid down by natural selection in rewiring the hominin and then human brain for expanded variants of primary emotions, for new first-order combinations or elaborations among two primary emotions, or second-order elaborations of three primary emotions, such as the examples outlined in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 on pages 62, 66, and 76, respectively. Expanded emotions allowed for brain growth and what such growth would facilitate: the evolution of spoken language and culture. With larger brains, spoken language, and culture, new elaborations of emotions can be experienced and even expressed among individuals. These emotional and cognitive propensities for elaborations are, I believe, part of human nature because they are made possible by biological systems in the subcortical and neocortical areas of humans’ brains. A large brain is part of human nature; and its evolution has expanded humans’ capacity to experience and express their world with not just cognitions but also cognitions about emotions and, conversely, with emotions about cognitions that feed back and forth into the neurological systems, activating the body systems that produce the sensation of emotions and the systems of ordering, sorting, and storing cognitions (see Jackson et al. 2019 on the effects of culture and speech on the biology of emotions).

There probably is an upper limit to how many emotions can be elaborated because too many emotions would slow down thinking. The range, nuance, and varieties of emotions that humans experience can be expanded, however, which is part of human nature because it has a biological basis: a brain programmed to use language, a brain with dedicated nuclei (Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas) that can upload and download speech into the brain’s mode of processing information, and an evolved set of neurological structures (along the Sylvian fissure and, to some extent, the cerebellum) regulating the physiology of speech production (larynx, tongue, lips, and associated muscles).

Thus, driving much of hominin evolution under increasing pressures to further social ties and group solidarities, natural selection made humans the most emotional animals on earth. As mentioned at the outset of this chapter, humans’ emotional capacities are as unique as their cognitive, cultural, and linguistic abilities. If emotions were necessary for brain
growth, language, and culture, then reciprocally, larger brains, language, and culture enabled humans to become even more emotional in ways that support, embellish, and give power to cultural values, morals, ideologies, norms, and stocks of knowledge. Such elaborations of emotions feed back into the neurological systems generating emotions in the first place. This elaboration and loop from emotions to culture and back is what it means to be human and hence is part of our fundamental nature.

Emotions and Reflexivity

The elements of the cognitive complex ensure that humans are reflexive and can think about themselves in past, present, or even future contexts. If they want to slow down the process of reflexivity, they can talk to themselves. Indeed, the process of downloading thinking about self or any topic into sequences of speech is often one way to dramatize and highlight cognitions and emotions. Emotions will force reflexivity because when humans think about themselves, their experiences, their relationships, their biography, or their life in general, the arousal and flow of emotions almost always leads to further thought (and often more emotional arousal). Thus, the more cognitions about any dimension of human experiences are tagged with emotions, and the more intense these emotions, the more individuals will think about experiences and what they mean in the past, now, or potentially in the future. This part of human nature results from larger brains that can only hold cognitions that are valanced with emotions. The capacity for self-talk often leads to the elaboration of new emotions or shifting valences on existing emotions, ensuring that humans will think about themselves in terms of the new emotions, often aroused by self-talk (Jackson et al. 2019).

Reflexivity about situations in group contexts will also lead to the formation of cultural codes to regulate expected behaviors. Interpersonal capacities of humans allow for mutual reading of emotions, along with speech, as individuals role-take and status-take with each other (that is, discern each other’s dispositions to act in certain ways and their status vis-à-vis self). As interactions are regularized, they become expectation states that, if invoked repeatedly, will generally be enshrined in normative codes, which become one more emotionally tagged set of cognitions stored collectively among individuals. In this way, they become part of the culture of a population or cultures of subpopulations. When normative expectations are realized, individuals experience low-level satisfaction, or even more powerful positive emotions in the face of concern about whether norms would be followed (Turner 2007). When violations of expectations occur,
however, negative emotions are aroused—variations of anger and perhaps fear as well—while those failing to meet expectations may experience variants of shame and guilt, potentially transmuted by repression and defense mechanisms into diffuse fear, anger, or sadness.

Arousal of negative emotions in encounters among humans inevitably leads to reflexivity, whereby individuals think about why others have violated normative expectations or where the person who has violated norms will engage in self-assessment and consideration of options of what, if anything, to do about the breach to the interpersonal flow. In contrast, when mild positive emotions ensue from successful interactions, less reflexivity is likely—unless there has also been expectations for problems in the interaction and, if such was the case, individuals will experience second-order elaborations of emotions like relief. Even an emotion like relief, which contains elements of the negative emotion of fear, can set off another round of reflexivity of why and how expectations were realized.

Thus, large brains, speech, culture, and emotions all work to make humans highly reflexive, oftentimes to the point of some immobilization as conflicting emotions and cognitions are sorted out. If such is the case, negative emotions such as worry, concern, fear, and anger can be experienced. Once again, the cognitive ability to think and ponder can generate negative emotions as individuals think about, and indeed, perhaps overthink about, events. At times such behaviors can be labelled neurotic or some similar negative statement that only arouses more negative emotions, but such is the price to be paid for a species whose nature is driven, in large part, by emotions attached to cognitions among big-brained animals that can think and talk to themselves about why certain emotions have been experienced. An animal with few emotional states that have not been elaborated by language would worry much less and not think as much about self and experiences. So it is in human nature to worry and think about what did or might go wrong in an interaction.

**Emotions and Social Control**

This centrality of emotions to human nature is also an underlying force of social control. When normative systems and other cultural codes are in place, they create expectation states, as do memories about what transpired in a past interaction with particular others. Whether as cultural prescriptions or proscriptions, or as memories of what last transpired, expectation states are generated not only in self but, equally important, in others. Thus, others expect certain behaviors and a failure
to meet this expectations may signal negative emotional sanctions. Individuals who have been sanctioned will generally feel negative emotions, ranging from anger at, or disappointment in, the negative sanctioning by others. Conversely, if the person accepts the sanctions in light of the expectations violated, they will feel shame in not measuring up to others’ expectations. In addition, if moral codes are also salient elements in the sanctions of others, they may well feel guilt as well.

Emotions themselves can become part of the expectation states on others. There are almost always implicit emotion ideologies or, at the very least, emotional normative expectations for how individuals in various types of situations should behave, especially in their expressive behaviors. To express the wrong emotions—for example, laugh at a funeral, joke during a religious ritual, criticize on a first date, express anger at a good friend, be sad at a celebration—is to violate more general norms and the norms of the emotion culture in play (Hochschild 1979). Along with any set of normative expectations comes specific emotional expectations about what emotions can and cannot be expressed, and when appropriate emotions are expressed, how they are to be expressed by self to others in a situation.

The emotions of guilt and shame, appearing rather late in hominin evolution (Turner 2000, 2007), evolved to solve a fundamental problem of great apes trying to get better organized in order to survive in more open-country habitats. This problem is that negative sanctions by others, for any reason, may also invite counter-anger from the person being sanctioned. Anger and counter-anger are disruptive to social relations and group solidarity. For an animals like hominins and humans who do not have powerful bioprogrammers for group formation that can override negative emotional arousal and even conflict, negative sanctions can reduce rather than increase the fitness of the group. Sometimes sanctions only generate sadness or fear that do not lead to conflict, but in both of these cases, such emotions are not conducive to forming strong bonds and group solidarities for the long run. Natural selection thus gave late hominins or perhaps only early humans something that present-day great apes do not experience: the arousal of guilt and shame. Guilt and shame do not promote strong bonds and solidarity, per se, but they do motivate individuals to avoid these painful emotions. In doing so, social control moves from external control (with negative sanctions from others) to internal control of the person who will sanction self. If guilt and shame are rarely experienced but feared, they operate as a powerful force of psychological control as emotions that attack self and identity unlike any other human emotions. They are powerful because they were
probably needed, in many ways, as a substitute for the lack of bioprogrammers for group-oriented behaviors (in such structures as herds, pods, packs, troops, prides, etc.) and strong bioprogrammers for kin selection (where kinship ties always take priority). Guilt and shame are also generalized emotions that can be adopted to any social context or situation; they have flexibility that would always be fitness enhancing. Equally if not more important, they give sanctioning “teeth” to cultural proscriptions and prescriptions, which would be especially critical in sustaining social control in a culture-using animal like humans. Humans are, to some loose degree, controlled by their genome, but they are not organized by strong drives emanating from their genome. By creating a biology-based duo of emotions, combining in a second-order elaboration (see Table 3.4 on page 76), shame and guilt provide a powerful biological force in making culture-based social control viable. Guilt and shame are thus a significant part of humans’ evolved nature because they give culture its power to control without external sanctioning, on the one side and on the other side by motivating individuals to avoid experiencing these emotions and thus abide by expectations. Perhaps the reason that humans but not great apes experience shame and guilt is because such emotions are only possible when an animal can articulate cultural proscriptions and prescriptions that are then “enforced” by shame and guilt as much as external negative sanction from others. Moreover, only animals with a sense of self can experience guilt and shame because such emotions require self-awareness vis-à-vis others and situations requiring culturally specified behaviors of an animal with verification of identities on the line in each and every interaction with conspecifics.

**Emotions and Self**

Running through this discussion is the centrality of self as part of human nature. Other animals—such as dolphins, whales, great apes, elephants, pigs, and probably intelligent birds like some species of parrots and macaws—can see themselves as an object in their environment. Yet, for most species of animals that need to be group oriented, bioprogrammers are the most efficient way to sustain the group and species fitness, even if bioprogrammers do reduce flexibilities in responses to environmental change. For a species like *Homo sapiens* without strong bioprogrammers even for family groups, much less other types of groupings, some other kind of anchor or focal point for sustaining groups is required. The evolved emotionally charged self, mentioned in the cognitive complex
and expanded on in discussion of the psychological complex in the next chapter, was critical to hominin evolution because, without the evolution of various emotionally valanced identities, there would be no “hook” to pull individuals into conformity with group-level expectations. It is in the nature of humans to be self-centered in at least this sense: we seek to have various identities verified, and this need-state is a powerful force of human nature. The only real way for this verification of self to occur is through interactions in group contexts where normative expectations and other cultural directives are operative and, at the same time, where others also seek to have their identities verified. Great apes are highly individualistic, even though they are quite adept at interpersonal relations when needed (thus giving rise to the interaction complex to be examined in Chapter 10). Thus, all efforts at social control—whether externally administered as sanctions by others or internally felt by the capacity of humans to have a conscience driven by the emotions of shame and guilt—focus on, and run through, self and various identities that individuals are trying to have verified in most situations. Without the rewarding power of positive emotions that arise from conformity to expectations or the punishing power of negative emotions, especially shame and guilt, from failures to live up to expectations, social control of individualistic evolved great apes would be problematic, especially when hominins were forced to live in ever more open-country habitats where social control and group stability were necessary.

The cognitive capacity to hold multiple selves or identities may have evolved as a by-product of neocortical growth, but it is the emotions tied to these identities, and especially emotions experienced through success or failure in getting identities verified by others, that make identity formation central to social control. For a species of mammals without strong bioprogrammers for group formation, the elaboration of self into a series of identities valanced with self-feeling and needs, along with cognitive elements specifying the nature of each identity, provides a powerful platform for social control. Natural selection not only expanded the cognitive capacity to hold multiple identities, it also generated, as part of human nature, emotionally charged cognitions about self. Moreover, selection also installed the capacity for humans to experience guilt and shame about self, thus making self the center of social control. In addition, natural selection generated powerful need-states for individuals to have their sense of self verified by others in order to experience positive emotions and to avoid shame and guilt. Thus, as part of the psychological complex, the most powerful motivating force among humans, perhaps save for motives for self-preservation and sex, is to have
one’s sense of self verified. Human self-preservation is more than life or death; it is also about having identities verified in a variety of contexts. Hence, the evolution of identities and motivation to have them verified was only possible by the valancing of identities with emotions and by the painful emotions experienced by self when self is not verified. For animals that can remember the past, negative experiences in verifying self or in experiencing chronic shame and guilt are highly pathological and often lead to the activation of defense mechanisms. This fear of losing self in this way motivates individuals to meet individual and group expectations enshrined in culture. Individuals learn the costs of failures to verify identities—memories filled with negative emotions that include sadness, regret, hurt, betrayal, anger, fear, shame, humiliation, and guilt. Some level of identity is on the line in most interactions, even when mediated as in social networks like Facebook where failing to click a “like” or, even worse, “defriending” a person can expose this vulnerability of all humans to identity verification. Whether in talk with others in actual groups or self-presentations in social media postings, self is always on the line. The nature of being human involves constantly experiencing some concern or anxiety about verification of identities. This quiet anxiety is also one of the most powerful mechanisms of social control that natural selection installed in the human genome, as perhaps only a by-product of making an animal that is emotional, big-brained, and self-aware. Even though large brains enhance fitness, they are stocked with emotionally charged cognitions, especially about self, that make all humans psychologically vulnerable.

Natural selection, whether by direct selection or as a by-product of making humans emotional and intelligent, also created the capacity for the brain to repress negative emotions and activate defense mechanisms listed in Table 3.5 on page 79. Defense mechanisms can situationally protect self, but if chronically activated, they make humans once again vulnerable to severe psychological pathologies. A big-brained, emotional, and self-centered animal like humans will always be vulnerable when failing to meet expectations, especially for verification of identities, because these dynamics are a basic part of human nature.

Emotions and Social Structures

The only permanent social structure among the ancestors of present-day great apes and humans’ hominin ancestors was the community, or a home range that could be many square miles. Groups within this home range were always temporary, forming and then disbanding, with
individuals often moving about alone only to hook up in temporary groupings. This kind of fluid, fusion-fission system of relationships was possible because of the interpersonal capacities of present-day great apes’ ancestors, as is still evident in great apes today. Such a weak-tie structure was fitness enhancing in a more arboreal habitat where danger from predators is less and food sources are spread out, which require low population densities at any given point in the habitat.

As selection began to enhance emotions to create stronger ties and group solidarities among hominins living in more open-country habitats, the key bonding mechanism was the flow of positive emotions among conspecifics, eventually leading to more permanent groupings and the nuclear family that would be the structural backbone of the hunting and gathering band. As the other complexes of human nature evolved during this process of using emotions to forge groups, the growing neocortex of hominins would lead to speech and cultural production. Then, for perhaps as long as 400,000 years, early human societies consisted of bands of hunter-gatherers composed of varying numbers of nuclear families wandering a territory (the home range or community). Cognizance of the boundaries of the home range was probably a hardwired propensity of early hominins because it is clearly evident in great apes, particularly in humans’ closest relative, chimpanzees. Emotional enhancement would likely increase the sense of attachment to a home range as well as increase local group solidarity and stability within the community. Yet, when individuals or families within a hunting and gathering band come into conflict, one or both families simply leave and migrate to another band—a propensity also made possible by the high interpersonal skills of the LCAs of hominins and present-day great apes. Moreover, when adults in nuclear families reveal conflict, all hunting and gathering populations have simple rules and rituals associated with separating adults, or in essence effecting a “divorce,” with one or both parties migrating to another band.

The result of this use of emotions as the primary mechanism of group attachment, coupled with the interpersonal skills to be discussed in Chapter 10, resulted in a unique assortment of emotional, interpersonal, and cognitive capacities that would allow patterns of human social organization to grow, as has been the case over the past 12,000 years. No other species of mammals could create such large-scale structures because of bioprogrammers for group-level formations—packs, hordes, pods, herds, and so on—and for kin selection biasing group formations around related kindred. The most intelligent mammals on earth, such as dolphins and elephants, create larger communities and evidence a
fusion-fission plan of group organization much like the great apes. Strong bioprogrammers governing structural organization of a species place limits on what selection can do if larger social structures become necessary in changing environments, whereas for early humans, there would be few such limitations. Even the programmed sense of community and mapping of this community was accompanied by weak ties within the community. The result is that the scale of human social organization could sporadically increase and, then over the a few thousand years, lead to the formation of mega societies of billions of inhabitants spread across large territories.

Emotions, cognitive orientations to the larger community, interpersonal flexibility, and lack of powerful kin selection or grouping bioprogrammers were the keys to this capacity to expand dramatically, when needed, the scale of human societies. Emotions, when directed at social structures and when reinforced by interaction rituals (see Chapter 10), are the force driving attachments and commitments to social structures and their cultures. Cognitively, humans were already oriented to larger territorial expanses by their cognitive ability to map the boundaries and demography of their community as a whole. Thus, without the normal bioprogrammers driving an animal to focus on more micro-level groups of most mammals, hominins and then humans were already programmed to look beyond temporary groupings to the more inclusive and expansive home range or community. If emotions are added to this mix, then hominins and humans could possess the capacity, if needed, to stretch their cognitive horizons and develop attachments to even larger sociocultural formations.

With the development of speech and culture, these larger sociocultural formations could be designated and cultural traditions and cultural prescriptions and proscriptions could evolve for each of these formations. In turn, emotions would allow individuals to form emotional attachments to many new layers of social structure, beyond even the community. It is no coincidence, then, that hunting and gathering societies became community based once the size of their populations began to increase beyond what bands of hunter-gatherers could organize. Communities are the most natural structural unit for a great ape, including an evolved great ape like humans, who, even today, often spend a great deal of time searching for “a sense of community” or bemoaning the “lack of community.” As for humans, we can see what bigger brains, enhanced emotions, speech, and culture do to our orientations to community when they create often nostalgic emotional attachments to one’s hometown or present community of residence. It is a natural attachment that humans do not even need to work hard at creating or sustaining, because it is the only hardwired
propensity to reckon social structure that humans inherited from hominins. When enhanced emotions, expanded cognitive power, speech, and culture are added to this hardwired propensity to reckon community, however, attachments become more intense and the potential for their extending attachments to other layers of social structure increases. And so, the inherited capacity to look beyond the group sets up the potential for both cognitive awareness of, as well as mapping of, ever more remote social structures and new levels of emotionally charged attachments to these structures and their culture.

It is in humans’ nature to reckon the social structures in which daily activities are carried out, from work, familial, educational, and social groupings lodged inside of communities or organizations. These structures, in turn, are attached to these various institutional systems (e.g., economy, kinship, religion, education) that are the building blocks of still larger societal and intersocietal systems. Each level of organization carries cultural traditions and regulatory codes, and individuals develop emotional attachments, or emotional aversions, to various levels of social organization. These are never neutral, and humans are always aware of their external presence. The emotions experienced at various levels of social structure influence how commitments to these structures will vary. Much depends on what occurs in interactions in the groupings at diverse locations in various structures and on the degree to which humans’ fundamental needs are met (see next chapter on the psychology complex), thereby arousing either positively or negatively valanced emotions. As outlined earlier, experimental data by Lawler and associates (2001, 2009) indicate that when groups are organized around divisions of labor where individuals cannot assess contributions of each member’s respective contribution to outcomes of the group, or choose not to do so in order to sustain positive emotional flows and solidarity, members will generally make attributions to the group rather than to persons, which, in turn, will increase commitment to the group. These commitments can travel from local group to organization and community to institution to society, and even to intersocietal systems. Humans’ cognitive reckoning of social structures can thus move ever outward as larger sociocultural formations evolve beyond community. However, it is still the emotions aroused in the more face-to-face interactions at the group level that affect the intensity of commitments that they will make to macro structures (Collins 1975, 2004), which determine the extent to which larger-scale social structures will be viable in the long run. The first micro-level hunting and gathering societies were held together by a combination of bioprogrammers to look beyond the group; similarly, present-day macro
or mega societies are ultimately held together by the same emotional dynamics generated in interaction, as we will see in Chapter 10 on the interaction complex. Social structures are, in the long run, only viable if they generate positive emotions during social interaction that allow individuals to meet fundamental human need-states (see next chapter) and, at the same time, generate positive emotional arousal directed at the group and beyond. Emile Durkheim (1912) came to this same conclusion in his later work on rituals directed at totems symbolizing societies, while more contemporary scholars such as Collins (1975, 2004) have filled in many of the details to this argument (see Chapter 10).

Human social structures are thus not like an ant or any insect colony where inhabitant behaviors are genetically programmed. Human micro and macro societies are constantly in the process of being created and sustained by the same forces operating on the individual and inter-personal level of social reality: positive emotional arousal directed at social structures and the cultures of these structures. Because social structures are conduits of emotional flows, they are vulnerable to the disintegrating effects of negative emotions. Thus, the viability of social structures and their cultures ultimately depends on the emotions aroused among humans at micro levels of social organization.

Conclusion: The Emotions Complex

The emotions complex was, I believe, the first of the complexes of human nature to elaborate beyond the inherited legacy from the great ape evolutionary clade. Once subcortical areas of the brain started growing, something like the elaboration process of emotions outlined in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 on pages 62, 66, 76, and 79 ensued. In turn, this enhancement of emotions kick-started neocortical growth that eventually led to the evolution of speech and symbolic culture. Once these other elements of the elaboration machine were in place, they had powerful direct and reverse causal effects on emotions, expanding them ever further as many new emotions were idiosyncratically constructed by individuals thinking and talking to themselves about their feelings; and when doing so more collectively, such speech acts eventually created emotion cultures attached to all layers of social structure in human societies. The content of most elements of human culture in general—including oral traditions, religious beliefs, norms, values, ideologies, technologies, and so on—vary from context to context, but one constant is the emotions connected to all elements of culture and, moreover, a constant dialogue among humans about these emotions as they relate to the elements of culture. These reflexive and
interpersonal dynamics increase as culture is written down and passed along across generations. Distinctive ideologies and normative systems eventually develop and specify the appropriate emotions to be expressed in virtually all social situations. These ideologies and norms can even come to constitute an emotion culture typifying a population and various subpopulations (Hochschild 1979). Emotions are part of the human neurological system and various body systems; as such, they affect all complexes making up human nature because they are not only aroused in a biological sense but are also subject to reflection in speech acts, which, in turn, generates an emotion culture.

By viewing emotions in this way, we do not have to take a firm stand on the essentialist and constructivist arguments for the nature of emotions. I would argue that many emotions—perhaps as many as those outlined in Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4—are biology based, with this base being expanded by reflexive thinking about emotions, by collective and self-discourse about emotions, and by codification of various beliefs and normative views on emotions that are part of a population’s and various subpopulations’ culture. Whether emotions are more or less constructed in this sense is less important than the reality that humans are the most emotional animals on earth, and it is this emotionality that makes mega societal formation possible and, alternatively, can tear such mega formations down.

Figure 8.1 on pages 179–181 outlines the evolution of the emotions complex as part of human nature. The inherited preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities inherited from LCAs of the ancestors of present-day apes and early hominins that were transformed into the emotions complex are listed on page 179 of the figure, while the outcome of their elaboration—the evolved emotions complex—is delineated on the following pages. In a metaphorical sense that captures the essence of the actual reality, the traits on the left of page 179 were “fed through the elaboration machine” and then came out as the complex listed on pages 180–181. All elements of the elaboration machine are part of human nature—that is, humans experiencing and using emotions, engaging in complex cognitive processing, using spoken and eventually written language, and codifying systems of culture. So, these components of human nature generate five complexes of human nature; and as I will continue to document, these complexes are interrelated and overlap, greatly affecting each other. Thus, not only did the emotions complex cause the expansion of the cognitive complex, the enhancement of human cognition had direct reverse causal effects on emotional enhancements and indirect effects through its effects on the
psychological, interaction, and community complexes. Such direct, indirect, and reverse causal effects among the complexes yet to be outlined in detail can be added to those already discussed. These intersections among the complexes, however “complex,” still allow us to separate to a high degree the biological basis for human nature from culture, even as elements of these complexes push humans to create the sociocultural universe. We have isolated, at least to some degree, the biology of what makes humans a unique mammal, although the great apes reveal all the traits that are the building blocks of the complexes. Moreover, it is not fully known how far other mammals in the water (e.g., dolphins, whales), on the land (elephants), and even in the air (species of parrots, macaws, and even blackbirds and magpies) have evolved. They clearly communicate with speechlike auditory signals; they organize in complex and collective ways in a fusion-fission pattern much like humans’ ancestors; they are emotional and also highly intelligent with much more complex emotional and cognitive lives than we might assume; and they may even have cultural traditions that we simply do not know about since we cannot speak their language. It is, of course, likely that our nature is more advanced in the sense of producing complex social systems organized by culture more than bioprogrammers. What remains unknown is how far along their biology actually is. We certainly are not alone in being emotional, intelligent, and using speech and maybe even culture to mediate social relations and form social structures organizing daily activities. This knowledge can be comforting or threatening, depending on how human-centric and insecure we chooses to be.
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Figure 8.1 The Evolved Emotions Complex and Human Nature
1. Dramatically expanded palette of emotions with which (a) to tag ever more complex cognitions stored in short-term and longer-term memory and (b) to access alternatives in decision making, thereby making growth of the neocortex more fitness enhancing.

2. Propensity to tag with emotions all cognitions about self, others, situations, structures (and status and roles therein), social categories of persons, cultural norms, beliefs, and values, thereby moralizing virtually all dimensions of the social universe.

3. Propensity to create variants, as well as first-order and second-order elaborations (combinations), of primary emotions, with second-order variants of shame and guilt allowing for self-control as a central mechanism of social control driving human conduct.

4. Propensity to order emotions into “sentences” communicating common meanings, as a quasi “language of emotions,” built up from gestures of face, eyes, body countenance, voice inflections, and other cues communicating emotional states of individuals in interaction.

5. Propensity to use speech and cultural labels in reflexive self-talk to denote new kinds of emotional states idiosyncratic to an individual but often collectively communicated within subpopulations and subcultures within a population. Such reflexive self-talk, when used to communicate emotional states to others, leads to the codification of an emotion culture among subpopulations in societies, which, in turn, leads to further talk and self-talk about emotions and moral codes.

6. Use of the “language of emotions” as the basis for fine-tuning efforts in assessing the dispositions of others, while asserting one’s own dispositions, in a process of mutual role-taking and -making, status-taking and -making, identity-taking and -making, structure-taking and -making,
culture-taking and -making, situation-taking and -making, and emotion-taking and -making (see Chapter 10).

7. The propensity to build up a series of identities from mutual efforts of “taking” and “making” described in (6) above, with these identities unfolding at four levels: core-or person-level identities, categoric unit identities, corporate unit identities, and role identities. These identities consist of cognitions interlaced to varying degrees with emotions experienced during interactions with others over time, and they become powerful need-states for individuals to verify in interactions with others (see Chapter 9).

8. Capacity and propensity to repress negative emotions about self and identities from full cognitive awareness and to invoke defense mechanisms, including displacement, projection, reaction formation, sublimation, and attribution (see Chapter 3) that transmute the emotions experienced by individuals and that target others, objects, categories, and structures rather than self.

9. Capacity and propensity to recognize different levels of social structure and to experience emotions related to experiences during interactions in these structures, with these emotional experiences having large effects on identity formation and on commitments to the culture at different levels of structural organization—from groups to organizations and communities, to larger institutional systems, to stratification systems, and to societies as a whole.
The Evolved Psychology Complex
and Human Nature

There are many dimensions to human psychology, given the enhancing effects of subcortical and neocortical brain growth, speech, and culture, but in the end, the most relevant to understanding the biological basis of human nature are the motivational dimensions of human psychology. Humans are motivated to meet certain need-states, which, if not met, lead to arousal of negative emotions, a sense of deprivation, and often psychological impairment. Some of the need-states are purely biological, although they are mediated by interaction in social situations—for example, need-states for life-sustaining resources (e.g., water, food, nutrients), needs for sex, and needs for respiration and other autonomic processes. Humans and all sentient mammalian life forms share these needs as a part of their biology complex.

My view on need-states that drive human behavior address the same issues as most discussions on what is seen as human nature, although my portrayal is perhaps not so dramatic as some. Many of the more fundamental human behaviors that are driven by need-states are taken for granted because they are so ingrained in our nature, flying below the radar when discussing human nature. For example, I think that humans inherited what chimpanzees reveal: a hardwired incest avoidance propensity between mothers and sons, although the same hardwired trait does not exist for fathers and daughters (or fathers and sons) because it was not necessary for great apes since all females and all sons (except for chimpanzees) leave their natal locale at puberty and thus did not interact or have sex with their parents by virtue of a lack of propinquity. The same was true, perhaps even more so, for humans’ hominin ancestors since males staying in their mothers’ community may be a trait that evolved after the split of the ancestor of common chimpanzees from humans’ hominin ancestors. If such was the case, then a biological avoidance of mothers and sons would have to evolve, as it did in chimpanzees, when sons and mothers stayed in propinquity. If, however, hominins shared the mother-son incest avoidance trait of chimpanzees, then only cultural prohibitions would reduce rates of incest in the nuclear family between fathers and offspring and perhaps sexual relations.
among siblings. Another sexual avoidance bioprogrammer that exists in some mammals appears to exist in humans as well: what was termed the Westermarck effect in an earlier chapter, named after the Finnish sociologist whose monumental *The History of Human Marriage* (3 volumes, 1891[1922] reviewed data revealing the tendency of offspring who are raised together and who engage in physical play with each other as young children to develop sexual avoidance behavioral tendencies as adolescents, thereby reducing the likelihood of brother-sister incest (see Turner and Maryanski 2005 for further discussion). Data from offspring of different families raised in the Israeli kibbutz—where parents encouraged them to engage in sexual activity as a prelude to marriage, were often disappointed because these children who were raised together in the kibbutz schools—showed the Westermarck effect (Turner and Maryanski 2005; Maryanski and Turner 2018; Maryanski et al. 2012). They did not have sexual attraction, even though there was no danger of inbreeding depression among non-siblings for offspring not sharing a high proportion of genes. Thus, other less dramatic behavioral tendencies that are part of human nature are visible but often not conceived to be part of human nature. We recognize incest taboos in human culture, and they are probably the only force working against father-daughter sexual relations (the dyad revealing the highest rates of incest in the modern family). But cultural taboos are more of a backup to the mother-son sexual avoidance (so evident between chimpanzee mothers and their sons) and to sibling avoidance once the Westermarck effect is activated in play among young siblings.

As will become clear, many treatises on human nature posit what I would see as behaviors not found among great apes. For example, sociobiologists argue for kin selection and for the view that the family is a natural social unit, driven by genetics, whereas the cladistic analysis in Chapter 2 suggests that such is not the case. Family orientations are better understood in terms of the emotions generated rather than by some genetic bioprogrammer that is, once again, not part of great ape biology. Other sociobiologists (Trivers 1971) and evolutionary psychologists (Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby 1992; Buss and Schmitt 1993; Cosmides and Tooby 1992) argue that exchange reciprocity is hardwired. More support exists for this view because many higher mammals and all monkeys as well as apes evidence this behavioral propensity. So, as we will see, this assertion is more reasonable, based on some data.

Still another prominent theme in human nature arguments is that humans are driven toward dominance, toward controlling territories, toward hierarchy in general, and other behaviors revolving around
power seeking. Less evidence is found to suggest that such behaviors are biology based but, instead, that they are more likely to be the result of sociocultural selection on groupings for finding a way to coordinate and control larger populations beyond the simple hunting and gathering band. These behaviors are an outcome of sociocultural evolution rather than biological evolution generating some need-state for hierarchy, power, and aggression; and while they are dramatic, even sexy, they are not, I believe on the basis of the data, hardwired in humans to a great degree because they are not that prominent in great apes. Chimpanzees compete for dominance when forced to live in zoos (de Waal 1982), just as humans do today in prisons, which can be zoo-like, or when chimps compete for food resources, as was the case at Gombe when the researchers started feeding animals at particular locations. They will exhibit aggression toward conspecifics in such circumstances (just as humans often do when food is thrown out of a United Nations truck to people who are starving). Thus, humans are capable of becoming power hungry and competing for resources and dominance when placed in relatively extreme conditions, but normally, they do not reveal such tendencies. Hunter-gatherers did not; they developed powerful norms against inequalities of any sort. So the potential for dominance behavior in humans likely must be activated by social, structural, ecological, or cultural conditions.

Review of the need-states that drive all human behaviors at all times show that the less dramatic ones are more fundamental to our biology than many hypothesized traits of human nature. These fundamental need-states all have something to do with two basic characteristics of hominin and then human evolution: (1) weak-tie propensities to form relations coupled with a high degree of individualism, and (2) selection pressures to get such individualistic ape-like animals better organized. Selection worked on what it could, mostly “elaborating” the preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities of the last common ancestors (LCAs) of great apes and hominins (see Box 2.1 and 2.2 on pages 45 and 49).

**Need-States to Verify Levels of Identity Formation**

The capacity for humans to see self as an object in the environment was inherited from the great apes, all of which can see themselves in a mirror. As soon as this recognition occurs, they start manipulating their gestures to present themselves in different poses, often displaying different emotions and “body language” (Gallup 1970, 1979, 1982). Selection may
not have had to select directly on such phenotypical behaviors driven by specific neurological nuclei, if they actually exist as discrete structures; rather, selection that enlarged the subcortex and neocortex produced emotions and cognitive capacities for identity formation as a by-product of making hominins more emotional and more intelligent. If identity formation turned out to enhance fitness by increasing social ties and group solidarities, then selection would push for what eventually evolved: an animal capable of having a number of emotionally charged identities that would give predictability to behaviors. The end result was animals that, in virtually every interaction in every situation, are attuned to how others perceive their self-presentations. These self-presentations are organized by at least four fundamental types of identity formation: (1) person or core identity, (2) categoric-unit identity, (3) corporate-unit identity, and (4) role identity (Turner 1988, 2002, 2007, 2010b; see also Burke and Stets 2009). There can, of course, be more potential identities; and one can have multiple categoric-unit, corporate-unit, and role identities. Typically, in my view at least, people have only one person-level or core identity, but the existence of pathological syndromes of multiple personalities indicates that humans can possess multiple person-level identities. Although some identity theorists would disagree (e.g., Burke and Stets 2021), I see identities as becoming need-states for verification and confirmation by others, with individuals experiencing positive emotions when they perceive that others have verified an identity, and conversely, experiencing negative emotions and often activating defense mechanisms when identities are not verified by others (based in Cooley’s emphasis on self-appraisal as arousing low-level pride or shame and in Mead’s view of self-verification as an “impulse” driving the phases of the act). The configuration of emotions that individuals experience over time in this process of seeking identity verification becomes a part of an identity and, thereby, determines persons’ feelings about themselves, which, in turn, affects their motive states at any given time.

**Person or Core Identities**

The need for verification of core or person identity is probably the most powerful need-state because this identity organizes fundamental feelings and cognitions about who a person is. Although emotions surrounding the core identity are often vague and transmuted by the operation of defense mechanisms and by potentially conflicting cognitions about a person’s character, these often convoluted emotions and cognitions still
generate needs for verification of an individual’s person identity in most social situations, particularly those involving others who are important to the individual. Humans normally have trouble articulating the exact nature of their core self or identity, but their emotional reactions, whether positive or negative, will generally reveal the degree to which a person implicitly perceives that a core identity has been verified or has failed to be fully verified by others.

Moreover, following both George Herbert Mead (1938) and Sigmund Freud (1899), core identities can be built around both conscious and repressed impulses that have never been consummated. As both Mead and Freud emphasized, impulses that remain unconsummated persist and often intensify because of failures at verification when interacting with significant others. For example, as previously noted, a boy who has never received love from a father may well have repressed the negative emotions arising from this sense of rejection, but they nonetheless come out in a transmuted form as chronic need to seek approval from his father or, through reaction formation, as excessive positive feelings about his father (see Table 3.5 on page 79). Because core self or identity is codified by the accumulated experiences over a person’s lifetime, this highly generalized identity is almost always composed of dissonant cognitions and conflicts among emotions. Coupled with repression and the activation of defense mechanisms, it is normal for a person to not have full access to the cognitions and the emotions from which this core identity is constructed. Nonetheless, it is a powerful motivational force of all Homo sapiens, and it is the driving force behind much thought, reflection, emotional arousal, behavior, and interaction in virtually every situation. Individuals’ implicit sense about the degree to which this level of identity has been verified is determinative of not only their emotional states but also their cognitive states as they generate a sense of well-being or, alternatively, various levels of despair.

**Categoric-Unit Identities**

Categoric-unit identities are the next most general level of identity, with failure to verify this identity also leading to negative emotions that often get repressed and transmuted in complex ways (see Table 3.5 on page 79). Categoric-unit identities are built from cognitions and emotions related to salient distinctions among persons evident in a population. Identities form around universal social categories, such as sex, gender, and age, and often become part of a core identity, even while exerting an independent force as a categoric-unit identity or sets of categoric-unit identities, such
as identities revolving around one’s ethnicity and social class. Beyond age and gender, categoric-unit identities can emerge around ethnic/racial distinctions that are salient among members of a population, and still others can revolve around religious categories, social class categories, and just about any human trait that marks persons as “different” from others (recall, as part of the cognitive complex, humans categorize by contrast conceptions as one form of constructing cognitions and emotions attached to cognitions).

Categoric-unit identities are greatly affected by the degree to which such identities are valued or stigmatized by the cultural beliefs of a population. Individuals often have little choice about how they see themselves as members of a valued or devalued social category and may show elements of stigma and the negative self-feelings about the categories to which they are assigned. Children are generally treated in a positive way, but once a child becomes older and begins to receive information about those traits that are devalued—whether gender, sexual preferences, or ethnicity and related “racial” traits like skin tones—this emerging adult must now cope with potential negative evaluations by others outside his or her supportive family, although negative judgments can be avoided for a time if interaction with those who engage in stigmatizing can be avoided. Discrimination by class, ethnicity, race (appearance), gender, sexual orientation, religion, and other salient categories in a population can also be compounded or consolidated, as is the case when someone is poor, incumbent in stigmatized lower class(es), a member of a stigmatized ethnic/racial category, and a member of the more stigmatized gender. Compounding discrimination forces a person to absorb negative evaluations in many more situations, resulting in a chronic state of failing to meet needs to have categoric-unit identity verified in a positive way.¹

In the simple societies in which humans evolved, equality among the most salient social categories (age and gender) worked to allow individuals to verify their categoric-unit identities in a positive way. As societies grew and became more differentiated, and as migrations of new categories of people across societal boundaries generated more diversity, categoric-unit identities could increasingly pose problems. Meeting the need-states of human nature to experience positive emotions can become difficult in societies where inequalities in the evaluation of categoric-unit memberships exist. People often have to accept negative evaluations of who they are, and this evaluation will also penetrate core identities, setting up conflicts in cognitions and emotions about self. People are guided more by emotions than by cognitions, and hence, they want to
experience positive emotions about their identities, even if evaluated negatively by cultural beliefs. For example, a society devaluing dark-skin persons will reveal cultural beliefs emphasizing this fact, leading to a conflict between what is possible in such a society for a dark-skinned person and what their need to experience positive emotions in all situations would dictate. Persons in this situation are thus stuck with a chronic incongruence at the level of their motivations about the most important dimension of human psychology: identity.

Corporate-Unit Identities

The next level of identity formation is a corporate-unit identity. These identities are tied to social units that reveal divisions of labor at several different levels: groups, organizations, and communities (Turner 2013). People can potentially have identities tied to those specific groups in which they participate, such as a social club or nuclear family, organizations revealing a division of labor to achieve some goal (business, military unit, school, church), or a community where one lives or once lived (town, city). These group identities can be of low or high salience to a person and can shift during a person’s life course as they move into and out of various groups, organizations, and communities. Corporate-unit identities are generally less permanent and often less salient but, to the degree that they are important to a person, they create an identity that individuals seek to verify within and outside the corporate units to which this identity is attached. These identities are typically easier to have verified because many of those providing the verification are also incumbents in the same corporate unit. Corporate units themselves can be negatively evaluated, however, in which case verification of a person’s identity carries stigma to those outside the corporate unit. Thus, members of a street gang are likely to verify in a positive way, among themselves, their mutual identities by virtue of their respective memberships in this type of corporate unit. Yet, others in the community where the gangs reside and operate may offer mixed evaluation, if not predominately negative evaluation, of “gang bangers.” In fact, even if the rest of the society may offer only negative evaluations, these evaluations are viewed by gang members as less salient because gang members do not have to interact with members of society who impose negative evaluations. In fact, much of the draw of members in the recruiting efforts of gangs is the capacity to provide consistent verification to stigmatized categoric-unit identities, such as those related to class locations and ethnic traits that are devalued in a society. Thus, the gang-level
corporate-unit affiliation offers an extra inducement for a member to adopt a corporate-unit identity held by members of the gang. Similarly, some may stigmatize corporate-unit identities tied to organizations (e.g., the military, political party, social movement organization) or communities (e.g., poor, overloaded with stigmatized members of categoric units); and under these conditions, those with stigmatized identities will tend to limit their interactions to those others who are willing to verify in a positive way their corporate-unit identity. Such selective interactions thus operate as a kind of interpersonal defense mechanism to protect self from negative evaluation, but these selective interactions also contribute to divisions and stratification in human societies.

**Role Identities**

A fourth level of self is *role identity*, which is an identity tied to the role that a person occupies in the division of labor of a corporate unit. This identity may also, of course, be tied to a corporate-unit identity, as would be the case of a professor (role) in a particular university (corporate unit). For some, it is the role of professor that is more salient, whereas for others it might be the university affiliation, and probably in many cases, it is both. The relative emphasis on the role over the corporate unit in which this role is played becomes clear in how a person presents self to others outside the corporate unit. For example, during most of my career, I was more concerned about my role as a publishing university professor and only secondarily about the university in which I played this role. If asked what I did for a living, I would always say “I am a college professor” rather than “I work at U.C. Riverside”—a small difference in emphasis that tells a tale about my identity. In retirement, I am nominally affiliated with two universities (U. C. Riverside and U. C. Santa Barbara), but I am not a professor in either in any real sense. I do not teach or do university service anymore, and hence, this role identity is not as relevant, nor is my university affiliation and corporate-unit identity. Thus, a new role identity is emerging through spending a majority of my time as an academic writer or professional sociologist, or some such thing. Thus, of all identities, role identities are the most numerous, pliable, and often shifting.

As is the case with my new role identity as an academic writer (who is rarely on my universities’ campuses), there can be many more potential generalized role identities not attached to a corporate unit that people feel are salient and important, and thus require verifying responses from others. Moreover, these identities can become conflated with each other.
For example, a person’s religion is potentially both a categoric-unit identity (e.g., a Muslim, Christian, or Jew) if religious affiliation is treated like gender, race, or ethnicity, but a devout member of a religious corporate unit like a mosque, church, or temple is also a member of a corporate unit and, hence, will have a corporate-unit identity associated with religion as well as a salient role identity within this corporate unit.

Moreover, people may assume and expect others to verify other highly generalized role-identities. For example, always being nice and friendly, rational and controlled, aggressive, shy and withdrawn, hyper and excitable, ethical and moral, responsive and caring, empathic and concerned, cool and calm, and so on are all generalized role identities that people often assume and try, if they can, to act out in all or many different types of situations. More specialized and yet generalized roles can be played out in diverse situations—role identities such as host, caregiver, partygoer, friend, companion, confidant, customer, client, and so on that people know how to play and normally can adjust to requirements of these specialized but still generalized roles in varying types of situations. Some role identities, such as father, mother, grandfather, and grandmother, that are also tied to corporate units can take on a more generalized mantra, as is the case when someone is described as “motherly” or “grandfatherly” outside their respective nuclear families. Indeed, I feel quite “grandfatherly” to my nine grandchildren but also to other people (neighbor’s children, former students, friends who are decades younger), especially as I get older. I have thus conflated (a) my categoric-unit identity revolving around age with (b) style of interpersonal demeanor and (c) kinship relations into a generalized role identity.

The Loose Hierarchy of Human Identities

Core identities are always composed of elements of all other identities (i.e., categoric-unit, corporate-unit, and role identities plus any additional identities a person habitually presents to others). These identities can be seen as a hierarchy in terms of the intensity of needs for verification, with core identity generating the most powerful need-states, categoric-unit identity the next most powerful, corporate-unit identity the next most salient needs, and role identity the least salient need-states. However, individuals who are members of devalued and stigmatized categoric units may downplay verification of this identity, especially when they can more readily have corporate-unit and role identities verified by others. Alternatively, they limit their interaction to only those that verify the
identity, if they can. The amount of emotion attached to an identity generally varies, with emotional intensity increasing in movement up the hierarchy from role identity through corporate identities and categoric identities to core identity. Conversely, the clarity of cognitions about identities is generally the most confused and conflated at the top of the hierarchy with core identity and then increasing in clarity with movement down the hierarchy. Where emotions are strongest, failure to verify this emotionally charged identity causes proportionate negative emotional arousal toward self and others, often distorted or even hidden by the activation of repression and defense mechanisms. These emotional stakes tend to decline with movement down the hierarchy of identities. Figure 9.1 outlines this hierarchy among identities as part of human nature.

Ordering of identities into a hierarchy is a clear tendency, but it is not always so linear, especially when lower-level identities become particularly important to a core or person identity. Under these conditions where a role identity is central to a person’s sense of who they are, failure to verify this role identity is also a failure to verify a core identity, thus leading to powerful emotional reactions that are likely to become conflated by repression and the activation of defense mechanisms. Such
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dynamics can be complex and often difficult to sort out. They are nonetheless an essential part of human nature. Indeed, the elaboration machine took the basic ability of hominins to see themselves as an object and converted this basic cognitive capacity into a powerful need-state capable of arousing intense emotions and potentially extreme and, at times, pathological behaviors.

**Need-States for Positive Exchange Payoffs Perceived as Fair**

This need-state to receive *positive exchange payoffs that are perceived as fair* is evident in the behaviors of all primates, both monkeys (Brosnan 2006; Brosnan and de Waal 2006) and great apes (de Waal 1989, 1991) as well as many other higher mammals. Humans have inherited this biology-based need-state but elaborated it in a number of ways: (a) standards of what is fair and just in exchanges of resources are often codified in cultural norms and beliefs; (b) resources that are valued are both extrinsic and intrinsic, thus making them more varied and potentially idiosyncratic among humans; (c) positive emotions aroused during resource exchanges can become an additional resource in an exchange or, if negative, a sanction or punishment imposed on exchange partners; (d) extrinsically valued resources often become conflated with intrinsic resources, especially as emotions become entangled in extrinsic resources (e.g., money is an indicator of self-worth and claims for deference and prestige); and (e) needs for verifying identities disproportionately influence exchanges among humans, particularly in defining what intrinsic resources are rewarding to persons and, moreover, in attaching themselves to extrinsic resources (when, for example, money exchanged is seen as a sign of love and respect in a couple’s marriage).

These complexities do not obviate the basic biological tendency to *exchange resources in terms of some sense of fairness or justice*, but they do make it difficult to determine what is being exchanged and the emotional reactions that humans have in exchange relations. Fortunately, humans are particularly adept at role-taking and all the extensions of role-taking (e.g., status-taking, culture-taking, structure-taking, situation-taking, emotion-taking, as will be explored in the next chapter), and may become highly attuned along many dimensions of the social universe as they navigate through these complications. Still, the basic need-state remains the same: to receive resources exceeding the cost and investment to secure these resources and to perceive/feel that the exchange has been just and fair by either intrinsic standards of the persons involved or by cultural standards of fairness and justice or both. The central dynamic is
rather straightforward, but it has been significantly enhanced and elaborated beyond the basic proclivities inherited by humans from the LCAs of great apes and hominins to engage in fair exchanges.

**Need-States for a Sense of Efficacy**

As evolved apes, humans are at their genetic core still highly individualistic, a trait often magnified considerably by the dynamics of identity formation, self-directed emotional states, and dramatically expanded cognitive capacities. From this elaboration, I suspect there is another emergent need-state: *to achieve a sense of efficacy*. What is denoted by this term, *efficacy*, is the ability of persons to have *some sense of control* over (a) the flow of events around self and (b) the realization of intended results or outcomes. The evolution of ever more layers of social structure and culture in human societies can often offer many diverse opportunities to achieve this sense of efficacy and, at the same time, these new layers of sociocultural formations can operate as a constraint on human needs to operate as individuals and to exert some control over outcomes of behaviors. For example, Karl Marx’s basic argument about alienation was, in fact, an argument that it is human nature to want to have control over our acts of production (i.e., what one produces, how one goes about the tasks of producing, and to whom one distributes the products of specific labor). Max Weber’s concern over the Iron Cage (better with a more accurate translation: “steel enclosure”) of rational-legal bureaucracies on individuals is also implicitly indicating that humans need to feel a sense of self-control over their actions and outcomes of these actions. Herbert Spencer’s concern over the constraints imposed by consolidation of power and authority, as well as the constraints of stratification, is a similar argument. The entire corpus of utilitarianism and neoclassical economics is, of course, based on the view that open, free, and unregulated markets give individuals the best chance to pursue maximization of utilities by virtue of their capacities to be rational and thereby make their own decisions about their best courses of action.

Humans can adapt to highly restrictive, constraining, and even oppressive sociocultural systems, but this need to experience a sense of efficacy operates as subtle pressure against such constraints. Humans are evolved apes, not evolved monkeys, and thus they prefer, to some high degree, to make their own way. Humans can tolerate some constraints, as long as they can achieve efficacy in other pursuits, especially those revolving around exchanging valued resources and verifying important identities. As Georg Simmel (1906) argued, market-driven, highly
differentiated societies offer many options for individuals to pursue diverse lines of action, mediated by markets; he felt that such systems opened up opportunities, as did Spencer (1874–1896) and Durkheim (1893), as did even Marx (except he saw not enough equality in opportunities in capitalism as well as the tendency of ever more people to be driven into the proletariat; hence the need for his form of socialism, which, ironically and sadly, appears to have been an even more constraining force on human efficacy in its actual implementation).

It would not be possible, I believe, to understand human nature without recognizing that this need for a sense of efficacy is buried deeply in human and great ape genetics. Hunting and gathering societies were about as simple and without heavy constraints as human social organization can be. There was no inequality: resources were equally distributed within and between nuclear families, with some adjustments in the name of “fairness” for those who contributed more to acquiring these resources; no one had power over others; the division of labor (men hunt; women gather) was not a basis for gender inequalities, just the opposite since women gained prestige in the eyes of men because they brought in about 75–80% of the food; families could leave the band if unhappy; married couples could divorce; and so on. Individuals were relatively free to do as they wanted within the basic constraint of getting enough food and shelter to survive. Societal evolution began to take away such opportunities for being free and efficacious. Still, even as the populations of societies grew, leading to the organization of the economic activity and distribution of power first within unilineal descent kinship systems and, later, as bureaucracies of emerging states extended coercive control, new opportunities arose with urbanization and the evolution of market systems, although these transformations of societies also generated high levels of inequality, reducing the sense of efficacy for many. Indeed, the growing level of stratification imposed a restriction on ever more individuals and families, except a few elites; and so, patterns of social organization often worked against spreading the capacity to achieve a sense of efficacy. Migrations to urban centers of even restrictive agrarian societies offered some increase in this sense, as did industrialization and later postindustrialization, especially as markets became more dynamic. Do these systems provide enough channels for feeling efficacious, for verifying identities, for perceiving that individuals have control over their destinies, and so on? A lot of ideological puffery proclaims that postindustrial capitalism in a world market system does just that, but is it really true? The answer: only to a degree and only among certain segments of the population. Thus, anger may persist
across large segments of a population because one of the most fundamental needs of all humans is not being realized: to control one’s destiny in both large and small arenas. The real questions then becomes whether it is even possible for such to be the case with large populations needing to be organized and regulated to a higher degree than any hunter-gather. If humans cannot return to their origins, then what will be the outcome of this constant pressure to allow more efficacy?

Need-States for a Sense of Group Inclusion

As evolved apes, humans often experience some aversion to being engulfed in groups, particularly if they thwart meeting needs to feel efficacious and to verify self. Yet, millions of years of selection made hominins and then humans more emotional and, through this emotional enhancement, more oriented to stronger ties and group solidarities. As I have argued (Turner 1987, 1988, 2002, 2007) for some time, humans have powerful need-states for group inclusion, or a sense that one is part of an ongoing flow of interaction now and in the future when the interaction is iterated. This need for a sense of group inclusion does not necessarily mean that one must be in high solidarity with a set of others in every interaction. Rather, all that is often necessary is for self to feel accepted by others and part of the ongoing flow of the interaction. As humans inherited and then magnified capacities to engage in emotion-arousing rituals and in synchronized rhythmic flows of talk and bodies, this need for inclusion in the ongoing interaction can also lead to enhanced solidarities over time, as the interaction is strung out in chains of interaction among the same individuals (Collins 1975, 2004). If positive emotions are consistently aroused, then other need-states for humans are also met.

Evolved needs to verify levels of self, to achieve profitable and just exchange payoffs, and to feel a sense of efficacy mean that humans are always seeking to experience positive emotions related to self that may come into conflict with those group inclusion needs to feel part of the ongoing interaction—the very issue that Durkheim was trying to understand in his types of suicide—anomic, egoistic, altruistic, and fatalistic. A delicate balance is required for an individualistic ape to avoid feeling engulfed by groups and other social structures that may thwart individualism, verification of identities, and needs for efficacy. Once more permanent groups emerge as a “survivor machine” (Dawkins 1976), the need for group inclusion that emerged along the human line and interactions were increasingly constrained by group affiliations. Individuals
will generally tolerate some constraint by groups as necessary, if they are still allowed to meet most other psychological need-states in the psychology, emotions, and interaction complexes. Therefore, group memberships and activities that do not allow a sufficient portion of need-states to be consummated will reveal tensions and negative emotional arousal.

In the present world, these escalating needs for a sense of group inclusion drives what at times can seem like compulsive behaviors in social media to feel part of a potentially large circle of “friends” or, conversely, to feel acute negative emotional combinations of fear, anger, humiliation, and hurt when “unfriended.” Indeed, a dramatic rise in teen suicide rates (Abrutyn and Mueller 2016, 2018; Mueller and Abrutyn 2016) indicates how powerful the need-state for group inclusion has become, due to adolescents and others investing too many of their identities and emotional commitments in faux social universes such as Facebook and Instagram. Rejections in social media signal that a powerful but subtle need has evolved in humans to feel part of ongoing social activity and, in some cases, high levels of perceived (but perhaps illusionary) solidarity with particular sets of others. Too much solidarity can also feel engulfing and constraining because evolved apes like humans still possess ancient proclivities, inherited from their distant great ape ancestors along the hominin line, for individualism, autonomy, and mobility. The rewiring of the human brain to seek stronger social ties through emotions, and to reinforce this propensity through ritual and rhythmic synchronization (Collins 2004), was installed by natural selection alongside old propensities for some autonomy, individualism, and sense of efficacy. This potential conflict in need-states that are part of human nature is perhaps inevitable when selection forced group organization on hominins who, like humans today, are rather individualistic great apes.

Need-States for Cognitive and Emotional Congruence

A large literature in psychology documents that the human brain is wired to seek congruence, balance, and consistency among cognitions. Indeed, it may be, as I suggested in the formulation of the cognitive complex, cognitive consistency and congruence are mechanisms for ordering information in a brain now capable of holding vast stores of knowledge and information. When individuals experience cognitive inconsistency and related misalignment of cognitions, they appear motivated to bring these into line, if they can. With the need to live in a complex world and with an evolved psychology revealing potentially conflicting need-states,
such is not always possible. It is, then, in the nature of humans to live with a certain amount of cognitive dissonance and incongruence. At the same time, humans are motivated to bring into line discordant information because discord among cognitions activates negative emotions, which enhances the sense of incongruence and motivates individuals to work to bring discordant cognitions and feelings into greater harmony. The evolution of repression and a series of universal defense mechanisms (see Table 3.5 on page 79) attests to this need to achieve, if only in conscious (mis)perceptions, a sense of cognitive balance. Yet, repressed emotional imbalances do not stay buried. They resurface as new imbalances activating diffuse anger, sadness, and anxiety—a situation that guarantees that humans will have to be tormented, to a degree. The social universe is now complex not only in its patterns of social organization but also cognitively and emotionally because of the need to assemble diverging and incongruent cognitions about, and emotional responses to, so many dimensions of the social universe.

As the neocortex evolved as an outcome of the dramatically increased capacity of hominins to experience ever more variants of emotions at varying levels of intensity, the brain became wired to store vast stocks of knowledge ordered in some way for retrieval by the prefrontal cortex. The key to all memory storage among life forms on earth is to tag cognitions of experiences with emotions, originally fear and anger as immediate flight-or-fight responses by mostly olfactory-dominant animals as survival mechanisms when facing danger. Mammals added ranges and variants of satisfaction-happiness and disappointment-sadness to this small palette of negative emotions. On these and perhaps a few more primary emotions, human levels of emotionality evolved. Emotions and cognitions are thus forever joined because cognitions cannot be remembered, stored, or used in fitness-enhancing decisions without being tagged with emotions (Damasio 1994). These emotional tags, if not the cognitions to which they are attached, can come into conflict, thereby creating conflicts in need-states and psychological well-being.

The brain seeks to bring the cognitions and the emotions attached to them into some kind of congruence, driving humans to reduce incongruence. There are probably many mechanisms, not fully understood, that work to this end. Defense mechanisms are one such mechanism; cognitive justifications and gymnastics can be another to bring conflicting emotions (attached to cognitions) into line, although these typically have to be accompanied by repression, transmutations, or other mechanisms for controlling the emotions involved. The dynamics of these and other mechanisms are not fully known beyond the simple
insight that humans possess a persistent need to align cognitions and emotions attached to them or to otherwise segregate neurologically incompatible cognitions and emotions.

Need-States for Sense of Trust

A suite of related need-states that humans are motivated to achieve in social relations can be labeled needs for “trust.” Sociologists and philosophers have given them various labels, but I will use simple terms to describe several related needs under the heading of trust. One is the need to feel that others are being sincere and honest during the course of an interaction. Whether humans have a “cheater detection module” is less important than the recognition that humans need to feel this sense of sincerity or honesty. Humans look for signs of this feature in social relationships, which can make them vulnerable to manipulation by others who are good at mimicking signals of sincerity and honesty.

Another form of trust revolves around the need for persons to perceive that others are respecting the salient identities projected into the interaction. People look for signs of verification, and if they perceive that others are indeed signaling verification and acceptance of those identities, they will experience a sense of trust. When self is not verified, however, the need for trust is difficult if not impossible to achieve. For social relations to develop out of episodes of interaction, individuals need to feel this sense of trust consistently and, moreover, to feel that such will be the case into the future, and this sense depends on feeling that others are sincere and honest as well as being respectful of identities.

The last of the need-states for trust is to feel that the situation and context in which interaction is occurring is as it seems. Individuals often look for incongruities between what the situation is seemingly supposed to be for signs that the situation is not as it seems on the surface. This quiet “mistrust” can, of course, be taken too far, making it difficult for persons to ever feel that others, situations, and interactions are as they seem. Paranoid persons are thus almost always ill-disposed to meet needs for trust, primarily because their underlying anxieties and other forms of repressed fear, often mixed with anger, make it difficult to accept situations for what they are. Even situations that are not critical or essential to their well-being can be subject to a lack of trust, thus making the life of a paranoid miserable and, in extreme cases, highly dysfunctional.

Thus, this set of need-states for trust is a complex mix of potential problems in an interaction and in social relations. Individuals monitor others for signs that they are not being sincere and honest as well as
respectful of self and identities now and, by inference, into the future. A sense of trust is always coupled with an implicit search for signs that others are disingenuous, self is not being respected, and the situation and events transpiring are not “as they seem” on the surface. These three elements in the need for trust are what con artists emphasize—“I am sincere, I respect you, and everything is just as it seems”—as a simple interpersonal three-part strategy to gain trust.

Humans vary from being gullible in a rush to meet these needs for trust to being habitually cynical and even paranoid with anxieties and fears leading to chronic mistrust. Most humans fall safely between these extremes, but nonetheless, this need for trust is directing their thoughts and actions, at least until a sense of trust is firmly established, which means that, for the con artist, this is the moment to strike.

**Need-States for Experiencing Positive Emotions**

All these need-states are built on a meta-need for humans to experience positive emotions over negative emotions in all situations, especially in regard to a person’s various levels of identity. People will, of course, endure situations where they are experiencing negative emotions if they perceive that these are simply normal costs to greater emotional payoffs involving positive emotions. Sometimes such perceptions can be illusionary or even a defensive mechanism for enduring negative emotions. For the need-states examined in this section, meeting needs for verification of identities, needs for positive and fair exchange payoffs, needs for a sense of efficacy, needs for group inclusion, needs for cognitive and emotional congruence, and needs for trust are all part of a larger need to experience positive emotions, which, of course, is impossible for every human all the time, and particularly in big, complex, and constraining societies. Furthermore, even after millions of years of evolution, the palette of human emotions is still weighed toward the negative. Indeed, humans are well aware of the fact that they are susceptible to many negative emotions because there are simply more negative than positive primary emotions in the human palette, and these inevitably get activated in at least some situations.

To interact with others, humans must be able to read, experience, and express negative as well as positive emotions; and they have a large repertoire to draw upon. Such is the cost of early wiring of the amphibians that spawned mammals and reptiles with a hair-trigger amygdala generating fear and defensive anger as the immediate reactions to danger. Without these emotions, there would be no mammals or reptiles living today.
Positive emotions among mammals began to evolve for nurturing dependent infants and later from selection on subcortical areas of the brain for producing hormones, neurotransmitters, and neuroactive peptides to accompany bioprogrammers for kin relations to counter raw fear and anger. Play among young mammals is perhaps one early path through which positive emotional development began (Huizinga 1938 [1955]; Burghardt 2005; Deacon 2009; Bellah 2011), supplementing the positive emotional attachments of mothers to their offspring. For hominins, natural selection worked for millions of years to dramatically increase the variety, types, and intensity of positive emotions beyond that of other mammals, but these evolutionary processes started with a larger palette of negative emotions revolving around fear, anger, and sadness that had to be mitigated and supplemented by positive emotions. It is for this reason that the amygdala is larger in humans, with nuclei, especially the lateral nuclei, that can produce more positive emotions in the ancient area for fear and anger (Barger et al. 2014). Selection worked to increase positive emotions for strengthening of social ties and group solidarities because it was the only path that natural selection could take for increasing sociality and groupness among weak-tie, low-sociality great apes that needed to be better organized if they were to survive on the savanna and other open-country habitats.

The end result is what we see today in the human world: many positive emotions creating and sustaining highly rewarding social relationships and incumbency in social structures. For most of human history, humans probably experienced more positive emotions from relations in nuclear families in small bands. Yet, neurologically, humans have always been capable of intense negative emotional arousal that can, at times, work to move us out of environmental threats and danger but that can also disrupt social relations, group solidarities, commitments to others, and even entire organizational patterns of sociocultural formations. As societies eventually began to grow, as inequalities increased, as warfare among populations became chronic, and as other features of societies caged and exploited humans in social structures (Maryanski and Turner 1992), this potential for extreme negative emotional arousal was activated. Even with these obvious stimuli for negative emotional arousal, however, societies and their constituent structures can only be sustained and reproduced by the bias, and indeed the need, that humans have for experiencing positive emotions. Humans are constantly seeking positive emotional arousal in as many situations as possible. This need to experience positive emotions works to keep the dark side of humanity sufficiently at bay for most people, although all humans today must live
with negative emotions, and some must endure negative emotions more than positive emotions in their daily lives. Still, the positive emotions are what keep humans going, reproducing the species in kin units where positive emotions are more likely to prevail and in social groupings in communities and organizations that can bring other sources of positive emotional arousal. The balance between positive emotions promoting sociality and solidarity faces a host of situations in the modern world that generate negative emotions, eroding solidarities and humans’ sense of well-being. Fortunately, humans’ powerful needs to experience positive emotions and, to some degree, avoid negative emotions, are perhaps the salvation of the species in the modern world.

Conclusion: The Evolved Psychology Complex

Figure 9.2 on page 203 delineates the process of elaboration on the inherited traits from the LCAs of the ancestors of great apes and hominins. The preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities on the left of the figure are what were fed through the “elaboration machine.” These traits were also affected by what the elaboration machine had already done to the other complexes, particularly the emotion, cognitive, and interpersonal complexes. Once changes in one complex have been installed by natural selection, they have direct and reverse causal effects on the other complexes. Thus, the motive states of human psychology are not just psychological; they have also been affected by changes in the other complexes, which makes human nature that much more complicated. Humans are not driven by a few signature motivating traits, such as needs for dominance, for protecting kin, for power, for any of the many single behavioral tendencies we might mention. Rather, human nature is a complex of complexes, if this makes any sense, which are somewhat less dramatic but nonetheless fundamental because they make us humans who we are and drive, constrain, and direct human actions.

All these traits are the result of selection pressures for stronger social relations and group solidarities, but as selection worked in this direction, it created complexes that significantly went beyond group-level organization. Selection installed a complex set of traits that would take a marginally successful primate and convert this primate into an animal that would eventually dominate the planet, for better and for worse. Thus, once these complexes exist and begin to interact with each other under varying selection pressures, they produce emergent properties far beyond what might be predicted. Such is the nature of selection as it sets into motion synergies among traits—some dormant as preadaptations,
others seeming unimportant until selection enhances them, and all sub-
ject to transformation as the elaboration machine does its work in ex-
panding and intensifying them even further. The outcome is the evolution
of a species that might not have easily been predicted, if we had the luxury
of watching the evolutionary process unfold over 5 million years. We have
been able to get a peek at these processes through cladistics analysis,
comparative neuroanatomy, and the direction of selection driving ho-
minin evolution, but obviously this picture remains picture with only
somewhat limited abilities to bring into focus each evolved complex
under consideration—in this case, the evolved psychology complex.

Big-brained animals that have been supercharged with emotions and
evolved cognitively to the point where speech and language can produce
culture will have virtually unlimited needs and desires, some shared with
other humans but most unique to particular individuals and their life
experiences. That said, my concern is what all humans share, as a species,
rather than the diversity and uniqueness that an animal like humans will
reveal. So the list of motive states that typify all humans may not seem as
dramatic as many other treatises on human nature, but may perhaps be
truer to what humans are. What we are, however, has allowed humans to
create forms of sociocultural organization that create new pressures on this
evolved neurology. The result has been the evolution of a series of so-
ciocultural formations for human organization over the past 12,000 years
that have often violated elements of humans’ evolved nature. To appreciate
this fact, it has been necessary to separate the biological from the socio-
cultural, as best we can, and then look at the biological and ask, To what
degree do the various forms of social organization created by humans
violate or accommodate humans’ evolved complexes? Clearly, the answer
is that the organization of societies more generally has not accommodated,
and indeed violated, much of human nature, although humans as adap-
table animals have found niches and places within patterns of social or-
ganization where their needs and other traits of human nature can be
accommodated. Before making any judgment, we need to examine the two
more complexes: the evolved interaction complex and the evolved com-
munity complex.
Figure 9.2 The Evolved Psychology Complex and Human Nature
1. Propensity to develop identities forming at least four levels: (a) core or person-level identities, (b) categoric-unit identities, (c) corporate-unit identities, and (d) role identities generating. These identities are motivational need-states, with person-level being the most powerful of these need-states.

2. Clarity of cognitions, intensity of emotions, and operation of dense mechanisms vary across types of identity. Core or person identities are the most emotionally loaded and conflated with the operation of defense mechanisms and, hence, the least subject to conscious awareness; categoric-unit identities are the next most conflated; corporate-unit identities and role identities are less emotionally infused, less subject to operation of defense mechanisms, and most subject to cognitive awareness.

3. Person-level and categoric-unit identities are the most stable over time, while corporate-unit and role identities can change over the life course.

4. Identities that are not verified, or negatively evaluated by cultural beliefs, arouse anger and other negative emotions toward others or, alternatively, arouse shame or guilt leading to the activation of defense mechanisms. Humans can often selectively present only those identities that can be verified in a positive way in order to avoid the negative emotions and potential activation of defense mechanisms.

5. Humans have needs to experience (a) receipt of resources more valued than the costs in interaction with others, and (b) receipt of resources that meet or exceed cultural and personal standards of justice. Failure to experience (a) or (b) arouses intense negative emotions and will lessen commitments to others, situations, and structures in which this failure has occurred. Conversely, profitable and just exchange payoffs lead individuals to experience positive emotions and increase their commitments to others, situations, and structures.
6. Humans have needs to experience a sense of efficacy in behaviors and the outcomes of behaviors, with failure to realize this need arousing negative emotions and intense negative emotions if efficacy is tied to identity verification and with meeting this need likely to arouse positive emotions and commitments to others and the structure in which efficacy is experienced, especially when efficacy is connected to verification of identities.

7. Humans have needs for a sense of group inclusion or being part of the ongoing interaction, and especially so if an identity is on the line, with individuals experiencing positive emotions and commitments to others and social structures when this need is met and negative emotions and lowered commitments when this need is not met.

8. Humans seek, when they can, to experience balance, congruence, and consistency among cognitions and emotions, which, if associated with cognitions and emotions about identities, arouse the same dynamics as outlined in (4); if not conflated with identities, the emotional reaction, whether positive or negative, will be significantly muted in light of the nearly impossible task of having balance and congruence among all cognitions and emotional states.

9. Humans seek a sense of trust in all interactions, revolving around a sense that (a) others are being sincere and honest, (b) others are respecting one’s key identities, and (c) the current situation is as it seems, experiencing positive emotions and commitments to others and the situation when this sense can be sustained and negative emotions when any of (a), (b), or (c) are not realized.

10. Humans always seek to experience positive emotions and avoid negative emotional arousal in all situations, with arousal of positive emotions leading to (a) commitments to others and the (b) the social unit and its culture in which positive emotions are experienced and with arousal of negative emotions leading to the reverse of (a) and (b) and, potentially, activating the operation of defense mechanisms.
Notes

1 There are somewhat contradictory data about what causes negative emotions among individuals in identity dynamics. Is any inconsistency between self and others’ evaluation of an identity likely to generate a negative emotional reaction of a person, or is it only reaction to a culturally devalued identity? For example, some argue that a negative identity when given positive rewards by others will still generate negative emotions, just because of the incongruity between a negative identity and positive evaluations by others, but I would argue that people are motivated to have positive evaluations of their identities, even if they are forced to live with a stigmatized identity. Identities are not like cognitions, which generate dissonance as a motivational force. Identities are more than cognitions; they are also driven by needs for positive emotions, and, hence, even people dealing with cultural stigma for an identity want to have it viewed in a positive light.

2 In psychology, the notion of “group” identity is often used to denote what I am defining as very different types of identities: categoric-unit identity and corporate-unit identity. The former revolves around categoric distinctions that humans make, whereas the latter refers to identities build around incumbency in corporate units, which can be of three basic types: groups, organizations, or communities. Lumping these various potential identities under the label group obscures significant differences that need to be more explicit to understand identity dynamics. Furthermore, biologists, psychologists, and even economists often use the term group to denote any pattern of social organization, which conflates many different forms of sociocultural organization.
The Evolved Interaction Complex and Human Nature

The emotions, cognitive, and psychological complexes outlined thus far constitute three of the most critical dimensions of human nature. Yet, these complexes must be activated in infancy by interaction with other humans. The emotional, cognitive, and psychological potential of humans thus requires that infants live in a speech environment where emotions are communicated; and the interaction and community complexes are the same: they require activation when a child is an infant and, if not activated in this normal manner, a child at 10 or 11 will not only have trouble learning how to speak, but also the child’s emotional range, cognitive abilities, capacities for interpersonal behaviors, arousal of psychological motive states, and sense of the sociocultural universe will never be developed fully. Such a child will appear odd and, if deprived for too long, will appear not to be human in its basic nature. For example, children living with wolves become more like wolves when their first interactions are with wolves rather than humans. Thus, human nature is not inevitably stamped on humans; human nature is bundles of capacities and propensities for behaviors that must be activated by interaction with others living in sociocultural formations. The fate of feral children is illustrative, as is outlined in Box 10.1.

Elements of the Evolved Interaction Complex

The most unique features of great apes and, no doubt, humans’ common ancestors with extant great apes are their individualism, weak-tie relations, lack of permanent groups, sexual promiscuity, and weak kinship system. All these, as indicated in Chapter 2, are the outcome to having lost out in the competition to group-oriented monkeys in the arboreal habitat in Africa, forcing the ancestors of great apes to adapt to the marginal niches in the terminal feeding areas of trees where there is not enough room, structural support from branches, or food to support permanent and large groupings. Hence, the system of male and female transfer away from their mothers (and from their unknown fathers because of great ape promiscuity) evolved to disperse adolescents at
puberty to new areas of the arboreal habitat. Unlike most other mammals, then, the ancestors of contemporary great apes and humans evidenced mostly weak-tie relations, no nuclear families, no bioprogrammers for kin selection (beyond mother–infant/young offspring bonds), no permanent

BOX 10.1 FERAL CHILDREN: DO THEY COME TO POSSESS HUMAN NATURE?

In 1920, the Rev. L. Singh confirmed a rumor in rural India that there were ghosts residing in an anthill. After setting up an observation post, he convinced workers to open up the ant hill, and they were immediately attacked by a mother wolf, which they immediately killed. To their surprise they discovered that the mother had left behind four of her charges: two wolf cubs and two little girls, one about eight years old and the other about 1.5 years old. The girls were “wolfish” in appearance and behaviors; they had hard calluses on their knees and palms from walking on all fours; they moved their nostrils to sniff food. Eating and drinking involved lowering their faces into the food. They ate raw meat and hunted wild animals. When brought back to human society, Kamala and Amala shunned other children and preferred the company of the dog and cat. When sleeping, they rolled up together on the floor. No one knew how the girls came to be there, but one thing was clear: they acted more like wolves than humans.

Thus, human nature has to be activated by humans and by interaction with humans. If your only interactions are with wolves, then you begin to develop wolf nature. Other cases of feral children are equally illustrative. The case of “Anna of the Attic” provides further information about what happened when Anna, an illegitimate child, was locked up in an attic with virtually no human contact, just enough to feed her. When found, Anna could not walk or talk, and in fact, because she did not respond to gestures by humans, it was thought that she was blind and deaf. With training, she overcame these debilities and was slowly learning how to communicate, but her death four years after her discovery cut short her training. Yet, it was obvious that she would never be normal.

In another case, yet another illegitimate child, Isabelle, was isolated by her mother, who was a deaf-mute; but unlike Anna, she learned to communicate with her mother through a series of guttural, croaking sounds. As a result of face-to-face interaction with her mother, and learning how to communicate in a simple way, much of her nature as a human was activated. The result was that later she was able to become almost, but not quite, normal after training.

Clearly, human biology does not ensure that one becomes fully human. If you are raised by a wolf, you begin to act like wolf, not a human; if you are isolated, you become unable to walk or talk and do not learn how to fully be human. If, however, you see your human mother face to face, even though she cannot hear you or speak to you, just enough is activated by this interaction to enable the child to create her own language for communicating and, later, to learn the natural language of her society. With interaction, then, the evolved emotions, cognitive, and psychological complexes can be activated.
groups in general, and an orientation to a larger community of conspecifics rather than to local groupings.

Because early great apes were probably much like the orangutans of today (see Table 2.1 on page 35), they evolved a set of interpersonal practices that allowed for them to function in weak-tie relations. These were inherited by humans, even as natural selection randomly searched for ways to make hominins more social and group oriented, as was emphasized in Chapter 5, where the inherited interpersonal facilities enabling late hominins and early humans to forge flexible group structures were examined. The elaboration of the inherited interpersonal abilities of the last common ancestors (LCAs) to present-day great apes and early hominins was made possible by the evolution of the emotions, cognitive, and psychological complexes, but as natural selection began to enhance the interpersonal capacities of hominins, these enhanced interpersonal capacities had reverse causal effects on other complexes comprising human nature, which, in turn, would lead to further expansion of hominin and then human interpersonal abilities.

Few mammals can do something that is simple for humans: interact with strangers without stress (Moffett 2018). Most mammals cannot walk through crowds of unrelated conspecifics, stand in lines of non-kin whom they have never met, travel enclosed on trains and trolleys packed with conspecifics whom they do not know, walk into buildings where they have never been and engage in necessary interactions, and do all the many interpersonal gymnastics that humans see as normal and natural. Humans can engage these interpersonal practices because, once activated in infancy and childhood, they become part of humans’ evolved nature. Compared to other mammals that are often skittish in unfamiliar settings with conspecifics that are not members of their local groupings, humans’ interpersonal abilities are rather remarkable. These evolved interpersonal skills can be seen as an evolved interaction complex. The most important elements of this complex are examined next.

Evolved Capacities for Identity Formation and the Presentation of Self

Probably the greatest elaboration of humans’ interpersonal abilities and propensities is related to the presentation of self in social relations. As emphasized for the cognitive and psychological complexes, humans have the capacity and, indeed, the propensity to form multiple levels and types of identities that are highly associated with the emotions experienced in their development during the course of the life cycle. As a result of this
new capacity to acquire multiple levels of self, humans invoke identities in virtually all episodes of interaction in all social contexts, not just as a capacity but as a powerful need-state. Thus, active role-taking and role-making, which are the essence of all human interactions (Mead 1934), are guided by identities in the sense that individuals (1) mutually present an identity or identities to each other, (2) assess the implicit or explicit evaluation of this presentation by reading the gestures of others for the degree to which they accept this identity presentation, (3) experience positive emotions when an identity is perceived to have been accepted by others and negative emotions when identities are perceived as not being accepted by others, and (4) activate defense mechanisms when an identity is not accepted and/or express negative emotions toward others. Thus, among humans, the interpersonal flow revolves much more around mutual verification/nonverification of identities when compared to great apes and, hence, early hominins. Yet, great apes have some capacities along these lines. For example, pictures on the Internet show “standing gorillas” who are members, and consider themselves as members, of an enforcement organization that is trying to stop poaching on gorillas. Their human “colleagues” are standing around in their compound with these large gorilla “colleagues,” who also stand erect. They stand this way because they see themselves as humans, and humans stand and walk bipedally. Clearly, their bipedalism represents some sense of an identity of themselves as human or almost human. Similarly, the picture-sorting task assigned to great apes raised with humans, who place the picture of themselves in the pile of human photographs rather than the pile of ape pictures, suggests that they “see themselves” as human because they have been raised by humans. Moreover, as already mentioned in earlier chapters, perhaps even more dramatic is the propensity of an adolescent female chimpanzee raised with humans to be more sexually attracted to, and flirtatious with, young human males over available chimpanzee males. Again, a more human identity has been formed even around something as biologically fundamental as sex. Thus, the human propensity to form identities is clearly inherited from great apes, who, when in a human environment, begin to form humanlike identities, perhaps like the wolf children in India who act more like wolves than humans.

As was outlined in the previous chapters on the cognitive and psychology complex, humans have the cognitive capacity to develop emotion-laden conceptions of themselves as certain types of persons and beings deserving of particular responses from others on at least four levels. The top level of self is core or person identity and is built up over a
lifetime by emotionally charged cognitions about who a person is. Verifying a person-level identity is one of the most powerful motivations that humans reveal. Because verification of this identity is so important, individuals engage, as I will later examine, in a process of *identity-taking* (reading the gestures of others for the identity being presented) and *identity-making* (orchestrating gestures to communicate an identity for others to verify).

A second level of self are *categoric-unit identities* that are less general than core or person identities, but they are still general because a person typically must carry some of these categoric-unit identities, such as sex and gender, for a lifetime—although these too can be altered. Moreover, categoric units are subject to differential evaluation by cultural beliefs—what are often termed *status beliefs* by sociologists (Berger 1958, 1972, 1988; Berger et al. 1977; Berger and Zelditch 1985; Ridgeway 2001). These evaluations of members of a population of different categoric units are inevitably applied to identities built around categoric-unit memberships. Such evaluations are generally part of others’ evaluations of categoric-unit identities being presented by a person, as well as being part of this person’s – self-feelings about the worth of their categoric identity in the broader society.

Sometimes the evaluations of persons’ multiple categoric-unit memberships and the identities formed around each of these memberships consolidate in that they are all consistently high or consistently low. For example, a dark-skinned member of the lower class in a society where dark skin and poverty are stigmatized will be doubly stigmatized by this consolidation. In contrast, a wealthy, upper-class dark-skinned person in the same society evidences intersection of a valorized categoric-unit membership and its positive evaluation in cultural and status beliefs with a stigmatized categoric-unit membership and a corresponding negative evaluation in cultural and status beliefs. Intersections of categoric-unit memberships and their associated identities reduce the stigma associated with the less-valued identity because of the valorizing effects of status beliefs about the highly evaluated identity. In the example, being rich trumps, to some degree, the stigma of having dark skin in a society stigmatizing dark skin but valorizing wealth and upper-class membership. The more consolidated the identities associated with cultural evaluations of various categoric-unit memberships are, the greater will be the power of status beliefs—whether valorizing or stigmatizing—on the identities associated with these memberships (Turner 2002). For example, a white, rich and upper class, male heterosexual will receive a higher evaluation than any one of these memberships would warrant.
alone. Consolidation increases the evaluation of an identity in interaction beyond a simple additive effect. As a result, this person will have advantages in almost all interactions with others. Conversely, a dark-skinned, poor, and lower-class male will be more stigmatized by the consolidation of skin color, poverty, and class position and thus be at a disadvantage in many interactions with others. Being male, which in the same society may have a more favorable evaluation in status beliefs, probably will not raise the overall evaluation because of the consolidation of several highly salient stigmatized categoric-unity identities. With intersection, the negative or positive evaluations of several categoric-unit identities work at cross purposes. Hence, stigmatized identities lower the overall evaluation of a person presenting other identities that are more valorized; conversely, valorized identities will always raise the overall evaluation when presented alongside more stigmatized identities. Just how these consolidating and intersecting processes work out in actual interactions will vary depending on which identities are valorized and which are stigmatized and the salience of the valorized or stigmatized identities in a situation. The only constant is that categoric-unit memberships and identities associated with them will always be differentially evaluated. If multiple categoric-unit identities are salient in an interaction, the dynamics of consolidation or intersection on these differentially evaluated identities will have large effects on how a person is treated in an interaction and, moreover, on the likelihood that this person can receive a positive evaluation from others in identity-making or self-presentations.

Categoric-unit memberships can change, and individuals are often motivated to change memberships in order to avoid stigma associated with a particular identity, especially since stigmatized and valorized identities have large effects on how interactions play out, and increasingly so the more consolidated these identities are. People work hard to rise up the social class hierarchy; they can change religious affiliation if their current one is stigmatized, and at times, they can even change their bodies (gender, skin tone, sexual orientation) to avoid stigma (but also to become who they feel that they should be biologically). Often such changes bring more stigma than prestige, but people’s willingness to change even their biological appearance is indicative of the power of categoric-unit identities in how persons are treated and, hence, their evaluation of themselves in terms of cultural beliefs about status. Because categoric-unit membership is so salient in most societies, identities associated with such memberships become a major part of a person’s core identity. Interactions with others almost always reflect these
self-evaluations even when, as is often the case, they are unfair and based on prejudices among members of a population. Responding to difference, however, is part of humans’ cognitive nature and spills over into how they respond to “others” during interactions.

A third level of self is corporate-unit identities. These identities arise from memberships in corporate units, including various types of groups, organizations, and communities. Because affiliations with corporate units can change over the life course, the profile of individuals’ corporate-unit identities can change. Moreover, such identities always vary in how salient and significant they are for a person’s core identity and fundamental feelings about self, which can also change over time. These changes may act to alter cognitive and emotional balances in self-appraisals and, thereby, what aspects of self are operating as powerful need-states seeking verification from others. For example, identities arising around incumbency in schools, churches, workplaces, sports teams, social clubs, neighborhoods, cities and towns, and other corporate units often change in contemporary societies, whereas in early hunting and gathering societies as well as horticultural and agrarian societies, persons were incumbent in a limited number of corporate units for a lifetime, thus giving corporate-unit identities some stability and, thus, generally increasing their salience for core or person-level identities.

In contrast to categoric-unit identities that are highly visible, as is the case with age, gender, sexual orientation, and “race” (minor phenotypical differences that can have great significance nonetheless), individuals typically have more latitude in the corporate-unit identities that they present to others. In fact, when an individual tries to understand the identity or identities that another is seeking to have verified (what can be called identity-taking), this individual will probably be highly attuned to which of several possible corporate-unit identities the other is highlighting for verification. In general, when a person gives emphasis to a particular corporate-unit identity across different interactions (in the process of identity-making), it is likely that this particular corporate-unit identity is also a significant part of this person’s core or person-level identity. Most of the time, others in their identity-taking efforts search for selectivity in presentations of corporate-unit identities in order to verify, if they can, this favored identity and, thereby, enjoy a successful episode of interaction. For example, in the yacht club to which I belong, the serious sailors always present themselves as members of the SBYC yacht club and never talk about any other corporate-unit memberships, even when I see them away from the yacht club. The less serious sailors, who join for the restaurant and ocean view and who do not sail or even
go out in any boat at all, generally present themselves in terms of their job and corporate unit in which they work rather than as active and nautical members of the yacht club. The sets of conversations are different because, in my identity-taking, they present to me the identity that they want to be salient for our interaction—in general, I stay away from my sailing and talk about being an ex-college professor. This symmetry in our respective identity-making activities makes for often pleasant conversations as we watch the boats go by at the start of a race. When I have tried the opposite, to emphasize my sailing activities, the conversation normally does not last long and is strained.

In smaller societies, where there are many fewer corporate units with which to affiliate as well as less stratification, people are often stuck with a few corporate units—family, clubs, churches, schools (for a time), workplaces. Those that bring positive emotions in interactions with others are likely to be the ones that form a corporate-unit identity, but still, many corporate-unit affiliations may be unpleasant and, hence, difficult to build identities around. As a result, individuals will be hesitant to present identities associated with stigmatized corporate units or units in which interactions are not gratifying to others outside of such corporate units. Individuals often seek to distance themselves from corporate units that bring stigma or negative emotions via a number of strategies: hiding incumbency in these units during interactions, affecting distance and alienation from the unit, emphasizing incumbency in more valorizing and emotionally pleasant corporate units as more salient to an interaction, and even avoiding presenting any kind of corporate-unit affiliation to others.

Role identities are associated with roles that are played as part of the division of labor in a corporate unit, around which individuals may form identities (e.g., father, husband, worker, religious adherent). Individuals can play other more generalized roles and build an identity around the activities associated with a role (e.g., cook, hostess, party animal, activist, iconoclast, friend, socialite, philanthropist, upbeat, alienated). Often people more strongly identify with roles in corporate units over the unit itself, or roles that are played outside of corporate units or, at least, are not confined to any one type of corporate unit. As a general rule, as corporate-unit affiliations decline or are limited, and particularly if they are ungratifying, humans seek validation for who they are through more generalized roles revolving around particular syndromes of behaviors and demeanors. Thus, it is in the nature of humans to seek out roles that individuals can play, build an identity around, and display to others and receive some validation of their competence in this role. If corporate-unit
roles are not easily available or gratifying, and if corporate units are not sufficiently valued in a society and/or pleasant to be incumbent in, then people are more likely to gravitate to more generalized roles. The same is true if categoric-unit identities are stigmatizing and not gratifying; individuals will seek to build an identity around alternatives so that they create or sustain a favorable person-level identity while receiving positive reactions for playing out a more generalized role identity. For example, a person may consistently be aggressive in all interactions and may take great pride in this aggression and ability to “tell it like it is” in all situations. This person may constantly praise his or her honesty and candor and, in doing so, generally seem to feel pretty good about himself or herself, even while being quite irritating to any audience. This playing out of a more generalized role is often a strategy to avoid presenting other types of categoric- or corporate-unit identities or role identities from a stigmatized corporate unit. In downplaying these other possible alternative identities, and focusing on a generalized role identity where a person can present oneself in a favorable light (at least in the person’s own mind), verification may be easier and less stigmatizing since most people do not want to question an aggressive person and, thus, by default allow the identity to play out. Humans can, through the activation of defense mechanisms, block out negative feedback from others that might give such aggressive individuals doubts about what they are doing. On the other side of this generalized role, people often put on a constantly happy, cheerful “front” (Goffman 1959) to hide real pain and depression over other identities, thereby allowing an aggressive person to feel some positive emotions by the reactions of others to such a happy-appearing person.

Humans are evolved from highly individualistic great apes and are supercharged with emotions and cognitive capacities to see themselves as an individual, standing in a world of others and social structures, where a self must be presented to others. This need-state, as part of the psychology complex, remains powerful even when it is difficult to verify an identity or to receive positive emotions from others over a stigmatized identity. Humans, then, are all doomed by their very nature to be vulnerable in any interaction where they can get one or more of their identities verified by others, particularly identities derived from categoric units, corporate units, and roles that are stigmatized by cultural beliefs and status beliefs. Presenting identities (identity-making) and reading gestures of others to determine their identities (identity-taking) are hardwired in humans’ inherited legacy from the LCA of hominins and then expanded by the elaboration machine. Being so, they are part of human nature across all the
complexes (emotions, cognitive, psychological, interaction, and community) of human nature. Because identity is tied to both emotional and motivational dynamics in other complexes, humans are inevitably driven to present their identities and to discover the identities of others during virtually all sustained interactions. Each person is, then, highly vulnerable to, and dependent on, others to verify self-presentations, with the result that interactions can often be on the edge of turning negative. Most of the time, however, they do not turn negative because humans have incredibly high acuity in reading the gestures of others and presenting gestures to others that facilitate accurate readings of not only identities but virtually every other dimension of interpersonal behavior. Such interpersonal acuity was clearly inherited by the ancestors of great apes and hominins, and therefore, could be selected on to generate even more acuity.

The Evolved Complexity of Role-Taking and “Theory of Mind”

Like great apes, humans engage in the reciprocal to role-taking, as George Herbert Mead argued in his lectures eventually published as Mind, Self, and Society (1934). Moreover, probably much more than great apes, humans engage in role-making, a concept originally proposed by Ralph H. Turner (1962). Thus, my effort above to convert the identity dynamics in interaction as a simultaneous process to identity-taking and identity-making simply extends conceptions developed by Mead and Ralph H. Turner. What I am doing in this extension is decomposing Mead’s and Turner’s ideas to emphasize that the dual processes of role-taking and role-making involve a series of more specific dynamics that should be conceptualized in more precise terms. Identity-taking and identity-making are one element of role-taking and role-making that should be separated from the notion of “role,” although identities can form around particular roles. In this vein, I am proposing a more detailed set of processes that have been lumped for too long under the notion of role-taking as well as under the notion of a theory of mind proffered by primatologists, biologists, and evolutionary psychologists.

At the very least, it is in the nature of humans to engage simultaneously in the following processes during the course of an interaction (Turner 2011, 2019): (1) role-taking and role-making, (2) status-taking and status-making, (3) identity-taking and identity-making, (4) structure-taking and structure-making, (5) situational-taking and situational-making, (6) culture-taking and culture-making, and (7) emotion-taking and emotion-making. In the
analysis of other human nature complexes, let me briefly elaborate on the more limited discussion in the previous chapter.

**Role-Taking and Role-Making**

Mead (1934) employed the label *role-taking* to include all the processes that addressed in this section. I include his conception here to take some of the conceptual burden off role-making (Turner 1962) as the master process and to downsize this concept to a more specific set of processes revolving around actual role dynamics. Individuals can use *status* as a guide to role-taking because almost every identifiable role is tied to status locations in the divisions of labor of corporate units (i.e., groups, organizations, communities) or to memberships in categoric units (e.g., gender, sex, ethnicity, age). There are, as noted earlier, some generalized roles, often related to emotions such as being happy, sad, angry, or depressed and to affective states such as being upbeat, serious, condescending, smart, and other culturally defined roles. Thus, I prefer to keep the notions of role-taking and role-making more delimited in order to conceptualize the many additional dimensions involved in the give and take of interpersonal behaviors. It is in the nature of humans, therefore, to seek to make a role for themselves (role-making) vis-à-vis others and at the same time to read others’ gestures (role-taking) in order to determine the role that these others are asserting for themselves.

**Status-Taking and Status-Making**

Roles are often attached to status as being the appropriate behavioral component of incumbency in a status location within two types of units: (a) a location within division of labor of a *corporate unit* and (b) a membership in a *categoric unit* marking an individual as having what is often termed *diffuse status characteristics*, such as gender, ethnicity, class, and so on, that they carry with them in most situations. *Status-taking* and *status-making* seek to establish what status position in the division of labor of a corporate unit (group, organization, or community) is relevant, if any, and what diffuse status characteristics related to categoric units in society are relevant, if any. Thus, a person’s gender is almost always relevant in human interaction, with somewhat different expectation states for males and females. This diffuse status characteristic can intersect with status positions in a corporate unit, such as a female manager or a male secretary. There will be normative expectations as well as more general cultural beliefs for positions in corporate
units and expectations for diffuse status characteristics for categoric unit memberships; and thus, when individuals status-take, they decide which, if any, of these types of status are relevant and, if relevant, what the expectation states are for persons in these two basic types of status and what cultural beliefs or status beliefs are to be used in evaluating a given status.

Elaboration of social structures thus makes it important to understand the relevant structural units within which an encounter among individuals is embedded, thereby leading not only to role-taking but also status-taking in order to establish relevant expectations. The converse of this status-taking is status-making, where individuals seek to assert a relevant status or, alternatively, to play down status considerations associated with corporate or categoric units. As a result, humans can often implicitly negotiate which statuses are off the table for the duration of an interaction and which should be salient. Until individuals can agree on these matters, the interaction will be problematic, although most of the time individuals understand and agree on what status positions or memberships are relevant.

Because status-taking and status-making will orient individuals to roles, corporate units, and categoric units, this process inevitably flows into identity-taking and identity-making of the identities built around roles, corporate units, and categoric units. Hence, I will briefly review these identity dynamics that flow out of role-status-making and -taking. Similarly, role-status-identity-taking and -making also focus individuals’ attention on the relevant structural units for an interaction, beginning with groups, organizations, and communities and then moving potentially to higher levels of social structure such as institutional domains, societies, and perhaps even systems of societies. Attention to structure also involves assessing diffuse status characteristics tied to the stratification system and ideologies legitimating inequalities inhering in this system.

**Identity-Taking and Identity-Making**

Flowing in concert with role and status processes in human interaction is, as emphasized earlier, a process whereby individuals seek to determine the salient identities being presented by others (identity-taking) and at the same time both consciously and unconsciously manipulate speech and body language to communicate to others the identity or identities that they are seeking to have verified by others (identity-making). Driven by need-states for positive emotions, individuals seek to have others verify in a positive way the identities that they present. Yet,
since identities are often built around status locations in corporate units, status as membership in categoric units, and roles (whether those accompanying status or more generalized roles), all presentations of identities tied to status and roles are subject to evaluations by status beliefs in the culture of an institutional domain or stratification system. Thus, a person can have a stigmatized identity by its association with status beliefs and broader cultural beliefs that are negative, with verification simply reaffirming the stigma of a person that lessens the chances that this person will experience positive emotions. Individuals will generally seek to present only those identities that reveal more positive evaluations from status beliefs and more general cultural beliefs, which means that they will pick and choose which identities to bring forward. If an individual can bring forward several identities, which have varying degrees of stigma and valor, then often a less-valued identity can still be presented because a more highly valued identity dampens the stigma of the less-valued identity. A person in a stigmatized ethnic category (associated with prejudicial beliefs) can present this identity with some impunity if this person has another identity that is valorized by status beliefs, as would be the case if this person were president of an important corporate unit.

Humans make implicit strategic calculations, I believe, on just how to present identities. One strategy is to present only those that carry positive evaluations while repressing those that do not. Another strategy is to present intersecting identities that lead to a net positive evaluation, as in the example of the person with a devalued ethnic identity who is the president of a corporate unit. Yet another is to present only a role identity, disembodied from a structural unit and negative cultural values, such as being happy, upbeat, and otherwise constantly pleasant. Still another strategy is to emphasize the core or person-level identity, if this can be presented in a way that is positively valued by cultural beliefs. This person-level identity can be presented alone, as the sole identity, but more often, I suspect that individuals mix and match identities in order to get a positive overall outcome. Thus, people may invoke their core or person-level identity when needing to compensate for lower-valued identities that, given the circumstances, cannot be downplayed or ignored. Still another strategy is for individuals with a series of consolidated identities that are all stigmatized to limit interactions with those who hold these stigmatizing status beliefs and, instead, interact only with those who have similarly stigmatized identities. These kinds of interactions lessen the power of identity to affect emotions, with the interaction among individuals with a similar profile of identities.
producing the positive emotions necessary in all interactions (see later
discussion of interaction rituals). Thus, gang members, homeless people,
poor persons, members of ethnic minorities subject to prejudicial beliefs
and discrimination, outcasts, and other stigmatized persons in general
are wise when they interact with people like themselves. In this way, the
positive emotions coming from interaction rituals, per se, perhaps sup-
plemented by presentation of positive elements of a person-level identity,
are enough for individuals to experience positive emotions even among
those with stigmatized identities.

*Structure-Taking and Structure-Making*

Status-taking and -making are also part of what we might call *structure-
taking* and *structure-making*, as individuals come to agreement on the
relevance of which particular social structures humans have elaborated
during societal evolution—groups, organizations, communities, institu-
tional systems, societies, and intersocietal systems—are to be the reference
point for the interaction. In fact, structure-taking and structure-making
may precede role-taking/making or status-taking/making. These pro-
cesses may all occur simultaneously. For simply organized hunter-
gatherers, structural, role, and status processes were relatively easy to
determine because there were only two corporate-unit structures (nuclear
kinship units and band) and two categoric units (gender and age),
creating a limited number of statuses and roles (mother, father, children)
and a limited number of diffuse expectations (for males, females, and
members of different age cohorts). Once humans began to elaborate new
types of social structures, however, the number and diversity of corporate
and categoric units increased, as did the number and diversity of in-
stitutional systems (e.g., kinship, economy, polity, religion, education,
science, arts, law) inside societies and linking societies to each other.
Thus, structure-taking and structure-making, along with status-taking
and -making as well as role-taking and -making became much more
complex processes, but with humans’ expanded cognitive capacities ne-
gotiating these diverse elements guiding interactions comes rather easily.

The process is greatly simplified by most interactions occurring within
a corporate unit within a community within an institutional domain
within a society. This embedding of the layers of social structures built
up from groups is easily understood because humans, like great apes and
their ancestors, already look beyond the group to the community level of
social organization, which is the most stable structure in great ape so-
cieties. Thus, with this aspect of structure implicitly understood, a good
portion of the expectations in the interaction are automatically activated. If expectations associated with the categoric units in which an interaction seems embedded (e.g., the distribution of gender, ethnic, and other diffuse status characteristics), further fine-tuning of expectations can occur. As these are sorted out in further role-taking and -making, status-taking and -making, and structure-taking and -making, the relevant aspects of culture associated with the structure and the local situation within this structure can be picked up through culture-taking and culture-making.

**Culture-Taking and Culture-Making**

Accompanying role, status, identity, and structural determinations are efforts of individuals to mutually understand the elements of symbolic culture, particularly expectations for behaviors and demeanors, that are relevant and appropriate. At the same time, individuals are also trying to assert or “make” relevant and appropriate some elements of culture while communicating the less relevant and appropriate elements of culture. For example, an interaction in a business corporate unit involving only male employees at the same status who have been coworkers for a long time will invoke different elements of the broader societal and institutional culture to bear on the local expectation states associated with males, as a diffuse status characteristic, to the expectations associated with their particular location at the same place in the division of labor of the corporate unit. Consider a different interaction in the same corporate unit between a male and a female, with the female holding authority over the male, in the same sector of the economy. They will most likely invoke somewhat different cultural elements, particularly expectations for, and evaluations of, the behaviors of males and females (as categoric units) complicated by expectations for status and roles revealing different positions of power and authority (in the corporate unit), plus any other more general institutional norms. If we shuffle any of these elements—the nature of the corporate units are a small group of individuals embedded in a school corporate unit in a small or large community with few differences in authority but significant differences in categoric-unit memberships by gender, age, sexual preference in the institutional domain of education—then the dynamics of on-the-ground structure-taking and -making, role-taking and -making, identity-taking and -making, and status-taking and -making become much more complicated. Yet, with their elaborated cognitive and interaction complexes, humans will normally be able to interact without too much stress. They
will be able to access their stocks of cultural knowledge on the basis of their culture-taking on the basis of their assessing others’ status-, role-, structure-, identity-, and culture-making efforts. This process will normally proceed smoothly and rapidly as adjustments for varying expectation states on, and evaluations of, individuals in different categoric units are made and, to add another complication, as some individuals seek to assert or make their statuses, roles, identities, and cultural expectations that are somewhat unique. Such is the power and flexibility of humans’ evolved nature.

**Situation-Taking and Situation-Making**

As individuals engage in these processes just described, they are also fine-tuning their actions on the basis of the particular features of the situation in which interaction is occurring. Initially, individuals will seek to categorize (a) the nature of the situation and (b) the nature of persons, somewhat along the dimensions summarized in Table 10.1 that cross-tabulates the nature of situation as *work-practical*, *social*, or *ceremonial* (Collins 1975) against the nature of others in the situation as *personages*, *persons*, and *intimates*. Humans store information in these kinds of categories, and as they enter situations, they check on the ecology of the situation, the demography of who is co-present, and the status of those present. At the same time, individuals cognitively search their stocks of knowledge for the appropriate location delineated in Table 10.1 with respect to (a) the nature of persons who are likely to be encountered and (b) the nature of the basic situation, which can be discrete in terms of the categories across the table but, more likely, some mix of the three. Moreover, the person co-present may fall into all three categories, thereby requiring constant interpersonal adjustments as a person presents self to intimates, persons, or personages. Most of the time, humans have little difficulty in making adjustments as they move from one person to another.

The nature of interaction changes with shifts in situational parameters along dimensions outlined in Table 10.1 but also along such dimensions as how enclosed is the ecology, how open is movement through space by others not involved in the interaction, how dense is the space and juxtaposition of bodies, what are the props and other physical properties of the space, and so on. All these varying elements of situations carry cultural meanings and shift expectations for how people should behave. At times, when a situation, such as a line at a movie theater or an elevator at a shopping mall, brings together two or more individuals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Others</th>
<th>Work/Practical</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Ceremonial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personages</strong></td>
<td>Others are functionaries, even strangers, for achieving specific task goals and, thereby, treated by their roles in coordinated activity.</td>
<td>Others are of larger ongoing social situation and are owed appropriate stylized responses fitting the social situation</td>
<td>Others are strangers toward whom informal, polite, and response responses are owed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persons</strong></td>
<td>Others are functionaries in coordinated activities are to be treated as unique individuals in their own right</td>
<td>Others are owed informal response to the collective social occasion, as well as responses reinforcing their self presentations as unique individuals.</td>
<td>Others are owed polite, somewhat informal responses appropriate to the ritual activities being conducted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intimates</strong></td>
<td>Others are close friends whose actions are relevant to achieving goals through coordinated efforts, but whom are owed diffuse obligations and emotional responses</td>
<td>Others are to be treated as close friends, no matter the nature of the social situation, to whom diffuse obligations and emotional responses are owed.</td>
<td>Others are to be treated as close friends, regardless of the nature of the ritual occasion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with different degrees of authority in the same corporate unit, such as workplace, the interaction can become awkward and will generally be highly ritualized if the expectations of how to behave are ambiguous over how much of the workplace culture, status, roles, and structure should be invoked in what is a more public and informal setting. Yet, humans with their inherited interpersonal skills, elaborated and expanded by natural selection as well as by the other evolved complexes of human nature, can generally muddle through such awkward moments.

*Emotion-Taking and Emotion-Making*

Every dimension of interaction is laced with emotions. And so, as individuals role-take and -make, status-take and -make, identity-take and -make, structure-take and -make, culture-take and -make, and situation-take and -make, a great deal of *emotion-taking and emotion-making* is also occurring as individuals seek to determine what emotions, emotional demeanors, and elements of emotion culture of the structural unit within which an interaction is occurring are relevant and appropriate. Each individual can also emotion-make by “putting on” a sad, happy, angry, worried, or some other “face” to manipulate others’ emotion-taking; and these others will by their counter emotion-making communicate if this is acceptable in a particular situation. Emotion-taking and emotion-making are perhaps the one force that can disrupt and breach interactions if individuals do not reach consensus over what are the appropriate emotions to be felt and, more importantly, to be expressed, especially if the emotions are associated with success or failure for identity-taking and -making. Indeed, establishing the appropriate emotional “mood” is an important part of keeping an interaction on course.

Interactions are often difficult because they are complex, but the real danger to an interaction is the failure to get the emotional tone right. Thus, it is in humans’ evolved nature to try to establish an emotional tone or collective mood to the interaction because when emotions clash, every other aspect of the interaction is also breached, forcing individuals to engage in painful repair work. In almost all interactions among humans, they engage in a preliminary emotion-taking almost immediately in order to get a sense for what the emotion-making gestures emitted by others mean for all other forms of “taking” and “making” in an interaction. In making humans highly emotional, natural selection created both the basis for increasing social ties and solidarities, on the one side, and the basis for disrupting social ties and solidarity, on the other. Thus, duality is simply part of humans’ evolved nature.
Theory of mind as conceptualized within biological anthropology and primatology (Premack and Woodruff 1978) and more generally within biology and neurology (Hare, Call, and Tomasello 2001; Povinelli and Vonk 2003; Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen 1990: Mitchell 2011a, 2011b; Meltzoff 2002; Parr et al. 2005) glosses over the more complicated processes that I have just outlined. This conception is basically the same as George Herbert Mead’s early-twentieth-century conceptualization of role-taking, revolving around the capacity and propensity of humans to read the internal mental states of others and their disposition to act in certain ways in order to cooperate with them. However, the preceding review of the many dimensions of interaction is meant to illustrate that theory of mind is far too simple when applied to humans, and still too simple when applied to great apes as well as other highly intelligent and emotional mammals and birds.

For humans, what Mead termed role-taking is a much more robust process than that among the great apes because of the evolution of the various complexes examined in earlier chapters, but humans’ ability to read gestures to interpret others’ internal mental states, coupled with their propensity to manipulate presentations of self to others, are nonetheless only extensions of what great apes can now do and, hence, by the logic of cladistic analysis, what humans’ hominin ancestors could do. As natural selection grew the subcortex and neocortex of hominins, which, in turn, eventually allowed for speech and cultural production, the nature of interpersonal dynamics became much more complicated but still fundamentally the same as evident in the other descendants of the LCAs, present-day great apes.

_Framing and Interaction_

_Erving Goffman Simplified_

As outlined in Chapter 8 on the cognitive complex, framing is an organizing process whereby the brain orders information in a process analogous to the way in which frames are used by computers to order knowledge for rapid retrieval. About the time that “frames” and “framing” were being developed in computer science, sociologist Erving Goffman (1974) was developing a conception of frames and framing to understand interaction as a key phenomenological process. Like counterparts in computer science, Goffman emphasized that the brain generates frames that delimit the range of information stored and retrieved in interpersonal behaviors. Goffman’s vision of frames and framing was,
as I emphasized earlier, more complicated than it had to be; and in fact, it was probably too complicated to achieve what frames can do: denote what is to be part of the interaction and what is outside the “frame” as excluded from the range of phenomena.

**Keying and Rekeying of Frames**

Given the complexity of human interaction, it is not be surprising that natural selection hit on the same solution as computer scientists: order and retrieve information needed in an interaction through signaling by individuals (in talk and body language) of the relevant frames—what is to be part of the interaction and what is not to be part of the interaction. It is also unsurprising that there would be interpersonal practices that, in Goffman’s terms, *key* the frame—if frames are to be changed, then there would be interpersonal practices for *rekeying* the frame that guides an interaction. Goffman’s discussion of *primary* and *secondary frames* and the process of *lamination* of frames was, I think, too complicated to be actually employed in moment-by-moment interaction, but the more general insights that humans key and rekey frames to keep everybody “on the same page” of cultural scripts is nonetheless fundamental to human interaction.

Keying and rekeying appear highly ritualized in talk and body language because rituals call attention to shifts in the interpersonal flow and activate emotions if these shifts are not honored by others. To take an obvious example, people often say these days “let’s not talk about politics” as a ritualized verbal statement to rekey the frame guiding an interaction. If this appeal for rekeying is not honored by others, negative emotions will be immediately aroused. If honored, the person proposing the rekeying and the others with whom this person is interacting can scan their *stocks of knowledge at hand*, to use Alfred Shutz’s (1932) image, to retrieve the relevant stores of knowledge to keep all participants in the interaction on the same *footing*, to use Goffman’s term.

**Frame-Taking and Frame-Making**

Figure 10.1 outlines basic axes of framing during human interaction (Turner 1988, 2002, 2007, 2010). Individuals store information about appropriate behaviors with respect to the bodies of others and the degree to which personal information is to be part of an interaction, as is noted at the top and bottom frames delineated in Figure 10.1. With respect to *body frames*, such fundamental issues as the acceptable distance between,
degree of access to, and relevant positions of bodies are always part of a keying process, typically depending on other framing axes, such as cultural or organizational frames. There are also often demographic frames that set the appropriate number of persons that should be present, the tolerable density among them, and the degree to which migration into and out of the interaction situation is appropriate or even allowed. Physical frames about what props, what stages, and what physical boundaries and borders can be used in an interaction are always present. All these various classes of frames, involving specific ritualized interpersonal behaviors and forms of talk to invoke, are highly constrained by the structure of the situation as marked by organizational frames with respect to what institutional spheres are relevant (e.g., kinship, religion, economy), what corporate units within institutional spheres (e.g., family units, churches, workplaces), and what categoric units (e.g., age, sex, gender, class, religion, ethnicity/race) are relevant in the interaction. Associated with organizational frames are also cultural frames about which values, beliefs/ideologies, and norms are to be relevant.
The process of framing is, first of all, simplified by the status and roles that people are playing in a given situation within a corporate unit within institutional domains. Once this information on structural location is noted, then frames with respect to culture, bodies, persons, demography, and physical properties of the situation are more readily invoked. Such is always the case for how knowledgeability about frames is stored in the brain, with individuals developing sets of syndromes of related frames that can be rapidly brought to, and understood by, self and others in a situation. As part of humans’ storage of knowledge, we all implicitly “know” the relationship among frames for bodies of various categories of person and for how biography, intimacy, and self-involvement are to be framed in various types of demographic situations with particular props, stages, and borders within a particular organizational context and the culture attached to this context. For example, people have little trouble distinguishing between a workplace and the office picnic, although problems can emerge with the effects of drinking alcohol at the office party. Still, most persons can immediately shift to a syndrome of frames listed in Figure 10.1 rather effortlessly and unconsciously. When they know the structural location and relevant organizational frames, other frames will easily fall into place. If frames are shifted to something that is out of the ordinary for a particular type of situation, the rekeying will typically be highly ritualized and visible to all persons.

These dynamics are more critical in complex societies where there is a larger number of persons organized in a wider variety of differentiated structures and systems of cultural expectations, but these dynamics were operative even in simple societies. The ability to make frames and to alter or rekey them allowed for much more of the complexity of this process to be managed, typically rather easily by most persons in most situations. Thus, it is likely that the basic propensity of humans to frame all situations allowed for human populations to build up not only their numbers but also the complexity of structures and cultural systems organizing these larger populations. Just as computers are made bigger, faster, and smarter by programs that frame information, so humans are smarter and more interpersonally adaptive by their neurology that, it seems, “naturally” frames situations so as to keep interactions focused, while at the same time providing a mechanism—ritualized and episodic keying and rekeying of frames—to keep interactions on track. Only in situations where framing is not clear to individuals—such as a lower-level worker meeting a high-level superior outside of the normal context of the workplace—does framing often become difficult, although most often the default frames of how to interact in polite ways are invoked as a
means to get the framing process started. These general frames include somewhat modified frames of interacting with superordinates coupled with clear frames for low access to bodies and personal knowledge and frames about how to migrate away from authority or subordinates in polite ways utilizing props, borders, and stages. We all implicitly know how to deal with this “awkwardness” without breaking the implicit stack of frames within which this interaction must take place and, typically, disband in face-saving ways for all parties. Without the ability to assemble not just one but several frames simultaneously (Goffman’s notion of “lamination”), such interactions would be difficult. Indeed, societal complexity could never have evolved if humans did not have as part of their “nature” this rather amazing capacity to frame and reframe interpersonal interactions.

I have come to see framing and rekeying of frames like many other interpersonal processes: as a constant effort to read the frames being implicitly suggested by others through what we might call frame-taking. It is in humans’ nature to constantly assess which and what kinds of frames, along the lines outlined in Figure 10.1, are being asserted or presented by others because having this knowledge makes all other interpersonal processes much simpler. We know the boundaries of expectations for what the other person wishes to occur, thereby generally making it easier to role-take and -make, status-take and -make, identity-take and -make, structure-take and -make, situation-take and -make, culture-take and -make (especially since frames are a part of culture and are often involved in the storage of cultural codes to be retrieved rapidly by the prefrontal cortex), and emotion-take and -make. To complete the notion of frame-taking and frame-making, all humans are also often engaged in frame-making, by which they often emit ritualized phrases to mark an effort to rekey a frame. These frame-taking and -making processes can occur simultaneously or in phases as an interaction proceeds, but it is the capacity to do both that allows humans in complex societies to keep interactions on track.

Language, Rhythmic Synchronization, Ritualizing, Totemizing, and Exchange

Language and Rhythmic Synchronization

Human interaction operates along several media of communication: (1) the language of emotions (as revealed by facial, eye, and body gesturing) and
speech acts revolving around verbal turn-taking often infused with affective states and intonations. As is the case with great apes, the beginning of any human interaction is initiated with ritualized greeting revolving around stereotyped sequences of communication through vocal calls and body language, with humans adding fine-tuned talking rituals and body rituals also resembling a gestural language carrying common meanings. Greeting rituals are thus critical to getting an interaction off on the right footing and perhaps also inside the right frame, which, it is implicitly presumed by its participants, will lead to a positive emotional experience.

Communication is almost always laced with emotional content and is, thereby, part of the process of emotion-taking and -making. Of particular importance for humans is the degree to which (1) ritualized greetings (and, later, departures), (2) turn-taking in speech acts (Sachs et al. 1974), and (3) emotional cues expressed in face, eyes, bodies, and inflections of voice will all fall into a rhythmic synchronization (Collins 2004), because this kind of synchronization leads to the arousal of positive emotions that are essential to stronger social ties and group formations revealing collective solidarity. When human interactions are “out of sync” along these three dimensions, mild negative emotions disrupt the smooth flow of interaction. To avoid being out of sync, it is thus necessary to have ritualized exchanges of greetings. These greeting must be followed by verbal turn-taking in speech acts accompanied by emotional expressiveness. If these speech and emotion-arousal processes promote rhythmic synchronization of talk and bodies, the interaction can proceed and is likely to generate positive emotions among its participants. Indeed, these early phases of what Randall Collins (1975, 2004) terms interaction rituals can often escalate the arousal and exchange of positive emotions in ways that add another valued resource to the exchange (positive emotions) and allow individuals to meet need-states for profitable exchange and for experiencing positive emotional arousal. The evolved nature of humans is to engage in such rhythmically synchronized interactions because these were critical to the enhancing of emotions essential to forming the stronger social ties and group solidarities that enabled hominins and then humans to survive. This propensity is clearly evolved from the “carnival” behaviors of chimpanzees where animated behaviors fall in synchronization and arouse positive emotions, apparently symbolizing the solidarity of the chimp community. Humans have simply amplified this propensity and extended it to each and every interaction. Indeed, the dependence of humans on rhythmic synchronization is so great that when it does not occur, interaction is strained and often arouses negative emotions.
Shorter-Term Rituals

Most of the rituals that allow individuals to initially fall into rhythmic synchronization are what I term shorter-term rituals, like those used in greetings of others and closing off an interaction, or as is the case when parties to an interaction seek to impose an initial frame or rekey the frame during the interaction. These rituals involve short bursts of stereotypical speech, and, if needed, associated proper body language, to propose an altered path of interaction. Thus, an enthusiastic greeting ritual accompanied by a hug and kisses sets a frame for the interaction that is very different than just, “oh, hello, how are you.” The rituals are short, but they often establish the flow of the interaction for the duration of the encounter and, perhaps, even set up expectations for next time the interaction is taken up. Indeed, the short closing ritual often determines just how the parties in an exchange will greet each other in the next encounter. If the closing ritual is unenthusiastic, the greeting rituals initiating the next interaction will be tentative and halting. So, short rituals have large effects in opening an interaction, and these rituals sustain a chain of interaction rituals over time (Collins 2004).

Longer-Term Interaction Rituals

The term interaction rituals was originally coined by Goffman (1967) and, somewhat later, by Collins (1975, 2004) as interaction ritual chains to describe more protracted solidarity-generating dynamics. What these theorists essentially did is “downsize” the big collective carnivals of chimpanzees and humans to a quieter but probably more important bonding mechanism in which the assembling of humans in propinquity almost automatically generates a sense of co-presence and a propensity to talk by use of short-term rituals, often ritualized greetings that, if they continue, move into sequences of talk and displays of emotions, voice inflections, and tones as well as body language that become rhythmically synchronized (Collins 2004). This rhythmic synchronization arouses additional emotions and then, if the interaction is sufficiently emotional and/or repeated over time, it is symbolized in some manner, with references to the symbols marking and denoting collective emotions promoting solidarity. Goffman tended to see rituals as mostly short term, whereas Collins sought to extend the notion of ritual to a more prolonged series of actions, or chains, across encounters (Collins 2004). Figure 10.2 outlines the model proposed by Collins (2004), albeit in a somewhat altered form from his presentation.

As is evident, this model of human interaction rituals delineates a behavioral propensity clearly inherited from the LCAs of chimpanzees
and hominins because it employs the mechanism of emotional arousal evident in chimpanzee “carnivals.” The ritual is, however, more complex because humans can talk and, thereby, more readily fall into rhythmic synchronization during conversational turn-taking (Sachs et al. 1974). Of course, humans have a larger palette of emotional states to work with; and most importantly, humans have culture that can enshrine and symbolize relationships in normative expectations and totems marking the relationship as something special. As hominins’ emotional repertoire expanded and, then, as the brain began to grow, nonverbal gesturing through emotions was increasingly supplemented by talk and speech. Talk and speech allowed for the codification of culture, so the “carnival” of the LCA of chimpanzees and hominins could be transformed into more protracted interaction rituals that can occur almost any time that humans interact. Over time, as interactions were iterated, they became symbolized by totems and normative prescriptions and perhaps proscriptions. Emotions are constantly flowing back and forth during these rituals, and this circulation of emotions gives the symbols representing relationships among individuals the power to generate stronger social bonds and solidarities among humans. For, despite their big brains, spoken language, and culture, humans still retain some of the weak-tie propensities of their ancestors, with the result being that individuals must “work at” interactions and use emotions to form attachments and solidarities with each other. Thus, it is the interaction ritual delineated in Figure 10.2 (Collins 2004) that orders the flow of interaction leading to heightened positive emotions, to increased social bonds, and to cultural symbolization of relationships in totems and normative expectations. Refinements evident in human interaction rituals are built on the neurological base evident in great apes, especially chimpanzees. It is not a far step from the chimpanzee carnival to the friendly interaction among humans finding themselves in co-presence, where a sense of perhaps only temporary solidarity is built up during the interaction ritual, thereby creating positive emotions and thus commitments to the larger social structures within which interactions occur (for more details, see Collins 2004; Turner 2002, 2007).

**Totemizing**

Interaction among humans is much more likely to be “totemized” by physical objects or symbols than that among great apes. The capacity to generate culture leads humans to verbally designate and thus symbolize
this culture, often with physical totems—monuments, uniforms, flags, artifacts—as well as with verbal labels such as titles and phrases of speech. Thus, virtually any object or word/phrase that denotes the important properties of an interaction within various kinds of social structures can symbolize a collectively organized unit—from a group through organization and community to an entire society. Indeed, interaction with a priest in appropriate clothing, with a member of Hells Angels in their “uniforms” and customized motorcycles, with members of a church congregation in a building with a cross on it, even a meeting of friends at a particular booth in a bar, and a flag symbolizing a nation can all denote social solidarity and activate the emotions generating their solidarity. When ritualized actions and verbalizations directed at these symbols of solidarity are executed, these behaviors arouse the emotions behind this solidarity. Speech, writing, and capacities to forge cultural meanings allow humans to “totemize” and then direct emotion-arousing rituals toward these totems and the underlying reality that they symbolize: social solidarity (Durkheim 1912). Great apes show the beginning of this propensity, but it took the evolution of the elaboration machine to make such totemic behaviors widespread as mechanisms for solidarity-producing interactions in virtually any gathering of humans.

Indeed, as Emile Durkheim (1912) came to believe after 1895, the central mechanism by which societies are integrated is the capacity of humans to create totems symbolizing their group-level solidarities. Totems not only mark but also arouse emotions of solidarity and collectively direct humans to the totem that symbolizes their solidarity with each other; this capacity can be extended, Durkheim argued, to larger social structures where individuals are not engaged in direct interaction. When diverse subpopulations of a society accept and legitimize a common totem, such as the flag symbolizing a whole society, and are able to engage in emotion-arousing rituals toward this common symbol, then diverse and differentially located members of a society can create collective solidarity to the “collective representations,” or systems of cultural beliefs, ideologies, prescriptions, and proscriptions, symbolized by the totem. Thus, totemizing began in smaller group formations, but the cognitive and emotional capacities of humans, coupled with their elaborated interpersonal skills, enables them to “worship” common symbols even if the individuals engaging in such worship never interact. This power of commonly held beliefs or “collective representations,” to use Durkheim’s term, that have been totemized in physical and linguistic symbols dramatically increases the
capacity to build larger-scale social systems, considerably beyond the groups and bands of hunter-gatherers. Elaboration of emotional and cognitive capacities, coupled with language and the ability to generate collectively held beliefs (e.g., collective representations), allowed for increased solidarity among members of very small populations and created the critical preadaptation for the evolution of mega societies by providing a fundamental basis for the integration of large, diverse populations.

Exchange

Human interactions, like those among great apes, almost always involve implicit or explicit exchanges of resources, but among humans, multiple resources are often in play, above and beyond extrinsic resources. Humans determine the degree to which self and identity, status, respect and dignity, and conformity to cultural norms are being realized, and to the degree that they are, humans experience positive emotions. Conversely, when self, status, dignity, and conformity to cultural expectations are not realized, negative emotions arise. Like interactions among great apes, positive emotions are always being exchanged in human interactions, but there are many more dimensions along which exchanges facilitate activation of all those processes arousing positive emotions—from the verification of identities through successful “taking and making” along the lines enumerated earlier to both spoken and emotional languages falling into rhythmic synchronization. Along many other dimensions exchanges can go astray and thereby arouse negative emotions. The positive emotions aroused during the course of exchange become another highly valued resource because they are the resource that affirms self and that leads to smooth interactions, stronger social ties, and group solidarities sustaining human societies. A much more critical resource to human well-being and survival than the explicit and/or extrinsic resource being exchanged, then, is on the line in human exchanges: positive emotions associated with “fair” exchanges generating a sense of “profit” of costs and investments necessary to receive resources that may also be involved in affirming identities. These emotions become yet another additional and highly valued resource to the exchange; and indeed, positive emotional arousal is the resource that generates social solidarity.

The need for humans to experience justice in the resources given and received in exchanges was hardwired in great apes and, hence, hominin. If the positive emotions arise with greeting rituals, verification of identities, rhythmic synchronization, and successful “taking and making” along the
six dimensions outlined, this conflation of emotional valences tied to the exchanges of *any* resources makes exchanges a powerful force of human nature. Because exchanges and the positive emotions that they can generate were critical to the solidarities that allowed hominins and then humans to organize and, thereby, survive in open-country habitats, these exchange dynamics became an even more essential trait of human nature.

Much like totemization as a preadaption to macro-level patterns of social organization that would allow large numbers of diverse and spatially scattered persons to remain integrated, the power of exchange had this same potential. Exchanges among preliterate populations enhanced solidarities among exchange partners within and between populations and subpopulations in smaller-scale societies. The hardwired propensity to seek fair exchanges yielding an excess of resources over the investments and costs involved in securing these resources was critical to increasing attachments, stronger ties, and group solidarities among hominins and early humans. It was the institutionalization of exchange processes, in differentiated markets of developing societies from late horticultural phases of societal evolution to the present, however, that allowed for the evolution of larger and more complex societies because of the inherent capacity of exchanges to promote solidarity.

Humans are thus wired to seek fair exchanges of resources yielding a profit of resources. As ever more aspects of society are mediated by market exchanges in virtually all institutional spheres, profitable exchanges arouse positive emotions and, thereby, enhance commitments to diverse levels of social organization if they yield perceived profits and are seen as fair. Workers taking wages for work, students paying for education and credentials, couples marrying for love but also the resources that they bring to a family, members of churches paying fees to receive the guidance of supernatural powers, persons paying prices for tickets to receive emotion-arousing entertainment, shoppers buying products (from food to almost anything) that bring rewards, taxpayers giving money to governments for valued services, and so on for any of the many exchanges that occur within and between institutional systems in complex societies generate positive emotions if seen as fair and profitable. From this constant flow of positive emotions, humans develop attachments not only to the exchange partners but to the larger exchange systems organizing institutional activity in a society. This inherited capacity and propensity to assess fairness and profits in exchanges became, in turn, one of the bases for humans’ capacity to moralize social relations, once the capacity for speech allowed for the articulation of moral codes.
As Georg Simmel (1906) argued, industrial societies generate many more potential opportunities and avenues for receiving value that provide the potential for generating constant flows of positive emotions from receiving what is perceived of value. From these positive emotions, moral commitments to larger-scale social structures could be generated at the same time that micro-level positive emotions were generated with each and every localized exchange. Today, the constant flow of products in markets with giant players like Amazon take these dynamics to a new level. Consumers constantly experience a sense of value that keeps them scrolling in search of new products. This behavior, perhaps somewhat subversively, generates larger-scale commitments to the institutional system of economy and the broader society in which corporate interest co-opt individuals. As with cell phones and social media, commercial transaction mediated by media have addictive qualities, but they also generate diffuse commitments that can be hugely legitimating in macro societies. Yet, all these forces are only extensions of something evident in chimpanzees and hence the LCAs of chimpanzees and hominins and, as I will address in Chapter 12, also create severe problems for an evolved great ape.

**Conclusion: The Evolved Interaction Complex**

The interaction complex is, as the name suggests, rather complex. Human interaction is complex because, in essence, the viability of society is at stake, as is the well-being of each individual in interaction, during the course of each and every interaction. Emotionally charged-up interactions were the basis of hominin survival, as selection pushed for stronger ties and increased solidarity. Many need-states from the psychological complex must be met during interaction, and humans’ emotional and cognitive complexes allow for use of many different emotional and cognitive hooks and strategies to forge social bonds and to sustain group-level and societal-level solidarities. It is the viability of humans’ expanded patterns of social organization as made possible by the community complex that is on the line.

Perhaps humans’ most remarkable capacity is the seeming ease with which complex interactions can be created and sustained. Yet, even as things are going well in an interaction, the potential for disruption if negative emotions are aroused is always present. Humans have to work hard at keeping group-level interactions going, and even though most of us can interact with some ease, there is always the potential for a breach in the interaction and the resulting arousal of negative emotions that are often difficult to put back in the bottle. It is in our nature as humans to be
constantly attuned to what can go wrong, even if it is not at the forefront of consciousness, because in the simple societies of humans’ origins, disintegration of a group could mean real difficulties in surviving in predator-ridden and often ecologically difficult habitats. The fragility of humans’ emotions on such artificial and mediated groupings as “friends” on Facebook attests to how vulnerable humans are. Thus, along with the evolved emotions complex, the evolution of a more dynamic interaction complex was the key to human survival, but these two complexes are points of vulnerability as well. This complex is outlined in Figure 10.3.
1. Palette of primary emotions
2. Neurological wiring for language
3. Use of interpersonal rituals in greetings/partings
4. Falling into rhythmic synchronization
5. Bias to read emotions in face and eyes
6. Capacity to role-take and empathize
8. Capacity to see self vis-a-vis others
9. Assess fairness in exchanges of resources
10. Assess status relative to others

Inherited preadaptations/capacities/behavior propensities

Selection producing growth of subcortex and neocortex leading to evolution of speech and culture

The Elaboration Machine

Selection for group organization

Figure 10.3 The Evolved Interaction Complex and Human Nature
1. All complexes of human nature can only be activated by exposure of the very young to interaction with other humans, which is facilitated at birth by infants’ biological drives to seek out interaction and physical contact with humans.

2. By virtue of interaction with others and by emotionally responding to the gestures of others, humans develop a series of identities—minimally, person-level identities, categoric-unit identities, corporate-unit identities, and role identities—that they then seek to verify in virtually all interactions in order to have positive feelings about self.

3. In all interactions to varying degrees and extents, humans read the gestures of others and the context of the interaction to determine the (a) identities being presented for verification by others, (b) the roles that others are trying to play, (c) the status locations and memberships that others seek to occupy, (d) the structure that others seek as relevant to the interaction, (e) the situational features within these structures that others see as the most relevant and important, (f) the cultural symbols, texts, totems, codes, and frames that others see as guiding the flow of interaction, (g) the emotions that others are experiencing and that others see as appropriate, and (h) the frames guiding the flow of interaction. These efforts to “take on” the perspective of others in an interaction can be labelled identity-taking, role-taking, status-taking, structure-taking, situation-taking, culture-taking, emotion-taking, and frame-taking.

4. In all interactions to varying degrees and extents, humans always seek to “make” for themselves by presentation to others of both conscious and unconscious gestures communicating (a) one or more of their identities, (b) roles that they seek to play, (c) status locations and memberships that they want others to see as relevant, (d) structures that they see as relevant, (e) situational features that they see as relevant, (f) cultural symbols, texts, totems, codes, and frames that they as appropriate for the interaction, and (g) emotions that they are experiencing as well as emotions that they see as appropriate. These “making” processes of
self-presentations can be labelled *identity-making, role-making, status-making, structure-making, situation-making, culture-making, emotion-making*, and *frame-making*.

5. Human nature is thus driven and constrained by a continuous, mutual effort to exchange both extrinsic and intrinsic resources with others in which individuals receive more resources than the costs incurred in receiving them, with successful exchanges creating a new resource—positive emotions—that is added to whatever else in being exchanged, thereby increasing positive emotions and commitments to the exchange.

6. Humans are motivated to engage in both shorter-term and protracted ritual activities to create and sustain interactions promoting the exchange of positive emotions while enhancing social ties and collective solidarities. (a) *Short-term rituals* revolve around stereotypical behaviors that open, close, and structure the interaction among individuals during greetings and closings of interaction and at strategic points while in engaging in points 1–5 and 7, which follows. (b) *Longer-term interaction rituals* revolve around building on short-term rituals to raise the level of positive emotional flow, to increase solidarities, and to sustain the positive emotional flow and solidarity in iterated encounters strung together over time through fair exchanges of resources leading to the exchange of positive emotions that, in turn, lead to totemizing the interaction with symbols toward which emotion-arousing short-term rituals are enacted to sustain collective solidarity over time.

7. Humans in all interactions are motivated to experience positive emotions about self through the activation of the dynamics outlined in points 1–6; and as positive emotions are experienced, individuals develop commitments to others and the structures and cultures within which an interaction occurs.
The last common ancestors (LCAs) of great apes and hominins evidenced a unique pattern of social organization when compared to most mammals who are kin- and group-oriented. Great apes evolved in the terminal areas of the forest canopy and thus could not form permanent groups, as noted in Chapter 2 and elsewhere. The only stable unit of organization was a sense of community or home range that could be quite large, as much as 15–30 square miles, as is the case with some common chimpanzees today. Even as some great apes and hominins began to live in more terrestrial habitats and to form limited group ties, the more inclusive community was still the structural backbone of each population. With their comparatively large neocortex, great apes and hominins could cognitively map the ecological boundaries of the community as well as the demography of who belonged and who did not belong in the community. Given that these communities could be many square miles, members would wander around their home range and not see each other for weeks, even months, and yet could engage in greeting rituals when meeting up and proceed to role-take with each other and, it can be presumed, see themselves from the perspective of others. Unlike most other mammals, this kind of community orientation was sustained by weak social ties and a lack of kinship beyond mother and young children (ties that were broken at puberty as adolescents transferred to other communities or different locales in the same community; fathers were, of course, unknown because of promiscuity). The interaction complex evolved from the rather sophisticated interpersonal skills that great apes and hominins possessed. These same skills of being able to know all community members, even if not seen for a time, and to interact with them sustained this structure and its ecological boundaries.

The interaction complex and community complex are related in that they allow humans to interact with relative “strangers” and to sustain weak ties across larger territories—basic conditions necessary for mega
societies of many millions of inhabitants. Only the social insects, such as ants and termites, can build such large societies revealing divisions of labor. Most mammals cannot create such societies because of their local group orientations as well as because of kin selection, or a preference to stay with and support closely related kin. Humans can, as Moffet (2018) provocatively proclaims, create “swarms” among very large animals, or, as Peter Turchin (2016) has termed it, can create and live in “ultra societies.”

Inherited Traits and Effects of the “Elaboration Machine”

The inherited traits of LCAs subject to selection and then enhancement by the elaboration machine during late hominin and early human evolution are listed on the left side of Figure 11.1 on page 250. Subject to the powerful forces of the elaboration machine, the capacities to reckon community, to “know” its boundaries and its demography of inhabitants, to see self in relation to community, to engage in relaxed weak-tie interactions with community members, to be mobile and sometimes alone in movements through the community, to be able to mobilize emotions in quasi celebrations of the community when larger numbers of its members came into co-presence, and to defend the boundaries of the community with temporary groupings in patrols along the community’s boundaries became the basis for humans’ capacity to form new layers of social structure and, eventually, their cultures, which would lead to the large industrial and postindustrial societies of today. Early on, the sense of community among hominins could have been expanded to the territory of the nomadic hunting and gathering band. There may have even been a larger territory for all bands sharing the same language and cultural traditions, thus extending the territories to be conceptualized by many more square miles and requiring new kinds of more “diplomatic” interaction with members of other bands in this extended “home range” of sets of bands.

When humans finally began to periodically settle down from their more nomadic hunting and gathering, perhaps for only part of the year, these territories may have been defended, as is the case with chimpanzees today. By 10,000 years ago, as the human population began to grow, early Big Man systems of hunter-gatherers settled near sources of water, and fish began to be supplemented by horticultural communities (gardening without the plow or animal power) that were linked together because of unilineal kinship ties that began to be superimposed over communities. Similarly, pastoralists who were more mobile also began to use unilineal
kinship as a means to organize nuclear families across ever more extended territories and to organize trade relations among subpopulations in a territory. As more advanced horticultural societies evolved, some were organized around communities connected to a dominant larger city housing political and religious elites that were beginning to operate as an early “state” (e.g., much of Central and South America before European conquest). Others were based on more extended trade networks among cities and more rural areas, typically accompanied by political domination by a “capital city” and its control over larger territories or regions (as was the case in China and parts of Europe and Asia before the use of the plow). As full-blown agrarian societies evolved (using the plow), often generating a central capital (e.g., Rome) and a large territory of conquered peoples (e.g., the Roman Empire) and, later, patterns of feudalism and smaller state-like structures (the “dark ages” after the fall of Rome), the community system had greatly expanded or, alternatively, was supplemented by many new layers of social structure: capital cities and various kinds of specialized rural and urban formations, such as cities that were devoted to trade and market activities; new institutional systems increasingly organized into bureaucratic-like structures in highly differentiated political, religious, economic domains, and eventually including education, science, and arts; and stratification systems composed of different strata or classes of individuals categorized by their prestige and perceived worth. At the same time, the structural base of earlier large societies—provided by linking nuclear families into lineages, clans and subclans, moieties, and other features of unilineal descent systems—was making its gradual retreat back to the more isolated nuclear family of modern societies (and, of course, the first human societies of hunter-gatherers).

With industrialization followed by postindustrialization, societies became large and complex, driven by markets and integrated by diverse institutional systems and cultural values, ideologies, laws, and norms. Humans had been able to endure the highly stratified societies that emerged after hunting and gathering through agrarianism because they had the cognitive capacities to understand the necessarily restrictive nature of structures limiting their option. As a result, individuals sought fulfillment in meeting needs in local kin units and the community. Still, the societies between hunting-gathering and postindustrialism were stages of societal evolution that were not well suited to humans’ evolved nature because of the crushing constraints of stratification, the use of authority and coercion, and the limited individual freedoms; they were inherently unstable in the longer run,
even as they tightly controlled their larger, stratified populations (Lenski 1964; Turner 1984, 1997, 2002). Urban centers and markets in feudal agrarianism and then with early industrialism and the increasing expansion of labor markets offered some opportunities for mobility and individualism. Urban areas in early industrialism were certainly grim places, and yet, they grew as human great apes sought some degree of freedom from feudal control. Still, humans were able to “prosper” in early industrial societies compared to the earlier societal formations (i.e., horticultural, herding, fishing, pastoral and then agrarian societies) that evolved after hunting-and-gathering formations because they had more choices even in the oppressive factory systems so well described by Engels (1845) in his portrayal of industrialism of the nineteenth century, before postindustrial societies fundamentally changed the scale and dynamism of human social organization.

The cognitive mapping abilities of humans increased during societal evolution to the point where it was possible to conceive of the boundaries of geographically large societies and even systems of societies organizing distinctive populations and revealing a wide diversity of cultural traits. Yet, for most of human social organization, even in late feudalism and early industrialism, the social universe of humans remained highly local, even as wars were fought at some distance with other populations, and even as industrial workers began to mobilize for conflict with industrialists. Workers could begin to see the whole world as a system, although for most individuals their focus was on the larger societal system that other animals on earth could not imagine. The evolution of ever more complex societies was only possible because individuals could see beyond community and see themselves and others in relation to other types of sociocultural formations, such as stratification systems (by class, ethnicity, and other categoric distinctions), pervasive institutional systems (economy, polity, religion, kinship, law, education, science, etc.), societal systems, and increasingly intersocietal systems. Humans’ sense of self was oriented to identities lodged in categoric units, in corporate units making up communities and organizations, and in key roles in the divisions of labor of corporate units lodged inside of society-wide institutional systems (e.g., economy, education, polity, religion).

For the first time in human history, identities could begin to include societal-level identities as nationalism mobilized emotions about self in relation to “homelands” and their cultures. Mobility was now possible across the larger expanse of any given society or between societies. Interaction with strangers, non-kin, non-community, and even
non-societal members was relatively easy for this evolved great ape with enhanced interpersonal skills and a large neocortex.

The features of this expanded scale and the scope of the community complex were no longer focused just on the local community. A capacity to cognitively perceive layers upon layers of differentiated social structures emerged. Nuclear families and local residential community remained a central anchor and focus of attention, but increasingly, humans could not only visualize but develop diverse emotional attachments to differentiated groups, communities, and organizations within institutional systems making up a society. They could see themselves and develop identities associated with not only categories in the stratification systems but virtually any of the many differentiated groups, organizations, communities, and societies of the new social universe. The elaboration of the interaction complex had allowed for incumbency in a diverse myriad of sociocultural formations, and the elaborated emotions complex allowed individuals to experience positive emotions in interaction rituals within many diverse social settings. In so doing, individuals could also meet at least some basic human need-states now driving the evolved psychological complex. Humans could move about within and across this myriad of social structures in ways never possible before. To a surprising degree, differentiation of social structures at any given level of social organization and further differentiation across levels of social structure created “opportunity spaces” to move and roam in ways individuals in horticultural and agrarian societies could not.

Even though elephants, members of the dolphin family, whales, and perhaps some species of highly intelligent birds can be mobile and interact in complex fission-fusion arrangements, no other animal can conceptualize the planet and all the sociocultural formations that organize almost 10 billion people, nor can they move about populations of strangers both inside their own communities and virtually every other social structure organizing their lives in a society or the lives of others in different societies. Humans are able to do this because of their great ape ancestry, allowing for weak ties, individualism, mobility, and cognitions focused on social structures beyond local groupings or kin units. Without this ape core, human nature would push for a highly parochial view of the universe and, hence, a reluctance to move beyond local groupings and territories. *Homo erectus* began this movement and expansion of hominins; humans have simply taken it further, creating societies that, as I will examine in the concluding chapter, are more compatible with human nature than any other societal form since hunting and gathering. Ironically, these societies are in danger of destroying much life on earth, including human life.
Conclusion: The Elaborated Community Complex

The critical difference between most mammals and the ancestors of great apes and hominins is that hominins are not naturally programmed to reckon the local group and kin units in the same way as most other mammals, including such closely related mammals as monkeys. The orientation to community was a critical preadaptation for macro societies for humans’ eventual capacity to conceptualize such societies, feel comfortable in them, interact in them, meet needs in them, and derive positive emotions from them.

In contrast to most mammals, forming more stable grouping among hominins was the big evolutionary roadblock to their survival. Once it was surpassed, the elaboration machine began to kick in and grow subcortical and then neocortical areas in the human brain. With this cognitive and emotional growth came the capacity to extend the perspective of late hominins and early humans even further out, beyond what had been a large home range, if ever-larger societal-level formations populated by many millions of inhabitants organized in a complex and layered systems of groups, organizations, communities, institutional domains, and stratification were necessary for fitness. The cognitive capacities of humans had sufficiently expanded, as had their emotional and interpersonal capacities; and while these were not needed for reckoning the small world of hunter-gatherers, they represented a preadaptation for the more macro societies that developed over the past 12,000 years. The early elaborations of the brain among late hominins and early humans created the potential for humans to find solidarities and positive emotions in interactions within any group in any type of social structure, thereby allowing for at least minimal satisfaction of need-states in the elaborated psychology complex.

These elaborations converted original mapping of community as the most stable social structure organizing hominin groupings into what is really no longer a community complex but a “societal complex”—an ability to see the larger social structure, even from the vantage point of a local grouping. Humans have the capacity to “look up” from the group to organization to community to institutional domain to society and now even to intersocietal system and “see” at least the outlines of the larger sociocultural formation organizing their lives and activities, just as chimpanzees can see the community and its demography within which their lives are conducted. No other mammals can do this seemingly simple but actually quite complex act. It is only possible with the original wiring to reckon beyond the group, coupled to a brain that
is three times as large as the brain of the LCAs of early hominins. Because emotional enhancement preceded cognitive growth in the neocortex, the ability to look beyond the group to ever more layers of social structure and their cultures was always accompanied by emotions that allowed humans to develop attachments to meso and macro social structures and their cultures and, if need be, to mobilize negative emotions to those structures constraining human nature. Thus, large-scale social structures constrain and integrate large populations, but like everything else in the social world, they are vulnerable to the arousal of negative emotions and collective action against constraints that go against humans’ evolved nature.

Not only can humans see the expanded sociocultural space in which they live out their lives, they can also see themselves as an object in this space. Humans have the capacity and indeed the need to develop identities attached to particular levels of social structure and culture: corporate units, categoric units, and, at times, such macro corporate units as a whole society or system of societies (e.g., “I am an American”; “I am a European”), or a category across societies (“I am an Arab”; “I am a Jew”). Indeed, it is the ability to derive positive emotions from others’ verifications of these senses of identity that allows humans to meet their most fundamental needs in different levels of social structures—at the level of roles, status, groups, organizations, communities, institutional systems, social categories, and whole societies. Again, at the same time, when such identities are not easily verified, individuals experience negative emotions. In these emotions lies the potential for tearing down structures that will not allow humans to meet the most powerful evolved need in their fundamental nature: the need to verify self.

The expanded interpersonal complex also gives humans not only the ability to identity-take and -make but, also, to role-take and -make, status-take and -make, structure-take and -make, situation-take and -make, culture-take and -make, and emotion-take and -make at any level of social structure, thereby enabling humans to “plug into” any social context and, potentially, meet all or most fundamental needs-states. Moreover, as an inheritance from the LCAs of great apes and hominins, a “weak-tie” orientation also allows humans to move among strangers, something that is inevitable when living in a large and differentiated society. At the same time, humans’ emotions complex and interaction complex give individuals the necessary tools to make friends and develop solidarities, sometimes short-lived but nonetheless emotionally gratifying, in order to function in almost any level of social structure and still meet the fundamental needs of the psychology
complex. With these evolved complexes, humans can do what all great apes do: move about as individuals inside a more inclusive social structure—for chimpanzees, the community or home range and, for humans, the whole world of social structures organizing virtually all people on earth. Indeed, even without being able to speak the language of another population, the “language of emotions” based, in part, on universal sequences of emotional expressions is often enough to enable individuals to meet needs in distant lands. We are programmed by our community complex to understand the parameters and boundaries of our sociocultural environment, and we are enabled by our cognitive, emotions, and interpersonal complexes, as well as by our elaborated community complex, to function within the ever-shifting parameters of differentiated sociocultural systems that now organize humans.

In conclusion, then, Figure 11.1 summarizes the elaborated and evolved community complex. The inputs from our inherited nature are listed on the left side of the elaboration machine, and as they enter this elaboration machine, they are transformed and, indeed, elaborated into a societal complex or capacity to see both the immediate and larger sociocultural world in which we find ourselves. Only animals like humans can do so; and it is ever more remarkable for a large animal like humans to be able to organize mega societies without the instinctive programming evident among social insects. Whether it is beneficial to humans in the long run and, more importantly, to other life forms on earth is an open question—as the next, concluding chapter explores.
1. Comparatively large neocortex
2. The propensity to cognitively map the boundaries and internal demography of the larger community
3. The propensity to form weak ties and to map members of a larger community
4. Capacity to role-take and empathize with many others in a larger community
5. The ability to role take with multiple others the same time and across time
6. The ability to see and evaluate self from the perspective of larger community

Figure 11.1 The Evolved Community Complex and Human Nature
1. Propensity of individuals to reckon and orient themselves to multiple levels of sociocultural formations, ranging from episodes of interaction in temporary encounters through groups within organizations and communities and, potentially, to larger institutional domains, stratification systems, societies, and intersocietal systems.

2. Capacity and propensity of individuals to see self from the structural locations and relevant culture to which they orient themselves, with identities most likely to be attached to (a) particular roles in corporate units and potentially the institutional domains in which they are embedded, (b) memberships in categoric units, particularly gender, ethnicity, and class but others as well, and (c) inhabitants of communities as well as memberships in particular groups and organizations within these communities.

3. Emotions generated by verifications of identities attached to various levels of social and cultural organization generate positive emotions that are rewarding, but also generate attachments and commitments to these various levels of organization as long as identities continue to be verified.

4. Capacity and propensity to role-take and -make and status-take and -make in efforts to verify self but also to understand expectations from locations in particular social structures for self and others, which, in turn, lead to structure-taking and -making, culture-taking and -making, and emotion-taking and -making. All these interpersonal practices help specify the levels of sociocultural organization that are most relevant to meeting psychological need-states of individuals, with meeting need-states increasing emotional attachments to various levels of social organization.

5. Ability and, at times, the preference to use the capacities outlined in point 4 to be among strangers and to engage them in necessary interactions at various levels of sociocultural organization.
6. The capacity and, at times, the preference made possible by points 4 and 5 to be mobile across several levels of social organization, particularly diverse types of corporate units (groups, organizations, and communities) in various institutional domains (e.g., kinship, economy, education, religion).
Within the next two decades, the population on earth will exceed 10 billion inhabitants. If we go back to the very beginnings of humans, some 350,000 to 450,000 years ago, the population of all humanity, including species closely related to *Homo sapiens* (e.g., Neanderthals, Denisovans, and even *Homo naledi*), was small, not much more than a few million at best. Before leaving Africa, *Homo sapiens* were close to extinct; all over the earth, they suffered periodic declines as local environments changed (Amos and Hoffman 2010; Manica et al. 2007). How, then, did a vulnerable line of late hominins leading to *Homo sapiens*, who could barely get sufficiently organized to survive in the first place, ever create complex societies of billions of evolved great apes? If we can imagine ants and termites to be the size of humans, we can then imagine what such populous societies would do to the world’s ecosystem as they sought sufficient resources to survive. Humans are not like ants; they are dramatically bigger and are organized by more complex societies than the social insects, while possessing brains that can create demands for resources and technologies to strip resources from the planet on an enormous scale and, then, dump the waste products of this consumption into the world’s ecosystem. Humans are thus a threat to themselves and perhaps to all life forms on earth—with the exception, perhaps ironically, of the social insects that might indeed inherit the earth because of their numbers, small size, and efficient, genetically driven patterns of social organization.

The story of human evolution is one of a number of near extinctions; and then, over the past 10,000 years, population growth organized into societies that are best described by such terms as *mega*, *macro*, or *ultra* societies. Aside from insects, few life forms are organized by divisions of
labor that can coordinate large populations; and humans are, by far, the biggest animals ever to do so, with the obvious consequences of environmental degradation—ranging from global warming and its consequences, through species depletion from effluents and pollutants, to simplification of the ecosystems’ resources needed to sustain the diversity of life on earth. If humans had evolved from monkeys, whose societies are composed of local groups of related females and male (and sometimes female) hierarchies of dominance, the world would be a much safer place, although monkeys have been able to adapt to human urban centers in many parts of the less developed world often better than the humans who built these cities. Much like coyotes, monkeys, with their genetically governed group-level organization (versus pack organization for coyotes), are able to adapt to diverse environments, particularly to those with easily accessed sources of food. In contrast, humans carry a great ape “nature” dramatically magnified and elaborated by brains revealing a large palette of emotions, enhanced cognitive capacities, spoken language, and symbol-based culture. The five complexes outlined in the previous chapters allowed humans to organize ever more complex societies and, thereby, adapt to virtually any habitat. As this trend continued over the past 10,000 years, inhabitants of human societies are set to overpopulate the earth with potentially disastrous consequences.

**Human Nature and the “Social Cages” Created during Societal Evolution**

If we examine the inherited preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities of great apes and, by the logic of cladistic analysis, as a good proxy for the capacities and propensities of humans’ hominin ancestors, then it is clear that weak social ties, lack of permanent groupings, orientation to community, and the interpersonal practices that sustained these features of great ape societies were distinctive features of humans’ hominin ancestors. These same features also made hominins and then humans initially vulnerable to predation and other disasters once they left the protection of the forests. Yet, the comparatively large neocortex, the set of preadaptations and behavioral capacities and propensities inherited from our last common ancestors (LCAs) with great apes, coupled with primary emotions generated in the subcortex, comparatively large neocortex, and prewiring for language, can all be viewed as preadaptations for macro societies, if subject to further selection. The key was to survive open-country habitats and to let selection work on the inherited traits from the LCAs of great apes and hominins, remaking a vulnerable
animal into the most dangerous animal on earth—not only to each other but also to most forms of life on earth. Human mega societies are the *Tyrannosaurus rex* of earth today, except human societies are much bigger and dramatically more ferocious in their effects on the environment and other life forms.

The evolved nature of humans—as outlined by the cognitive, emotions, psychological, interaction, and community complexes—enabled humans to create the first human society revolving around hunting and gathering bands composed of nuclear families. Despite being vulnerable to environmental changes, such bands were sufficiently flexible and even resilient in the face of environmental challenges to populate, sparsely, most of the earth and to reproduce. The hunting and gathering band was very much in tune with human nature because it allowed for individuals to be mobile, relatively unconstrained by kinship and band, social but not engulfed, group-living in only two basic groupings (nuclear family and band), and oriented to a home range of many square miles. Just enough structure to coordinate kin-based reproduction, gathering of plant life, and hunting as a source of the protein needed by their large brains was available. This basic societal formation survived for several hundred thousand years, albeit punctuated by episodic declines under rapid environmental changes (Manica et al. 2007; Amos and Hoffman 2010).

Humans had probably always settled down near abundant resources, such as oceans, lakes, and rivers with their plentiful fish as easy sources of protein. These semisettled populations began to grow, and perhaps growth would force splitting up of the larger group in search of new resources. Yet, this basic adaptation revolving around the hunting and gathering band of nuclear families was sufficient for *Homo sapiens* to survive and, in many ways, to be in tune with their great ape ancestry of loose social ties, individualism, and mobility, with just enough constraint by nuclear kinship and band to allow them to adapt to more open-country habitats and, later, more diverse habitats in most of the world. At some point, more populations settled down into more permanent communities and grew, forcing the creation of the more constraining social structures needed to coordinate the activities of the larger population.

Humans thus began to create their own sociocultural “cages” composed of more restrictive social structures and their cultures (Turner and Maryanski 1992, 2008). *Big Man societies* evolved near sources of water where a central leader and his allies often “owned” economic production (from fishing, domestication of animals, and plants) but were required to redistribute these resources to members of the population, thereby
bringing prestige to the Big Man but also the expectations for and responsibility for redistribution of resources. Still, Big Man societies began to construct the “cage of power” that would be present in all subsequent societies. Pastoral societies of herding and plant cultivation did much the same, and then horticultural societies created the “cage of unilineal kinship” added onto the cage of power to coordinate larger numbers of settled gardeners who might not just hunt but also breed and domesticate livestock. Horticultural societies—revolving around gardening without the plow—could become quite large and reveal high concentrations of power and patterns of constant warfare with neighbors. So with advanced horticulture, societal evolution moved way beyond simple horticulture to societies revealing additional cages such as bureaucratized religious structures, state, military, stratification, and economic structures outside of kinship. With each level of structural elaboration and differentiation, ever larger populations could be sustained and controlled (Spencer 1874–1896). With full-blown agriculture, manorial estates (a new form of community organization revealing bureaucratic elements and inequalities of power and wealth) within various forms of feudalism were added to the structural mix inherited from advanced horticultural societies. Moreover, the increased productivity allowed for the differentiation of new institutional systems (e.g., education, law, art, science) beyond the initial core of kinship, religion, economy, polity, and law.

Ironically and perhaps inevitably, the inherited great ape nature as modified by the elaboration machine into the various complexes examined in previous chapters was, as a result, increasingly caged not only within new institutional systems but also within crushing stratification systems as well as varieties of community formations such as manorial estates, villages, towns, and large cities devoted to economic, political, and religious activities. Intersocietal and intercity state warfare were chronic, thus constantly re-creating the cage of power that engulfed individuals and their families.

If we review the various complexes constituting humans’ evolved nature, it is clear that this increasing “caging” of evolved great apes went against the inherited nature of humans’ hominin ancestors. Thus, these “evolved” social structures were not in tune with human nature, and hence, certainly not driven by this nature. Yet, it is likely that the evolved human nature outlined in the complexes exerts a constant counter-pressure on social structures that restrict and cage what are still individualistic great apes, now charged up with more emotions than other animals and now capable of planning, thinking, and mobilizing to resist the restrictions imposed by social cages. Thus, as the cages of power,
kinship, bureaucratized religion, city, manorial estates, conquest, economic exploitation, and stratification all evolved and allowed for ever larger societies, the nature of societies was not well aligned with humans’ evolved nature, as were the first small societies composed of nuclear families in hunting and gathering bands. Hence, conflicts, revolts, conquests, migrations, and other patterns of human resistance all increased in the evolution of societies after hunting and gathering. As evolved apes, humans will seek to escape from cages, and they will gravitate toward sociocultural arrangements that allow them to meet the need-states outlined in the evolved psychology complex, to experience positive affect of the evolved emotions complex, to form flexible and loose social ties made possible by the evolved interaction complex, to achieve some degree of consistency and congruence among cognitions and emotions in the evolved cognitive complex, and to be more free and mobile within the social structures of the expanded community complex. Humans’ evolved nature as expressed in the five complexes outlined in this book is most compatible with certain types of social structures, as we might recall from Chapter 1 (page 23) in Christakis’s (2019: 13) list of traits that, in a wide variety of contexts, appears to be the “blueprint” for successful social relations. They include:

1. The capacity to have and recognize individual identity
2. Love for partners and offspring
3. Friendship
4. Cooperation
5. Preference for one’s own group ("in-group bias")
6. Mild hierarchy (relative egalitarianism)
7. Social learning and teaching

What is particularly interesting in Christakis’s list is that relatively slight variations from these organizational features disrupt social relations and make the social structures less viable, often being perceived by individuals as cages of constraint. Thus, while humans’ evolved nature is quite complex and multidimensional, it evolved in the run-up to the nuclear family and hunter-gatherer band; the “blueprint” for social structures compatible with this nature is surprisingly precise and narrow. True, humans’ evolved nature allows them to survive and reproduce in social structures that violate much of this nature—as is evident in the societies that have successively evolved since hunting and gathering. Yet, there will always be tension between humans and social structures deviating very far from Christakis’s blueprint.
The reason that humans have been attracted to industrial and post-industrial societies is that the features of such societies—organization by markets, democratically elected power, religious freedom, nuclear kinship, open education, diverse systems of communities from rural villages to large urban centers, alternative economic opportunities, access to travel, recreational activities of one’s choosing, and in general, more freedom, choice, mobility, and individualism—are more likely to build at least some structures using Christakis’s “blueprint.” If an evolved ape cannot be part of a hunting and gathering band, then postindustrial capitalism—for all its well-documented contradictions and flaws—is more in tune with human nature than Big Man, pastoral, horticultural, agrarian, and early industrial (with their well-documented exploitation) societies. Postindustrial societies are not utopias by any means, but they are better than all the alternatives since hunting and gathering. Without killing off most of the human population, going back to hunting and gathering is not an option. Indeed, a world of 10 billion hunter-gatherers would, given the resulting population densities, end up with humans hunting each other down.

Humans will be caged in complex societies unless environmental catastrophe suddenly kills off most humans—which is, of course, a real possibility. Yet, if cages in complex societies are sufficiently gilded and manage to use the “blueprint” outlined by Christakis, they are to be preferred to all likely alternatives. The pathologies of modern societies—environmental degeneration, class stratification, ethnic conflicts, worker exploitation, warfare, civil unrest, dictatorial governments, religious intolerance, family dysfunction, poverty and starvation, mental illness, and so on—are not directly driven by the complexes of human nature. Rather, these pathologies are the outcome of evolved forms of social organization responding to population growth more than pressures from humans’ evolved nature. Thus, it is the evolved social structures and cultures of these contemporary societies, driven by sociocultural selection pressures rather than by human biology, that are now the problem for humans—an old theme in early sociology cast in a new light.

Mega societies, while providing some “space” and alternatives that are compatible with human nature, still restrict this nature to a high degree. Large, complex societies are always filled with contradictions, inequalities, injustices, abuses of power, discrimination, oppressive divisions of labor, and other restrictions necessary for such societies to be able to operate. Without population decline of an enormous magnitude, we are stuck with such societies. True, humans’ biological nature has enabled
the building of such societies, when it was necessary to organize larger populations, but ironically humans have built societies that can often thwart the realization of their fundamental nature, as outlined in the five complexes. The pathology inheres in what humans have had to create in order to survive in larger numbers, not so much in our nature as biological beings. While conflict, even warfare, and other pathologies certainly existed among hunter-gatherers, they were rather rare given the low population densities, the lack of inequality, the absence of consolidated of power, and the comparatively few restrictions on individuals of hunting and gathering bands. Hunting and gathering was the human Garden of Eden, but once populations began to settle down, grow, and become more complexly organized, humans had eaten the forbidden fruit that cast them out of their Garden of Eden, or more accurately, humans would destroy the Garden of Eden in order to build larger, more complex societies. Yet, it should be recognized that there is now an accumulating body of data revealing that even hunting and gathering societies often evidenced efforts of some to consolidate power and impose hierarchy on band members or even other bands. These efforts, it appears, were typically met by counter aggression, often involving the murder of those who sought to confine others in the cage of power. It is possible that this dialectic was quite common. As a result, norms of equality evolved and cooperative alliances formed in order to restrict efforts of any individual or subgroup to impose the cage of power (Boehm n.d.). Even in hunting and gathering, then, and certainly later in larger sociocultural formations, inequalities would arise and often led to resistance and conflict, typically motivating the formation of alliances against abusers of power and to sustain more equal social relations. In most cases, it appears that humans found a way to stabilize early societies and create cooperative structures that allowed humans to realize their evolved nature.

Why Do Humans Prefer Modernity?

At their genetic core, humans are just another a great ape. Great apes generally possess many weak over strong ties, mobility around communities, periodic gatherings where positive emotions are aroused to celebrate the community, sexual freedom and promiscuity, individualism, and options for choice. Indeed, the interaction complex among great apes and humans is set up to create and sustain social relations in larger communities, where many ties are weak but still capable of generating positive emotions and verifying identities and other human
need-states. Humans are highly emotional animals—indeed, the most emotional animal on earth—and much of their interactions revolve around securing positive emotions, as individuals use the elements of the interaction complex to role-take and -make, status-take and -make, identity-take and -make, culture-take and -make, emotion-take and -make, structure-take and -make, and situation-take and -make in order to plug themselves into each other and the relevant social structures and cultures guiding their conduct. True, there is constraint inhering in these efforts, but it is still under quite a bit of voluntary control, while revealing flexibility as the situation requires. As long as people can realize a profit in exchanges of resources, especially the profit inhering in positive emotional arousal, humans will at least be content, even in complex social structures. Thus, added to the emotions and interaction complexes are the need-states of the psychological complex for verifying multiple levels of self, for just and fair outcomes in exchanges, for cognitive and emotional congruence, for a sense of efficacy, for a sense of group inclusion, for trust, and in general, for positive emotional arousal in interactions with others. If individuals can successfully complete interaction rituals and even totemize or symbolize their relations, they will experience positive emotions from group affiliations (Collins 1975, 2004). The cognitive complex provides the means to engage in what are often nuanced and multifaceted interactions that are regulated by social structures and culture but at the same time are sustained by individuals’ abilities to organize and retrieve stocks of knowledge necessary to interact, verify self and other need-states, and experience positive emotions with respect to self, others, and situation.

The complexity of these processes in modern societies is actually quite staggering, but positive emotions can be experienced through the ability to navigate this complexity. Indeed, the evolved nature of humans is set up to deal with complexity and to interact with many different kinds of individuals in diverse types of situations. Humans are set up to experience positive emotions about others, self, situations, and sociocultural structures in which successful interactions occur. An individualistic, evolved great ape still remains individualistic, to some degree, and enjoys walking through what are now much more complex communities of various types of social structures while verifying self and experiencing positive emotions in interactions that any evolved chimpanzee would find gratifying. The greater freedoms of hunting and gathering are lost, but in their place arise many diverse opportunities in postindustrial societies, and therefore so many more opportunities to verify self and to meet other psychological needs, to use the large neocortex and what it
stores, to experience a wide range of emotions made possible by the subcortex of human brains, and to employ the expanded skills at interpersonal alignment of human great apes, all revolving around efforts at arousing positive emotions.

Other properties of culture and social structure work against these opportunities—consolidation of power and authority in most social structures, restrictive norms, beliefs and ideologies, inequality in the distribution of resources and sometimes crushing stratification of members of a population into systems of privilege and poverty, economic exploitation, unequal access to key institutional systems such as education, and many other constraints. None of these restrictive conditions in postindustrial societies is as great when compared to conditions in the societies after hunting/gathering. What is now clear, is that human nature has evolved with a capacity to organize humans in societies vastly more complex than hunting and gathering. Natural selection perhaps overshot the mark on what was necessary to survive, but once the “elaboration machine” was created, perhaps such an outcome was inevitable. Complexity always generates niches, spaces, opportunities, and the like, especially in market systems with many diverse kinds of individuals and corporate units involved in organizing institutional activities. Humans’ evolved nature is set up to take advantage of these openings in sociocultural space, thereby allowing humans to live and prosper in mega societies.

For years, I used to ask students in my classes when discussing hunting and gathering societies if they would like to go back and live in such a society. A large portion of the class almost always raised their hands to affirm that they would, but then when I started listing what they would not have, I could see students mentally taking their hands down. Camping is fun, for a time for most people, but as a lifestyle? Perhaps not, given the glitter of what can be done in postindustrial societies. Whenever I probed further, what became evident is that students, like most people in affluent postindustrial societies, like the varieties of options and experiences that are possible: the diverse opportunities to be mobile in space and across sociocultural formations, the diversity of persons to meet, the opportunities for self-enhancement, and so on. There are still cages, even occasional gulags, but many of them are gilded and allow individuals to meet basic need-states that are part of human nature and to utilize the other complexes that are part of human nature—all of which lead individuals to experience positive emotions, at least much of the time.
Human Nature and Species Survival

Thomas Malthus was the bearer of bad news in the eighteenth century, when he borrowed the imagery from the Bible on the “four horsemen of the apocalypse.” Overpopulation eventually leads one or more of Malthus’s “four horsemen” to ride through societies. The imagery of each rider mounted on a different-colored horse allowed Malthus to stress that war, pestilence, famine, disease, and death (which actually ends up being five horses) will strike societies where population exceeds the capacity to support itself. We now know, of course, that many conditions send one or more of the horsemen to ride through societies, causing death and destruction. Malthus’s argument is still as relevant today as it was two centuries ago. It seems inevitable that humans will experience these four horsemen that bring along the fifth (death) in the coming decades, and on a global scale. Whether as a world nuclear or conventional war, as widespread terrorism using these weapons of mass destruction, as deadly germs traveling the globe at the speed of air travel, as widespread famine produced by global warming and environmental degradation, as rising seas and damage from weather that comes with global warming, or as any of the many other catastrophic events that now seem possible, human societies will be under siege. Indeed, when I started this book in 2019, the COVID-19 pandemic was not on the radar, but within six months, the coronavirus began to move across the globe. As has become evident, this virus has exposed the vulnerability of humans—not only their immune systems but also their institutional systems for dealing with the threat of a simple but clever virus to hide from the human immune system and, when discovered, trick this system into overreaction. The capacity to contain the virus rests as much on the institutional systems of a society—polity, economy, education, and law—as on a society’s medical care systems or individuals’ immune systems. The key to controlling pandemics is the ability of societies to control contact among members of the population, with some societies doing this well—for example, China (after an initial failure followed by a massively coercive response), South Korea, and Germany—and others doing very poorly. Indeed, the United States’ response to the pandemic has been a lesson in poor preparedness and inadequate coordination of responses. Thus, high technology and advanced medical knowledge cannot protect humans from just one of the four horsemen, much less all four riding through and trampling the institutional systems of mega societies. The institutional grandeur and complexity of these societies is not as effective in stifling the horsemen as some might image.
Unfortunately, the institutional systems of societies are often the cause or at least a facilitator of the path of Malthus’s horsemen through societies.

Malthus recognized that once humans began to experience “the good life” associated with societal development, they would reduce their rates of reproduction. This trend, evident in the modern world, has given humans a false sense of security. In many parts of the world, however, children are the only “social security” available to parents as they age—thus increasing the birth rates and size of the societies least able to protect their inhabitants from any of the four horsemen. The result is that birth rates are not coming down sufficiently in the affluent post-industrial world, generating much of the environmental degradation, while half or more of the world’s population where the four horsemen are most likely to ride are still growing rapidly. In this global system of societies, the four horsemen can often ride through the gates of even affluent, postindustrial societies with greater ease than we might think.

Thus, humans are on the verge of spoiling their gilded cages in the affluent part of the world, while those in the less-developed portions of the globe will suffer even more in the coming decades as the four horsemen ride again and again. War, terrorism, revolt, environmental degradation, rising waters, pandemics, and the like are still occurring every day somewhere on the globe and are likely to spread and become more global in the next decades.

Does human nature drive this impending conflagration? Evolved great apes, evidencing preferences for high individualism, choice and personal freedoms, and other traits outlined in the five complexes of human nature, can sometimes mobilize to deal with collective problems. At other times, however, humans resent the imposition of sociocultural cages necessary for dealing with any of the four horsemen. For example, COVID-19 virus pandemic exposed the United States as poorly organized at the federal level to respond to this kind of threat. Even as the vast majority of individuals isolated themselves and followed directives of state and local authorities, many political figures making key decisions along with many individual citizens asserting their “rights” to be individualistic have dramatically weakened the already chaotic response of government to the crisis posed by COVID-19. By the time this book is printed, we will know just how consequential the chaotic response of the United States and other societies, such as Mexico and Brazil, in the Western Hemisphere will be for human life and for damaging the economic systems on which human life depends.

The pandemic has given human mega societies a clear “shot across the bow” and warning that, if humans are unable to change the social
structures and cultures of their societies because they either enjoy them or they do not have the power or knowledge to effect social change of such complex systems, then we are all likely to experience coming disruptions to social life. The basic problem inheres in the kinds of societies that are required to organize larger numbers of individuals because, contrary to what some argue rather glibly, alternatives to these kinds of societies that can organize billions of large and evolved great apes are not so easily implemented. We can all think of utopias, perhaps the ultimate being hunting and gathering, but we cannot go there unless the four horsemen kill off most humans, which, to be sure, is possible but not likely in the short run. For all the power of the cognitive complex to innovate, we are individualist at our biological core, loaded up with emotions and powerful psychological need-states that can work against collective responses to common threats. Still, the opposite has often been the case in the past, such as the mobilization of England and the United States to confront the Axis powers during World War II. For a time, of course, public opinion in World War II (and earlier in World War I) was resistant to military mobilization by the United States, once again reflecting the vulnerability to danger that humans’ evolved nature can pose. In the case of the world wars, the United States eventually mobilized its population, military forces, and economy on an unprecedented level. Thus, we can ask, Will such be the case in the future? Our first real tests thus far in the twenty-first century, where viruses have spread across societal borders, do not inspire confidence. Moreover, the continued involvement of the United States in wars to quell terrorism has spent a great deal of money but does not appear to have led to any real resolution of the problems that started the wars in the first place. There are, of course, those who deny that the billions spent on war have been ineffective and that the responses to invasions by viruses have been adequately handled, and there are others who deny the potential consequences of climate change, ecological decay, and poverty-generating war. Such ideological differences in humans’ views will make collective responses to threats difficult and less effective when undertaken.

Complex social structures and their cultures are difficult to change by directed action because of their scale and the entrenched interests that always resist large-scale and rapid change. When forced by events, societies can change, but they do not necessarily change in the direction required. And so, while elements of human nature can get in the way of change and collective responses, much more significant are the inertial tendencies of social structures and culture, especially in complex societal
systems with large, diverse populations, that resist and work against change, even changes desperately needed by rapidly changing environmental conditions. Humans by their nature may be well adapted and even moderately content in the survival machines of the modern world—that is large, complex societies—but they are not able to effectively change these survival machines when threatened. Even as humans face the four horsemen down, it is often difficult to address the problems that will emerge in the next decades, even if it were possible to build a new survivor machine for 10 billion people. Thus, it may be that humans have created sociocultural monsters—that is, large, complex societies—that they can no longer control as we face potential extinction events like the first hominins on the human line as they adjusted to open-country habitats. George Stewart’s book *Earth Abides*, published in 1947, is still in print because we humans perhaps recognize our future in its pages and, hence, the old book is still relevant to understanding the ecological and organizational problems in the future. It seems unlikely that humans would be forced to return to hunting and gathering, even with the magnitude of the changes now occurring in sociocultural and ecological domains. Ecological problems loom large, however, and will likely pose serious challenges to humans and their mega societies. Even with humans’ elaborated cognitive complex, which has served the species so well over the past 400,000 years, humans may not be able to deal with the magnitude of the changes required over the next 200 years.

More Misery for Humans, Masquerading as Technological “Advancement”

Like much of modernity, great potential appears at hand in new communication technology to help humans realize “their inner great ape.” Computers using the Internet, video game systems, cell phones, social networking tools, and many other gadgets and programs that allow texting, audio, and video interactions among humans would seem likely to enhance humans’ evolved nature rather than work against this nature. Yet, ironically, much of this technology only gives us a surface happiness and in the end violates humans’ evolved nature. What has emerged, surprisingly, is devices that do not always enhance interactions among real people, face to face. Instead, these new modes of communication often lead to a series of faux interactions among illusionary people/beasts inhabiting video games in an unreal fantasy world and faux interactions in faux communities of supposed “friends” who are prepared to “like” you and your posts until they choose not to like your faux presentations
of self to a world whose boundaries are unknowable and filled with, it would seem, lots of people who are not “your friends” after all. If this were not enough, many humans have become more attached to their cell phones than to real people, and rely on their phones for the latest news, text, Facebook posts, and just about anything. In fact, humans now spend untold hours staring at the screen on their cell phone, even when trying to have an actual “conversation” with another co-present and very live human being.

Teenage suicide is at an all-time high in the United States and elsewhere in the modern world; old people feel alone without personal interaction with their grandchildren and children; career people seem otherwise engaged in cell phones and computers doing work that must be done, followed by compulsively checking emails and social media; and in general, there is relatively little actual face-to-face interaction in private and public places. I have watched couples in restaurants spend more time monitoring their respective cell phones than engaging in conversation; I have seen many people hardly talk to each over a table but instead pull up and show their partner a picture, and so it goes back and forth, a virtual interaction among two people facing each other but speaking virtually no words. I have been in conversations with others who look at their cell phones more than at me and who “must get this call or text” as if their lives depended on it, thus making the real other co-present feel degraded and rejected.

It may be that for all the mediated interaction, people today in postindustrial societies engage in less direct face-to-face interaction than was the case before the information revolution. When they do engage face to face, they split their time between their cell phone and the other in co-presence, thereby degrading the potential value of the interaction for themselves and for the person who is receiving only half their attention. There has, of course, been great discussion over such mediated interactions and what they mean for persons and societies. Viewed from the perspective of the complexes that constitute human nature, it seems to me that individuals are not getting sufficient emotional feedback from others; they are not meeting important need-states, such as affirmation of self, a sense of group inclusion in a real group, exchanges of valued resources, sense of efficacy, trust, and most importantly positive emotional exchanges. They are not deriving the benefits of being a member of a real community but only loneliness from interaction in a simulated community. Preoccupied with their cell phones and other media outlets, they still do not feel fulfilled, much like drug addicts who need their fix that, sadly, never seems to be enough.
The solution to individuals feeling this sense of being unfulfilled is surprisingly simple: engagement with more people, face to face. Humans, unlike most other mammals, are visually dominate and, thus, respond emotionally to communication in which individuals see each other as they speak. To increase face-to-face interaction would, however, involve putting down or aside those machines that offer the chimera of real human engagement but deliver only a facsimile of what humans really need. Simmel (1906) suggested that, while the modern, differentiated world was not as “warm” (or “cuddly”) as more traditional societies, it offered other things that generate human well-being: choice, options, freedom, the ability to spend money in markets to meet a person’s unique needs, and the capacity to join many different kinds of groups. I think that Simmel understood what weak social ties can do for an evolved ape: generate a sense of satisfaction and, when coupled with a few strong ties (close friends and family), modern market-driven societies can meet most human needs.

The irony is that marketing of information technologies has interrupted what should be natural propensities for humans: to say hello, engage in small talk, interact in dozens of encounters generating positive emotions each day, and with time and energy remaining to engage with personal talk in high-solidarity friendship and family groupings. Coupled with choice, options, freedoms, and other features of postindustrial societies, an evolved ape like humans can retain a sense of efficacy, individualism, and orientation to communities and, beyond, to macro-level social formations.

The COVID-19 pandemic has, however, revealed the potential of these somewhat alienating technologies to sustain personal ties. When efforts are made to stay in contact with close friends and family via Skype and Zoom, individuals can see and focus on each other. These interactions may not produce the same emotion-arousing rituals (Collins 1975, 2004) on seeing and hearing humans “in the flesh,” but they are able to promote positive emotions among real people who can see each other face to face—albeit in a mediated video format. The potential for experiencing real human engagement is inherent in these media technologies, with improvements in the quality of the video and audio. Perhaps the ability to more easily shift focus on particular persons on new high-definition screens, something close to real personal interactions can occur. Even interactions that are less personal become “more real” and more quickly “personal” when individuals can see each other and their expressive gestures in almost any context. Just making inter prsonal contact with, for example, the staff a pick-up restaurant, workplace, library desk, or any other interaction with
acquaintances but not intimates is still highly gratifying for an evolved species used to weak ties. These technologies are not bound by local community, but they will have meaning within some community or more inclusive social formation, because this is how humans are programmed by the community complex. Community can be dramatically expanded to any place in the world, which allows technologies now available but not normally used for weak and strong ties to be reinforced by face-to-face interactions that can meet the need-states of humans’ psychology using the capacities of the emotions and interaction complexes. For example, in comparing the times that I talked with one of my granddaughters in a French university by phone and then later by Skype (transferred to my big OLED TV screen), visual engagement on a big, human-sized screen certainly enhanced the emotional feelings. Such is the power of the visual sense modality. Thus, if humans in the modern world wish to take advantage of the options and choices emphasized by Simmel, current media technologies can greatly expand them. The key to this expansion is to begin to limit use of the more addictive technologies—that is, game systems attached to the Internet, even when they reach across the globe, and cell phones where individuals are constantly monitoring (and often evaluating) themselves in “likes,” texts, emojis, and numbers of “friends” in a network that is too large to offer much of what humans need. This accumulated distortion of human relations by devices begins in childhood, accelerates into a true addiction in the teen years (as do other addictions), and becomes routinized in the adult years. For all the convenience of these technologies (e.g., to phone and text anywhere, anytime), they have not made humans happier, unless persons exercise discipline over the intrusion of this technology into life. The complexes of human nature allow us to have this addiction and to function, but it is now becoming clear that these technologies do not promote positive emotions if they are used as a substitute for face-to-face interactions in meeting the needs of the psychology and emotions complexes. Indeed, humans today often do not exercise their sophisticated capacities in the interpersonal complex to engage in a wide range of weak and strong face-to-face interpersonal ties, and in so doing, they are throwing away much of their great ape legacy by failing to activate their interpersonal capacities to arouse positive emotions and meet fundamental psychological needs.

Recapturing Our Humanity in Complex Societies

Many of the big structural and cultural restrictions on humans in big societies will be more difficult to overcome, but there are personal choices that individuals can make that can recapture what any hunter-gatherer
has, even in the context of constraint. The first task of societal structural reconstruction is to attack inequalities in the distribution of power, material resources, and symbolic resources such as honor, dignity, and prestige. This is the place to begin the reconstruction of societies, unless it is too late. Still, at the level of the person, the analysis of human nature in the pages of this book tells each of us what we must do to make our lives more gratifying: increase rates of interaction with real people in diverse contexts, mixed with both weak-tie and strong-tie interactions and group affiliations revealing varying levels of attachment and solidarity. Humans are, like all great apes, individualists, but we are not designed by natural selection to be either “loners” or “addicts” to communication devices. Humans are designed to use the communication skills and interpersonal capacities that natural selection worked so hard to install so that we can experience positive emotions and solidarities with real rather than mediated and often artificial others. Soldiers and warriors in video games, Alexa and Siri, friends on Facebook, exchanges of texts involving emojis, and all the other ways that humans mediate their interactions are not the kinds of interactions that humans need. These media interactions can be fun to play with, useful for keeping in touch, and essential in a busy life, but as I have perhaps overemphasized, they do not deliver what we humans need most: experiencing positive emotional arousal from meeting humans’ psychological need-states that arise from using humans’ elaborated cognitive, emotional, and interpersonal capacities to interact with real people in diverse social groupings within what is now vastly extended communities that make up the multiple dimensions and layers of modern human societies.

Because humans do not have strong bioprogrammers like most other mammals for kinship and for many strong ties, these kinds of kin and personal relations need to be actively constructed, and reconstructed, through the model on “interaction ritual chains” outlined by Collins (see Figure 10.2 on page 232). Similarly, weaker ties with strangers, colleagues, neighbors, and other forms of social relations also require interaction rituals to smooth the flow of interaction, but this process of interacting face to face arouses positive emotions and allows humans to exercise their interpersonal skills and, in so doing, meet psychological needs and affirm the sense of a person in a community. Christakis’s “blueprint” discussed in Chapter 1 and listed again earlier in this chapter lays out the conditions where interactions with others are most likely to generate the social ties and social structures that bring human gratification. Deviation from this blueprint works against human nature. Therefore, once we know (1) the basics of humans’ inherited nature, as elaborated by
expanded emotions and cognitive capacities, speech production, and symbolic culture, and (2) the basic type of social structure that allows individuals to interact in ways that reinforce humans’ evolved nature, we then have the more complete blueprint for what makes humans content and fulfilled and what makes large-scale societies more viable. If a preponderance of social units—from groups, through organizations and communities, to institutional domains and societies as a whole—in which interaction is ordered by Christakis’s blueprint, then the complexes outlined in Chapters 7–11 or, if one prefers, the elements of personhood outlined by Christian Smith in Chapter 1 (pages 20 to 22), can be activated in ways that make humans happy and, in so doing, make small- and large-scale societies viable.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the weakness of some societies, such as the United States, and the importance of social relations in social structures built from Christakis’s blueprint in generating happiness. In my neighborhood, which is blocked off by a gate surrounding a golf course, I have never before seen in my years living and writing from my study (where I can see both the golf course and the street in front of my house) so many people walking alone with their thoughts but, I suspect, thoughts about their life and social relations (because I also see smiles on their faces in a difficult time). I also see something that I have never seen living here for over a decade: so many families out walking together with pets in tow while yakking, skipping, laughing, and just enjoying each other’s company as a family. When I take my daily bike ride during this isolation phase of dealing with the pandemic, I experience a sense of community from all of the hellos, waves, and comments as I pass by walkers, other bikers, and people in golf carts. I know virtually none of these people, but these short rituals of mutual being and place are the very thing an evolved chimpanzee needs: a sense of being part of a community. So, the pandemic may have shown people what their future can be like, if some forms of mediated relations are downplayed (cell phones) and other forms of mediated relations with family and friends are enhanced through dramatically improved versions of Skype, Zoom, and other such platforms. Additionally, if these platforms are fed through larger, high-definition screens on TVs rather than small computer screens, the emotion-arousal effects will be that much greater (for, there is something emotionally uplifting in making human’s face full sized on the big screen rather than seen as a miniaturized person on the computer screen). Coupled with the daily stories in the three newspapers that I read religiously every morning, it is difficult not to be impressed at how people in so many walks of life have used media to sustain or create
new relations and to coordinate complex activities, such as concerts, plays, graduation ceremonies, and other forms of virtual gathering for creative and emotional purposes (and of course, for work, as well). We are using our cognitive complex to activate all the other complexes and to realize humans’ fundamental nature. If these mediated relations can supplement real face-to-face relations in social units following the blueprint and activating interaction rituals, then modern societies can help humans be what they were evolved to be. Of course, inequalities, prejudices and discrimination, abuses of power, cultural conflicts, and other disintegrative forces that have always been with humans, even in simple societies but always in complex societies, can work against what is needed. Thus, much needs to be done at the political and macrostructural level to mitigate the tension-generating machine that inheres in all modern societies and reveals high levels of inequality and other disintegrative forces. For individuals at the more micro level of interpersonal behavior in smaller-scale social structures, there is an easier path to realizing the human potential for well-being: use the capacities inhering in the complexes of human nature to engage in interaction rituals with diverse others face to face, supplemented by new forms of video-driven face-to-face interactions. The key is to use what several million years of natural selection worked so hard to install in our genomes.
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